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FOREWORD 

In the year 2000 the fırst German edition of this study (Die syro-aramiii

sche Lesart des Koran) presented to the public a fraction ofmore exten
sive investigations on the language of the Koran. A second expanded 
edition followed in 2004. A third German edition has been published 
recently. 

The basis of this fırst English edition is the fırst and, in part, the sec
ond German edition. Beyand that, the present English edition contains 
minor supplements and new fındings. 

It is hoped that the selection of results made in this publication will 
provide a stimulus to Koran researchers to begin discussing the methods 
and interpretations arising from them with regard to the contents of the 
text of the Koran. From the controversy provoked in the meantime over 
the language of the Koran, no objectively grounded refutation has emer
gedin view of the essential fındings presented here. 

What is meant by Syro-Aramaic (actually Syriac) is the branch of 
Aramaicin the Near East originally spoken in Edessa and the surraund
ing area in Northwest Mesopotamia and predominant as a written lan
guage from Christianization to the origin of the Koran. For more than a 
millennium Aramaic was the lingua franca in the entire Middle Eastern 
region before b~ing gradually displaced by Arabic beginning in the ih 
century. lt is thought that the Greeks were the fırst to call Aramaic Sy

riac (as the language of Assyria in the time of Alexander the Great1). 

This term was then adopted by the Christian Arameans, who in this way 
wanted to distinguish themselves from their pagan fellow countrymen. 
Syriac is also the name given by the Arabs in their early writings (for 
example in hadith literature )2 to this Christian Aramaic, which is an ar-

Aramaic as the language of Assyria is attested to in the Old Testament by a 
histarical fact in 70 ı B.C. (2 Kings ı 8:26 and lsaiab 36: ı ı; cf. Henri Fleisch, 
Introduction a l'Etude des Langues Semitiques, Paris ı947, p. 69). 

2 Thus according to one tradition (hadith) the Prophet is said to have given his 
secretary, Zayd ibn Thabit (d. 45/665 A.D.), the task ofleaming Syriac and He

brew in order to read him the writings he received in these languages. Cf., for 
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gument for the importance of this language at the time at which written 
Arabic originated. 

As a written language, and especially in translations of the Bible, 
which presumably existed as early as the second century of the Christian 
era,3 Syro-Aramaic achieved such an influence that it soon stretched 
beyond the region of Syria to, among other places, Persia. The Christian 
Syriac literature, which was in its heyday from the 41h to the 7tlı century, 
is especially extensive.4 

With its Syro-Aramaic reading of the Koran this study in no way 
claims to solve all of the riddles of the language of the Koran. lt is 
merely an attempt to illuminate a number of obscurities in the language 
of the Koran from this particolar perspective. The fact, namely, that 
Syro-Aramaic was the most important written and cu1tural language in 
the region in whose sphere the Koran emerged, at a time in which Ara
bic was not a written language yet and in which learned Arabs used 
Aramaic as a written language, 5 suggests that the initiators of the Arabic 

example, Ibn Sa'd az-Zuhri (d. 230 H./845 A.D.), at- Tabaqiit al-kubrii, 8 vols. + 
Index, Beirut 1985, II 358). In the Encyclopedia of Islam, Leiden, Leipzig ı 934, 
vol. 4, ı 293b, one reads un der Zaid b. Thabit: "In any event he was his secre
tary, who recorded a part of the revelations and took care of the correspondence 
with the Jews, whose language or writing he is said to have teamed in 17 days 
or less." It should be noted here, however, that the Jews did not speak Hebrew 
at this time, but Aramaic (Jewish Aramaic). 

3 This is attested to by the original Syriac gospels harmony known as "Diatessa
ron," composed presumably before ı 72/3 A.D. in Rome by the Syrian Tatian. 
Cf. Anton Baumstark and AdolfRücker, Die syrische Literatur [Syriac Litera
ture ], in: Handbuch der Orientalistik [Handbook of Orient al Studies], ed. Ser
told Spuler, vol. 3, Semitistik [Semitistics], Leiden ı 954, II 2. Die Literatur des 
altsyrischen Christentums [The Literature of Old Syrian Christianity], p. ı 7 ı. 

4 Cf. on this subject Theodor Nöldeke's Kurzgefasste Syrische Grammatik, Leip
zig 1898 (second edition), reprint, Darmstadt 1977, Introduction xxxi-xxxiv. 
[Compendius Syriac Grammar, Engl. translated by A. Chrichton, London, 
1904.] On the importance of Aramaic or Syriac in general, Nöldeke says: "This 
language was dominant for longer than a millennium in a very extensive area of 
the Near East far beyond its original boundaries and even served for the less 
educated neighboring populations as a written language" (xxxi). 

5 On this subject Nöldeke says in his sketch Die semitischen Sprachen [The Se-
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written language had acquired their knowledge and training in the Syro
Aramaic cultural milieu. When we consider, moreover, that these Arabs 
w ere for the most part Christianized and that a large proportion of them 
took part in the Christian Syrian liturgy,6 then nothing would be more 
obvious than that they would have naturally introduced elements oftheir 
Syro-Aramaic cult and cultural language into Arabic. To indicate the ex
tent to which this is the case in the Koran is the task this study has set 
for itself. The samples contained herein may be considered as represen
tative of a partially attainable deciphering- via Syro-Aramaic (that is, 
Syriac and in part other Aramaic dialects) - of the language of the Ko
ran. 

In this study it has not been possible to look into the entire literature 
on the subject, since such literature is fundamentally based on the erro
neous historical-lüıguistic conceptions of traditional Arabic exegesis of 
the Koran and therefore scarcely contributes anything to the new meth
ods presented here. This includes, in particular, the Iate lexical works of 
so-called Classical Arabic, which, though they may have their value as 
reference dictionaries for post-Koranic Arabic, they are not etymologi

cal dietionari es 7 which means that they are no help at all in understand-

mitic Languages], Leipzig 1899, second edition, p. 36: "Aramaic was the lan
guage of Palmyra whose aristocracy, however, was in large part of Arab de
scent. The Nabateans were Arabs. It is probable that many Arameans lived in 
the northem part of their empire (not far from Damascus), but further to the 
south Arabic was spoken. Only Aramaic was at that time a highly respected 
civilized language which those Arabs used because their own language was not 
a written language." 

6 Notable in this regard is the following, the fırst Arabic dissertation on the sub
ject, submitted in Tunis in 1995: Salwa BB-1-l;lağğ Şllli!,ı-al - :Ayub ( ı.5_,L.ı 

'-:-l:!WI - ~L....:ı ı:W4): al-MasrQiya al-'arablya wa-tatawwurlltuhll min 
nas"atiha illll-qam ar-rllbi' al-hiğıf 1 al- 'aSir al-mlllldl( (+il .J>bJ _, ~~~ ~~ 
'i..vy.JI ~Wl / 'i~l ~1)1 eı_>ill ~J (+il!.; ()o): (Arab Christianity and 
!ts Development from /ts Origins to the Fourth Century of the Hegira 1 Tenth 
Century of the Christian E ra), Beirut 1997. 

7 Included here is the project of the WKAS (Wörterbuch der klassischen 
arabischen Sprache [Dictionary ofClassical Arabic]), which has been in prepa
ration since 1957. Cf. Helmut Glitje, Arahische Lexikographie. Ein historischer 
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ing the pre-Classical language of the Koran. An etymological dictionary 
of Arabic continues to be a desideratum. The reason for its lack is 
probably the notion that the (presumably) older Arabic poetic language 
and the younger written Arabic are identical. To be consistent, Arabic 
( due to a number of archaic characteristics) was classifıed from the po int 
of view of histoncal linguistics as older than Aramaic. This historical
linguistic error makes understandable much of the criticism, even from 
competent Semiticists who have expressed their opinions on individual 
findings in the course of the debate that this study has provoked in Ger
many and abroad since its fırst appearance in 2000. 

It is here not the place to go into this criticism in detail. This remains 
reserved for a soon-to-follow publication that will treat morphologically, 
lexically and syntactically the Aramaic basic structure of the language of 
the Koran. This English edition has been insubstantially supplemented, 
in particular by the appending of the index of Koranic passages and 
terms, the prospect of which was held out to readers in the first German 
edition. 
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Überblick [Arabic Lexicography: A Historical Overview], in Historiographia 
Linguistica XII: 112, Amsterdam 1985, 105-147, loc.cit. 126-138 under No. 7, 
Allgemeines zum 'WKAS' [On the ,WKAS' in general], with bibliographical 
information on p. 142 under (B) Secondary Literature. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

According to Islamic tradition the Koran (in Arabic, 01~ _) 1 Qur"an), the 
sacred scripture of Islam, contains the revelations, eventually fixed in 
writing under the third caliph cUtmıın (Othman) ibn cAffan (644--656 

A.D.), of the Prophet Mul;ı.ammad (Mohammed) (570-632 A.D.), the 
proclamation of which had stretched over a period of about twenty years 
(approx. 612-632 A.D.) in the cities ofMecca and Medina. 

As the first book written in Arabic known to tradition, the Koran is 
considered by speakers of Ara b i c to be the foundation of written Arabic 
and the starting point of an Arabic culture that flourished intellectually 
in the High Middle Ages. Moreover, according to Islamic theology its 
contents are hel d to be the etemal word of God revealed in Arabic. 

Non-Muslims see in the Korana cultural heritage of humanity. lt is 
from this they derive their interest and justification in studying this liter
ary monument from the standpoint of cultural history and the history of 
religion, as well as from a philological perspective. 

Precisely this philological perspective will be occupying us here, 
since there is naturally a danger of making false inferences on the basis 
of a text that, in large parts of the Koran, has not been clarified philolo
gically, as not only Westem scholars of the Koran, but also the Arabic 
philologists themselves admit. Whence derives the fundamental interest, 
not only of the historian of culture and religion, but also and especially 
of the philologist, to endeavor, asa matter ofpriority, to clarify the Ko
ranic text. 

A good start in this direction was already made by the Westem Ko
ran scholarship of the l91tı century. Here, listedin the chronological or
der of their appearance, are the most important publications looking into 
the text of the Koran in more detail: 
- ABRAHAM GElGER (1810---1874), Was hat Mohammed aus dem 

Judenthume aufgenommen? [What Did Mohammed Take from 
Judaism?], Bonn, 1833. This Bonn University dissertation docu
ments sources in Jewish literature for a series of Koranic terms 
and passages. 
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- THEODOR NöLDEKE (1836-1930), Geschichte des Qorôns [Histo
ry of the K oran], Göttingen, ı 860. This publication, recognized 

among Western experts as the standard work in the field, was pre
ceded in 1856, as the author reportsin his Foreword (v), by aLa

tin monograph, De origine et compositione Surarum Qoranica
rum ipsiusque Qorani. It later experienced a revision, ina second 

edi tion, by the following editors: Teil I ( Ober den Ursprung des 
Qoriins) [Part I (On the Origins of the Koran)] and Teil II (Die 

Sammlung des Qoriins) [Part II (The Golleetion of the Koran)J by 

Friedrich Schwally, Leipzig, ı909 and 1919, respectively, and 

Teil III (Die Geschichte des Korantexts) [Part III (The History of 
the Koran Text)] by G. BergstrliBer and O. Pretzl, Leipzig, 1938 

(cited in the following as: GdQ). 
- SIEGMUND FRAENKEL (1855-1909), De vocabulis in antiquis 

Arabum carminibus et in Corano peregrinis, Leiden, ı 880. In this 

summarized dissertation, Fraenkel, a student of Nöldeke, produ

ces a list of Korani c expressions borrowed for the most part from 
Aramaic. The author subsequently followed up on this first study 

with a more extensive study in which additional Koranic expres

sions are discussed: Die aramaisehen Fremdwörter im Arabi

schen [The Foreign Words of Aramaic Origin in Arabic], Leiden, 
1886 (cited in the following as: Aramöische Fremdwörter [Ara
maic Foreign Words]). 

- KARL VOLLERS (1835-ı909), Volkssprache und Schriftsprache 
im a/ten Arabien (Kapitel 5: "Die Sprache des Qorans") [Verna
cular Language and Written Language in Ancient Arabia (Chap

ter 5: "The Language of the Koran")], Strasbourg, 1906 (cited in 

the following as: Volkssprache und Schriftsprache [Vernacular 
Language and Written Language]). In this monograph Vollers, on 

the basis of a minutely precise philological analysis of a series of 

Koranic forms, argues that the Koran was originally composed in 

a Western Arabic dialect (ofMecca and Medina) and only later, 
in the second half of the second century of the Hiğra/Hegira (/oc. 
cit. ı 83), reworked by Arabic philologists and adapted to the 

classicallinguistic form ofOid Arabic poetry. 
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- THEODOR NöLDEKE, Neue Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwis

senschaft (S. 1-30): Zur Sprache des Korlins, I. Der Korlin und 
die N-ablja, II. Stilistische und syntaktische Eigentümlichkeiten 
der Sprache des Korans; lll. Willkürlich und miBverstandlich ge
brauchte Fremdwörter im Korlin [New Essays on Semttic Linguis

tics (pp. 1-30): On the Language of the Koran, I. The Koran and 
·ArabJya, II. Stylistic and Syntactic Peculiarities of the Language 
of the Koran, III. Arbitrary and Confusing Use ofForeign Words 
in the Koran], Strasbourg, 1910 (cited in the following as: Neue 
Beitriige [New Essays]}. In his introduction Nöldeke, to wbom 
Vollers had dedicated the preceding study, dismisses Vollers' 
thesis as erroneous and, despite admitting the existence of dialec
tal variations, pronounces himself in favor of the •ArabJya (the 
classical Arabic language) in the Koran. He ends the second 
chapter, however, by concluding that the good linguistic common 
sense of the Arabs has almost complete1y protected them from 
imitating the characteristic peculiarities and weaknesses of the 
language of the Koran. According to Nöldeke, the Koran consti
tutes a literature for itself, which is without real predecessors and 
which has also had no successors, and the Koran passages and in
dividual Koranic expressions that have been added by 1ater Arab 
writers as decoration are nothing but linguistic oddities (op. cit. 
22 f.). 

- JACOB BARTH (1851-1914), Studien zur Kritik und Exegese des 
Qoriins [Studies contributing to criticism and exegesis of the Ko

ran], in: Der Islam 6, 1916, pp. 113-148. In this article J. Barth 
attempts to read critically certain isolated passages of the Koran 
based exclusively on his comprehension of Arabic. In so doing, 
Barth was one of the first scho1ars who dared occasionally to 
change the diacritical dots of the canonical text of the Koran. In 
all Barth was successful in only four cases in reestablishing the 
original or authentic reading (Sura 37:76 (78); 12:9; 9:113 (112); 
same reading in 66:5). 

- IGNAZ GOLDZIHER (1850-1921), Die Richlungen der islamisehen 
Koranauslegung [The Trends in lslamic Koranic Exegesis ], Lei-
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den 1920. In the fırst chapter of this work (pp. 1-52) Goldziher 
treats neutrally of the emergence of the controversial readings of 

the Koran according to Islamic tradition, but without proposing 

any alternative textual criticism. This monograph draws attention 
to the uncertainty of the textus receptus on which Islamic Koranic 

exegesis is based. 
- JOSEF HOROVITZ (1874-1931), Koranische Untersuchungen [Ko

ranic Investigations], Berlin, 1926. In the fırst seetion of this stu

dy Horowitz deals thematically with selected Koranic terms; in 

the second he discusses Koranic proper names. 
- ALFONS MINGANA (1881-1921), Syriac Influence on the Style of 

the Kur "an, in: Bulletin of the John Rylands Library 77-98, Man

chester, 1927 (cited in the following as: Syriac lnjluence). In this 
essay Mingana, an East Syrian by birth, takes up both of the 
aforementioned authors and faults their analyses for the insuffı
ciency of their criticism of the Koran text itself. By drawing at

tention to the Syro-Aramaic influence on the style of the Koran, 

he to a certain degree builds a bridge between V o ll ers' thesis of 

the dialectal origin of the Koran and the classical thesis advocated 
by Nöldeke. But the examples he provides in the essay to support 

his view were probably of little help in its gaining general accep
tance since their number fell far be1ow what in part had a1ready 

been identifıed by Arabic philologists, and even more so by Wes

tern Koran scholars, as borrowings from Aramaic and Syriac. Al

though the route of research he had proposed would have been an 
entirely appropriate way to approach the solving of the mystery 

of the language of the Koran, the lack of conviction in reconstruc

ting it has probably had as a consequence that no other scholar of 
the Koran has pursued it further. 
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HEINRICH SPEYER (1897-1935), Die biblischen Erziihlungen im 
Qoran [The Biblical Stories in the Koran ], Breslau (?), 1931, re

print Hildesheim, 1961. This work continues in a much larger 

scope the work by Geiger mentioned at the outset The author 
succeeds in providing impressive proof of the existence of a num

ber of biblical passagesin the Koran, not only from the cananical 



Bible, but also from Jewish and Christian apocrypha and litera
tures. Although the listing of Koranic expressions in Index II 

does contribute further to their clarifıcation, these expressions are 

not subjected to closer philological analysis. Probably for this 
reason Jeffery, in the next work, seems not to have taken any no

tice ofGeiger's book. 
- ARTHUR JEFFERY (1893-1959), The Foreign Vooabu/ary of the 

Qur"an, Baroda, 1938 (cited in the following as: The Foreign Vo
cabulary). In this work Jeffery essentially summarizes the philo
logical investigations of foreign words in the Koran published in 
Europe up to 1938 and at the same time also takes into account 
the opinions of the Arabic philologists and commentators of the 

Koran. His work, however, restricts itself to the purely etymolo
gical presentation of these expressions without arriving at mean
ings divergent from those accepted by either the Arab commenta

tors or the modem European translators of the Koran. Of the ap
proximately three hundred words (including around fıfty proper 

names), those of Aramaic and Syro-Aramaic origin predominate. 

An examination of a series of those foreign words found by Jeffe
ry to be of non-Aramaic origin has revealed that this is in part 
based on a misreading or misinterpretation of the Korani c expres
sions; some of these expressions will be discussed individually to 
the extent permitted by the scope of this work. 8 

In fact, Mingana's contribution to our understanding of the Syriac in
jluence on the style of the Koran-never since refuted by Westem Ko

ran scholars - could have furthered Koranic studies had anyone taken up 

and consistently pursued the theoretical guidelines he proposed nearly 
three quarters of a century ago. The examples given to support his the

sis, however, were obviously inadequate. Stili, Mingana cannot be far 

from the truth with his statistical rough estimate of the foreign language 
portion of the Koran. On a scale of I 00, he divides up this portion as 

8 See the foltowing examples to .1.1..>- (şirHfJ, ~ (qaşi), ~ (satara),):.:.....:. 
(şaytara) and ~~ (i,t,tarra) below p. 226 ff. 
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follows: 5% Ethiopic, 10% Hebrew, 10% Greco-Roman, 5% Persian 

and nearly 70% Syriac (= Syro-Aramaic) including Aramaic and Chris

tian Palestinian ( cf. op. cit. 80). The evidence he provides for this he 

then divides into fıve categories: (a) proper names, (b) religious terms, 

(c) expressions of ordinary language, (d) orthography, (e) senten ce con

structions and (t) foreign histoncal references. 

While the items listedunder (a), (b), and (d) (1, Il, and IV) are for the 

most part suffıciently well known, the examples cited for (c) turn out to 

be relatively few, considering that it is, after all, precisely the expres

sions of ordinary language that make up the brunt of the language of the 

K oran. Category (e) (V), on the other hand, is examined from fo ur 

points ofview, which could, in itself, have served as the basis of a more 

in-depth investigation. A prerequisite for an investigation of this kind, 

however, would be a mastery of both the Syro-Aramaic and the Arabic 

language at the time of the emergence of the Koran. Finally, in (t) (VI), 

it is essentially a question of a thematic examination of the text of the 

Koran in which the author, at times with convincing results, follows up, 

in particular, on the above-mentioned work by Speyer. 

GÜNTER LüLING, Über den Ur-Qur'an. Ansiitze zur Rekonstruk

tion varislamischer christlicher Strophenlieder im Qur'an [Regar

ding the Original Koran. Basis for a Reconstruction of Pre-Isla
mic Christian Strophic Hymns in the Koran], Erlangen 1974 (2nd 
ed., Erlangen 1993).9 This study is, after that of Jacob Barth's, a 

further, more extensive attempt to elucidate obscure passages of 

the Koran by changing certain diacritical dots. Lüling's thesis de

pends on the one hand on the supposition of an "Ur-Qur'an" (Ori

ginal Koran), in which the author sees, not without reason, Chris

tian hymns, which he then undertakes to reconstruct. On the other 

hand, as to his philological method for elucidating obscure passa

ges of the Koran, Lüling supposes a pre-Islamic Christian Arabic 

9 Revised and enlarged English version: Günter Lüling, A Challenge to Islam for 

Reformation. The Rediscovery and reliable Reconstruction of a comprehensive 
pre-Islamic Christian Hymnal hidden in the Koran under earliest Islamic Rein

terpretation. Delhi, Motilal Banarsidass, 2003. 
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koine, but one whose essential nature he fails to define. However, 
by hasing himself on an essentially theological argument to 
achieve the goal of reconstruction and elucidation, Lüling only 
occasionally succeeds and is, on the whole, unable to solve the 
enigma of the language of the Koran. His merit is, however, to 
have re-posed the question of the nature of the language of the 
Koran. The kernel of his thesis of a Christian "Original Koran" 
would have engendered further research, had it not been rejected 
categorically by the representatives ofthis discipline in Germany. 
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2.REFERENCEVVORKS 

The present study has originated impartially, i.e. independently of the 
works of Westem scholarship listed above, as well as of Koran-related 
Arabic philology and exegesis. They would also, in all probability, have 
been detrimental to the method, which has gradually been worked out 
here in the course of this study, for research into the language of the 
Koran, and will thus only be referred to for comparative purposes during 
the philological discussions of individual passages in the Koran. In the 
discussion of the Korani c expressions requiring clarification, the follow
ing Arabic reference works have been consulted: 
(a) the most important Arabic commentary on the Koran by Tabari 

(d. 31 O H. 1 923 A.D. ), which als o takes in to account earlier Ko
ran commentaries: Abü öa•far M~ammad b. Öarır at-Tabari, 
Gllmr al-baylln 8.n ta'wii ay al-Qur'aıı (30 parts in 12 vols.), 3rıı 
ed., Cairo, 1968 (cited below as Tabari/Tabari followed by the 
part and page number); 

(b) the principal Arabic lexicon, y yı.ll ~J ... .J Lislln al- B.rab of lbn 
M~ (1232-1311 A.D.), based on the Arabic lexicography be
gun in the second half of the 81h century with ~~ y~ .Kitllb al

ayıı by al-fla/Il b. Al;ınıad (d. circa 786 A.D.):10 Abn 1-Fadl 
Öamııl ad-Din M~ammad b. Mukarram b. MaJL'?Ur al-Ifriqi al
Mişri, Lislln al- arab ("Tongue" of the Arabs), 15 vols., Beirut, 
1955 (cited in the following as Lisiin with the volume number, 
page number and column letter, a or b). 

Furthermore, for comparative purposes, the translations of the main 
mostrecent representatives ofWestem Koran scholarship will be given 
in the following order - Richard Beli (English), Rudi Paret (German) 
and Regis Blachere (French) - based on the following editions: 

10 Cf. Stefan Wild, Das Kitab al-;.ıin und die arahische Lexikographie [The Kitab 
al- ;.ı in and the Arabic Lexicography], (Wiesbaden, 1965) l ff., 58 ff., and spe
cifically on the Lislln al- ;.ırab 87-90. 
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RICHARD BELL, The Qur An. Translated, with a critica! rearran

gement of the Surahs, vol. I, Edinburgh, 1937, vol. Il, Edinburgh, 

1939. 

- A Commentary on the Qur"nn, vols. I & Il, Manchester, 1991. 

- RUDI PARET, Der Koran: Übersetzung, 2nd ed., Stuttgart, Berlin, 

Cologne, Mainz, 1982. 
- Kommentar und Konkordanz, Stuttgart, 1971. 

- REGIS BLACHERE, Le Coran (traduit de l'arabe), Paris, 1957. 

(Cited in the following as: Bell, Paret or Blachere [vol.] and page.) 

To verify the readings interpreted according to Syro-Aramaic, the fol

lowing Syro-Aramaic lexicons will be used: 

- PA YNE SMITH, ed., Thesaurus Syriacus, tomus I, Oxonii 1879; 

tomus II, Oxonii 1901 (cited in the following as: Thes./Thesaurus 

volume and coluınn). 

- CARL BROCKELMANN, Lexicon Syriacum, Halis Saxonum, 1928. 

JACQUES EUGENE MANNA, Vocabulaire Chaldeen-Arabe, Mosul, 

1900; reprinted with a new appendix by Raphael J. Bidawid, Bei

rut, 1975 ( cited in the following as: Manna and coluınn). 

The translations cited will show how these W estem scholars of the Ko

ran have understood the Koran passages in question, even after a critica! 

evaluation of the Arabic exegesis. The expressions that are to receive a 

new interpretation will in each case be underlined. This will then be fal

lowed by the proposed translation according to the Syro-Aramaic under

standing, and also in some cases according to the Arabic understanding, 

accompanied by the corresponding philological explanations. 
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3. THE WORKING METHOD EMPLOYED 

The aim of this work was in the first place to clarify the passages desig
nated in Westem Koran studies as obscure. However, apart from the 
previously unrecognized Aramaisms, the investigation of the overall 
Koranic language, which is considered to be indisputably Arabic, has 
uncovered, so to speak as a by-product, a goodly number of not insigni
ficant misreadings and misinterpretations, even of genuinely Arabic ex
pressions. Precisely in relation to the latter, it has turned out again and 
again that the m eaning accepted by the Arabic commentators of the Ko
ran has not at all fit the context. 

In such cases the reference works of Arabic lexicography, which ori
ginated later and were thus, in their developed form, unknown to the 
earlier commentators of the Koran, have often been able to set things 
straight. In this regard it should be noted that in his large Koran com
mentary TabarT invariably refers to the oral Arabic tradition, but not 
once to a lexicon of any kind. Only occasionally, in order to explain an 
unclear Koranic expression, does he quote verses from Arabic poetry, 
but these comparisons are often misleading since the vocabulary of this 
poetry differs fundamentally from that of the Koran. 

As a departure from traditional W estem methods of interpretation, 
which for the most part rely closely on the Arabic tradition, in the pre
sent work the attempt is made for the first time to place the text of the 
Koran in its historical context and to analyze it from a new philological 
perspective with the aim of arriving at a more convincing understanding 
of the Korani c text. The results will show that perhaps even more passa
ges have been misunderstood in the Koran than those whose uncertainty 
has been conceded by previous Koran commentators and translators. Be
yond this, the analysis will in part reveal considerable deficits in the pre
vious interpretation of many aspects of the syntactic structure of the lan
guage of the Koran. The major points of the acquired method, which has 
evolved in the process of the detailed textual analysis, will be presented 
in the following. 

The canonical version of the I 923/24 Cairo edition of the Koran will 
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serve as the textual basis. Koran citations, orthography (without vowel 
signs) and verse numbering refer to this edition. This modem Koran edi
tion differs from the earlier Koran manuscripts as a result of the subse
quent addition of a large number of reading aids worked out for the 
faithful by Arabic philologists over the course of the centuries. Included 
among these are, in the first place, the so-called diacritical dots, serving 
to distinguish the equivocal and ambiguous Jetters in the early Arabic al
phabet. These twenty-two Jetters requiring clarification will be discussed 
in more detail below. 

Starting from the understanding that the Arabic readers, in view of 
the fact that the basic form of the earlier Koranic manuscripts is not easy 
to decipher even for educated Arabs, have for the most part correctly 
read today's accepted version of the Koran, this version is fundamental
ly respected in the forthcoming textual analysis following the principle 
of lectio difficilior. Only in those instances in which the context is ob
viously unclear, in which the Arabic commentators of the Koran are at 
the limit of their Arabic, in which it is said over and over again in Taba
rT .ili~ J.ı_,b c) J.ı);j]\ ~i ~\"the commentators disagree on the in
terpretation (ofthe expressian in question)," or, not infrequently, when 
the listing of a series of speculations both in Tabari and in the Lis/Jn is 
concluded with the remark rki ..ılı\_, (wa-1-lahu a'Jam) (God knows it 
best- or in plain English, God only knows w hat the expressian in ques
tion really means!), only then will the attempt be made, white paying 
careful attention to the given context, to discover a more reasonable 
reading. The procedure employed in doing so will be as follows: 
(a) For an expressian designated as obscure by the Westem Koran 

translators, a check is first made in the Arabic commentary of Ta
bari to see whether one or the other of the cited interpretations ig
nored by the Westem Koran translators does not, in fact, fit better 
in the context. Namely, it occasionally happens that the Arabic 
tradition has kept an accurate or an approximate memory of an 
earlier Aramaic express i on. If this is not the cas e, then 

(b) in the Lis/Jn the Arabic expressian in question is examined for 
possible altemative sernantic meanings, since TabarTand the ear
lier Arabic commentators did not have an aid of such scope at 
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their disposal and in any case in his commentary Tabarlnever re
fers to any Arabic lexicon whatsoever. This step also occasionally 
results in a better, more fitting sense. However, if the search re
mains unsuccessful, then 

(c) a check is made to see whether there is a homonymous ı ı root in 
Syro-Aramaic whose meaning differs from that of the Arabic and 
which, based on a consideration of objective criteria, clearly fıts 
hetter in the context. In a not insignificant number of cases this 
Syro-Aramaic reading produced the hetter sense. Here one must 
see to it that according to the context the two homonyms can oc
cur hoth in the Arabic and in the Syro-Aramaic meaning. Then, if 
this check leads nowhere, 

(d) an attempt is made in the first place to read the Arahic writing 
differently than in the Cairo version of the K oran by c hanging the 
diacritical points, which were not there originally and which were 
later and perhaps erroneously added. Not infrequently it can he 
determined that the Arabic readers have apparently falsely read 
an expression in itself genuinely Arabic because they lacked the 
appropriate background information. However, if all of the pos
sible alterations do not result in a sense that fits the context, then 

(e) the attempt is made, while changing the diacritical points, to 
make out an Aramaic root beneath the Arabic writing. In an al
most incalculable number of cases this has been successful to the 
extent that the Aramaic expression has given the context a deci
dedly more logical sense. However, if this attempt also fails, then 

( f) a final attempt is made to reconstruct the actual m eaning of the 
apparently genuine Arabic expression by transtating it back into 
Aramaic by way of the semantics of the Syro-Aramaic expres
sion. This attempt exceeds in importance, extent and level of dif
ficulty the discovery of actual Aramaisms (or Syriacisms) for, as 
there are still no Arabic-Aramaic dictionaries, the researcher must 
here depend solely on his or her own knowledge of (the) lan-

ll Le. etymologically related. 
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guage(s). 12 In the process, what appear to be genuinely Arabic ex
pressions can be divided into: (1) loan fonnations and (2) loan 
translations (or calques ). 

(g) Another category involves, in tum, those for the most part genu
ine Arabic expressions that are neither susceptible to plausible 
explanation in the Lislln nor explainable by translation back into 
Syro-Aramaic, either because they have a completely different 
meaning in modem Arabic or because their basic Arabic meaning 
is unknown. In such cases the important lexical works by the East 
Syrian physicians Bar 'Ali(d. 1001) and Bar Bahlol (mentioned 
ina document in 963)13 occasionally provide information on their 
real meanings. These Syro-Aramaic lexicons were created in the 
ıoth century, presumably asa translating aid for Syrian translators 
of Syriac scientific works into Arabic, as Syro-Aramaic was be
ing displaced more and more by Arabic. 14 The Syro-Aramaic
( Chaldean-)Arabic dictionary of Manna mention ed at the outset, 
by taking into account, among other lexicons, that of Bar BahliJl, 

continues to a certain extent this tradition of Eastem Syrian lexi
cography. The Arabic vocabulary that these lexicons employ for 
the explanation of Syro-Aramaic words and expressions is of 
eminent importance here, especially when, as an equivalent of a 
Syro-Aramaic expression, several Arabic synonyms are listed, of 

12 W ith i ts appended Index latinus Brockelmann 's Lexicon Syriacum does offer a 
stopgap, however. 

1 3 Anton Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Litera/ur [History of Syrian Litera

ture] (Bonn, 1922) 241. It is said of Bar 'AIT in the same work that he worked 
as an eye doctor and spoke Arabic. On the importance of these works, Baum
stark writes (242): "The work by B. Bahlül, which was later on often published 
in a combined edition with the other and which is especially valuable due to its 
exact citation of sources, was also geared from the start to the explanation of 
foreign words of Greek origin and enriched by objective erudition of a philoso
phical, scientific and theological nature. Naturally, a considerable element of 
the West Syrian scholarly tradition begins to make itselffelt in the complicated 
textual history ofthis codifıcation ofEastem Syrian lexicography ... ". 

14 Cf. Theodor Nöldeke, Die semitischen Sprachen [The Semitic Languages], 2"d 
edition (Leipzig, 1 899) 43. 
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which one or the other occasionally occurs in the Koran. In this 
respect, the Thesaurus Syriacus has proven to be a veritable trea
sure trove whenever it cites, although irregularly, at least relative
Iy often, the Arabic explanations of the Eastem Syrian lexicogra
phers.15 In this way it has been possible, thanks to the Thesaurus 

Syriacus, to explain manyan obscure Koranic expression. A sys
tematic exploration of the Arabic vocabulary in these early Eas
tem Syriac lexicons, however, would bring even more to light. 
Also, the early Christian-Arabic literature of the Eastem Syri
ans/6 until now ignored by Koran scholars, yet whose Arabic vo
cabulary reaches back, in part at least, to the pre-Islamic usage of 
the Christian Arabs of Mesopotamia and Syria, would Jead to 
more convincing results than the so-called Old Arabic - though 
for the most part post-Koranic- poetry, whose vocabulary is ex
tremely inappropriate and misleading for understanding the Ko
ran.17 

This is namely the case when misunderstood Koranic expressions 
are used improperly or in a completely different context in this 
poetry and then cited as authentic evidence for the interpretation 
of these same Koranic expressions by the later Arabic philolo
gists. This inner-Arabic methodology proper to later Arabic lexi
cography consists in explaining obscure expressions, for the most 
part speculatively and in the absence of other literature, on the 
basis of the often hard to unravel context of earlier Arabic poetry, 

IS Payne Smith refers to a) BA.: Jesu Bar-Alii Lexicon Syro-Arab., potissimum e 
cod. Bibl. Bodl. Hunt. xxv. b) BB.: Jesu Bar-Bahlulis Lexicon Syro-Arab, e 
cod. Bibl. Bodl. Hunt. clvii, Marsh. cxcviii. 

16 Thus, for example, Nöldeke (!oc. cit. 43) refers to the leamed metropolitan of 
Nisibis, Elias bar Schinniijii (975 ··c. 1050 A.D.), who had written "his works 
intended for Christians either in Arabic or in paraHel columns of Arabic and Sy
riac, i.e. in the spoken language and in the language of the leamed." 

17 For example, Nöldeke saysin this regard (!oc. cit. 53): "Admittedly the poems 
of the Arab heathen period were only recorded signifıcantly later and not at all 
without distortion," and further (58), "In particular the literature of satirical and 
abusive songs has with certainty introduced many arbitrary and in part quite 
strangely devised expressions into the (Arabic) lexicon." 
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in the course of which a borrowing from a foreign language is 
only sporadically identified correctly. Westem scholars of the 
Koran have not considered these circumstances with sufficient 
scepticism. Although one often notes the clumsiness of the Ara
bic commentators, it is mostly without being able to help them 
out. Compared to this, the fully mature Syro-Aramaic - espe
cially theological - literature existing long prior to the Koran and 
the reliably traditional semantics of the Syro-Aramaic vocabulary 
- even after the Koran - offer an aid that, on the basis of the re
sults of this study, will prove to be an indispensable key to the 
understanding, not only of the foreign-language vocabulary, but 
also of what is considered to be the Arabic vocabulary of the lan

guage of the Koran. 
(h) Now and then one also fınds genuine Arabic expressions that 

have been misread and misunderstood because, though they are 
written in Arabic script, they have been produced orthographical
ly according to the Syro-Aramaic phonetic system and are to be 
pronounced accordingly, so that one can only identify them as 
meaningful Arabic expressions in this roundabout way. An ex
ample that will be discussed more fully below (p. lll ff., Sura 

16:103; 41:40, Koranic {J.J~yul.{ıidonis a misreading of {J.JA 
= Syriac ,a,~ phonetically Arabic {J.JJ&l:ı yalguzun) gives a 
first hint of the assumption that the original Koranic text was 
written in Garshuni (or Karshuni), that is to say Arabic written in 
Syriac letters. Further evidences corroborating this hypothesis 
will be given with empiric accuracy in a forthcoming publica
tion.18 

18 Cf. the anthology published in the meantime, ed. by Karl-Heinz Ohlig: Der 
frühe Islam. Eine historisch-kritische Rekonstruktion anhand zeitgenössischer 
Quellen [The Early Islam. A Historic-Critical Reconstruction on the Basis of 
Contemporary Sources], Berlin, 2007, p. 377-414: C. Luxenberg, Relikte syro
aramiiischer Buchstaben in frühen Korankodizes im J:ıiğllzl- und kiifi-Duktus 
[Relics of Syro-Aramaic fetters in Early Koran Codices in Qiğllzl and KüD 
Style]. A previous example was provided in a prior anthology, ed. by Karl
Heinz Ohlig 1 Gerd-R. Puin: Die dunklen Anfiinge. Neue Forschungen zur Ent-
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These are the essential points of the working method that has resulted 
from the present philological analysis of the Koranic text inasmuch as it 
has involved an analysis of individual words and expressions. Added to 
this are problems of a syntactical nature which have cropped up in the 
course of the textual analysis and which have been discussed in detail, 
case by case. The examples that follow in the main part of this study 
may be seen as putting this method to the test. 

But beforehand it seems necessary to introduce non-Arabists to the 
problem of Koranic readings. This set of problems is connected in the 
fırst place with the virtually stenographic character of the early Arabic 
script, which for this reason is also called defective script. This can per-
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stehung und frühen Geschichte des Islam [The Obscure Beginnings. New Re
searches on the Rise and the Early History of Islam], Berlin, 2005, 2006, 2007, 
p. ı24-l47, C. Luxenberg: Neudeutung der arabischen Inschrift im Fetsendam 
zu Jerusalem [New Interpretation of the Arabic /nscription within the Dome of 
the Rock in Jerusalem]. ln this contribution the author has shown that the Ara
bic ıetter _j /Lin the word 1-l!l (traditionaı reading lihadan) in Sura 72:19 isa 
mistranscription of the Syriac letter ~ 1 ayn that the copyist has confused with 
the quite sirnil ar Syriac ıetter ~ /L. No wonder that the Koran commentators in 
East and West were perplexed in the face of this riddle. So Beli transtates (Il 
611 f.) this verse (1-l!l.ylc. ,j_fJ~ I_,JlS o _,c.~ -L.....lll ~ 1"\! W .ul_,) following 
the Arab commentators, as follows: "And that, when a servant of Allah stood 
calling upon Him, they were upon him almost in swarms [note 3: The meaning 
is uncertain. The "servant of Allah" is usually taken to be Muhammad, and 
"they" to refer tojinn, which is possible ifangels now speak]. 
However, to solve this puzzle we just need to restore the original Syriac spell
ing r<:ı:u. that leads to the Arabic reading 1~ 1 'ibö.dan (servants of God) in
stead of the meaningless 1-l!l/ libadan (allegedly "in swarms"). The philological 
discussion with regard to the context of the verses 18-20 had as result the fol
lowing understanding: 
ı 8. and that the worship belongs (only) to God; so along with God you shall not 
invoke any one; ı9. and that, when the servant ofGod (i.e. Jesus, Son of Mary
cf. Sura I 9:30, where the child Jesus, immediately after his birth, says about 
himself: -L.....lll ~ _;1 "/am the servant ofGod!") had risen (from the dead) 
going on to invoke Him, they (i.e. the people) almost would have worshiped 
him (as God); 20. he said (NB -not say): I invoke indeed my Lord and do not 
associate with Him any one! (Cf. S ura 5: ı ı 7). 



haps be best explained by the following outline of the chronological ori
gins of the Arabic script. 
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4. THE ARABIC SCRIPT 

Except for a few pre-Islamic 41h --6th century A.D. inscriptions stemming 
from northern I:Iiğıız and Syria, 19 the Koran is considered to be the fırst 
book ever written in Arabic script. The early form of the Arabic letters 
and the type of ligatures employed suggest that the Syro-Aramaic cursi
ve script served as a model for the Arabic script. 20 

Both seripts have the following in common with the earlier Araınaic 
(and Hebrew) script: the writing runs from right to left; in principle the 
letters designate the consonants with only two letters serving to reprodu
ce the semi-long and long vowels w/fJ .J and yil ı; as so-called matres 

lectionis. 

Later on, the alif 1 1, which in Aramaic only serves in certain cases as 
a long ii, mainly when fınal, but occasionally also as a short a, was intro
duced by the Arabs as a third mater lectionis for a long ii, in general and 
also in context. 

To the extent that this writing reform was also carried out in the text 
of the Koran,21 the consequences for certain readings were inevitable.22 

An initial marking of the sh ort vowels a, u and i by points, likewise mo
del ed upon the earlier Syro-Araınaic vocalization systems-according to 
which the more lightly pronounced vowel (a) is indicated by apoint 

19 Cf. Adolf Grohmann, Arahische Paliiographie [Arabic Paleography], vol. 1 
(Vienna, 1967), vol. II (Vienna, 1971) 16 f., and Nllği Zayn ad-Din, .JY-"' 

~yı.ll .h;JI (Muşawwar al-baft al- lırabl [lllustrated Presentation of the Arabic 
Script]) (Baghdad, 1968) 3 f. 

20 As to this stili discussed thesis see John F. Healy, The Early History of the Sy
riac Script. A Reassessment. In: Journal of Semitic Studies XL V ll Spring 2000, 
p. 55-67. The question whether the Arabic script is ofSyriac or Nabatean origin 
(p. 64 f.)- or a combination ofboth- is ultimately ofminor relevancy, since a 
next study will prove that the prototype of the Koran, as mention ed above, was 
originally written in Garshuni (or Katshuni), i.e. Arabic with Syriac letters. 

21 According to R. B lachere the exact time at which this writing reform took place 
cannot be established (lntroduction au Coran, 1 sı edition, 93 f.). 

22 The examination of single words will show that the incorrect insertion of the 
alif 1 (for long 8) has on occasion resulted ina distortion of the meaning. 
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above and the more darkly pronounced vowel (e 1 i) by apoint below the 
consonant, to which was added in Arabic a middle point to mark the u
is said to have been introduced as the fırst reading aid under 'Abd al
Malik ibn Marwaıı (685-705).23 

The real problem in the early Arabic script, however, was in the con
sonants, only six of which are clearly distinguishable by their form, 
whereas the remaining 22, due to their formal similarities (usually in 
pairs), were only distinguishable from each other by the context. This 
deficiency was only gradually removed by the addition of so-called dia

critical dots. The lerters to be differentiated by points together with their 
variants depending on their position at the beginning, in the middle or at 
the end of a word, connected or unconnected (and accompanied by their 
Latin transcription), appear as follows (whereby it should be noted that 
six lerters are connected with the preceding lerters on the right, but not 
with the letters following them on the left): 

-.,.ı~blü~tlw~J 

rz.~ğtr_~J.ıt tFh 
..ı.l- d 1 ~Lfi 

.J..r r 1 J.:r- z 
{,jll U" ,. '"S / ı.]. U~' .~. .~. S 

~~ş/~~çl 
.ı.. .l:..l:.h t 1 .ı.:. ~ :? 

t ~ c( a 1 u 1 1) 1 t ~ g 
u Ui.!f/ J Ji§q 

w ()li n 1 t.i ıP y 1 I 1 ı.S ıs- (final) a 

By taking into account the last lerter as a final a as opposed to the vari
ant i and if one imagines that all of the diacritical points above and be
lo w the lerters are non-existent, we would even have 23 varieties that 
could occasion misreadings. Added to this are the possibilities of mixing 
up the optically s imilar groups of lerters .ı 1 d, ~ 1 li, and .J 1 r, j 1 z as 
well as of confusing those of the latter group with the .J 1 w 1 ü, further, 

23 R. Blachere, Introduction au Coran 78 ff. 
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of confusing the phonetically proximate phonemes "-A 1 h and ~ 1 .lı 
and mistaking the guttural t:- 1 a 1 'iı 1 'J for the stop (hamza) ~ 1 a 1 u 1 ı 
that was introduced later on as a special symbol. 

Occasionally the voiceless U" 1 s has been mistaken for the corres
ponding emphatic sound u-=ı 1 ş, something which, though trivial when 
considered in purely phonetic terms, is nonetheless significant etymolo
gically and semantically. In individual cases, a confusion has also occur
red between the fina] o 1-h as the personal suffix of the third person mas
culine and the same special symbol accompanied by two dots b 1-t used 
to mark the feminine ending (atun), as well as between the connected 
final ı) 1 n, the connected ~ 1 y with a fina] a and ev en the connected 
final ->- 1 r . In one case, the three initial peaks in the voiceless __..., 1 s 
were even taken to be the carriers of three different lerters and were -re
grertably for the context - provided with three different diacritical points 
(e.g., __..., ls = ~ ln-b-t).24 

In comparing the lerters that are distinguishable by means of diacriti
cal points with those that are unambiguous due to their basic form -
these are the lerters: 

L 1 (as a or as the so-called hamza bearer l f 1 a 1 u 1 ı) 
ılJ ıM.5. 1 k, J Jll ll 

r r- 1 m, o~ 1 h, _,_,_/w or u 

- one would have, considered purely in mathematical terms, a ratio even 
worse than 22 to 6 if one takes into account further sources of error, the 
extent ofwhich can not yet be entirely assessed. 

Compared to the Aramaic 1 Hebrew and the Syro-Aramaic alphabet, 
whose lerters are unambiguous ( except for the :ı 1 d and ; 1 r, w hi ch be
cause of their formal similarity are distinguished from each other by a 
point below or above the lerter, which may in turn have served as a 
model for the subsequently introduced and further developed punctua
tion system of the Arabic script), the early Arabic script was thus a kind 

24 On the transcription of Aramaic loan words, see Siegmund Fraenkel, Die ara
miiischen Fremdwörter im Arabischen [The Foreign Words of Aramaic Origin 
in Arabic] (Leiden, ı 886; rpt., Hildesheim, New York, ı 982) xvii ff. 
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of shorthand that may have served the initiates as a mnemonic aid. 
More, it would seem, was also not required at the beginning, since reli
able lectors or readers (~1.) 1 quırll') were said to have heard the pro
clamation of the Koran directly from the Prophet and learned it by heart. 
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5. THE ÜRAL TRADITION 

According to Islamic tradition, the Koran was handed down by an un
broken chain of lectors, in part by notable contemporaries of the Pro
phet, such as Ibn 'Abbrıs (d. at 73 in 692 A.D.) and early authorities, 
such as An.as Ibn Malik (d. at 91 in 709 A.D.). They are also said to 
have contributed considerably to the fixing of the Koranic text and to 
have retained their authority as Koran specialists even long afterwards.25 

This is contradicted, though, by the report that 'Utman had gotten the 
"sheets"26 (of the Koran) from I;Iafşa, the Prophet's widow, and used 
them as the basis of his recension. This was the "fixed point backwards 
from which we must orient ourselves."27 

In any case the Islamic tradition is unable to provide any date for the 
final fixing of the reading of the Koran by means of the introduction of 
the diacritical points, so that one is dependent on the general assertion 
that this process stretched out over about three hundred years.28 

Only the long overdue study and collation of the oldest Koran manu
seripts can be expected to give us more insight into the development of 
the Koranic text up to its present-day form. In this regard Koran scholars 
will always regret that the historical order issued by Caliph 'Utman, con
ditioned as it was by the political circumstances at the time, has resulted 
in the irretrievable loss of earlier copies of the Koran.29 

25 Blachere 102 ff. 
26 Tabari reports of one sheet, however, on which 'U mar had written down the 

notes collected by the companions of the Prophet: ı} .cl!~ ...,.US ..JAC u\S .J 
ö.l:..I.J ~ (cf Tabari I 26 f.). 

27 Nöldeke-Schwally, Geschichte des Qoraııs [History of the Koran] 1121. 
28 Blachere 71. 
29 Tabari I 27 f 
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6. THE ARABIC EXEGESIS OF THE KORAN 

In the history ofKoran exegesis there has been no lack ofattempts to pro
vide ever new interpretations of the irregular and occasionally rhythmical 
rhyming prose of the Koran text. In his Geschichte des Qorllns [History of 

the Koran] cited at the beginning, Theodor Nöldeke gives an overview 
both of the creators of the Arabic exegesis, with lbn Abbas30 ( cousin of 
the Prophet, d. 68 H./687 A.D.) and his disciples, and of the extant Arabic 
commentaries of lbn Isl}.aq (d. 1511786) and Waqidi (d. 207 /822), of lbn 
Hisarn (d. 213/828), ofBubııri (d. 256/870) and ofTirmidi (d. 279/829).31 

Although the Islamic exegesis refers to lbn •Abbas as its earliest au
thority, he himself appears never to have written a commentary, consi
dering that he was only twelve years old at the death of the Prophet.32 

This seems all the more to be the case since the Prophet himself- accor
ding to Islamic tradition - is said to have responded with silence to the 
questions of his contemporaries on the meaning of particular verses of 
the Koran. Thus, among other things, it was reported of some who were 
in disagreement over the reading of a Koran S ura: 

"W e thereupon sought out the messenger of God- God bless him 
and grant him salvation - and met him just as •Atı was conversing 
with him. We said: 'We are in disagreement over a reading.' 
Whereupon the messenger of God blushed - God bless him and 
grant him salvation - and spoke: 'Those who have preceded you 
went to ruin because they were in disagreement with each other.' 
Then he whispered something to •Atı, whereupon the tatter spoke 
to us: 'The messenger of God - God bless him and grant him sal
vation- commands you to read as you have been instructed'; (the 
version following this adds): 'Each (reading) is good and right' ."33 

.10 GdQ II 163 . 

.11 GdQ II 1 70 f . 

. 12 Regis Blachere, Introduction au Coran (Paris, 1947) 225 f . 

. n Tabari ı 12 f 
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In the introduction to his Koran commentary, TabarT (224/25-310 H./ 
839-923 A.D.) lists a series ofvariant statements canceming the confu
sion of the first readers of the Koran, all of which at bottom agree with 
each other. Thus, among other statements, he gives the following, which 
is traceable back to Ubayy: 

"Two men were arguing over a verse of the Koran, where by each 
maintained that the Prophet - God bless him and grant him salva
tion - had taught him to read it so and so. Thereupon they sought 
out Ubayy in order for him to mediate between them. However, 
he contradicted both of them. Whereupon they sought out the 
Prophet together. Ubayy spoke: 'Prophet of God, we are in dis
agreement over a verse of the K oran and each of us maintains that 
you taught him to read it so and so.' Whereupon he spoke to one 
of them: 'Read it out to me,' and this one read it out to him. 
Whereupon the Prophet said: 'Correct!' Then he asked the other 
to read it out to him, and this one read it out differently than his 
friend had read it out. To this one too the Prophet said: 'Correct!' 
Then he spoke to Ubayy: 'Read it out yourself as well,' and 
Ubayy read it out, but differently than both. Y et to him too the 
Prophet said: 'Correct!' Ubayy reported: 'This gave rise to such a 
doubt in me with regard to the messenger of God - God bless 
him and grant him salvation- as that ofheathens!' And he conti
nued: 'However, because the messenger of God- God bless him 
and grant him salvation- noticed from my face what was occur
ring in me, he raised his hand and struck me on the breast and 
said: 'Pray to God for protection from the accursed Satan!' To 
this Ubayy said: 'Then I broke into a sweat' ."34 

34 Tahari I 18. 
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7. THE SEVEN READINGS 

This evidenced embarrassment on the part of the Prophet, which, as re
ported, evinced considerable doubts about his mission among some of 
his contemporaries, is explained in the Islamic tradition by the following 
sequence: 

Gabriel had at fırst commanded the Prophet to read the Koran in one 
reading, but upon the Prophet's imploring indulgence for his people and 
Michael's support, Gabriel, in consideration of the variety of Arabic 
dialects, had granted the Prophet two, then according to different reports 
three, five, six and fınally seven readings, all of them valid as long as 
verses dealing (for example) with God's mercy did not end, say, with 
His meting out divine judgment - and vice versa - that is, as long as a 
given reading did not result in an obvious contradiction.35 Finally, at the 
behest of Caliph cUtı:niin and for the preservation of dogmatic unity 
among the Muslims, the controversy over the actual meaning of the dis
puted seven readings was resolved once and for all in favor of one read
ing by means of the fıxing of the Koran in writing.36 Tabarr, however, 
seems not in the least to have been concemed that in the establishment 
of the canonic version of the Koran the lack of any diacritical points or 
other vowel signs made one reading a fıction. By his time (the 101h cen
tury A.D.) the consonant text of the Koran already appears to have been 
fixed by the diacritical points introduced in the meantime (or by the oral 
interpretation that had prevailed in the meantime ). 

But when and according to what criteria or according to what tradi
tion these points were introduced, and to what extent the originators dis
posed of the necessary philological and also, considering the biblical 
content of the Koran, of the necessary theological competence, for such 
questions the histoncal critique of Tabarl, though he was considered a 
scholar in his day, do not seem to have been adequate. He begins asa 
matter of course from the premise that there had been nothing to critici-

35 TabarT I 18-26. 
16 TabarT I 26-29. 
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ze to that point about the established reading of the Koran and does not 
allow any other variant readings - at least where the original consonant 

text is concemed. He does, to be sure, permit divergent readings, but on
ly when vocalic indicators are taeking in the original text and only if the 

variants in question are supported in the Islamic tradition by a majority 
or minority of commentators, in which case he usually gives precedence 

to the majority interpretation. 
What exactly, though, is to be understood by what TabarT calls the 

u~l ~ (sabat a.Qruf) (seven letters), whether by that the consonants 
are meant, or the vowels, or both at the same time, on this subject TabarT 
says nothing, especially considering the fact that Ubayy does not identi
fy the disputed reading. However, because there are twenty-two conso

nants in the Arabic alphabet distinguishable by diacritical points (in a 
given cas e either with or without points ), these can scarcely be meant. 

On the other hand, if one understands u~~ ( al;ıruf) simply as book
marks, thenit would be more plausible to understand themas the ınİs
sing vowel signs. This all the more so since the Thes. (I 419), for ac\ır<' 1 

ı<'c\ıac\ır<' (aJü /aJflJiJ), although it cites u~ (l;ıarf) under (2) particula, 

lists among other things under (3) litera alphabeti, ı<'c\ıııu:ı c\ıac\ır<' (aJü
Ja da-nq8Sti1) ( = accentuation mark) vocalis (B H Gr. 35 lv). 

Though one could argue against this that this Iate piece of evidence 
from the Syriac grammar of Bar Hebraeus37 (1225/6-1286), likely mo

deled on the Arabic grammar of ZamabsarT (1075-1 144), is poorly 
suited to explain u~ (l;ıarf) in the sense of vowel sign, it is still per

mitted to see in the number seven a reference to the seven vowels of the 
Eastem Syrians mentioned by Jacob of Edessa (c. 640---708) in his 
SyriıJ,c grammar ıG"tm.J ~ _so-tac\ı (turraş mamlla nahraya) (The 

Rectification of the Mesopotamian Language).38 

These seven vowels were collected by Jacob of Edessa in the model 

sentence ~r<' .m-tar<'~ CUaa...l..::l 39 (b-nTl;ıD tel;ıen l5rhay emman) = 

37 Cf. Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur [History of Syrian Literatu
re](Bonn, 1922)317. 

38 Baumstark 254. 
39 Manna13. 
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(I 1 ü 1 e 1 e 1 ö 1 a 1 a ) ( "May you rest in peace, Edessa, our 
Mother!").40 

Insofar as Tabaı1 also mentions the variant reading u ~l ~ 
(bamsat aQnıf) (five letters), a corresponding allusion may thereby be 
given to the five Greek vowels introduced by the Westem Syrians.41 

This would be important, at least in terms of Koranic pronunciation, to 
answer the question as to whether it was not arbitrary that the post-Kora
nic Classical Arabic system of vowels was fixed at the three basic vo
wels a, u, i (for short and long). 

In terms of comparison, the at least five vowels of the modem-day 
Arabic dialects of the N ear East in the form er Aramaic language area 
provide a better lead than the uncertain pronunciation of the so-called 
Old Arabic poetry, from which, moreover, for whatever reason, the Ko
ran distances itself (Sura 26:224; 36:69; 69:41). In this connection, 
Theodor Nöldeke also remarks: 

"We don't even have the right to assume that in Proto-Semitic 
there were always only three dynamically distinct vowels or vo
cal spheres."42 

Fina/ <.S (ya ') as a Marker for fina/ e 
1 n any case, the Ara b i c tradition documents the existence of the vowel e 
lo the extent that it designates by the term 4.ll..! (imala) the modification 
of a to e asa peculiarity of the Arabic dialect ofMecca. However, from 

40 l.e. "our capitaf' or the "city in which we grew up" (cf. Thes. I 222). 
41 Cf. Baumstark, GSL 255. On the vowel system ofthe Eastem and Westem Syri

ans, see also Cari Brockelmann, Syrische Grammalik [Syriac Grammar] (Leip
zig, 1960) 9, as well as Theodor Nöldeke, Kurzgefasste syrische Grammalik 
[Compendious Syriac Grammar], 2nd edition, Leipzig, 1898 (reprint, Darm
stadt, 1977) 7 f. On the fıve vowels in Lihyanite, see A. J. Drewes, The Pho
nemes of Lihyanite, in: Melanges linguistiques offerts a Maxime Rodinson 
(SuppJement 12 aux comptes rendus du groupe linguistique d'etudes chamito
semitiques), (offprint, Paris, n.d.) 165 ff. 

42 Theodor Nöldeke, Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft [Essays on Se
mitic Linguistics ], Strasbourg, 1904, 33. 
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this one can make conclusions about the pronunciation not only of Ara

bic, but especially of Aramaic loanwords. For example, keeping just to 

proper names, whose pronunciation is taken to be certain, the translite

rated name J.ıS.:ı.... (=Michael), which faithfully reproduces the Syro-Ara

maic written form ~,43 should not be pronounced ~ 1 Mlki11,44 

as it is vocalized in the modem Cairo edition of the Koran (S ura 2:98), 

but MI}{ael according to the Syro-Aramaic pronunciation. The same ap

plies for the name J.ı_r.ı.;ı. , which should not be pronounced Gibrll, as the 

Cairo edition reads today (Sura 2:97, 98 and 66:4), but as a translitera

tion of the Syro-Aramaic l.. ~ (with the more common spelling 

l.. r<. ~) Gabriel. 

Of the Arabic expressions, one can mention, for example, ~, which 

the modem Koran reads in twenty-two passages as bala, although the 

pronunciation bale (or bale - with the accent on the fırst syllable) is stili 

attested today, among other places, in the Arabic dialects of the Meso

potamian region and in Bedouin dialects. The Lisiln (XIV 88b) ev en 

refers explicitly to the fact that the fınal ı.S in ~, like Ji (anne) and 

_;u. (mate), can be pronounced with an imllla (bale). 

In his chapter entitled "Die wichtigsten orthographischen Eigentüm

lichkeiten des othmanischen Text es" [The Most Im portant Orthographi

cal Peculiarities of the Othmani Text] (GdQ III 26 ff.), Nöldeke goes 

into more detail on this phenomenon. According to Nöldeke, the use of 

the fina! -s cannot be explained (in these cases) on the basis of etymolo

gy. On that basis, one can instead deduce a particular pronunciation of 

the vowel. W ords like ~ were not pronounced with a pure ll, but with a 

"tendeney towards ya' ( = e)" (imllla nal;ıwa !-yil), and thus as a long or 

short e. This explanation is supported not only by the orthography, but 

also by the rhyme.45 

43 Cf. Thes. II 2088, which gives this written form in addition to the more com

man l..~. On the other hand, with the pronunciation remaining the same, 

the variant given in Nöldeke Jts,... (see the fallawing note) corresponds to the 

Hebrew spelling ~N:ı~o. 
44 Cf. Nöldeke, GdQ III 17. 
45 Ibid. 37. 
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Also belonging here among the Koranic proper names is .r"-"" , 

which the Cairo edition reads as Müsil, whereas according to the Syro
Aramaic form r<ıa:::..ı (in Hebrew il'li>::l) Mose (in Western Syriac Milse} 

would be the pronunciation. 

On the Spelling of~ ( 1sa) 
On the other hand, it is doubtful whether one can explain the name ~ 

(read in the Cairo edition as Tsii) on the basis of an assimHation to .r"-"" 
Mflsa, as S. Fraenkel has done (WZ.KMIV 335 ff.), even though Horo
vitz backs this view by remarking "how fond indeed the Koran is else

where of name pairs and of the assimHation of one name to another."46 

In other words, although for .r"-"" the pronunciation Mos e is attested, 
for ~ the pronunciation Tse 1 Tse is not. Though it is possible in this 
case that this is based on the Eastern Syrian name 1söc(for Jesus), it is 

scarcely imaginable, as Horovitz says (/oc. cit.), that "its final"[ayn] ... 
has shifted its position." 

Arguing against both this thesis and Landauer's thesis, mentioned by 

Horovitz (in Nöldeke ZDMG XLI 720, note 2), of an assimHation to 
Esau, is the final ö in ~cu.. 1 1söc (whose fınal c 1 ~ is usually not pro

nounced by the Eastern Syrians) and the final il in~ 1 1sü (or the 

final aw in Hebrew ıtlll7 iJsaw). Meanwhile, what comes closest to the 
spelling ~ orthographically is the Biblical name ,.ıt.aı<' (in Hebrew 
,ız.;, 1 ,ız.i,~), 1say (David's father 1 Jes. Sir. 45:25; Is. 11:1,10). 

Here one must bear in mind that among the Eastern Syrians the ini
tial • 1 ~ is frequently weakened and produced exactly like the 'iwith an 

initial glottal stop, white the final c 1 ~ totally disappears. This pronun

ciation is to this extent identical with that of the Mandaeans, who use a c 1 
l7 to reproduce the initial 'i and leave off the final c 1 ~ , as is also attested 

by Nöldeke in his Mandiiische Grammalik [Mandaic Grammart7 (§ 55, 

46 Cf Josef Horovitz, Koranische Untersuchungen [Koranic Investigations] (Ber
lin, Leipzig, 1926) 128. 

47 Theodor Nöldeke, Mandiiische Grammalik [Mandaic Grammar], Halle an der 
Saale, 1875 (reprint Dannstadt, 1964). 
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p. 56), and precisely in connection with the name ıill3i' 1 1slJ "Jesus" = 
~a..z.. 1 1sn~ 

This finding is interesting not only because it once again points to 
the Eastern Syrian region, but also and especially because it raises the 
question - relevant to the history of religion - as to whether with the 
name~(= ~w~ 1 oJE.aı< = 1say) the Koran has intended the connection 
between the histarical Jesus and Isai, a genealogical ancestor of his, 
nam ed in Isaiah ı ı: ı, ı ı and Luke 3:32, or whether it consciously or un
consciously confused ~a..z.. 1 1sn ( c ) with oJt.a ı< 1 1say or perhaps 
took them to be dialectal variants of one and the same name.48 

That in any case the modern Koran reads ~ = lsa is with certainty 
the result of post-Koranic phonetics, especially considering the fact that 
this name does not appear in Old Arabic poetry, as Horovitz (/oc. cit. 
129) remarks. The Koranic spelling does correspond, on the other hand, 
to the Eastem Syriac orthography and the phonetics of Biblically docu
mented names. This is why ~ is certainly not to be read 1sa, but 
rather 1say. 

Therefore, the fact that, especially in Mandaic, the c 1 ~ 1 3i' is used to 
reproduce the initial plosive ' in place of the originally weak initial ... 1, 

Iy (and not simply as Horovitz falsely believes [/oc. cit.], in citing Nöl
deke, ''for the designation of i") is im portant in explaining historically 
the later introduction by Arabic philologists of the hamza (i.e. glottal 
stop) symbol (which is actually an initial ~ 1 ayn reduced in size). 

In the examples given by Nöldeke (/oc. cit. §55), the 3i' 1 c does replace 

the initial , 1 y, but what is crucial is that it is supposed to indicate the 
glottal stop preceding the vowel, something which Nöldeke, however, 
does not especially emphasize. This becomes clear, though, on the basis 
of examples in which the 3i' 1 c also replaces an initial ı< 1 K, the articula
tion of which always starts with a glottal stop; thus Mandaic n,37 or n37 is 

written for Syro-Aramaic c\ı... ı< ('rJ) (there is). This is particularly evi-

48 It is well known that among W estem Syrians the pronunciation lJ was used for 
long a in contrast to the pronunciation a among the Eastem Syrians. As Minga
na has already pointed out in Syriac lnjluence 83, the .Çastem Syriac pronuncia

tion is to be assuıned in the Koran. 
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dent in the examples cited by Nöldeke in §16 (p. 15) where initial l't 

and l7 alternate and have the same function: n!'tı?JK and nKı?Jl7 ( "amraı) 
"s he said"; nKI;ırK and nl'tl;ıTl7 (azla!) "s he went," ete. 

According to this pattern, then, the spelling ~ is to be realized 
like Mandaic 'W'l7 = 'W'I't 1 ,ı..~ = ~ 1 !say. Finally, one should not 
fail to mention the fact that the name ı<s.. ~ 1 1sa, presumably created 
from ,ı..~ 1 1say by monophthongizing the final diphthong, is wide
spread among Eastern Syrians today. The possibility can thus not be 
excluded that the Koran considered this name, common among the 
Aramean Christians of its day, to be a variant form more suitable to the 
Arabic pronunciation than the actual name ~aı.. 1 1so· (Jesus), which 
is realized in the Eastern Syriac dialect as 1so (or Iso with the accent on 
the first syllable). But even in this case the initial ---e. in ~ is to be 
understood as the glottal stop before the initial I, and hence: ~ = 

~~ 1say > ~~ 1sa.49 

Fina/1 (alif) and Fina/ o (h) as Markersfor Fina/ e 
However, the Arabic philologists could no longer know that the vowel e 
1 e can be designated not only by a final ı.; 1 y, but also occasionally by a 
final 1 1 ll. Such cases can be found, among other places, for example, in 
sentences in which the verb is in dual or plural, but the corresponding 
subject, on the face of it and seen from the point of view of Arabic mor
phology, is singular. 

Apparent inconsistencies of this sort can be easily removed, though, 
when one knows that singular and plural endings in Syro-Aramaic re
main for the most part unchanged graphically, whereas phonetically they 

49 According to this, the monophthongization of the fina] diphthong ay need not 
necessarily endine as Nöldeke assumes. The other alternative would be, as in 
the present case, the substitutive Iengthening of the vowel a : ay> a. W e can 
fınd another example of this in the name ,..ı.....m 1 Slnay(Hebrew 'J'C), which be
came the Arabic ~ 1 Sina (in a hypercorrect pronunciation with an unjustifıed 
vowel stop ~~ 1 Sina'). On the basis of this phonetic law one could also ex
plain the original name of Abraham's wife, Sarai, which according to Genesis 
I 7:15 was, at God's behest, henceforth to be Sara. 
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are inflected in the masculine from a to e. W e encounter such endings, 
for instance, in S ura ı ı :24 and 39:29 where in each case the Koran has 
similes with two opposing examples followed by this question: 

The modem Koran reads hal yastııwiylin1 malalan (literally): "Are the 
two equal to each other as example?" It is understandable that the later 
readers of the K oran could not otherwise interpret the final 1 in )U.. ( < 
Syro-Aramaic reib 1 matld) than as~ (tamyiz) (accusative of speci
fication), in accordance with the rules of Arabic grammar first created 
toward the end of the 81h century. However, if one were instead to read 
)U.. as a transliteration of the Syro-Aramaic plural reib (maJlt) "the 
examples" (= Jt:j....\'1 1 al-amJal) (since there is no dual in Syro-Aramaic 
except for the dual suffix of the two-numbers c!_:t~ 1 tren [masc.], ~~'t~ 
1 tarten 1 [fem.], and ~~rÖ'J 1 maıen 1 (two hundred) and the emphatic 
ending makes the Arabic definite article _JI 1 al- superfluous ), the sen
tence would yield a coherent meaning: "Are the two examples somehow 
equal?" (and not "Are the two equal as example?"). According to this, 
when translated into modem-day Arabic (and taking into account the 
Koranic dual), the sentence would then read: ~1 d~~ JA (in 
Classical Arabic: ~1 t..i~ JA 1 hal yastııwll-maJalan). 

Besides the fact that the Arabic verb ı.S~I 1 istawa (in the VIII1h 

verbal stern) is also derived from the Syro-Aramaic verb with the same 
meaning .a~r<' 1 estwl, the Koran here combines the Arabic dual in the 
verb with the Syro-Aramaic plural in the subject. In this passage, )U.. is 
therefore not to be read as the Arabic singular maJala~ but as the Syro
Aramaic plural reib 1 maJle (with an imiila to the t.S 1 y). 

Furthermore, we find a similar final e in the plural of ~t.... (sağid) ( < 
Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 saged), whose unusual Classical Arabic plural for
mation 1~ (suğğadan) (occurring 1 I times in the Koran in Sura 2:58, 
4:154, 7:ı61, 12:100, 16:48, 17:ı07, 19:58, 20:70, 25:64, 32:15, and 
48:29) again tums out to be a transliteration of the Syro-Aramaic plural 
form r<'~ (sagfie). The Koranic spelling 1~ is thus to be pronounced 

' 
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not suğğadan, but in conformity with the common pronunciation of ver
nacular Arabic: siiğde (= ~L... 1 siiğidtn > siiğdin).50 

Sura 6:146 

Another example is provided to us by 41.,:JI (al-.(ıawayd) (Sura 6:146), a 
reading that is considered uncertain,51 but whose meaning (innards) has 
been correctly suspected even though the -=ı.. in it (whose form in the 
early Koran manuscripts corresponds initially to the Syro-Aramaic 4._1 
g) has been misread as an Arabic -=ı.. /.(ı. Asa transliteration of the Syro
Aramaic plural ı<..~(gawwaye>gwaye),52 41.,:JI should read- based 
on the Syro-Aramaic expressian- 41~1 1 al-ğawwaye. 

Here, in accordance with the original Syro-Aramaic pronunciation, 
one can also assume that the ending (with an imala to the ı...5 Iy) was 
probably pronounced al-ğawwaye, especially since this expressian is 
neither traditional in Arabic nor correctly recognized in the Koran itself. 
On closer examination of the two readings, one discovers first of all that 
the Lisiin (XIV 209b ), referring to this passage in the Koran and citing 
al-Farrıı' (761-822), explains yi _po. (.(ıawaya) in the same way as Tabari 

(VIII 75f.), who quotes thirteen authorities for the meaning "intestine, 
large intestine." What is surprising in this is that under the root I.P.- (ğa
wd) the Lisiin (XIV 157b) has exactly the meaning that coincides with 
the here correct Syro-Aramaic meaning. This is how it explains it: "..P.-_, 

50 Some critics, who, inaccordance with post-Koranic Classical Arabic grammar, 
take this plural form as genuinely Arabic, generally overlook the historical-lin
guistic environment in which the Koranic text came into being. More details to 
this plural will follow ina next study. 

51 Rudi Paret, Kommentar [Commentary], at the conclusion ofhis remarks on Sura 
6:146: "The interpretation of the expression i)awilyB is uncertain." 

52 Thes. (I 667) gives under r<.~(gawwByil): r<.~a r<.'t=:l I'Ô'J:tm (haddllme 
barraye w-gawwayc) membra externa et interna (the external and internal ex
tremities 1 organs); and on page 668 under gwayll: (1) id quod intus est, viscera, 
intesiina (that which is inside, intestines, inner organs), (from the Syrian lexi
cographers): r<.~(gwaya): lJ.b411 .ı.....iı~l ~ L. ~l..ı .~t..hl .~ :ı.....iı_,.,.. 
L>h:JI.J. Pl. r<.~(gwaye) viscera (intestines), r<.~, ~.<.::. (kcba da
gwayc) (gastric complaint, dysentery). 
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W (~1 Y..J .u:;.l..ı.J ~ :ç.~ JS. (said of anything, ğawwor ğawwat 
means its interior and inside). 

There can be no doubt that the Lisaıı, with the masculine H 
(ğaww) and the feminine-looking r. ..P.- (ğawwa ,, is reproducing nothing 
more than one and the same Syro-Aramaic masculine form, once in the 
status absolutus or constructus ~ (gaW), and another time as the pho
netic transcription of the status emphaticus ı<~ (gawwa), whereby in 
this cas e the Arabic fınal ô ( a' is to be pronounced as ll insofar as it is 
taking on the function of a mater lectionis in the place of the Syro-Ara
maic fınal ı< 1 ll. The later Koran readers were no tonger aware that this 
fınal ô was originally thought of as a fınal o /h= (h) to marka status 
emphaticus, as this is also the case in Biblical Aramaic53 and Jewish 
Aramaic.54 

Only after introduction of the post-Koranic Classical Arabic gram
mar was this fınal o 1 h misinterpreted as a feminine ending (Ô 1 m" 
marbflta, which is considered a special symbol in the Arabic alphabet) 
and provided with the two originally taeking dots of the actual ü 1 ~ 
which on the other hand suggests an adaptation of the graphically simi
lar-looking Aramaic (or Hebrew) letters :ı and n as variants for designa
ting the feminine ending of the Hebrew status absolutus or constructus 
(see for example :ıJlgannli 1 nJl ginnaJ or gannal5). 

Cari Brockelmann has already drawn attention to this paraUel and to 
the Koranic spelling of the feminine ending with ı..::.ı in the status con
structus, e.g .• M ü.u..j (instead of ..&1 ~ nimat" 1-lllh "the blessing of 
God") ( cf. Cari Brockelmann, Arahische Grammatik [Leipzig, 1960] 81, 
§66a, note). This becomes even clearer on the example in the Koran of 

53 Franz Rosenthal, A Grammar of Biblical Aramaic (Wiesbaden, 1963) 8 (5): 

"'lilN may be used as vowel Jetters (par. l 0). N and il are used for fina) ll or e, 
l for ii or ö, and' for l and e. Fina) e, which occurs very rarely, is indicated 
by il." 

54 Cf Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (Ramat-Gan, 
21992) 133 a: il)) (gannd), det. ilml (gann7d). 

55 Cf. Wilhelm Gesenius, Hebriiisches und aramaisehes Handwörterbuch über 

das Alte Testament [Concise Dictionary of Old Testament Hebrew and Ara

maic] (Berlin, Göttingen, Heidelberg, 171959) 145 b. 
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the alternating feminine ending - at times in ô ( actually o 1 h = d), at 
other times in ü 1 at -of ~ (ğanna) (garden, paradise) and~ 
(ğannat), respectively, which the later Arabic readers took to be a plural 
form and read as ü~ (ğannllt ). lnsofar as it is here a question of para

dise, the word in Syro-Aramaic is always in the singular, namely in the 
combination ü~ ~(ll times in the Koran, according to the modern 
reading: ğannllt adn) = ~ ~ (gannaJ gen) (the Garden of Eden = 

Paradise; Thes. I 743). 
Even in the remaining genitive combinations ~ (ğannat) is always 

to be un derstood as singular. On the other han d, determined with the 
Arabic article al- and probably to be pronounced with a pausal ending, 
~1 (al-ğanna) is clearly in the singular in 52 passagesin the Koran, but 
understood as plural ü~l ( al-ğannllt) in one single passage (S ura 
42:22). Perhaps it is as a result of an inconsistently executed orthogra
phic reform and of a misunderstood text that ~(to be read ğannat) 
appears correctly in the Koran 18 times in the status constructus, 
whereas ~ ğanna(t) appears in this function at least fıve times (pre
sumably because the later writers of Arabic could no longer comprehend 
the real meaning of these variants ). 56 

Namely, there is otherwise no way to explain to what extent the 
so und o 1 h, w hi ch is a component of the Arabic alphabet, can als o func
tion both as a fınal t, primarily in designating a feminine ending, and for 
certain masculine endings in singular and plural. Hence we must assume 
that originally words ô/s in the Koran that ended in a/o (a)h - later 
spelled with two dots as ô ( a) t- were as such indeclinable, as the alter
nating orthography of ~ (ğanna) 1 ~ (ğannat ), .u.J (la na) 1 ~ 
(!anat), <\...uJ (nima) 1 ü..W(nimat) suggests. 

This is best illustrated on the example of a well-known Arabic term 
laken up with the masculine Syro-Aramaic emphatic ending ll:~\ al-

56 See in this regard Regis B1achere, Introduction au Coran (Paris, 1947) 154 f., 
where he speaks, however, 1aconically about the reading ğannat in "two or 
three passages." See further Werner Diem, Untersuchungen zur frühen Ge
schichte der arabischen Orthographie [Studies on the Early History of Arabic 
Orthography]. III. Endungen und Endschreibungen [Endings and Their Spel
lings], in Orientalia, vol. 50 (1981) 378, § 195. 
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ballfa(tu), which in English is correctly translated by the caliph. Name
ly, if one reads the Arabic case ending, e.g. in the nominative al-ballfa
tu, it would be like saying "the caliphette (jemale)" in English. At the 
same time,. (actually ~, without the points over the"'---, or 
tiP- ballfll) is nothing other than the phonetic transcription of the Syro
Aramaic substantivized masculine passive participle *~ (l;ıl!pa) 

(he who is put in the place of, substitute, deputy, successor), i.e. a status 
emphaticus with a fınal ll, which is not common in Arabic. Later on, this 
was misunderstood as a pausal pronunciation of the feminine ending at 
and the word was additionally provided with the Arabic article aL The 
Arabic t 1 b in ~ renders mirely the vemecular Eastem Syriac 
pronunciation of the c (l;ı >b). 

Furthermore, one encounters similar Syro-Aramaisms in such still 
commonly used expressions as ~l...l.:ıı 1 tagiya(tun) (< Syro-Aramaic 
~ 1 ta ya 1 mis/ed, /ed astray, in Arabic with secondary g, misunder
stood as "tyrant," in addition to the Arabic correct active participle t 1...l.:ıı 
1 tag'a 57), as well as in such analogous formations as ~ 1 allama
(tun) (an outstanding scholar, an "authority"), ~b 1 dalıiya(tun) (a 
shrewd, cunning person), whose apparently feminine ending is ex
plained by the Arab philologists W4J1 as a mark of "exaggeration, 
emphasis." 

This misinterpretation is also given by Cari Brockelmann in his 
Arahische Grammatik [Arabic Grammar] (Joe. cit. 82, § 66c): "The fe
minine ending ... (also) serves asa mark of emphasis, e.g. ~ (alla
matun)'a know-it-all' from the adjective ~ ( allanı un), § 55a." Bro
ckelmann, however, will surely have been aware that this supposedly fe
minine ending, pausally pronounced, is nothing other than the reproduc
tion of the Aramaic emphatic ending ll, which here has nothing to do 

57 The same Aramaic root (awas borrowed twice into Arabic, fırstly as the above
mentioned taga with the secondary sound correspondence ayn 1 g, and secondly 
as the semantically corresponding root çlaa with sonorization of the fırst radİ
cal, possibly due to its unaspirated articulation. This tatter phenomenon has hit
herto been overlooked by scholars dealing with Semitic linguistics and will be 
treated in more detail in a later publication. The sernantic identity of Arabic daa 
and Aramaic !~isa strong argument against the interpretation as "tyrant." 
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either with the/eminine or with an emphasis, but which has nevertheless 
been interpreted by the Arabic grammarians, in ignorance of Syro-Ara
maic, as such a marker. The same applies to his concluding remark: 
"Such forms are sometimes also applied to persons, as in ~.JI .J 

(rawiyatun), 'traditionary'; ~(ballfatun) 'deputy, successor'." 

Also deserving of further attention is the reference to § 55a (Arabi
sche Grammatik [Arabic Grammar] 68) in which Brockelmann says the 
following about these "emphasizing forms": "J\:d (~"al) intensive form 
of J-.,ı:.l.! (ili'il) and other verbal adjectives, e.g. yi~ (kaggab) 'lying'; 

this form can derive tradesman names from nomina, e.g. j~ (babb.il.Z) 
'baker' from _>.ı:.. (bubz) 'bread'." Brockelmann himself shows that he 
was well aware that these forms were Syro-Aramaisms in his Syrische 

Grammatik [Syriac Grammar] 70, § 131, where he explains nominal 
stern formations of the type qat.tal as intensive adjectives and vocational 
names for the most part from pe aJ. 58 

In the canonical version of the Koran, once ~.llS (kagibatun) occurs 
(Sura 56:2) and another time ~~ (kafijbaun) (Sura 96:16), each read 
with a hypercorrect feminine and case ending. In Syro-Aramaic, how
ever, both passages are to be read, as above, as ~~ / kaddal:!a. But 
what is thus meant is not Arabic yi~ 1 kadiiab and y.li.S 1 kagib, 

respectively, in the sense .of "liar," but Syro-Aramaic in the modem 
Arabic understanding of y.l$.../ mukalifiib "denier." 

In individual instances the final o 1-h was presumably also used to de
signate the Syro-Aramaic plural ending e, as is made clear, for example, 
in the orthography of o _;i.... (Sura 80:15) = r<"t.!!.m (saprt) (writer), but es
pecially in the plural form of angel 1 ~ 1 = !'6.~ 1 malilke ( 68 
times in the Koran). One can see from both cases that thefinalo/h is not 
meant as a final ö 1 t but as a final e. Since both endings are borrowed 
from Syro-Aramaic, the reading with the case vowel (ö_;i...ı 1 safara un or 
~~ 1 al-malalkatultifta) can hardly be based ona ~ertain Arabic tra-

58 Cf. also in this regard Th. Nöldeke in his Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Gram
mar] 70, § 115, where he says conceming these forms as nomina agentis that 
they belong to verbs o( the simple stern pea/ and of the doubling stern pael, e.g. 
~:ı.:ı. (kadda!ıd) (> yljS 1 kadaabuD). 
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dition, whereas the Syro-Aramaic expression is attested in both cases, in 
the tatter even, among other places, in the modem Arabic of the Near 

East ( ~ 1 malayke). 

Excursus: On the Morphology of 
~ 1 ~ (malalka = malay.lce) 

This word, which has been identifıed in Westem Koranic research asa 

foreign word,59 is most likely borrowed from Aramaic. The grammatical 
form of the singular already makes this clear: Arabic mal ak is namely 
nothing other than the pausal form of the Syro-Aramaic substantivized 

passive participi e malaka. Here, the lengthening of the central ii results, 
after the dropping of the original central hamza (*mala 'ak), from the 
combination of the two consecutive short a. If this root were originally 
Arabic, the passive participial form of the ıyth Arabic verbal stern would 

have to be mul'ak and not mal'ak (like mursal and not marsal). 

Meanwhile, the fınal h in the Koranic plural form malayke orthogra

phically reproduces the Aramaic plural ending e. This Aramaic fınal h, 
which was falsely provided with two diacritical points and misinterpre

ted as ta' marbüta by later Arabic philologists, has nothing to do with 
the fınal t of the corresponding Ethiopic plural form. That this fınal h be
fore a personal suffix (as in ~ 1 ~ 1 maliiykatuhu 1 mala 'ikatuhu, 

S ura 2:98,285; 4: 136; 33:43,56) (or in status constructus) is nevertheless 
realized as t, occurs by analogy to the feminine ending, from which the 
Arabic linguistic consciousness no longer differentiates the phonetically 

homonymous Aramaic plural ending (nor likewise the masculine Ara
maic status emphaticus). The Lisiin (XIII, 134b) gives us an example of 

the tatter case with the masculine name ~ 1 Tall;ıa, whose fınal h is 
transformed into a t (of the "feminine") before a personal suffıx, so that 

59 Cf. A. Jeffery, The Foreign Vocabulary, 269f. See further: W. Wright, A Gram
mar of the Arabic Language, Third Edition, Vol. I, Beirut ı974, 230 (under 2); 
Jacob Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen [Noun Forma
tion in the Semitic Languages ], Second Edition, Leipzig ı 894 (Reprint Hilde
sheim ı 967), 483 (among others). 
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one has: l...ib..l.l.. 1~ 1 hadli Tall;ıatuna, this is our Tall;ıa(t). Until now, 
however, no one in Arabistics or Semitistics has investigated how the 
central y lacking in the Syro-Aramaic plural form maliike and inserted in 
the Arabic malliyke comes into being. 

The most plausible explanation seems to be the following: According 
to the more recent Arabic feel for language, the unaltered adoption of 
the Syro-Aramaic plural form ~ 1 maliike would in Arabic be felt to 
be the feminine singular of the masculine form ~::L 1 mallik To avoid 
this, the Arabic feel for language looked for an analogy in the system of 
Arabic plural formation and found one in the pattern of the substantiviz
ed passive participi e fa 11, which forms the plural in Classical Arabic as 
ta a 11 ( but actually as ta ayel). 

The Lisiin (X, 481b f.), which correctly gives the root of mallik un
der .ffi lla'aka, also confirms this explanation by stating (482a, 2 f): 
4l:ılı ~4JI l_,.llj_, ~ o~ '~ ~1_, "the plural is mala"ika 
(actually, however, malayke), one (at first) formed the plural perfectly 
(i.e. correctly) (namely mala"ik)60 and then added the h to it as sign of 
thefeminine (namely malliyke)." From this one sees that the Arabic phi
lologists were unable to explain to themselves this Syro-Aramaic final h, 
which marks a masculine plural ending, any other way than as a charac
teristic feature ofthefeminine, which is out of the question here. 

To sum up: IfJ. Barth (op. cit., 483) characterizes this final h in for
eign words in Arabic as compensation, for which, among others, he cites 
~ 1 mala-"ika (malayke), it must be said that it is not this final h, 
which in current Arabic usage is correctly received as an Aramaic plural 
ending, but the inserted medial y that serves as a compensatory element 
for the clarification of the Arabic plural form. 

W e thus have a typical mixed form composed of elements (a) of the 
primary Aramaic, and (b) of the secondary Arabic plural formation.61 

60 The Lisan cites actually this plural form under the root .ili.. 1 ma/ak (X 496a -6) 
and refers here to a verse ofUmayya b. Abi ş-Şalt. 

(ı 1 J. Barth comes fairly close to this explanation when he notes in connection with 
the formation of such double plurals arising from mixed forms in Arabic and 
Ethiopic (loc. cit. 483): "Both languages often form new plurals on the basis of 
broken plurals. The process ofthese formations is then once again subject to the 
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This is only one example for many critics who uncritically, in terms of 
philology and history of language, take traditional erroneous notions as 
their starting point. Further explanations relating to Koranic orthography 
and morphology follow elsewhere. 

To be added, then, to the fınal o 1 h as a rendering of the Aramaic em
phatic ending li is the fınal 1 1 li as the regular emphatic ending in Syro
Aramaic. This fınall /-li, which in Arabic, in contrast to the earlier Ara
maic, marks the indetermination of nouns, adjectives and participles ex
clusively in the accusative (but remarkably does not appear ona ö 1-t or 
ü /-tsuffix), has in many passages of the Koran been interpreted as ac
cusative underi ts various grammatical aspects (such as J6. 1 l;ılil "accu

sative of condition," ~ 1 tam.ylz "accusative of specification," ete.) in 
terms of the later Arabic grammar.62 But in some Koran passages this 

formal rules of the normal plural formation. The individual form belongs in the 
Arab(ic) and Eth(iopic) grammar." 
One must add here that in the case of :i.SnL. 1 malll'ika (= malllykE) one ought 
not to take as one's starting point the secondary Arabic broken plural, but in
stead the regular Syro-Aramaic plural. There thus subsequently arose, for the 
reasons presented, out of an originally regular extemal Syro-Aramaic plural an 
internal (broken) Arabic plural, which resulted in a new type of Arabic plural. 
The further extent to which Aramaic has contributed to the variety of Arabic 
plural formation will be examined in a forthcoming essay. Moreover, on this 
example the defıcit of a linguistic-historical grammar of Classical Arabic be
comes apparent. 

62 Typical in this respect is the account mentioned by K. Vollers (Volkssprache 
und Schriflsprache [Vernacular and Written Language]183) concerning '1sıı b. 
'Omar (d. 149 H.), whoasa "reformer" of the grammar (of Na./ıd) was said to 
have had a conspicuous preterence fOr the accusative. This funny remark is in 
reality signifıcant, for it confırıns to a certain extent the suspicion that the Ara
bic "accusative ending" in 1 1 ll as a sign of indetermination is in the end nothing 
other than a substratum of the Syro-Aramaic emphatic ending, which at the ori
gins of written Arabic had already lost i ts originally determining function. As a 
sign of indetermination it therefore presented itself to the early Arab gramma
rians as an altemative to the determining Arabic particle __ıı 1 al-, which in turn 
confirms the hypothesis that originally it was probably Christian Arabs of Syria 
and Mesopotamia who, as the originators of written Arabic, imported elements 
oftheir Syro-Aramaic culturallanguage into the so-called Classical Arabic. 
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final 1 1 a occurs in such dishannony to the Arabic syntax that as an Ara
bist one is compelled to view it as faulty Arabic. Theodor Nöldeke, for 
example, expresses his surprise as follows in the second part of his 
chapter, "Zur Sprache des Korans- Il. Stilistische und syntaktische Ei
gentümlichkeiten der Sprache des Korans [On the Language of the Ko
ran - Il. Stylistic and Syntactic Peculiarities of the Language of the Ko

ran]" in his Neue Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft [New 
Essays on Semitic Linguistics] (Strasbourg, 191 0), page ll: . . . 

,;.;ts. t... J ~ ~ Y.ı u.. 1.4 41.) ~ .bl y..::ı ~ı ~u ~.lA ı,.s-Ül 
().!S.~\ ,;.;.. in Sura 6:162 is quite rough, since following the 
constructi~n of 1..5-lA with ~~ is one with the accusative [note 2: 
ll;ı.) and U.. are not, as one might think, accusatives of state or 
condition]; then com es an accusative of state and a clause of state 
to the effect that he (Abraham) was a righteous (man), no idola
ter. 

Here Nöldeke is right to draw attention to the fact that in the case of 41.) 
(dlııan) and U.. (millatıı) it is not a question, assome have thought, of 

an accusative of state. In other words, his point is that the accusative 
ending here (instead of the expected genitive) is in obvious contradiction 
to the rules of Classical Arabic grammar. Nöldeke, however, surely 
must have been able to recognize that what we have here is not incorrect 
Arabic, but correct Syro-Aramaic. Namely, if one compares the Koranic 
spelling with the Syro-Aramaic equivalents (1.4 ~ = rôl..a.o rC..:r 1 d!na 
qayyilma = permanent, constant - in this context: straight precept or 
rule),63 it becomes clear that here the Arabic ending isa faithful render-

63 Thes. II 3532: ~ (qayyaııı), ~ (qayyaıııd) (l)permanens, durans. Now 
one could dispute the etymology of Arabic w:..ı 1 din< Syro-Aramaic ı<ı..:w 1 
dlnll. C. Brockelmann (Lexicon Syriacum) lists the word under two forms with 
the following information: (a) (145a ult. f.): "ı<ı..:w (dfnii) (AR [dialectis ara
maeis commune], ut h. 1'1 ex acc. denu, dinu =ar. W:ı'..ı, lith. dain, min. qat. 1'1, 
Jens., acc. e sum. di? Haupt ZDMG 63 506, Zirnın 23); (b) (151b 5): ~ı<:w, ~:w 
(pers. daena, dfn ex elam. den e bab. denu Jens in Horn Grundr p. 133 n 2) re
ligio .... " Yet the Persian form daena with the diphthong ae, as preserved in 
Arabic dayn (loan, debt, the reimbursing of which is an obligation, right and 
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ing of the Syro-Aramaic status emphaticus, which is the reason this end
ing as such cannot be inflected. Therefore, in this respect it is not to be 
understood as a sign of the accusative, but rather the word here is gram
matically in the genitive, which is why the next word, standing in appo
sition to it, U. (milla), must likewise be in the genitive and not, as the 
modern Koran reads, in the accusative (millata). Yet here too the case 
vowel is actually superfluous since U.. (milla), as a loanword from 
Syro-Aramaic r<'~ (mcllJll) in the status constructus, was in all proba
bility pronounced ~y,l U.. 1 millat Abriihiim (and not lbrah.Imr
corresponding to the Syro-Aramaic ~mt=ır<' ~ 1 mcllaJ Abriihiim.65 

proper), and the Araınaic emphatic ending, points rather to a borrowing from 
the Semitic. In the Koranic context L..,ıi 4l..l (dinan qayyiman = dinii qayyiimii) 
is, in imitatian of~ .1.1..>'-"' (şirat mustaqfm), rather to be understood in 
Arabic inthesense of~~ 0:!-l (qawim) or~ (mustaqfm) (straight, proper 
and lawful conduct). 

64 On the meaning of the originally unpointed Jetter carrier intimated as a little 
peak in the Koran (here read as I instead of d), see below p. 72 ff. 

65 U nder the meanings of the Syro-Aramaic r<'~ (mel/Jd) (whose basic mean
ing is "wonl') Mannll, 400a, cites in Arabic under (3): ~ . J~ . :i..y~ 
(sari8, ml18q. 'alıd) (law, alliance, covenant). Thus, what must be meant is the 
covenant that, according to Gen. I 7:2 ff., God (El Schaddai) entered into with 
Abraham, but actually the word that He gave him. Whence the meaning word 
= covenant. As a Syro-Araınaic loanword .U. (milla) was not correctly under
stood in Arabic and was interpreted as everything from ''faith" and "religious 
sect'' to "nation." Mannll, 142b, also explains r<ı..:ı (dlnd) (2): :i..y~. ~(su
nna, sari'a) (law, rule, precept) and (9): ö~ • -.,..ıı\~ • 0:!-l (dln, maı/hab, aql
da) (religion, confession, belie/) with a synonymous meaning. The latter is Iate 
in Arabic (cf. C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 145a ult., who refers to Ac
cadian denu, dinu ). In the Psittll the expressian in Gen. 17:2 is ı6:ı...o ( qyiimd) 

"covenant". W e encounter thistermin the Koran in Sura 5:97: 
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U"lill t4 r'~' ~~ ~~ .hi ~ 
Our Koran translators have understood this expressian L..,ıi (< Syro-Aramaic 
ı6:ı...J:J 1 qyiimd) as follows: (Paret 99): ,Gott hat die Ka'ba, das heilige Haus 
zum Unterhalt (?) [W (literally): Bestand (qiyiim)] fıir die Menschen ge
macht, ... ". (Blachere 147): «Allah a institue la Kaaba, Temple Sacre se dres
sant (?) pour !es hommes, ... » [note 97: La nourriture qui s'y trouve. Text.: et sa 
nourriture.]. (Beli I 108): 98a. "Allah hath appointed the Ka'ba, the Sacred 
House, asa standing (institution) for the people, ... ". 



As concerns the attribute ~ (l;ıanlCi), in whose ending the Arabic 
Koran readers saw an accusative of condition - similarly puzzling to 
Nöldeke- this again has nothing to dowith the Arabic accusative; on 
the contrary, it isa question here too of the Syro-Aramaic status empha
ticus r<aı..u (l;ıanpa), whose ending in this case is a sign of determina
tion: r<aı..u (l;ıanpa) = ~ı (al-l;ıanlf) (and not, as in the Arabic read
ing, ~ 1 /;ıanlfan). 

On the Meaning of~ (}JanJf) 

Inaccordance with the Syro-Aramaic meaning of r<aı..u (l;ıanpa)66 (hea
then ), the expression is to be understood as an epithet for Abraham. As a 
rendering of r<aı..u ;ı:ım'bı<' (Abrahilm l;ıanpa), this could be translated 
in to what today is considered the correct Ara b i c form, ~ ~ Y.ı , or 
roughly ~ı ~Y.I (lbrahlm al-l;ıanlf = Abraham the heathen). The 
lact that in the Koran this expression is regularly in the Arabic accusa
tive proves precisely that it had been taken up in its Syro-Aramaic form 
and become an established epithet for Abraham. But what is meant by 
this epithet, "the heathen," is that Abraham, who actually was a heathen, 
believed precisely as such in the one God. It is also thanks to this special 
ınerit that heathen as Abraham's epithet has acquired a positive signifi
cance, so that in the later Islam it was interpreted as an attribute of Abra
haın in the sense of "being of pure faith." 

Already the Koran transfers this epithet to the "faith" itself (actually 
the rule of conduct, the guiding principle) when it says in Sura 30:30: 

\ i ı;.., U:ı.ill ~ J r!l.! "so turn ( unswervingly) to the l;ıanlf faith ( actually 

With his epithet (institution) Beli has approximately guessed the conjectured 
sense; with "standing," however, he has understood the word qiyllman itself ac
cording to its meaning in Arabic. For it is only the Syro-Aramaic meaning 
~ (qyllmd) "covenant" that lends the verse its real intent: "God has made 
the Ka'ba, the sacred house, asa covenant for the people." 

(ılı Thes. I 1322. Grammatically this form is an early passive participle of the fırst 
stern pa' al which is stili preserved in a number of Syro-Aramaic adjectives and 
substantives, whereas the Koranic form ~ 1 ğanrfaccords with the Syro-Ara
ınaic paradigm of the regular formation ofpassive participles of the same stern. 
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to the 'heathen' rule of conduct =to the guiding principle of Abraham 
the 'heathen')." Here too ~ (.{ıanifan) is not an Arabic accusative of 
condition ("turn . . . as a .{ıamf"), as it has been misinterpreted, among 
others by the Koran translators, in accordance with the Arabic idea. 
What is therefore of importance here in terms of the history of religion 
is the observation that the Arabicized form~~ ~~(ad-din al-.{ıanlf) 
(actually "the heathen rule of conduct") has been reinterpreted posi
tively and has become the epitome of the ''pure faith," the "true relig
ion." 

Nöldeke had already correctly traced the Arabic ~ (.{ıanlf) back 
to the Syro-Aramaic ra..w (.{ıanpll) "heathen." Still, in terms of its Ko
ranic usage (/oc. cit. 30), he says the following: 

"lt is difficult to say, however, how the other meanings emerged 
from this original meaning. One must consider, though, that the 
nai"ve Arab heathens had no idea of the nature of other religions 
and thus could easily have misunderstood and falsely employed 
such expressions." 

But the fact that the Koran consciously links this term with Abraham 
can be inferred from the stereotypical ciause that com es after Abraham' s 
epithet, the "heathen" (~) (Suras 2:135; 3:67,95; 6:161 and 16:120, 
123): ~~~ 0-a <.)\S 1....._,. Now ifthis appositive is translated literally, 
"and he was not one of the idolaters," one has here missed the connec
tion with .{ıanif, "heathen." For in reality, this subordinate ciause con
ceals within itself a contradiction to the appositive "heathen." This only 
becomes clear, however, when one takes an adversative function as the 
basis for the introductory conjunction J 1 wa; only then is the sentence 
given its correct meaning. With regard to Abraham, who was a "hea
then," this additional ciause then say s, "he was (as a heathen) nonethe
less not an idolater!" Therefore what is meant is: Abraham was indeed 
(by birth) a heathen, but he was no idolater! 

The idea that Abraham as a heathen already believed in God and was 
therefore no longer an idolater is pre-Koranic and we encounter it in a 
similar way in Saint Paul. In his Epistle to the Romans (4:9-12) Abra
ham's faith was already imputed to Abraham before the circumcision 
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(bence when he was still a heathen). Through this he is said to have be

come the father of all those who as the uncircumcised (and thus as hea

thens) believe. 

Koranic Arabic and Koranic Aramaic 

As sameone thoroughly familiar with Syro-Aramaic, Nöldeke ought 

surely to have been able to recognize the nature of the Koranic lan

guage, had he only not expressed himself as follows, during the contro

versy over the language of the Koran initiated by Karl Vollers, on the 

side of the advocates of the AI-abiya (the classical Arabic language): 

"And thus it remains that the Koran was written in the cArabija, a 

language whose area was broad and which naturally exhibited 

many dialectal dissimilarities. Such are also reflected in the 
Koranic readings, and such have also been preserved, unchanged 
or transformed, in modem dialects." (ibid. 5) 

The fact, however, that in the case ofthese dissimilarities it isa question 

not only of dialectal variants of the Arabic language, but in particular of 

borrowings from the civilized Aramaic language nearby, is evidenced by 

many further features in the Koran. Precisely this final 1 /-li, which evak
ed surprise in Nöldeke, is especially striking. So, for example, in Sura 

2:26 and 74:31 it says ~ \~.ılı\ -ll) ~~~ "(But) what does God aim 

at with this parable." According to the Arabic understanding "parable" 

is in the accusative of specification demanded by its final 1 1-a. Accor

dingly the verse is then understood: "(But) what does God aim at with 

that as parable." 
It should no langer come as a surprise that the Koran frequently 

combines grammatkal forms of Arabic and Syro-Aramaic, since at the 

time the Koran originated Syro-Aramaic was the most widespread writ

ten language of a civilized people in the Orient, and there was stili no 

Arabic grammar. The extent to which the Koran follows different rules 

than those of the subsequent grammar of so-called Classical Arabic is 

demonstrated by anather example in which the number twelve is not fal-
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lowed by a singular - as it would norınally be according to the rules of 
Arabic- but by a plural. For example, it is said in Sura 7:160: ~.J 
\..b~l ~~ ~~ (wa-qattanlihum "i_tna!Px asrata asblifan) "And we 
divided them into twelve tribes", instead of the Arabic ~ ~ ~~ 
( ltn!lX asara şjf]Jan) twelve tribe. This, too, would be characterized as 
false according to the rules of Arabic, but as fully correct according to 
the rules ofSyro-Aramaic.67 

Moreover, this raises the question as to whether in this case the 1 /-an 

ending, explained as a kind of accusative of specification according to 
the rules of Arabic, does not come instead from a Syro-Aramaic plural 
ending in e. This, because the Arabic rule, according to which the nouns 
following numbers between eleven and ninety-nine must be (a) in the 
s ingu/ar and (b) in the accusative, is not exactly logical. A more logical 
explanation would be that such a phenomenon interpreted forınally in 
Arabic as a singular with an accusative ending was originally a Syro
Araınaic plural ending. This, in tum, would mean that the Arabic expla
nation is secondary and not at all classical. A similar case would be the 
singular preseribed in Arabic after the number one hundred, which is 
contradicted by the plural following the number three hundred in Sura 
18:25 (~ ~\..ı ~ "three hundred years"), although an attempt has 
been made with the current Koran reading Jalli.ta miatin sinina to un
couple the number three hundred from ''years" and to suggest the read
ing "in years" in order to cover up this Arabic irregularity, which in 
reality is perfectly correct Syro-Aramaic. 

The same is true for the phoneme lJ, which is lacking in Classical 
Arabic, but documented in the Koran. On this Nöldeke remarks: 

"This spelling of the li with c.s is opposed to an other, limited to a 
few specific words, with .J . Since the graınmarians expressly re
mark that the pronunciation of the I,Iiğiiz (Hijaz) in these wordsis 
broader (~ ' ~) and tends toward the .J (imlifa na.(ıw al

wliJJ1, we have to assume that the vowel here was pronounced 

67 See Th. Nöldeke, Kurzgefasste syrische Grammalik [Compendious Syriac 
Grammar], with an appendix prepared by Anton Schall (Darmstadt, 1977), 95, 

§§ ısı, ısı. 
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[long] a or ö. These words are: ö)-' öfij [Footnote 2: In both 
these words the vowe1 is probably influenced by the vowel of the 
Aramaic original forms ıotrıı:ır ı-tnı',:!l (Schwally); cf. Nöldeke, 
Neue Beitriige (New Essays) 25, 29]; ö_;p.' ' ö~ Sura 24:35 
[Footnote 3: Ethiopic masköt (actually ma§köt is more lik.ely), 
Nöldeke, Neue Beitriige (New Essays) 51]; ö~ Sura 40:44 and 
ö_,l. Sura 53:20 [Footnote 4: Also Nabatean ırm~ (Schwally)], as 
well as 1~)1 [Footnote 5: Sura 30:38 has transmitted many a Y.J 
(the only passage with nunation, cf. p. 38 above)]. Here the spel
ling with J applies only if the word is without a suffix, whereas 
with the addition of a suffix the vowel is indicated by 1 or is writ
ten defectively. "68 

As cited here by Nöldeke, these words, in which the J according to Arabic 
tradition was probably originally pronounced as ö, do not exhaust the 
other examples that occur in the Koran. To be mentioned would be fonna
tions based on the Syro-Aramaic type pal!lll, which Nöldeke himself de
fines as follows in his Syriac grammar (op. cit., 68, § 107): 

"The nomina agentis can be formed with a on the basis of the 2nd 
root from any active participte of the simple verbal stern (Peal): 

~~ (qHföld) "murderer," röoa.....c (qayömd), ı<.~ (galö
yd), ete." 

Accordingly, .l~, which in four passagesis intended as an infinitive 
(Sura 48:29, 50:40, and 68:42,43), should in two other passages be un
derstood as a rendering of the plural form of the Syro-Aramaic nomen 
agentis ..o~ (sagöı/e) (without the emphatic ending) (Sura 2:125: 
.l ~~ ~)1_, ~1_, ~UJl and Sura 22:26: ~)1_, ~tali_, ~UJl 
.l ~1). The meaning "those who prostrate themselves" for .l ~~ is 

68 · Th. Nöldeke, GdQ III 4 l. On the same subject, see A. Spitaler, "Die Schreibung 
des Typus • _,1.- im Koran. Ein Beitrag zur Erklarung der koranischen Ortho
graphie [The Writing of the Type "ô_,l.- in the Koran: A Contribution to the 
Clarification of Koranic Orthography]," in the Wiener Zeitschriftfor die Kunde 
des Morgen/andes [Viennese Journal of Oriental Studies], vol. 56, Festschrift 
for W. Duda (Vienna, 1 960) 212-226. 
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clear from the context of the two passages. The fact that the Lislln (III 
204a) gives for the active participte ~l...ı (sağid) (= r<'~ 1 sagıJd) both 

~~ (suğDd) (= r<':ı~ 1 sagöge) and~ (suğğad) (= r<'~ 1 sag[Je) 
as plural forms is with certainty traceable to these unrecognized Koranic 
Syriacisms. These uncommon, arbitrarily vocalized and odd-sounding 
plural formations have also never been accepted in Arabic usage. The 

plural form 1~ (suğaddan) occurring in eleven passagesin the Koran 
is obviously the transliteration of r<'~ (sag[Je), which again gives us 
an indication of the pronunciation e for certain 1 endings that come from 

Syro-Aramaic plural forms. By comparison, in eleven other passages the 
Koran uses the correct and today stili common Arabic plural forms, 

ı.:.u~L....ll (as-sağidon) (once) and ı.).!~L...JI (as-sağidln) (ten times). 
Another expression corresponding to the rôJa...D ( qllyömd) cited above 

by Nöldeke as an example of the type pa'öla is r-.J:!Ill (Sura 2:255, 3:2 

and 20: ı ı 1 ), vocalized al-qayytJm in the modem Koran, but in Syro
Aramaic qayöma 69 and thus to be read al-qayöm in Arabic. 

To these namina agentis Nöldeke (op. cit. §ı07) adds a few substan

tives such as r<"tat.. (yarörd) ''jackaf' and r<";aM (pliJöra /pSJü-rd) "ta
b/e." This, in turn, gives usa clue towards clarifying a substantive, here

tofore considered a puzzle, which occurs in the Koran in Sura 74:51, 
ö .)_,....§ , and which in the modem K oran is read qaswara. 

69 Karl Ahrens, Christliches im Qoran [Christian Elementsin the Koran], ZDMG 
84, new series, vol. 9 (1930): 44, refers here to Dan. 6:27. In the corresponding 
passage of the Psif{IJ , ;Jı.o.D 1 qayyiJm) is in the status absolutus and is used ver
baBy,~ ;Jı.o.D (qayyiJm 1-'almln): "(he is) existent =he existsfor ever." In 
the Koran passage in question, 1" _,ıill is attributive and corresponds orthographi
cally to the form rôoa....Jl 1 qily/:Jmd). Although this expression is usually used as 
a substantive (in the sense of head, administrator), the Thes. (II 3532) also re
fers to the Eastern Syrian lexicographers, who, among other things, cite as its 
Arabic equivalent ı.::ııı.:; ' ~\! ( qillm, Jabit). Whence the meaning "he who is /iv
ing, he who is constant" (i.e. he who is constantly living) for 1" ~ı ~ı (al
./.ıayy al-qayyDm 1 al-qily/:Jm). 
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Sura 74:51 

In context, the verses 49 to 51 say: 

1 ô _fol..ı... _.;-. ~\S 1 ~ .;- ô .fi:!ıll wc ~ w 
ô.J_,...§ ıJA w.) 

In this connection, the disputed word gaswara has been understood by 
our translators as follows: 

(Beli II 619): 50. "What is the matter with them that they from 
the reminder turn away; 51. As if they were startled asses fleeing 
from a lion?" 

(Paret 490): 49: "Warum wenden sie [Note: D.h. die Ungliiubi
gen] sich von der Erinnerung [Note: D.h. von der mahnenden 
Botschaft des Korans] ab, 50: (scheu) wie aufgeschreckte (Wild)
esel, 51: die vor einem miichtigen (Löwen) fliehen?" 

(Blachere 625): 49 "Qu'ont-ils eu a se detourner du Rappel (tad
Jdra) 50 comme des onagres effares 51 qui ont fui devant un 
lion?" 

For ô.J_,...§ (qaswara), Jeffery (Foreign Vocabulary 31 f.) fırst refers to 
Tabari who on the basis of a tradition going back to Ibn 'Abbas explains 
the word as Ethiopic in the meaning of "lion." A check of the lexicons, 
however, shows that there is nothing of the kind in either Aramaic or 
Ethiopic. Examining the problem in more detail, he continues (35 f.): 

A word like ô .)_,...§ in lxxiv, 51, is a puzzle at the present day, so 
that it is no wonder if it gave some trouble to the early exegetes. 
It is usually taken to mean lion, and as-Suytıti quotes authorities 
for its being an Abyssinian word. There is no such word, how
ever, in Ethiopic or any ofthe later Abyssinian dialects ... As far 
as one can see there is nothing in any of the other languages to 
help us out, and perhaps the simplest solution is to consider it as a 
formatian from~ (qasara), though the great variety of opinions 
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on the word given by the early authorities makes its Arabic origin 

very doubtful. 

In any event, on this point Jeffery is right, for the word is Syro-Aramaic, 

appearing in the Thes. (II 3681) under the variant ı<'tma.D ( qusrd) and 
explained by the East Syrian lexicographers as "asinus decrepitus" ("an 
ass that is decrepit, wasting away"): 

~ ~ ı<\ :ı ~ r<''bl.u ı<tma.D ( qusra: l;ımara salı/i d
la m-saybar tand), (Arabic): J...:...:ı 1... rY. .J'- (an old ass that is 
incapable of carrying loads). 

It thus turns out that the word is a dialectal form of the actual root .,~ 
(qşaıJ (= Arabic ~ qaşura "to be incapable, to not be able," as op
posed to y..ıi 1 qasara "to force, to compef'). Under this root the Thes. 
(Il 3707) again gives the expression as an addirional variant, accompa

nied by the same explanation from the Eastem Syrian lexicographers 70 

70 lnterestingly, the Lisiln (V 1 04b) refers to the inhabitants of BaşrlJ, who are said 

to have called an outcast ~..>-'""'_,i LHI (ibn qawşara, but actually ibn quşrd). lbn 

Durayd, however, considers the expressian non-Arabic (\.:.ı_;c. ~~ 'i). In fact, 

pronounced r<tmru> 1 qusrll, it is stili used today contemptuously in the sense of 
"failure, incapable" in New Eastem Syriac dialects (e.g. among the Tyllrl in 

Iraq). 
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Finally, it should be mentioned that the Koranic spelling o.)_,....! (pronounced 

qasöra 1 qasüra) can denote an early Aramaic form of passive participle as ex

plained by Th. Nöldeke in his Syrische Grammalik [.s)!riac Grammar] (p. 69): 

"With a short vowel of the fırst and ü (ö) of the second radical" (§ 113): "The 

short vowel was a (more often in adjectives) or u (more often in abstractions). Be

tween ü and ö no specifıc difference seems to exist; ci (ö) is presumably secondar

ily tinted from ı;ı (ü) (-or vice versa). A smail number ofthem have the sense 
of a passive participte (as in Hebrew): rO?cw-t (r.(ıOmd) "beloved," f. r<~cw-t 

(r.(ıOmtd); r<r<a.uD (sniia) "hated'' r<~ı<C\..Ur>, r<~a.J.A? (snO/li) "unloved wife"; ... 
ı<bCI!O'.U< (smul:d) "rumor", ... ı<><a~ (l!ıüsd) "garment"; ete. 

Forms ofpassive participles !ike these also occur ina few examples in the Ko

ran, e.g.: J_,... .J (rasül) "sent = messenger, ".J_,..b (tahlli') ''purified = pure"- as 

in Sura 25:48, l.J_,..b L. Wl 0-- Wj.il_, (and We have sent down from the 
heaven pure water), and Sura 76:21, l.J_,..b yi_>Jı r+U ı'""'l:l..ı_, (and their Lord 
will give them to drink a pure beverage), where the passive sense of l.J_,..b 
(tahflrli) (purified) appears clearly in comparison with the passive participle of 



and the corresponding Latin translation: ı<"s-a.o ( quşrd): asinus e senec
tute decrepitus qui onus suslinere non possit (an old, exhausted ass in

capable of carrying a burden). 
Now, if the Syro-Aramaic- perhaps metathetically created- dialec

tal variant exemplifıes the genuine meaning of the Koranic expression, it 
can be noted in favor of the Korani c form '& .)~ that the Koran has pre
served the more classical Syro-Aramaic form. Namely, this coincides 
exactly with the nomina agentis deseribed above by Nöldeke. Thus, ac
cording to the basic form pll"t!Ia, "&.)_,....§is not to be read as qaswara, as it 
has been read until now, but as qllslJrli. 

As to the meaning of this expressian in the Koranic context, it can be 
said that the comparison to a frightened ass, in referring to those who 
turn away from the Koranic admonition, is explainable in two ways: (a) 
either one runs away from something that represents a real danger (say, 
from a lion - and that would be logical), or (b) one runs away from 
something which by its very nature cannot involve a threat. The latter is 
here the case. With this metaphor the Koran wants to say that there is 
nothing frightening about its admonition. It therefore compares those 
who nevertheless turn away from it in fright to asses who let themselves 
be scared away, not, say, by an intimidating lion, indeed not even by a 
normal ass like themselves, but of all things by a hoary, feeble and de

crepit ass about which there is no longer anything threatening at alt11 

Canceming the term u_;:ı..l (a.Qrui) (letters 1 bookmarks), the Arabic tra
dition ultimately is not incorrect to have taken it purely and simply as a 

the second stern iı~ (mu{ahhara) (instead of '&.)AU.. 1 {Ahira) in Sura 2:25, 
3:15,4:57, 80:14,98:2. However, in the case of iı.J_,...! the Syro-Aramaic no
men agentis (pronounced qiisörii) is to be assumed, as explained above, since in 
modem Arabic the actually corresponding form is the active participle of the 
fırst stern Y-IJ.(qaşil) (incapable, unable). 

71 If ö .J_,...! ( r<'cuna 1 qilsöd) was taken here to be a lion, whereas it is in fact a 
hoary, feeble ass, the spelling ) ... ::.. (read in Arabic }Jimaı') was understood in 
S ura 2:259 as "ass" where the Koran, with the Syro-Aramaic ~ (gmard), 

means the perfection of human beings raised to life from the dead (see below p. 
191 ff.). 
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synonym of d~I.J (qira"at), variant readings, to the extent that it has 
related them not just to the missing vowels, but also - and especially -

to the defective writing of the basic consonant form of the original Kora
nic text before this text became fıxed, in the course of a process lasting 
centuries, in the one variant reading of the currently accepted canonical 

version. 

Y et, the Prophet is said to have remained silent for the most part, not 
only about the variant readings themselves, but also about the meaning 
of individual verses of the Koran. There is, for example, a report of the 

following statement by ~1sa (Aisha), the youngest wife of the Prophet: 

"The Prophet - God bless him and grant him salvation - had the 

habit of interpreting nothing from the Koran except for a few ver
ses that Gabriel- may salvation be upon him- had taught him."72 

It is therefore no wonder that the earliest commentators on the Koran 

were also unable to know any better, which led Tabari, the author of the 
most substantial Arabic Koran commentary to date, to exclaim: 

"Y et I am surprised at anyone who reads the Koran without being 

able to interpret it: How on earth can he take pleasure in reading 
it?"73 

The encyclopedic work of Tabari ( consisting of 30 parts in the Cairo 
edition) is characterized by Theodor Nöldeke as a turning point in the 
history of the interpretation of the Koran. Among Muslims his commen

tary is considered an incomparable achievement: 

"It is indeed, due to the wealth, variety and reliability of the com

municated material, the most informative interpretive work that 
the Mohammedan world has ever produced."74 

72 TabarT I 37. 
73 Cited by Mahmoud Muhammad Shaker in his introduction to the Koran com

mentary of TabarT (Cairo 1374 H./1 955) vol. I 10. 
74 Th. Nöldeke, GdQ ll 172 f. 
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As Paret remarks in his Encyclopedia of Islam article, in this commenta
ey Tabari has 

"collected for the fırst time the ample material of traditional exe
gesis and thus created a standard work upon which later Koranic 
commentators drew; it is stili a mine of information for historical 
and critica} research by Westem scholars."75 

75 R. Paretin Enzyklopaedie des Isliim, vol. 4 (Leiden, Leipzig, 1934) 626a. 
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8. WESTERN KORANIC STUDIES 

W ithout intending to go in to a detailed history of the origins of W estem 
Koran studies, which emerged around the middle of the 191h century, 
some indication will be given here of the actual results of this Koranic 
research as represented by the translations of W estem K oran scholars. 
August Fischer provides an overview of the subject in his essay, "Der 
Wert der varhandenen Koran-Übersetzungen und Sura lll [The Value 
of the Existing Koran Translations and Sura 111]."76 On dealing with 
the task of transtating the Koran, Fischer remarks: 

"A Koran translation is no easy task. The renowned Arabists, 
scholars such as Reiske, Sacy, Fleischer, De Goeje, Nöldeke, and 
Goldziher, among others, have avoided it, at least partially becau
se they knew of its great diffıculties. Most of the previous Koran 
translators have been second-, indeed even third- and fourth-rate 
Arabists. 77 

This was August Fischer's opinion in 1937. However, with the more 
recent Koran translations by the Briton Richard Beli, 78 the Frenchman 
Regis Blachere, 79 and the German Rudi Paret, 80 w e in the meantime 
have translations by Arabists of the first rank. Y et despite their scholarly 
meticulousness, these translations have also contributed little to an es
sential improvement of our understanding of the Koran. With their ap-

76 Berichte über die Verhandlungen der Sachsischen Akademieder Wissenschaf
ten zu Leipzig. Philolog.-histor. Klasse [Records of the Proceedings of the Sa
xon Academy of Sciences at Leipzig: Philological-Historical Division], vol 89, 
no. 2 (1937) 3-9. 

77 Cited from Rudi Paret, ed., Der Koran, Wege der Forschung [Directions of Re
search], vol. 326 (Darmstadt, 1975) 7. 

78 Richard Beli, trans., The Qur'an: Translated, with a critica/ rearrangement of 
the Surahs, vol. I (Edinburgh, ı 937), vol. II (Edinburgh, ı 939). 

79 Regis Blachere, trans., Le Coran, traduit de l'arabe [The Koran Translated 
from Arabic], (1'1 ed. 1947/50, 2nd ed. 1957; Paris, 1966). 

80 Rudi Paret, trans., Der Koran, Übersetzung von Rudi Paret [The Koran: Trans
lation by Rudi Paret], (1962; Stuttgart, Berlin, Köln, Mainz, 1982). 
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paratus criticus they have merely confırmed the problems identifıed by 
August Fischer. He summarizes the major difficulties a Koran translator 
has to cope with as follows: 
1. A considerable number of words and sentences in the Koran are 

obscure and ambiguous. 
2. The numerous allusions in the Koran are hard to interpret and 

their clarifıcation in the Arabic tradition is contradictory and in
adequate, so that in such cases only internal criteria can be of fur
ther assistance. 

3. There is no systematic or chronological ordering of the Suras. 
4. There is a lack of a real textus receptus with secure bookmarks. 

The imperfection of the script in the old Koran manuscripts per
mits numerous variant readings. The Arabic commentaries on the 
Koran differ considerably one from the other and not infrequently 
provide more than half a dozen81 possible interpretations for one 
obscure passage in the Koran. All the same, one can by no means 
do without these commentaries. 
The result is that one is never ab le to be sure of understanding the 
Koran in all of its details. A conscientious translator of the Koran 
will instead always have to work with numerous question marks 
and lists of the various possible interpretations.82 

The Koran translators, and in particular Rudi Paret, have fulfılled these 
requirements and at the same time revealed the limits of Koran studies. 
Yet it must be granted to Western scholarship that, thanks to its histori
cal-critical methods, it has released the study of the Koran from its in
flexibility and made considerable advances, more so from a theological
historical than from a philological perspective. The works of principal 
interest to this study were cited at the outset 

81 According to Regis Blachere, sametimes up to a dozen (see his Introduction au 

C oran [Paris, l 94 7] xxxii). 
82 Der Koran, ed. Rudi Paret (Dannstadt, 1975) 7 f. 
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9. THE LANGUAGE OF THE KORAN 

Although justifıable doubts have been entertained conceming the relia
bility of the oral transmission, considering the fact that, as mentioned 
above, Tabarlreports several times that the Prophet was not accustomed 
to expressing himself either on disputed readings or on the meaning of 
individual verses or Suras in the Koran, there has nevertheless until now 
been no doubt among the specialists about the language of the Koran, 
s ince after all it is said in ten passages in the K oran itself that it was sent 
down, i.e. revealed, in Arabic (Suras 12:2, 13:37, 16:103. 20:113, 26: 
195,39:28,41:3,42:7,43:3 and 46:12). 

However, since Arabic at the time at which the Koran originated stili 
possessed no standardized written language, but instead consisted of 
spoken dialects, it was naturally assumed that the language of the Koran 
was identical with the dialect of the Prophet and his sib, the Quray~ in 
Mecca. In Tabar! 83 this view is grounded on the following verse of the 
Koran (Sura 14:4): 

rtl ~ ~~ w~ 'iJ J_,.....J ı.JA w....) 1....._, 

"W e have never sent amessenger but in the language (i.e., speak
ing the language) of his people, that he may explain (the mes
sage) to them." 

Given this statement it must come as a surprise that the Prophet - as 
reported in Tabarl- was supposedly unable to explain this language to 
his contemporaries. Also conceming Sald ibn al-Musayyab, one of the 
seven scholars of Medina (d. 712), Tabari reports that in response to 
questions about a Koranic verse he "kept quiet as if he had heard no
thing' (~ rl ı.:ıts ı.::&..). To another such knowledge-hungry indivi
dual he responded: "Do not ask me about a verse of the Koran; rather 
ask him who maintains that nothing of it remains concealed from him," 
by which he w as referring to clkrima 84 ( a companion of the Prophet who 

83 lbid. 29. 
84 lbid. 28. 
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died in 634). The fact that even after the Prophet nobody has succeeded 
in penetrating the final mystery of this language for as long as the Koran 
has existed has led in the Islamic tradition to the belief that the language 
of the Koran is of heavenly origin and thus finally unfathomable for 
mortals. With the term j~J (igaz) (on the basis of Suras 2:23, 10:38, 
ll: 13) the Islamic tradition does indeed characterize the Koran as a mi
racle that cannot be imitated by mortals, but this may refer in general to 
the human inability to understand the Koran completely into its last de
tail. 

Y et when the Koran speaks of the "Arabic language," one can well 
ask what language it was tatking about at the time of its origin. Faithful 
to Islamic tradition, which has always encouraged the search for know
ledge (r1JI ylb), and keeping in mind the well-known sayings of the 
Prophet .J.fJ r1JI "Knowledge is light" and ~\ c} ) J r1JI 1 ~\ 
"Seek knowledge, and be it in Ch ina," Tabari takes the view that philo
logists (L.JL..lll JAl) are fundamentally authorized to explain the language 
in which the Koran was sent down (L,ıi.).ll "-:ı Jy ı.5.lll L.JL..lll) because 
outside of them nobody else is capable of acquiring a knowledge of it ( 'i 
~ .:,.... 'ij ..ili~ rk. ~) J.,..:. ji), in so far as they are ab le to provide irre
futable and philologically verifiable arguments for the explanation and 

interpretation of this language ( ..ili~ .:,.... ~J ~ y \....:! ui.A Y. ~) J 

L,ıLılll ~ .:,.... 4.....lc. \S .J.l.<ı L,ı\S t......), and regardless of who the interpreters 
in question may have been (JJ:WI y..ıi.JIJ ..ili~ L,ı\S .:,.... l.tı\S).85 

In the sense of Tabari we therefore intend in the following- by tak
ing a philologically prior linguistic phase as a starting-point - to under
take the experiment of reading the text of the K oran differently than the 
Arabic commentators of the Koran have done it, partially according to 
an un derstanding of the Ara b i c of the ir time and partially with recourse 
to Old Arabic poetry. Only on the basis of the results of this linguistic 
analysis may one judge whether it actually also leads to a better under
standing of the Koranic text or not. 

85 lbid. 41. 
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10. FROM SYRO-ARAMAIC ~'to (q~ryiind) 
TO ARABIC <.Jl~.) ( qur"an) 

The present study is based on the elementary finding that the term Ko

ran (ı)"'..) 1 qur"an) holds the key to the understanding of the Korani c 
language. Whereas, namely, the Arabic philologists in the interpretation 
ofthe word ül"'..) (qur'aıı), whose Arabic origin they do not doubt, have 
not made up their minds yet between the verbal roots ü..J (qarana) (to 
bind, to put together) and 1..) (qaraa) (to read),86 it was first recognized 
in Western Koranic studies that cultural terms like 1..) (to read) -and 
accordingly also ~ (kataba) (to write)- could not be Arabic in origin. 
As Theodor Nöldeke says in his Geschichte des Qorans [History of the 
Koran] (131-34): 

"Now, since a cultural word like 'read' can not be proto-Semitic, 
we may assume that it migrated into Arabia, and indeed probably 
from the north .... Now, because Syriac has besides theverbı-tıp 
the noun qeıyilnll, and indeed in the double sense of tivayvwaıç 
([the act of] reading, reading aloud) and tivayvwa;.ıa (reading or 
lesson, reading matter), the assumption gains in probability, in 
connection with what has just been said, that the term Qoriin is 
not an inner-Arabic development out of the synonymous infiniti
ve, but a borrowing from that Syriac word with a simultaneous 
assimHation to the type ft{Iıın."87 

Nöldeke's probable assumption of the Syriac origin of qur"an has in the 
meantime become so well accepted in Western Koranic research that the 

86 Cf. Nöldeke, GdQ I 32, note 3. 
87 lbid. 33 f. Furthermore, it remains to be seen whether !iı'Jan is a genuinely Ara

bic type. The fact is that in practice the nominal form qur'an has never become 
generally accepted, though it is cited by the Arabic lexicographers as a variation 
of the common infinitive qirlJ'a and also actually occurs in this function in the 
Koran. One can also identizy the non-Arabic origin in the fact that in Arabic us
age Qur'an is only understood as a proper name used to designate the holy 
scripture of Islam. 
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indication of its Christian-Aramaic origin has today become a matter of 
course in the standard Westem encyclopedia oflslam,88 whereas this has 

been completely ignored by both the earlier and modem Islamic exege
tes. Thus Erwin Griif accurately defines the Koran as follows: 

"The Koran, according to the etymological m eaning of the word, 
is originally and really a liturgical text designed for cultic recita
tion and also actually used in the private and public service. This 

suggests that the liturgy or liturgical poetry, and inde ed the Chris
tian liturgy, which comprises the Judaic liturgy, decisively stimu
lated and influence Mohammed."89 

As an ecclesiastical terminus technicus (technical term ), the Koran thus 
corresponds originally to the lectionarium (lectionary) stiliusedin Wes
tem Christianity today as a liturgical book containing excerpts from 

scripture to be read aloud during the service. 
If it has now been established that the Arabic qur'an is a direct bor

rowing from the Syro-Aramaic q;,ıyana, then the question must be asked 

as to the extent to which - in Nöldeke's words -the assimHation of qur
'an to the type fiı 'lan has taken place. 

Information on this subject is provided for us by the Islamic tradi
tion. Thus the Lisan (I 128b f.) records a statement reaching back from 

as-Safi"! by way of a traditionary chain to Muğalıid, Ibn 'Abbas and 
Ubayy, according to which the Prophet had pronounced ül~ ji ( qur'an) 
without a hamza, i.e. without the glottal stop before the a (long a), L;l.) 

(quran). On the basis of the alifand hamza signs (1~), which were gra
dually introduced as a reading ai d, but scarcely before the middle of the 
8th century,90 the later Arabic readers, who were no longer familiar with 

the Prophet's original pronunciation, q{)ıyan, went on the assumption 
that ül~.) ( qur'an) was to be pronounced without the hamza, simply ül.) 
( quran). In doing so they ignored the view widely held in the Arabic tra-

88 See, for example, the article al-Kur'ıın in The Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. 5 
(Leiden, 1 986) 400. 

89 ZDMG 111, new series no. 37 (1962): 396-398. 
90 Blachere says in his Introduction au Coran 94 that it is impossible to establish 

more precisely the point in time at which this writing reform took place. 
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dition according to which the hamza was pronounced soflly in the Ara
bic dialect ofMecca. This does not at all mean in this case, however, the 
absence of the hamza without replacement, but its realization as a soft 
~ 1 y. Accordingly, the pronunciation of the Prophet documented by Is
lami c tradition must have been c:;\.;.) (q:Jıylln), a pronunciation that ex
actly corresponds to that of the Arabic-speaking Aramaic Christians of 
Syria and Mesopotamia. This is also said by the Thesaurus with a refer
ence to the Eastem Syrian lexicographers as follows: "Ap. lexx. c:;l.;..ftll 
ı<.ı...ta (q:Jıy0ni1: al-q:Jıylln); it. ör-l..ftll • c:;l.;_;ill "(Thes. II 3716). In this 
case the vowel e in q:Jıylln is to be produced, in accordance with the 
oral tradition of the Eastem and Westem Syrians (usually in a single 
closed syllable ), as a so-called murmur vowel ( dark a or "shwa "). 

The hamza spelling in the medial and fınal position adopted accor
ding to the will of later Arabic philologists against the documented pro
nunciation of the Prophet has fınally had as a consequence that the ori
ginal Syro-Aramaic pronunciation q:Jıylln has been abandoned in favor 
of the Arabicized pronunciation qur'an (following the pattem of c:;t!.) 
furqlln < ı<.ı.a-ta.!l 1 purqllnli).91 

Consequences ofthe Orthographic Transformatian 
of q~rylln to qur)n 

The Arabic transcription of Syro-Aramaic ı<.ı...ta (q:Jıyi1-nli) must origi
nally have been pronounced r:.»..J. (q:Jıylln). Until now, however, research 
on old manuscripts of the Koran has been unable to establish this spelling. 
In today's spelling cjlr-..) (qur'an) it is generally recognized that both the 
hamza and the alif 1 1 i1 (long a) are secondary. In two passages (Suras 
12:2, 43:21) the canonical version of the Koran gives evidence of the ear
lier written form with an accusative ending U.) (qur'anan), as has already 
been pointed out by Nöldeke (Bergstıiiller-Pretzl) (GdQ III 43).92 

91 Thus what Nöldeke called the fu'Jan type would not exactly be Arabic. 
92 Further reference is made, under note 3, to earlier manuscripts of the Koran 

with the spelling l.J.ftll (al-quran) and b.) (quranan). 
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Y et even if the extant manuscripts of the Koran have until now not 
confirmed the presumed spelling 0,!..) (q~rylin), the original Syro-Ara

maic term suggests this written form. Accordingly, one can imagine the 
following four phases in the transformation of the Arabic orthography to 

today's accepted canonical spelling wl"'..) (qur"an): (I) W:ı..J (original 
pronunciation: q:ıryan); (2) defective spelling: w..J (pronunciation: 
quran); (3) full spelling wl..) (same pronunciation: quran); and last of all 

(4) with the inserted hamza: wl"'..) (accepted pronunciation: qur'an). 

This hypothesis is based on the assumption thatina first post-Kora
nic orthographic reform the Arabic philologists no tonger recognized the 

real meaning of the little peak of the letter carrier --:ı 1 y in W:ı..J ( q:ıryan) 
as a defective spelling for ya. On the basis of the pronunciation of the 

Prophet ( quran), as documented according to Arabic tradition, they must 
have read the spelling 0,!..) as "qarlll." Whence the removal, without 

replacement, of the --:ı 1 y, from which emerged, in a second phase, the 

defective spelling w..J with the pronunciation quran. The introduction of 
the alif 1 as a mater leetion is for a (long a) logically led, in a third phase, 

to the full spelling wl..) 93 (with the same pronunciation: quran). The 

93 Cf. W. Diem, Untersuchungen zur frühen Geschichte der arabischen Ortho
graphie [Studies on the Early History of Arabic Orthography]. I. Die Schrei
bung der Vokale [The Spelling of the Vowels], Orientalia, vol. 48 (1979). In§ 
62 (252) under number 3, W. Diem gives the spelling atSura 10:61 ı:J.) Quran 
< Qur"an among the types "in which the written form has been retained unalter
ed." In § 64 (253) he accordingly counts the spelling \.i.) (12:2; 43:3 Qurand) 
among the "few spellings" in which the alif ''would have been expected ety
mologically." Just as doubtful is the allegedly primary spelling ü4--JI (4:18 ete. 
as-sayyiyllt < as-sayyi'at "the evi! deeds"), whose secondarily inserted alif has 
distorted the original spelling, ~,as the transliteration of the Syro-Ararnaic 
ı<'~ (sanyli.td) (Thes. II 2669: plerumque ut subst. usitata, facinora, scelera, 
vitia; Ap. lexx.: y_,i.l]l • ı::.ı\..:ill • ü~l 1 as-sayyi'iit 1 "disgraceful, wicked 
deeds, vices"). The basis for this reading is the following facsimile edition of 
the Koran Manuscript No. 328(a) in the Bibliotheque Nationale de France: 
Sources de la transmission du texte coranique [Sources of the Transmission of 
the Text of the Koran] eds. François Deroche et Sergio Noja Noseda, vol. l, Les 
manuscrits destyle i)iğllzl[Manuscripts in the i)iğllzl Style], Le manuscrit arabe 
328(a) de la Bibliotheque Nationale de France [Arabic Manuscript No. 328(a) 
in the Bibliotheque Nationale de France] (Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale de 
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acceptance of the hamza resulted finally, in a fourth phase, in what is 
today the common spelling in the canonical edition of the Koran, c)lç. _) 
or c:; i_) (with the pronunciation qur'an). 

However, if the Arabic tradition according to which the Prophet said 
quran is correct, then this would lead to the understanding that the Ko
ran readers of the first generation di d not read the little middle peak -:! 

in the original spelling c):ı.) as y or I, but as long a . Later copyists, in
terpreting this peak as a long l, would have then omitted it as an appar
ently incorrectly written character. Previously, however, it was known 
(for etymological reasons) that the little peak only functioned in Koranic 
orthography to indicate the long vowel a in the reproduction of a secon
dary ll in a final position for tertiae ya' roots before suffixes ( e.g. ~ = 

\All,ı 1 bana-ha in S ura 79:27). 
The conjecture that the little peak -:! for indicating a long ii was not 

exclusively used for a secondary ii in tertiae ya' verbs before suffixes, 
but was used in other cases as well during the first phase in the editing 
of the Koran, does not depend solely on earlier Koran manuscripts for 
its confirmation. On the contrary, evidence can already be provided now 
on the basis of a few misread words in the modern Cairo edition of the 
Koran.94 Ofthese the following examples may suffice: 

France, ı 998). As opposed to the spellings ı.::..ı~l (as-sayyi' af) (S ura 4: ı 8), 
~~ (sayyi'atikum) (Sura 4: 3ı; 5:ı2) and~~ (sayyi'atihim) (Sura 3:ı95) 
in the Cairo edition of the Koran, the Paris Ms. 328(a) has (without diacritical 

points): ~ • ~ • ~~ . According to Koranic orthography, for these 
spellings a hamza carrier is out of the question. The Lisiin cites this root both 
under ~ (sana) (XIV 444b) and under lı.!. (sana 'a) (I lO 1 b ff. ), each with the 
same original meaning (to hate). See also the spellings reproduced under chap
ter 6 (55) in connection with the "orthography of the Lewis palimpsest" in Th. 
Nöldeke (Bergstrliller-Pretzl), GdQ III. 

94 This observation, made by the author in a lecture in ı 996, was the startingpoint 
for the initiative to make microfilms of the Koranic fragments of Sanaa in the 
expectation that one would there be able to fınd further proofs. These micro
fılms have been available since 1998. Subsequently, a fırst (and till now sole) 
canfırmation has been provided there by the spelling of the word .yll (= o 'il = 
4.11 1 ilah) (god, deity), where the middle peak marks the long ii as mater lec
tionis, however without any alteration of the meaning (see G.-R. Puin, Über die 
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Sura 41:47 
Example 1: ~.!lül~ (adannaka) 

~ .y. u... lA ~~\ 1 _,l1J c.si.S ~ ~\ r+.ı.l4ı (' ~.J 

Following the understanding of the Arabic commentators,95 our Koran 
translators have rendered the underlined expression in the context of the 
cited part of the verse as follows: 

(Beli II 481): "W e protest to Thee, there is not amongst usa wit
ness." 

(Paret 400): "Und am Tag (des Gerichts), da er ihnen [d.h. den 
UngUiubigen] zuruft: 'Wo sind (nun) meine (angeblichen) Teil
haber?', sagen sie: 'Wir geben dir (hiermit) Bescheid: Unter uns 
ist kein Zeuge (der die Wahrheit unserer früheren Aussagen 
bestittigen könnte ). '" 

(Blachere 510): "Sache qu'il n'est, parınİ nous, nul temoin." 

An Arab with a normal feel for the language senses here right away that 
there is something "clumsy" about the final clause. That in this context 
~~ (a!lmıa) is supposed to mean "to inform" is a pure invention of the 
Arabic commentators, who could not fıgure out any other way to explain 
this misread word. Namely, in the spelling ~\ the upper dot of the __j 1 n 

has been falsely placed. The apparent ignorance of the later Arabic read
ers with regard to the real meaning of the originally unpointed little 

Bedeutung der iiltesten Koranjragmente aus Sanaa (Jemen) fiir die Ortho
graphiegeschichte des Korans [On the Importance of the Oldest Koran
fragments of Sanaa (Yemen) for the History of Koranic Orthography], "Neue 
Wege der Koranforschung" [New Ways of Koranic Research], 2, in: magazin 
forschung [magazine research], Universitlit des Saarlandes [University of the 
Saarland], I, 1999, p. 37-40). The other exaınples quoted there from the stan
dard edition of the Koran, however, require some rectifıcation. A fırst discus
sion conceming the spelling and the etymology of both Syro-Aramaic ~ 
(sSfllnd) (> Hebrew löill 1 sflflln) and Koranic ~ (saytlln) will follow below. 

95 Tabarl(XV 1 f.) reads ~\..jjl (adannllk") and gives the following explanations: 
~~ (a11ll1111Sk') (we inform you), ~l..l.J.J (ata'iıllk") (we obey you), with the 
note: ~~ (af/a'iıak") asa synonym for~~ (a1amnllk"). 
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hook __j , which here stands for a long /1, is to blame for this. If the oral 
tradition had not been broken, the later Arabic readers would quite cer
tainly have been able to recognize this well-known Arabic adverbial 
expressinn (although borrowed from Syro-Aramaic ~:ı...m 1 haydek [< 
*hiiy-d-hayk > *hiiy-d-hek], with secondary vowel reduction and dark
ening > * :ıdday.k, with following monophthongization of ay > ii = 

* :ıddak > Arabic :ıtltlak 1 itltlak.96 Namely, the misread __j In when read 
asa long aresults in the reading ..:!ll~j (then, whereupon) (actually .:!ll~ ~j 

rtl tlak'), which can also be written in modem Arabic in the contracted 
form ..:!ll~j (see, for example, H. Wehr, Arabisches Wörterbuch [Arabic 

Dictionary]). According to this reading the passage cited above (this 
time in Arabic) can now be understood as follows: 

"On the day when he will call to them, 'Where are they (now), 
my associates?' they will then answer: 'N one of us professes91 (to 
these) any longer' ." 

Sura 68:13 
Example 2: J:lc. ( utu/1) 

In this context a list is made of the negative behaviors of an infidel. In
cluded among them is the character trait deseribed in S ura 68:13-14: 

~.J Jl..ı 1~ CJIS. CJI 1 efj ı;ill~ ~ J:ıc. 

On the basis of the wavering understanding of the Arabic commenta
tors,98 our Koran translators have translated this continuous double verse 
as follows: 

96 Cf. Thes. I 1002, where to the Syriac ~Lm (hlyde/f) corresponds the Chal
daic (i.e. in this case vernacular Eastern Syro-Araınaic) '9'1N (;ıdda/{) > Arabic 
~~~~) or ~~~! (ıi!t:Jak). 

97 Arabic ~ (sahld) does not just have the meaning of "witness." The Arabic 

ö.:ı~ (sahada), meaning "confession offaith," is also a borrowing from the Sy
ro-Aramaic ecclesiastical term !Imm (shed) (to testify, actually to admit public
ly, from which ı<!lmm 1 sllhıJa "martyr, confessor" also comes). 

98 TabariXXIX 23-27. 
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(Beli II 597): 13. "Gross, but yet highly-esteemed,99 14. Because 
he has wealth and children." 

(Paret 477): 13: "und der überdies ein Grobian (?) ist und sich 
(überall) eindrlingt (?) ('iıtullin baaa dlllika zanlmin) 14: (auf 
Grund der Tatsache), dal3 er (ein grol3es) Vermögen und (viele) 
Söhne hat ! " 

(Blachere 608): 13 "arrogant et par surcroit, batard ! 14 Ne lui 
obeis pas [parce] qu'il est riche eta des fıls [pour le soutenir]!" 

1. The misread ....:ı 1 t in the spelling Jjc. (pronounced 'iıtull) is respon
sible for the different translations of this word by our Koran translators 
(Bell: "gross"; Paret: "Grobian"; Blachere: "arrogant"). Only Blachere, 
with "arrogant," has even come close to guessing the real sense correct
ly from the context. The meaning "arrogant, overbearing" is actually 
yielded only by the reading Jb ( "al'n). That the later Arabic readers 
incorrectly placed two dots (......:l) over the medial peak intended asa long 
II and came up with the meaningless reading Jjc. ( 'iıtull) is precise con
fırmation of the assumption that an oral tradition no langer existed at the 
time of the fıxing of the Korani c text. And this, even though this genu
inely Arabic expressian occurs in singular and plural in this meaning in 
four other passages in the Koran (Suras 10:83; 44:31; 23:46; 38:75). 
There, however, the original peak has been replaced by the subsequently 
inserted alif 1 as a mater lectionis for long II. Thus these passages were 
read correctly. But in the case ofSura 68:13 this meaning was obviously 
not recognized. The misreading of the spelling as it was left in its origi
nal form, however, is to be explained in particular by the absence of an 
oral tradition. 

The realization that the peak was often not just provided with false 
dots, but from time to time also replaced by an alif 1 1 II, is of impor
tance for Koranic studies for the understanding of many a misreading. 

99 [Note 1]: "Or 'adopted' from an ignoble family, which is said to refer to WalJd 
b. Maghira. But the word is probably from zanama to mark a well-bred camel 

by cutting a part of the ear and letting it hang down." 
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For whereas with the canonical edition of the Koran it is only necessary 
to imagine the dots as absent, in the case of the al if 1 the problem is that 

a primary is not readily distinguishable from a secondary al if, especially 
considering the fact that, in examining them, both Arabic and Syro
Aramaic (and occasionally Hebrew) linguistic components must be con

sidered each time. But that the later insertion of the al if by incompetent 
editors has led to the distortion of many a word would, in view of the 
unsure or absent oral tradition, only be a logical consequence. 

2. Our Koran translators have rendered the spelling ~ j (zanlm) in just 
as contradictory a fashion as the Arabic commentators (Beli: "highly
esteemecf'; Paret: "der sich (überall) eindriingt"; Blachere: "batarcf'). 
Given the way the word has been misread (zanlm), one would be most 
likely to see it as an active masculine Hebrew plural participte Q"))t 

(zönlm) (whoring, engaging in prostitution). 100 However, because the 
Koranic context speaks of a single individual, such a Hebrew plural 
form is out of the question. 

Some information about this is provided for us by the following 

statement given as indirect speech in Verse 14: ~-' J\A 1~ .:;\.S .:;1 "that 
he has wealth and children." This statement, however, presupposes a 

verb, which the misreading of ~j (zanlm) has distorted. Here, too, the 
absence of an oral tradition has resulted in the Arabic readers' not know

ing what to do with this spelling. Whence the arbitrary reading ~ j 
(zanlm), whose just as adventurously imagined meanings H. Wehr, for 
example, (in his Arabisches Wörterbuch [Arabic Dictionary]) gives, 
without further examination, as "low, base; bastard, son of a bitch; 
stranger, one who does not belong to something." 

One cannot blame the Arabic readers, however, ifbehind the spelling 

~jthey were unable to imagine a Syro-Aramaic verb form. Namely, if 
in its place we read ~.J (ratTm), what results is the transliteration of the 

Syro-Aramaic ;n..~'t (ıtlm) in status absolutus. For it the Thesaurus (Il 
3997) gives the following definition under the verbal root ,~'t (rtam): 

100 Cf. W. Gesenius, Hebraisches und aramaisehes Handwörterbuch [Concise 
Dictionary of Hebrew and Aramaic] 20 I b. 
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"enunciavit, spec. indistincte et submissa voce locutus est" (to 
say, to pronounce, especially to speak undearly and quietly). 

In the case of the Koranic form, it is a question of a Syro-Aramaic pas
sive masculine participle with an active meaning, as Theodor Nöldeke 
explains in his Syrischen Grammatik [Syriac Grammar] (§280): 

"Some participia of the form ~ (p Tl) are used in an active 
meaning: in part this is based on the fact that the verba involved 
could be doubly transitive; in part it is caused by the analogy to 
forms having a related meaning." 

This Koranic example should be added to those listed by Nöldeke. The 
attributive passive participle rô:ı....ı\ı-t (ıtTmd) is also explained actively 
by the Thesaurus (!oc. cit.) with "blaesus, balbutiens" (lisping, stam
mering, metaphorically: twaddling). With the now no longer common 
phrase ~ ~ .J Lo (ma ratama bi-kalima)101 (he didn 't speak a word) 
and ~~ ~~ : ~ )\ ( ar-ratam: to speak quietly) Ara b i c has preserved 
a memory of the Syro-Aramaic expression. 

Based on this analysis, the double verse from Sura 68:13-14 is now 
to be read: 

~_, J\...ı ı~ wı.s. wl 1 ~ .J ~ .lıy Jk. 
( 'ajin ba aa dalika ratlm 1 an klina da maJln wa-banln) 

According to the Syro-Aramaic reading, it should thus be understood as 
follows: 

"arrogant furthermore twaddling 14. that (even without God) he 
has wealth and children!" 

101 Cf. Lisan XII 226a; the same under ~.J (ra.tama): ~}il (al-aı:tam): ~ 'i.lll ~ 
~ ~.J ~~(one who speaks inarticulately). 
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Sura 18:9 
Example 3: ~)\ (ar-raqlm) 

In arecent article102 James A. Bellamy has been the latest to deal with 
this expression, heretofore considered an unsolved problem in Koranic 
studies. Taking as a starting point an error on the part of a copyist, he 
proposes the reading ~.} )1 ( ar-ruqad) (the sleeping [boys]) in place of 
the substantive recorded in the canonical version of the Koran r:ıi)l (ar

raqlm) (roughly, memorial tablet). In its context this verse reads: 

4:;.c. tL;ıl ()A 1 .J-i\5. e;ı§)l _, UtS!I ~~ ı:) ~ ri 

The German translator Paret (238) renders this verse as follows: 

"Or do you think that the people of the cave and the inscription 
(?ar-raqlm) [Note: The interpretation of ar-raqlm(ı) is very uncer
tain] was (one) of our signs, about which one should be (espe
cially) surprised?" 

Blachere (318) renders "ar-Raqim" as a place name and refers to the 
contradictory explanations of the commentators. Bell (I 275) does the 
same and adds the following comment (footnote 1): 

"Much difference of opinion prevails as to the identity of ar
Raqim, some holding it to be the name of the mountain or the vil
lage associated with them, others that it is the name of the dog. 
Torrey suggests that it isa misreading ofDecius as written in He
brew characters; E. G. Browne, Oriental Studies, p. 459." 

The thought that, to introduce this legend of the seven sleepers one 
would expect a corresponding expression, is in itself correct. For the 
form er contested reading r:ıS )1 _, ( wa-r-raqlm), J .A. Bellamy proposes 
the following emendations: (1) removal of the conjunction _, 1 wa as su
perfluous; (2) removal of the medial--:ı /I as having resulted from inat
tentiveness or a blot; (3) changing the fınal r /m into a _, wlü, and (4) 
insertion of a presumably omitted fınal ~ 1 d Thus we would have the 

ı 02 In the Journal of the American Oriental Society ı ı 1. ı (ı 991) ı 15-117. 
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reading evidenced in Verse 18 .:._,§.) (ruqod) (sleepers) as the plural of 
.:.91.J (raqid) (sleeping ma/e). Instead of the previous reading ~1 
r:ıi)IJ UtSJI (the people of the cave and the inscription), one would 
then have .:._,§)1 UtSJI ~1 (the sleeping people of the cave). 

However, by proposing four emendations to a word made up of a to
tal offıve Jetters (ifwe ignore the article ...JI /al-), J.A. Beliamy spoils a 
consideration that is otherwise plausible in its approach. In contrast, the 
principle of lectio difficilior would be better served if we had to change 
just one letter. 

The key is here provided to us by precisely that little middle peak 
that J.A. Beliamy has considered either faulty or only a blot, but which 
here stands for a long a . Then we would need only to read the probably 
misread fınal f' 1 m as a fınal .:. 1 d N amely, experts of the I:Iiğllzi manu
seripts know that the pronounced ring-shaped fınal f' is produced on the 
line without the vertical infralinear extension. Nonetheless, one cannot 
in the fırst place make a mixing up of fınal .:. 1 d and fınal f' 1 m 
responsible for the misreading. Much more likely is the assumption that 
later Arabic copyists could no tonger recognize the peak --:1 as a long a. 
Interpreted as a long I, they must have read ~ )I.J ( wa-r-raqld), a form 
that doesn't exist in Arabic at all. The next best altemative was therefore 
to make a fınal f' 1 m out of the fınal .:. 1 d 

That the latter letter was occasionally confused with the Arabic .J 1 r , 
on the basis, however, of an earlier transcription from Syriac script (due 
to the identically formed letters ! 1 d and ; 1 r distinguishable only by the 
upper and tower dots, respectively), will fınd itself substantiated in a 
subsequent study. An initial case fırst became conspicuous in the fol
lowing discussion of the spelling 0.J4 (yul.(ıidün) instead of 0.J..Ji.l:ı 
(yalguzün 1 yulgizOn) from Sura 16:103. Two more examples from the 
Cairo edition of the Koran can be provided as confırmation of this phe
nomenon: 
a) Conceming the transcription of an originaliy Syriac ! 1 d as an Arabic 

.J 1 r: Such a mistake is encountered in the word 1 jS .J (rikza) 
(allegedly: soft voice) instead of the Syriac 1~! = Arabic lfo (dikrd) 
(memory) from Sura 19:98: 
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Beli (I 291) transtates according to Arab commentators: "How many a 
generatian have We destroyed before them! Dost thou perceive ofthem 
a single one or hear ofthem a whisper?" 

The word l.fi.) (rikzii) is transeribed in the facsimile of the }Jiğazl 
Koran codex Or. 2165 (fol. 1- 61), published by the British Library in 
2001, as l.fi.J (rkra) (without diacritical points) (fol. 50b, ll). This 
spelling provides us with a typical example of the unpointed Arabic ren
dering of the identically shaped Syriac consonants ! 1 d and ; 1 r, but 
which with the respective lower and upper dots should have been ren
dered in Arabic as .:ı 1 d and .) 1 r . Provided with the diacritical dots, the 
first .) in the Arabic spelling l.fi.) would thus correspond to the Syriac 
! 1 d, the second .) to the Syriac; 1 r (and not to the Arabicj z). In this 
way the original reading l.fi"..:ı (dikrd) can be restored. This also results 
etymologically and semantically in a sense that fıts better to the context. 
Namely, that .:fi.J (rikz) would mean a whispering, a soft voice, is a pure 
invention of the Arab commentators, who were unable to come up with 
anything more suitable in connection with the preceding verb C"'*" 
(samia) (to hear). If one hears something, it must be a voice, they must 
have thought. At the same time one can also hear of someone, that is, 
le am something ab out him. Insofar is .fi"..:ı (dikr) here to be un derstood as 
remembrance of the deceased, whose memory continues to exist even 
after their passing away. The verse cited above is therefore to be cor
rected and understood as follows: 

"Dost thou perceive of them a single one or hear of them any mention?" 

b) Canceming the transcriptian of an originally Syriac ; 1 r as an Arabic 
.:ı 1 d: One such example (among others) is to be encountered in the 
heretofore hapax legomenon ..:ı_,l.. (allegedly taud) from Sura 26:63. 
Following the Old Testament account Mosesis commanded to strike 
the sea with his staff; therethen follows: 
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Bell (II 356, 63): " ... and it [the sea] clave asunder; each part be
came like a cliffmiglity." 

Although the word has been understood correctly here, only Paret (303) 
gives it in parentheses (taud), by means of which he wants to indicate 
that the word in itself is unusual.103 The unique mistaken writing of this 
well-known word through the mistranscription of the Syriac ; 1 r as Ara
bi c ~ 1 d is all the more astonishing since the otherwise correctly tran
seribed .)_,.1.. (tür< Syro-Aramaic ı<-talo 1 türli, mountain) occurs ten 
times in the Koran (Sura 2:63,93; 4:154; 19:52; 20:80; 23:20; 28:29,46; 
52:1; 95:2). The corresponding Arabic expression is used once in con
nection with the sea (Sura ll :42); there it is said of Noah's ark that it 
sailed ~ ~-"" ~ (fi mawğ ka-l-ğibal) "between waves (high) as 
mountains." 

c) S ince the Arabic letters ~ 1 d and .J 1 r are clearly distinguishable in 
the early Koran manuscripts in the I:IiğazJ as well as in the Kufi 
sty1e, 104 a primary mutual mixing up of these Jetters is only conceiv
able on the basis of an original mistranscription of the equivalent 
Syriac Jetters ! 1 d and ; 1 r from an original composed in Syriac 

1 03 In fact .ı _,l:. (taud) is not only unusual, it does not exist in Arabic at all. A sup
posed verbal root ..ıU.. ({ada) from which a fıctitious seventh stern ..ıl..hiJ (intllda) 

is derived with an equally imaginary meaning "to rise in the air, soar up," as 
quoted, for example, by H. Wehr [A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic 
(Arabic-English), edited by J. Milton Cowan, Wiesbaden 1979, 669a], and the 
excogitated modem Arabic word ..ıLJ..l.. (muntad) plural (manB.tld) "balloon, 
blimp; zeppelin, dirigible" that results, also shows the basis on which Classical 
Arabic is partly grounded. The Lisiin (III 270a) explains .ı _,bll (at-taud) as J,ı,..ll 
~1 (al-ğabal al- ~Im) (a towering mountain). But herewith it actually just 
explains the mistranscribed Syro-Aramaic word ı<ota.\ (fllrii > Koranic Arabic 
.)_,1. 1 fill'J, w hi ch the Lisiin (IV 508b) explains with the same meaning: : .J_,bll _, 
J,ı,..ll (für i.e. a mountain). 

104 See in the Appendix in the CD copy 0585 from the Koran manuscript of 
Samarkand, line 2, the kufıc .) 1 r in the word ,:;_) 1 farq and the .ı 1 d in the 
word .ı _,.bltS. 1 ka-t-taud (recte: .)_,bll.S 1 ka-t-toı') (S ura 26:63). 
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script ( Garshuni 1 Karshunı). In turn, only in this roundabout way can 
one explain the Arabic misreading of the final d (by mistranscription 
written incorrectly as a final r) as final m. The occasionally remark
able similarity of the fınal r (here instead of the fınal dı and the fınal 
m in early Kufıc Koran manuscripts ( caused by insuffıciently careful 
transcription) can fınally be illustrated with the help of a few exam
ples from the Koran manuscript of Samarkand (cf., e.g. in the Ap
pendix.J 1 r and ?" 1 m in the spelling ~~ 1 yii-Maryam in the 
corresponding passage from Sura 3:45, CD 0098 (see p. 348), accor
ding to the copy of sheet 95, -2). 105 This determination provides us 
with the graphical proof of a reconstructible mixing up of fınal r 

(written incorrectly from fınal d) and fınal m ina second stage of the 
Arabic transcriptian of the Koranic corpus in the Kufıc style. This 
would mean that the Kufıc Koran manuscript of Samarkand belongs, 
not to the fırst, but at the earliest to a second generatian of the Arabic 
handing down of the Koran. It nevertheless contains in itself 
sufficient graphical evidence for a Syriac original version of the 
Koran text, as will be explained. 

In so far as the Arab readers did not have the histarical background in
formation as to the Syriac scripture of the early Koran, they may have 
seen within the Arabic scripture system no other alternative than the 
reading r#-)\ J ( wa-r-raqlm) instead of~)\ J = .lll )1 J ( wa-r-raqfd = wa

r-ruqiid). Although this reading also didn't seem very reasonable, at 
least it was known to exist in Arabic. In cases of doubt, such undefın
able words nevertheless have the advantage of becoming interpreted as 
proper names or place names that cannot be verifıed, evidence of which 
is also provided by the commentaries in question. The analogous 
method of interpretation employed by Arabic philologists will have 
struck anyone who has worked in particular on Old Arabic poetry. 

I 05 The author has to thank Tariq I smail for providing a CD copy of the Koran 
codex of Samarqand [SAMARKANDSKII KUFICHESKII KORAN-Coran 
coufique de Samareand ecrit d'apres la tradition de la propre main du troisieme 
Calife Osman (644-656) qui se trouve dans la Bibliotheque lmperiale Publique 
de St. Petersbourg. Edition faite avec l'autorisation de l'lnstitut Archeologique 
de St. Petersbourg (facsimile) par S. Pissaref. St. Petersbourg. 1905]. 
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However, if one reads instead of .l;i)IJ (wa-r-raqld) Jl.i)IJ (wa-r

ruqiid), then the problem is already solved. As the nominal form of .li.; 
(raqada) (to sleep), the Lislln (III 183a) gives r_,.lll (an-nawm) (sleep) as 
a defınition of Jl.i)l (ar-ruqad). Read like this, Sura 18:9 makes the fol
lowing sense: 

~ ~~ 0.o ı~ı.s: .ı\.i)I.J ~~ ~~ wl ~ r' 
"Do you think, say, that the people of the cave and sleep were strange 
among our signs?" 

Example 4: ~.J_;JI (at-tawrilt) 

To the designation of a long a with a little peak (-:ı) in the interi or of a 
word C. Brockelmann names as the only exception the foreign word 
~.;jj (tawrat) (Torah) (Arabische Grammatik [Arabic Grammar], §2 
[d], note 2, p. 7). On the other hand, Theodor Nöldeke, in his Geschichte 
des Qorans [History of the Koran ], 106 had suspected the pronunciation 
~.;jj (tawrlya). In his Untersuchungen zur frühen Geschichte der 
arabischen Orthographie [Studies on the Early History of Arabic Or
thography]101 W. Diem contradicted him and found a more detailed elu
cidation of the traditional reading tawrah (249) faulty. He rejected the 
derİvation from Hebrew ;ııırı (ford) that A. Jeffery108 and J. Horovitz109 

assert by referring to J. Wellhausen, 110 who would have expected the 
Arabic *tawrah as the equivalent of the Hebrew feminine ending -n, 
whereas the Koranic spelling with ya', in which K. Vollers111 saw an 
iınala from a to e asa variant of Torah, is notmodeledon the Hebrew 
spelling ;ııırı. Against the suggestions by F. Schwally,112 R. Köbert113 

106 GdQ (Göttingen, 1 1860) 255. 

107 I. Die Schreibung der Vokale [The Spelling of the Vowels], in: Orientalia, vol. 

48 (1979) 207-257, on "'-:!.;.iJI at-tawralı: 248-250. 

ıo8 Foreign Vocabulary 95 f. 
109 Koranische Untersuchungen [Koranic Studies] 71. 

ı 10 Volkssprache und Schriftsprache [Vernacular and Wriıten Language] 102. 

I 1 I Skizzen und Vararbeiten [Sketches and Pre/iminary Studies] 6 (Berlin, 1899) 259. 

ı 12 GdQIIJ 40, note 3. 
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and A. Fischer1 14 involving the drawing in of the Jewish-Aramaic or 
Aramaic KI1'11K ( öraytiJ) and the hypothetical "hybrid form" KI1'11Iı 

( tnraytiJ), from which the Arabic ~.)_;ıli ( at-tawrlya) would have 
emerged, he asserts that in this case the Arabic form in the final position 
* tawrayah should have resulted and not the actual spelling tawrlih. 

In fact, W. Diem believes he has found the solution in G. Dal
man's115 realization that in a part of the Jewish-Aramaic dialects "the 

Nisba ending of the feminine -ayta experienced a shortening of the a 

and monophthongization of the thus created diphthong ay to e." From 
this phenomenon (ayta > ayta > eıiJ), which is also well known in East 
Aramaic dialects, there would have emerged from a hypothetical Ara
maic form * tö-rayta 1 * törayta 1 * töreıa the only possible choice in Ara
bic, a word ending in -lih, and thus tawrlih. 

Apart from his giving no further evidence for this alleged form, W. 
Diem has apparently overlooked the fact that in Arabic another fre
quently documented structural type ending in -lya lends itself more 
readily to the Aramaic Nisba ending -aya 1 -ayta than the one he has 
proposed. Parallels such as the Syro-Aramaic r<'~a... (yawmayt~ = 

Arabic ~J:! (yawm!.J@) (daily), r<'~"\:1 (barra....l18) = ~Y. (barrfJ::i) 
(outside, to be found in the country), r<'~~ (gawwBXtd) (inner, to be 

found inside)= ~Po- (ğaww!.J@) (related to the air or atmosphere)116 are 
only a few popular examples. In the Koran in Sura 19:26 a further 
example is provided for the Syro-Aramaic ~r<' (a)ni!Saya by the 
Arabic ~1 1 insJYl for the equivalent masculine ending, though here 
one could also make a claim for the necessity to rhyme. 

If for the reasons given by W. Diem (op. cit. 248) a borrowing from 
the Hebrew ;ııırı 1 töra is now out of the question for the Koranic spell-

113 Zur arabischen Rechtschreibung [On the Arabic Orthography] 331. 
ı ı4 Brümıow-Fischer, Arahische Chrestomatie [Arabic Chrestomathy], glossary s.v. 
ı ı S Grammat ik des jüdisch-paliistinischen Aramiiisch [ Grammar of Jewish-Palesti

nian Aramaic] (Leipzig, 21905) 193. 
116 The shift in meaning of Syro-Aramaic r<~ (gawwd) (interior) to Arabic -"" 

(ğaww) (air, atmosphere) in cıassical Arabic (see below page p. 221 f.) was 
probably caused by the misinterpretation of this Syro-Aramaic expression in 
Sura 16:79. 
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ing ~.J.fJ (with the accepted canonical pronunciation tııwrlll), neverthe
less another reading than his proposed tawrllh must be taken into con
sideration. On the basis of the Syro-Aramaic term ı<ck.-taı< (lJrliytli), the 
Arabic ending -!ya suspected by Th. Nöldeke can at fırst be confırmed. 
The initial peak ~ 1 ta later provided with two dots according to Arabic 
tradition cannot be considered as certain because a "hybrid form" com
bining the initial sound of the Hebraic and the fınal sound of the Syro
Aramaic term törllyt/I has not been documented. But if the Arabic writ
ten characters ~.J.fJ seem rather to argue in favor of the assumption that 
the Syro-Aramaic ı<ck.-taı< (ör/Iytll) served as a model, then ~.JJI 

(awı1ya 1 lJrlya) would have been expected in the Arabic transcription. 
Considering this, how else is the initial sound of ~.J.fJ read as ~ 1 t to 
be explained? 

An important indication for a plausible explanation is provided by Th. 
Nöldeke in his Neue Beitrage zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft [New 

Studies to Semitic Linguistics]. In the chapter entitled "Wechsel von 
anlautendem w or Hamza und j" ["The Al temation of Initial w or Hamza 
and}"] (202-206), he gives a series of such examples from Hebrew, 
Aramaic and Arabic. Asa Koranic variant to .:,...1 ( 'asin) (Sura 47:15), he 
mentions, among others, the variant 0"":! (y/Isin). In the Index (206) he 

compiles the following additional examples: ~ 1 ~ (atanı 1 yatam), 1 (,)11 
~(atan 1 yatan), ~ 1 .;-i (aşar 1 yaşar), and üi:ı 1 ()91 (afan/ yafan). 

There are a few examples of this in Syro-Aramaic, precisely in the 
case ofproper names. Well known fırst of all is the pronunciation Yesu' 
(among the Westem Syrians) and 1slJ' (among the Eastem Syrians) for 
Jesus. One could also mention ;ah-ta ı< ( Urislem) (Jerusalem) in Syriac 
and ~aı.. (lruslem/Yiruslem) in Christian-Palestinian (Thes. I 101; 
1630). Also of interest is the Syrian 1exicographers' explanation for the 
Aramaic names of the Jordan, which the Thes. (I 1584) renders as fo1-
lows: <:,'tn.. (Yurdn/In): <:,'tar<' c\ı.....:ı.aı< (i.e.Urdnlin) m: (i.e.): 
~.w :ı ı<'tmru (nuhr/I t/nal;ı Jan) (the light has appeared to us), in addi
tion to the Arabic variant: ü~}JI (al- Vrdunn). 
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Finally, we fınd in the Koran itself a further example in the name 

~P-4 (Yağüğ) (Sura 18:94; 21:96), whose initialy alternates with the a 

of the Syro-Aramaic spelling ~~ (Agög/AgiJJ). 117 

On the Spelling of ~~4 (Yağüğ) and ~~Lı (Mağüğ) 

W ith this pair of names we would have one example, among others in 

the Koran, of the use of the alifas mater lectionis (vowelletter) for short 
a inaccordance with the Aramaic writing tradition. Whereas A. Jeffery 

(!oc. cit., 288) seesin this alifa long a (Yajuj 1 MajuJ), the Cairo edition 
takes it to be a hamza carrier and reads: Ya 'ğüğ wa- Ma 'ğüğ. 

Arguing against both these readingsis (a) the Syro-Aramaic pronun
ciation, whose a in both cases118 is short; (b) the defective spelling with

out alifin the recently published facsimile ofthe Koran codex Or. 2165 
of the British Library, 119 where in both cases (Sura 18:94 1 Folio 47a, 

18; Sura 21:96 1 Folio 58a, 2) one fınds ~~ (Yağüğ) and~-*"' (Ma

ğüğ); (c) the confırmation of this pronunciation in today's usage in the 

Middle East where these two names are familiar as a standard quota

tion. 

As a further example of an al if in a medial position for a short a the 
word ö~l... , that the Cairo edition reads as mii }da should for the time 

being suffıce. In the Arabic dialect of northern Mesopotamia, however, 
this word is still commonly used today in the pronunciation mayde. Asa 

consequence, the Koranic spelling ought to have been mayda.120 

117 Cf. Thes. I 23. 
118 Although the Thes., II 2003, gives two vowel variants for~~ (Miigög 1 

Miigög and Magög 1 Magöff}, the latter variant predominates. 
119 François Deroche, Sergio Noja Noseda (eds.), Sources de la transmission ma

nuscrite du texte coranique. I Les manuscrits destyle l}.iğazı. Volume 2, tome I. 
Le manuscrit Or. 2165 (f. 1 a 61) de la British Library, Fondazione Ferni Noja 
N oseda, Lesa 200 ı. 

120 Th. Nöldeke, NBsS (Neue Beitrtige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft [New 
Essays on Semitic Linguisticsl), Strasbourg 1910, 54 f., is starting from the pro
nunciation mii }da when he explains: "The word was then usually and often 
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compressed into o~ (mayda)," which, however, in reality corresponds to the 
original Koranic pronunciation. But the borrowing of this word from Ethiopic 
(see A. Jeffery, /oc. cit., 255 f.) is doubted by Nöldeke, who then remarks (55): 
"Finally, it is not even clear at all that the Ethiopic word is of Semitic origin." 
This recently gave rise to the following attempt at a new interpretation: Man
fred Kropp, Vielefremde Tische, und noch einer im Koran: Zur Etymologie von 
iithiopisch mii 'ad(d)e und arabisch mii 'ida [Many Strange Tab/es, andAnother 

One in the Koran: On the Etymology of Ethiopic mii 'ad(d)e and Arabic 
mii'ida], in Oriens Christianus, 87,2003, 140-143. The evidence of this or a 
similar commodity in Ethiopic, Arabic and now also in the Greco-Roman cul
tural area would only suggest the Latin etymology of the word being discussed 
if a Latin basic meaning of a corresponding Latin verbal root were demon
strated. Although mii 'ida 1 mayda is not attested in written Aramaic, the verbal 
root and its basic meaning can be determined from standard Aramaic, which 
will be gone into elsewhere. Y et M. Kropp is right about the falsely assumed 
etymologies in Arabistics of Arabic qaşr from Latin eastrum and Koranic şirat 
from Latin strata, since Arabic qaşr(originally fortress, citadel) cannot be ex
plained from the basic meaning of the homonymous Arabic verbal root qaşura 
(to be short). However, ifwe bring in the phonetic variants of the Syro-Aramaic 
verbal root ·h~/ gzar (to cut, to cut o.ff), whose basic meaning shows the two 
roots to be allophones, there arises from the substantive ı<& t. ~ 1 gzirtii de
rived from it, according to Mannii (102b), the meaning: (a) (under 4) _;;ıı.=ı. 

f::!.JA ü_p.l.o (a square-cut stone), (b) in reference to the notched coping of a 
wall (under 9): .. ~ı ..)ı.)! (batı/ement) (in Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 

1 1 2b, 5. pinna muri). The latter meaning was then applied to the defensive wall, 
the defensive tower and 1 or the entire fortress. Arabistics' previously assumed 
derİvation from Latin eastrum 1 castel/um (> English east/e, German Kastell, 

French chôteau) is thus turned on its head, since even the Latin verb caströ (to 

castrate) makes clear its dependence on the basic meaning of the Syro-Aramaic 
verb. However, in the case of the Latin transcriptian one must start from the 
standard Aramaic and/or Arabic form qaşr, since the voiceless emphatic sound ş 
is renderedin Latin by a combirred st. A further example of this is the Koranic 
.l:.I..J'-/ şirat< Syro-Aramaic ~w 1 scrtll(line = way), whose emphatic ini
tial s is in tum rendered in Latin by st(= strata) (see below p. 226 ff.). As al
ready discussed, this is demonstrated by the rendering of city names such as 
that of the city of" ...}'-Al 1 Buşra south of Damascus, which is rendered in Greek 
and Latin as Bot:npa 1 Bostra. In one case the emphatic ş is rendered by the 
sound combinationps. Thus the Greek 1 Latin transcriptian of the city ı<&_r~ 
1 Maşşiştll is Mopsuestia (Thes. II 2195). 
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Instead of the previous pronunciation tawrah 1 tawrlıt for the Koranic 
spelling ~_;ji , we would accordingly have criteria for the pronunciation 
yöriya 1 yilrlya, in an Arabicized pronunciation perhaps yawriya. The 
weak point in this argumentation, however, remains the fact that (at least 
until now) no evidence has been given of the existence of an Aramaic or 
Syro-Aramaic variant such as KI1'11' 1 ~~'ta.. (yöraytd). 

On the other hand, our foundations are strengthened if in the case of 
the spelling ~_;jj we read the medial peak ~ as the phonetic rendering 
of the Hebrew feminine ending -a (as fınally transmitted) to designate 
the long a. Namely, contrary to Diem's assumption, the Koran does not 
always render the foreign orthography faithfully in the case of borrowed 
proper names. An example of this is the orthography of the name Abra
ham, which in the Cairo Koran edition is written ~ Y.l (Jbriihim = 

Abriihiim) in fıfty-four passages and ~Y.I (Abriihiim) in fıfteen passages 
(see below the example 5, p. 93). 

However, it has appeared meanwhile that such an assumption as to 
the spelling of ~_;jj 1 ~.J.J:! is erroneous, inasmuch as the Koran does 
not provide any example for the usage of a double mater leetion is ~ 1 yh 

to mark the fınal ii, considering the fact that, according to the Aramaic 
(and Hebrew) orthographical tradition, in this case only the fınal "-- 1 h 
fulfıls this function. This consideration led us to undertake further inves
tigations to determine the real reading of the little peak --:! before the 
fınal "--1 h. The results can now be presented in what follows. 

On the new interpretation of the s pel/ing 

4.--:u_,:i (Tawrillı !TawraO = L:l ... H:! (YaW71"yal Yörij;a) 

Taking up once more the Koranic name beginning withy ~...?.:~ (Yağüğ), 
we have here a paraHel for the Syriac spelling ~~ (= arabisch ~Y.'"l 
Ağüğ), which would justify an initial y for the Koranic spelling ~.JJ:! 
(Yawrij.ıa) for Syro-Aramaic r<ck.'tar< (Öraytii) (= arabisch ~.JJI 1 Awri

ya 1 Örij.ıa 1 Oriya). 

In the fırst German edition of this study (p. 68 ff.) this well-founded 
reading was temporarily set aside because until then no evidence of it 
could be given. In the meantime, it not only seems obvious through the 
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reference to the above-mentioned parallel; it can also be substantiated, 

thanks to the Mandaic Grammar (MG) of Nöldeke, 121 Namely, in the 

first chapter on Schrift und Lautlehre [ Writing, Phonetics and Phonolo

gy], he remarks under § 6 (p. 7) (3): 

An example of initial spiritus /enis with u, o is ı:ı1: Nn'ııtıı:ı7 = 

Nn'ııN (Öraytii) "Thora"; ıı:ı1 = ııN (name of the worst devi!, from 

Hebrew ııN (ür) "Feuer"); ... This ı:ı1 ,however, can in some cir-

cumstances also be ew, iw .. . 

That Nn'Nıı:ı7 can accordingly not only be pronounced Öraytii, but in 

some circumstances also Yöraytii, is in turn supported by the Mandaic 

dictionary. 122 There (p. 19la) the spelling given by Nöldeke as an ex

ample ıı:ı1 is rendered altematively under both pronunciations: "YUR = 

AUR II (= CUR II) to shine"; further: "YWR = A WR (=cWR) to b/imi, to 

dazzle with light." Another example of the initial y is provided to us by 

Nöldeke in the MG (§ 62 [5]) with the spelling Niı, (yörii 1 yürii) 

"shine." 

With these examples the Mandaic writing tradition again helps us to 

solve the riddle of the Koran spelling ~.Jji. Consequently, from now on 

we can be certain that this spelling should no longer to be read as 

Tawriih 1 Tawri1t, but as Yawrl}'a 1 Yörrya /Yürrya. 

Now what makes this reading into a certainty is not only the initial y 

which was heretofore unexpected in research on the, but in particular the 

ending ~ , in which Nöldeke had correctly expected the pronunciation 

rya. The argumentation in the first German edition of this study in favor 

of the reading Tawri1h 1 Tawri1t, according to which the next to the last 

little peak can be seen as mater lectionis for long ii, is erroneous since 

the fina! h fulfılls precisely this function. 

In other words, as a rule two matres lectionis, one following imme

diately after the other for one and the same function, contradicts the 

Korani c and Aramaic writing tradition. For this reason the ending rya is 

12 ı Theodor Nöıdeke, Mandö.ische Grammatik, Halle an der Saale ı 975 (Reprint 
Darmstadt ı 964). 

122 E. S. Drower, R. Macuch, A Manda i c Dictionary, Oxford 1963. 
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to be confırmed. Thus for the Koranic spelling "'-:l.JJ:! the result is clearly 
the reading Yawri'ya or Yörrya 1 Yürrya. 

In the light of this misreading of a presumably familiar name, the 
question can be asked as to how the Arabic reader was able to arrive at 
such a misinterpretation of the Koranic orthography. The answer can 
only be that, for the lack of an oral tradition, they allowed themselves to 
be told by Jewish informants that in Hebrew the word is Törii, even 
though in Jewish-Aramaic (as in Syro-Aramaic) this is pronounced 
:ın''11N ( Öraytii/ Öretii) (status absolutus :1"11N !Örayyii/ Örryii).123 

The fact that the Arabic exegetes transferred this reading to a differ
ently pronounced Koranic spelling is reminiscent of the Biblical princi
ple of J'n:ı /kJT/ı (so written) and Nıp /qri! (differently read). This 
appears to be the principle that A. Jeffery (Joe. cit. 95 f.) is following 
when - despite the 18 times in which the spelling ~_;_;ıli occurs in the 
Cairo version of the Koran - he renders this word in the modern Arabic 
transcription (öl_;ji 1 Tawriit) and reads it Tauriih. Just as rashly did 
Jeffery agree with the W estem Koran scholars who had argued for a 
direct borrowing from Hebrew, whereby he rejected Fraenkel's consi
deration, which, with its presumption regarding an Aramaic borrowing, 
was closer to the truth. 124 

With his comprehensive knowledge of the Aramaic dialects, in par
ticular of Mandaic, Theodore Nöldeke, however, would certainly have 
had the competence to cope with the riddle of this Korani c orthography 
had he concemed himselfmore closely with the text of the Koran. 

123 Cf. Michael Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, Ramat-Gan, 
second printing 1992, 42b. 

124 Thus Jeffery writes (op.cit. 96): "Westem scholars from the time of Marraci, 
Prodromus, I, S, have recognized it asa borrowing direct from the Heb. (Note 
2: So de Sacy, JA, 1829, p. l 75; Geiger, 45; von Kremer, ldeen, 226 n.; Pautz, 
Offenbarung, 120, n. I; Hirschfeld, Beitriige, 65; Horovitz, KU, 71; JPN, 194; 
Margoliouth, ERE, x, 540), and there is no need to discuss the possible Aram. 
Origin mentioned by Fraenkel, Vocab, 23 (Note 3: Fischer, Glossar, 18a, how
ever, suggests that it may be a mixed form from the Heb. :ııın (Torii) and 
Aram. ıotn•ıııot (Öraytii); cf. also Ahrens, ZDMG, lxxxiv, 20, and Torrey, Foun
dation, 51.). The word was doubtless well known in Arabia before Mul:ıam
mad's time, cf. lbn Hishiim, 659." 
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Example 5: On the spelling of ~y,\ (Ibmhlm = Abraham/25 

In the case of this name the Arabic readers have proceeded in the oppo
site fashion: Whereas in the preceding spelling 4..:.JJıll they have falsely 
seenin the next to the last little peak amater lectionis for long ii (instead 
ofy or.l), for the spelling ~Y.I they have taken the next to the last lit
tle peak to be a mater leetion is for long Jinstead of for long ii. This is all 
the more surprising since the name Abraham must have been quite fa
miliar to them. 

That with the spelling ~ Y.l the reading Abriihiim is intended is 
supported by the fıfteen passages in the Cairo edition of the Koran with 
the defective spelling rA Y.l (Abrhm ). This faithfully renders the Hebrew 
and Syro-Aramaic written form o:ıı:JK 1 :;amt:.ı< and is to be read as 
"Abriihiim. "126 The partial full spelling ~Y.I occurs in fıfty-four 
passages in the Cairo version. Here the fact that it is not the fırst long ii, 
but the second that is indicated by a little peak, can be explained by the 
Koran writer's wanting in this way to emphasize the accented syllable 
(Abraham). 

Sura 12:88 
Example 6: ~_)..ı (allegedly muzğat) 

This is actually an example of a little peak that has been misread and 
taken to be a long il. W. Diem explains (op. cit. § 57): 

"In the spelling of the feminine singular fonns ending in -ah 
constructed from tertiae infirmae roots, sometimes ya' and some-

1 25 In A. Jeffery, op. c it. 44-46. 
126 As Th. Nöldeke (Bergstrliller-Pretzl), GdQ, III, l7, rernarks (in note 1): "What 

is meant by the shorter spelling (~...>!1) is the pronunciation l"lA1..>!1 (Abrahllm) 
(this, according to the Damascene ibn 'Amir, is considered certain in Sura 2; 
other passages are stili in dispute)." Also concerning these two variants on p. 
98: "16:124 ~...>!1 :~..>!1 [Note 3: Not listed by Mingana]; this rnay be a dif
ference in spelling, but rnay also represent the form l"lA1..>!1 (Abrahllm) that ap
pears in the Othrnanic text." The effort expended by A. Jeffery, Foreign Vo
cabulary, 44-46, to explain this orthography was therefore unnecessary. 
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times alifis encountered. The spellings familiar to me are: ~ jA 

12,88 muzğilh (zğw) "little"; .... Of these spellings, ~..,;.. 

corresponds to expectations, since for the undocumented masculi
ne form muzğa of spellings like ~ musamma (§ 45) one can 
infer a spelling with a final ya' that, in accordance with § 56, 
could then be retained for the spelling of the feminine." 

Indeed, one could have spoken ofthe" ~jAmuzğilh type" ifthis word 
had not been misread. That mediae geminatae and tertiae infirmae roots 
can be variants of one and the same root is a well-known phenomenon 
in Syro-Aramaic and Arabic. But the fact that the three verbal forms 
attributed to the root (.yıo.j 4-.j) in the Koran (Suras 17:66; 24:43; 12:88) 
have actually been misread (the first two from the Arabic ~ .J rağa a and 
~) 1 arğaa "to ho/d up," the third from the Syro-Aramaic ~.., 1 raggl 
"to make damp or wet") and falsely interpreted as the mediae geminatae 
root ~j 1 zağğa (push, throw), raises the question whether the tertiae 
infirmae root 4-j 1 zağa 1 zğw was not adopted into the Arabic lexico
graphy with the same meaning as the root ~j 1 zağğa on the basis of this 
misreading (cf. both roots, e.g. in H. Wehr, Arabisches Wörterbuch 
[Arabic Dictionary]). 

With far too much confidence, A. Jeffery says of ö4-.jA 1 muzğat 
(Foreign Vocabulary 33 f.) that it is "undoubtedly genuine Arabic." But 
one ought not to take the Arabic commentators for so ignorant when 
even Tabaıf(XIII 50 ff.) sayson the subject: l.J~I ~ J,ı_,bll J,\1 ut:i..l 
.ili~ J.ı}u ,;;c. "on the interpretation of this (expression) the commenta
tors are ofvarious opinions." Among the forty opinions listed by Tabari 
(bad, trifling, low-grade, inaccessible goods; clarified butter and wool; 
inferior, insufficient money) only one of them comes close to the actual 
Biblical sense to which this expression alludes. It is the interpretation at
tributed to Abo Şalib ( op. cit. 51) according to which it means J:l~l 
~1~1 ~1_, (aş-şanawbar wa-1-babba al-!Jaç!ra') ''pine seeds and 
terebinths (turpentine pistachios ). " 

This opinion is not at all as outlandish as it appears at first glance. 
Rather, one must assume that this Abo Şalib was aware of the corre
sponding passage in the Bible (Genesis 43: ll). Namely, there it is said 
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that lsrael (Jacob ), before the second joumey of his sons to Egypt with 
Benjamin, instructs each of them, in addition to the double amount of 
money, to take something with them of the best fruits in the land as a 
present. These fruits are enumerated (op. cit.) as follows (according to 
the Psi.t{d): 

"Pine seeds (or balsam), honey, resin, pistachios, terebinths (tur
pentine pistachios) and almonds."127 

This hint could have contributed to the clarifıcation of the familiarly 
obscure expression ~jA (supposedly muzğaf) if our Koran translators 
had taken a closer look at the corresponding passage in the Bible and not 
been satisfied with repeating the wavering opinions of the commenta
tors. 128 If Tabari, however, has taken the trouble to list up to forty ha
dith, he surely must have imagined that one or the other interpretation 
was correct. In the process, this again confırms that occasionally the 
Arabic exegesis of the Koran has preserved a correct interpretation of an 
expression that was considered to be unclear. The task ofKoran research 
should have then been, on the basis of philological and objective crite
ria, to identify this one interpretation. 

In the present case, the above-mentioned Bible passage gives us an 
objective indication conceming the identity of the Syro-Aramaic root of 
the spelling misread as ~jA (muzğlih 1 muzğlif). For in reality (a) the 
dot over the j 1 z has been falsely placed and this letter should be read 
as .J 1 r and (b) the next to the last peak should not be read as long li but 
as-;/ yil. This results in the reading~..>" = Syro-Aramaic ~~bl 
(m-raggaytd). As the active or passive feminine attributive participte of 
~'t (raggl) (to moisten, to wet, to refresh) the Thes. (II 3806) gives us 

127 The Jerusalemer Bibel [Jerusalem Bible] renders this passage as follows: "some 
balsam, a little honey, gum, ladanum, pistaehios and almonds." 

128 R. Paret, for example, saysin his Kommentar [Commentary] (253) on this pas
sage (12:88): "The interpretation of biÇila muzğat is not eertain." In his Koran

übersetzung [Koran translation] (198) he renders the expression with "Ware 
von geringen W ert [goods of little value] (?)." R. B taehere (268) transtates ina 
eorresponding manner: "une marchandise de peu de prix [low-prieed merehan
dise]"; and R. Beli (225): "we have brought transported goods." 
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under "poma ~'f (rğayyd) recentia" the meaning ''freshfruits," which 
would fıt our context. Moreover, under ~'t (rğd) (3805, 1. 43805) the 
Thes. gives the following as synonyms for ~'t (raggl): ..:::s.\,-tı< (arte!ı), 

..:::s.\,'t (ratte!ı), (in Arabic) y.l....):! (yuratfib) (to wet, to moisten, to re

fresh). 
Now, although the Syro-Aramaic participial form r<"~t:r.ı (m-rag

gaytd) can be understood actively or passively, it would be more likely 
to be understood as active here since in Syro-Aramaic usually the pas
sive participle of Pal ~" (rğd) is used for the passive meaning. 129 In 
the case of the synonymous ..:::s.\,'t (rte!ı) we would have by analogy the 
Arabic y.l.. ..> (ratib) for the tatter and y.l.. ...>" (m uratti b) for the former 
case. 

Thus the most obvious thing to do would be to read the Koranic tran
scription ~ ...>" , for which there is no root in Arabic in this sense, ac
tively as murağğiya. The expression ~...>" ~ ~ (ğinii bi-biçlaatın 
murağğiyatın) (Syro-Aramaic: ı<~t:r.ı ı<c)ı't~c)ı <-ck.ı< aytlnan 

teğurtii m-raggaytd) would then be in Arabic understandable today: 

~...>" ~~ ~(ğina bi-biçlaattn murattiba) 
"W e have brought along re(reshing130 fruits." 

Hence, according to the Biblical account, Joseph's brothers have brought 
along with them the present for the host that is stili in part customary 
according to Oriental practice today. 

129 Cf. Thes. (II 3805 f.), under ~"1 (rgd): ~"1 ı<m..o (qaysll ragyd) Ç,uA.ov 
xA.c.op6y (jresh wood), ı<~'t raam (:.·awke ragyliJli) KMBoı u1tuA.oi (tender, 
young,fresh twigs). 

130 Supporting this meaning, moreover, is the synonymous expression given by the 
Thes. (II 3893) ~"bl ı<..:ı..ı (mayyll m-ralfilln) (refreshing water), as well as 
the explanation cited from the Syrian lexicographers on the Af' el ..:::a\ı "'ı< 

(arteil): röl:r:t röla ı<'t=ı.la ..o..z.::,a ı<z=ı:ıa ı<..:ıo h ı<"blı<ba (w-me

.tamrll al mayyll w-fie/lsll w-mes/;ıll w-/;ıamrll w-mll d-dam~ ( artcil "to refresh": 
said of water, honey, oil, wine and the /ike). 
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Sura 9:1 and Sura 54:43 
Example 7: ıı~ıY. (baraa) = Hebrew n~ıJ (briJ) 

The hypothesis of the seemingiy early abandonment of the li tti e peak: -:ı 
also used in the first generation of Koranic orthography to designate a 

word-medial long ii and its replacement by an alif 1 in a second or third 

phase can be partially proven on the basis of extant manuscripts of the 
Koran of the second and third generation. The suspicion that many a 

word was misread and distorted in the course of this orthographic re

form may, for example, be confirmed by the spelling ö~IY. (baraa). 
This word occurs twice in the Koran (Suras 9:1 and 54:43). In the con

text ofSura 9:1, for instance, one reads: 

~y!..JI ıJ.o ~~ 0,ı.lll ~1 .U_,.....JJ .ılı\ ıJ.o öiY. 

The expression, in keeping with Tabari(X 58 ff.), is understood by our 

Koran translators as follows: 

(Beli I I 73): "Renunciation by Allah and His messenger of the 

polytheists with whom ye have made covenants; ... " 

(Paret 150): "Eine Aufkündigung (des bisherigen Rechtsverhiilt

nisses und Friedenszustandes) [Note: Oder: Eine Schutzerk

liirung] von seiten Gottes und seines Gesandten an diejenigen von 
den Heiden, mit denen ihr eine bindende Abmachung eingegan

gen habt [Note: Oder (nach F. Buhl): (gerichtet an die heidnische 
Welt, jedoch nicht) an diejenigen von den Heiden, mit denen ihr 

eine bindende Abmachung eingegangen habt.]" 

(Blachere 212): "Immunite d' Allah et de Son Apôtre, pour ceux 

des Associateurs avec qui vous avez conclu un pacte." 

In his note on this expression, R. Blachere rightfully questions whether 
ö~IY. (baraa) really signifies a "renunciation" [Beli] or "termination" 
[Paret's Aujkündigung]. What was meant by this was the termination of 

the agreement of l;lu-daybiya after the taking of Mecca in the year 630, 

which would clearly contradict Verse 2. 
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The occasion for R. Paret's proposal of contradictory altematives for 

ö~IY. (barlla), "termination [Aujkündigung]" (of an agreement) or 

"(declaration oj) immunity [Schutzerkliirung]," must have been the 

distortion, by the insertion of the alif, of the original spelling ~Y. 

(bariya). Namely, on the basis of the context, this spelling can only be 

the transliteration of the Hebrew n"ı::l (brl}J (agreement). Among the 

definitions listed by W. Gesenius (Hebriiisches und aramaisehes 
Handwörterbuch [ Concise Dictionary of Hebrew and Aramaic] 116) for 

this well-known Biblical expression, the following should suffice: 

"l. An agreement which receives through a solemn ceremony an 

especially forceful and obligatory character .... Such a solemn ob

ligation occurred in various cases, for example (a) when a cove
nant was concluded between persons, nations or tribes; (b) in the 

case of treaties, or contracts, referring to specific obligations or 
performance; (c) in the case of agreements between winners and 

losers ... " 

The meaning of ö~IY. (baraa) = ~Y. (bariya) 131 would thus be estab

lished asa rendering of the Hebrew n"ı:ı (briJ) (agreement, covenant). 
The same applies for Sura 54:43: Y.)\ ~ öiY. ~ri "or have you, say, 

a covenant (with God) in the Scripture?"132 Here, too, it is probably not 

ö~IY. (baraa) that should be read but ~Y. (bariya). The corresponding 

Syro-Aramaic expressian in the Psitta is rbl..a.D (qy/Imli). This is also 

what must be meant in Sura 5:97: rl~l 1.4 '-"'\.ill ~\ ~\ .ılı\ ~ 
"God has made the Kacba, the Sacred House, a covenant for mankind." 

13 l This word, pronounced "briya," is very current in actual spoken Algerian Ara
bicin the meaning "letter" (= written document). 

132 Properly considered, "Book of Psalms," which (being part of the Scripture) 
Tabarr(XXVII 108) also explains with "Scripture." 
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Summary 

The detennination that the little peak: not only serves as the carrier of 
five Jetters • · • • . (b, t, J, n, I 1 _0, but occasionally ( except for 
the endings ofverbs tertiae ya' before suffixes) can also designate long 

ll, provides a solution to many a phenomenon considered inexplicable in 

the Koranuntil now. As W. Diem commentsunder (e) ~ 1 {aba and 
the like (op. cit., §60, 250 f .): 

"For the spellings 4:3 ı.,.ıl.l::ı 1 {aba 'it was good,' 2:228 J4.._)lJ 
wa-li-r-riğal 'and to the men,' as well as for 1.,.. 1 ğa "he came" 

and .:ıl.,.. 1 ğat 'she came' ad-Dani reports [Muqnic71. See also 

Jeffery-Mendelson: 'Samarquand Qu'ran Codex' 186] as variants 

the spellings .:ı~, ~, ~_)lJ, ~.The spellings with ya' 

are explained by Nöldeke [GdQ 11860, 255], Vollers [Volks
sprache und Schriftsprache 102] and Bergstrasser-Pretzl [GdQ III 

40, 92] by imala; Brockelmann [GvG I 608, Note 1] also assumes 
an imala in the case of ~ , which he sees as being derived from 

forms containing an 1 such as ğlt The explanation with imala is 
made too ad hoc to be convincing, and would also be surprising 

in the case of tab, in emphatic surroundings. Not to mention the 
fact that I consider it impossible that a phonologically irrelevant 
variant could have caused a change in the orthography. There is 

stili no explanation for this: at best, for d.~ , ~ , ~[sic! for 
.:ı~] one could imagine the possibility that the ya' of spellings 

of other derivations (ya{lbu; ğlt ete.) had infiltrated by associa
tion, as was also considered for the waw in IJ-:1)1 (§ 47). How

ever, ~ _)l cannot be explained in this way." 

The determination presented above now makes it clear that what is 
meant by the spelling ~ is yl.l::ı (tab), what is meant by the spelling 

~is "1.,.. (ğa' ), and what is meant by the spelling .:ı~ is~~ (gaaf). 

The same applies for the clarification above of the spelling ~ Y.l = 

rlAY.I (Abrahilm), which W. Diem (op. cit. §30, 227) considers equally 
puzzling, and for the examples cited by Th. Nöldeke (BergstraBer-Pretzl, 

GdQ III 49): ~4 = :Jy4 (bi-ayad1n) (Sura 51:47), ~4 = r44 (bi-ayyilm) 
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(Sura 14:5), ~~ = ~4- (ğaathum) (92). Further examples would be 
the variants from Sura 7:40 .l:::.4=JI (al-biya() (< Syro-Aramaic ~ 
J.ıyata or f.ıayyata) and ~1 (< ~ m-f.ıatd) (sewing needle) (op. 
cit. 67), no matter how hard the Lisan (VII 298 f.) tries to explain these 
Syro-Aramaic forms as Arabic. This also renders superfluous the con
cluding remarks on the corresponding orthography in the Lewis palimp
sests (op. cit. 57). 

In this way, too, many a Koranic spelling J.ıi (qll) will turn out to be 
JU (qal) (perhaps even the Syro-Aramaic rÖD 1 qala"word, speech"). 

As to the later use of the peak as the carrier of the hamza in the K oran, it 
should finally be noted that in the early Koran manuscripts the peaks 
were conceived of exclusively as carriers of the above-mentioned 
sounds, but never as carriers of the hamza. A later analysis will show 
that many a distortion has resulted from the subsequent incorrect provi
sion of a traditional peak with an unforeseen hamza. 

On the Morphology and Etymology of 
Syro-Aramaic rC..\,m (sllfllnd) and Koranic ~ (saytlln) 

Concerning the thesis that the medial peak--:! (y) in the Koranic spelling 
of~ (saYfJin) is amater lectionis for the vowel ii corresponding to 
the transliteration of Syro-Aramaic ~ ( satana 1 satan) a preliminary 
remark is to be made about the Koranic orthography of this word. For 
while, for example, the spelling of~ Y.l (lbriihım = Abriihiim) occurs in 
the Cairo Koran edition fifteen times (in Sura 2) as ~Y.I (Abriihiim), 
without the facultative mater lectionis--:! 1 y (=ii), as has been noticed 
by Th. Nöldeke (Bergstriil3er-Pretzl) in GdQ [History of the Qur 'lin] III, 
17, n. 1 (see above p. 93), this is not the case for the regular spelling of 
~ (saytlln), whose pronunciation is moreover very common in ver
nacular Arabic. It is therefore unjustified to maintain that the Koranic 
orthography simply reproduces the phonetic spelling of Syro-Aramaic 

~(satand). 

This thesis has been recently rejected by M. Kropp, who tries to 
demonstrate the correlation between the Arabic and the Ethiopic origin 
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of sayt/ln. 133 It is here not the place to discuss the conclusions of this 
instructive contribution which foreshadows the complexity of this mo

mentous term for cultural, religious and linguistic history. However, 
apart from the detailed examples of the usage of this word in Arabic and 
Ethiopic, no explanation is given as to his original meaning. Thus fur

ther details will be briefly provided here to point out that ~ (saytlln) 

is originally neither Arabic nor Ethiopic, but that the two spellings, 
~ (s/1{/lnd) as well as ~ (saytlln), are morphologically and 
etymologically two secondary Eastem (Babylonian) Aramaic dialectal 
variants of one and the same Syro-Aramaic verbal root. 

This root is still conserved in Classical Syro-Aramaic with the me
dial ~ 1 ayn in its unaltered form -\r-m 1 sat (or s''efJ. The original 

meaning is given by C. Brockelmann (Lexicon Syriacum, 487b f.) as 
follows: "taeduit eum, abhorruit " (to loath, abhor, abominate). From 

this root two verbal adjectives were derived: 
I. a) A first adjective was derived from an early passive participte 
of the first stern of regular three-cansonant verbs according to the 

I 33 A more extensive version of this chapter has appeared in the meantime in the 

anthology ed. by Christoph Burgmer: Streit um den Koran. Die Luxenberg-De

batte. Standpunkte und Hintergründe [Dispute about the Koran. The Luxen

berg-Debate. Standpoints and Backgrounds], 3'ct ed., Berlin 2006, p. 72-82; on 

the etymology of Koranic :ı.-.:. /şamad (Sura 112:2) see p. 76, note 1; further 

contributions by the author see there: a) p. 62-68: Weihnachten im Koran 

[Christmas in the Koran] (Sura 97); b) p. 83-89: Der Koran zum,. islamisehen 

Kopftuch" [The Koran on the .. Islamic V ei/"] (S ura 24:3 ı). The two latter con

tributions have appeared in French as follows: a) Anne-Marie Delcambre, Jo

seph Bosshard et alii, Enquetes sur l 'islam. En hommage a Antoine Moussali 

[lnquiries about Islam. In Hamage to Antoine Moussali], Paris (Desclee de 

Brouwer), 2004, p. ı 17-134 : No el dans le C oran [ Christmas in the K oran] ; b) 
Yves Charles Zarka, Sy1vie Taussig, Cynlhia Fleury (ed.), L 'Islam en France 

[Islam in France], in: Cites (Revue) Hors Serie, Paris (Presses Universitaires de 

France), 2004, p. 66ı-665: Quelle est la langue du Coran? [Which is the Lan

guage of the Koran?], p. 665-668: Le voile islamique [The Islamic Ve il]. Cf. 

Manfred Kropp, Der athiopische Satan = saytan und seine koranischen Aus

/aufer; mit einer Bemerkung über verbales Steinigen [The Ethiopic Satan = 

say{lln and his Koranic ramijications; with a notice about verbal stoning], in: 

Oriens Christianus, Band [vol.] 89,2005, p. 93-ı02. 
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formpaclii 134 =~lsa ra+ the suffix iin +the suffix of status 
emphaticus ii= *~lsa {ana. The suffıx iin has among other 
things the same function as the Latin suffix -abi/is (English -ab/e) 
and confers on the participle the meaning of a gerund. Thus 
*~ 1 sa {ana means "worthy to be abominated = abomin
able." This is the classical form of the original Syro-Aramaic 
root. 
b) From this classical form the medial...~ 1 ayn was dropped early 
on in the vemacular Eastem Syro-Aramaic. The phonetical con
sequence of this dropping is the compensative lengthening (Er
satzdehnung) of the initial ii. So *~ 1 sa {iina became > 
~ 1 satana as it is attested in the Hebrew Bible (> 1ölll 1 satan, 
as well as in the New Testament, and, since then, in many mod
em European languages. Because this word cam e with this ( dia
lectal) spelling into Syriac through the translation of the Old and 
New Testament, the Syrian lexicographers were no longer able to 
recognize its actual Syro-Aramaic etymology (with the medial~ 1 
ayn). Even Ephraem the Syrian derived it falsely from the root 
4m ls ta which means "deviate, lose the way," for which rea-

134 In the classical Syriac grammar this form is limited to verbs tertiae ii or y (with 
fina! ii or y), as e.g. (for maseniine singular in status emphaticus): ı<..l:.ı lmalyii 

(fUll), ı<aıı 1 sanyii (mad), ~ 1 samyii (b/ind, a blind man) (see C. Brockel
mann, Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Grammar], Paradigma p. 140. Yet, that this 
form had also existed in early Syriac in regular verbs is attested in some stili 
conserved adjectives as e.g.: ı<a.au. 1 'asqii (difjicult), ~ 1 {1lnp8, rd......s 1 

şa'la(impure), r<:::al.s 1 salmii (sound, wholesome), ete. Interesting is this earlier 
form in the Syro-Aramaic adjective ~ 1 l;anpa (heathen) beside the regular, 

in Syro-Aramaic unused but in the Koran transmitted form *~ > Arabic 
~ 1 fıanJtlJ = ~ 1 l;anlf. The same is to be found in thı:: substantiviı::d (i.e. 
used as a noun) Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 .(ıalpa (secondary J;elpa > Arabic u.J.:.. 1 

balaf) and the Arabic, from Eastern Syro-Araınaic *~ (with the veroacu
lar pronounciation of 1; > b) borrowed form~ lballfa (substitute). A further 

exaınple we have in the Syro-Aramaic substantive ~ ll)a/Jıa and Arabic 
~ 1 .(ıallb (milk). Both participial forms occur fınaly in a few number of sub
stantivied participle adjectives in Classical Syriac, as e.g.: 1'6.'b. 1 karkS(afor

tified town, fortress, citadel) = ı<:... 'b. 1 krlkB (surrounded, encircled). 
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son, he explains, the devil was called ~ 1 sll{Iin/1 ( cf. Thes. II 
2601, Ephr. ii. 474 D). 
However, before Satan became a name of the devil, its actual 
meaning was "abominable." Therefore, when Jesus rebuked Pe
ter with the words: "Get thee behind me, satan!" (Mt 16:23), the 
latter word was not to be understood as a proper name, but verba
tim: "Get thee behind me, abominable!" The same meaning is to 
be assumed in Mt 4:10, when Jesus repulsed the devil just once 
with the same epithet: ~ 1 sllfiinll (= abominable!), whereas 
in this passage in the Pesi.tf/1 the devil is called four times 
ı<'~"\Dl:ı.ı<' 1 'akel-qarş/1 (calumniator, accusator = adversary) (Mt 
4:1-1 1). 

2. a) The second adjective derived from the root -\rm /sat(accor
ding to the pattern of the passive participi e pa lll/ 1 p Illi of the fırst 
stern ofregular verbs) runs in Classical Syro-Aramaic *~ 1 
sa ttll > slfll. After the dropping of the medial ~ 1 ayn in the 
vemacular Eastem Syro-Aramaic, the spelling and the pronuncia
tion become 4-m 1 saytll, as attested in Mandaic. C. Brockel
ınann (Lexicon Syriacum) gives on the one hand the Classical 
Syro-Aramaic form as ~ /slf/1 (488a 4), and on the other 
hand the Mandaic form as Kö,Ktı /sayt/J (487b -3), both with the 
same meaning: "repudiandus" (abominable). But Brockelmann 
did not notice that he just needed to add to this word the suffix iin 

/iinii135 to have the vemacular Eastem Syro-Aramaic form KJKö,Ktı 
1 sayf/Jnll from which ( after c hanging the s > s and omission of the 
fınal ii) the Koranic Arabic ~ 1 sayt/Jn is derived. 136 

135 Cf. Th. Nöldeke, Syrische Grammalik [Syriac Grammar], § 128, § 129: "To 
form adjectives, iin is added to very various words ... " See further ibid., Man

diiische Grammalik [Mandaic Grammar], § I 14 e): "Nouns formed with suf
fixes: With an and its variants. The suffix 1N , an, that can be substituted in 
some cases by 1' (§ 20), is likewise very common in Mandaic, namely, both for 

abstract nouns and for adjectives .... " 

136 Canceming the altemation of U" 1 s and J. 1 s in Syro-Aramaic and Arabic see 
S. Fraenkel, Die aramaisehen Fremdwörter im Arabischen [The Aramaic For

eignWordsin Arabic], p. XII f., XXI. 
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As one can see, though the determination that the little peak -:! 

as occasional mater lectionis for medial long ii may be of some 
importance for Koranic research, however, it can not be consid
ered as a key to solve such intricate riddles as the Koranic ~ 
1 saytiin. Moreover, the erudite investigation of M. Kropp as to the 
use of this cultural word in Ethiopic confırms once more the view 
ofTh. Nöldeke with regard to some Ethiopic words borrowed from 
Aramaic (cf. Mandiiische Grammatik 1 Mandaic Grammar, p. 134, 
note 4 explaining the Syro-Aramaic word ı<~ 'tar<' 1 Öraytii): 

"Auch ins Aethiop(ische) ist dies Wort mit anderen durch die ara
m(iiischen) Missioniire als ôrit hineingetragen [This word has 
with others also been introduced into Ethiopic as ôrft by the Ara
ınean missionaries]." 

Qur'an < Q:;,ryan: Lectionary 

If Koran, however, really means lectionary, then one can assume that 
the Koran intended itself fırst of all to be understood as nothing more 
than a liturgical book with selected texts from the Scriptures (the Old 
and New Testament) and not at all as a substitute for the Scriptures 
themselves, i.e. as an independent Scripture. Whence the numerous allu
sions to the Scriptures, without a knowledge of which the Koran may 
often seem to be a sealed book to the reader. The reference to the Scrip
tures, however, is not only apparent from the individual allusions; 
rather, in more than one passage the Koran refers explicitly to the Scrip

tures, of which it conceives itself to be a part. So, for example, we read 
in Sura 12:1-2: 
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Sura 12:1-2 

. _ı:_~ _(1.1 \..ı.ı u\ .i ol.:ıl''\ u\ 1 • ... -'1 ~\:iSli ~Lı\ ~ u_,....... r-- ~-~ ..r Y , ~ . ~ 

(Be ll I 2ı8): 1. "These are the signs of the Book that is clear. 2. 
Verily W e have sent it down as an Arabic Our'ıın; mayhap ye will 

understan d." 

(Paret ı90): ı. ,Dies sind die Verse der deutlichen Schrift. 2. Wir 
haben sie als einen arabischen Koran hinabgesandt. Vielleicht 
würdet ihr verstiindig sein." 

(Blachere 258): 1. "Ce sont les aya de l'Ecriture explicite.2. Nous 
l'avons fait descendre en une Predication arabe [afin que] peut
etre vous raisonniez." 

The proposed translation according to the Syro-Aramaic understanding: 

ı. "These are the (scriptural) signs (i.e. the Jetters = the written 

copy, script) of the elucidated137 Scripture: 2. W e have sent them 

137 Borrowed from Syro-Aramaic, the Arabic verbal root ü4 (bllna), second 

stern ı.);:! (bayyana), is identical with the Syro-Aramaic '""' 1 ~. (bwan 1 blin., 
undocumented in Pea!), Pael ~ ( bayyen). Thus, in this context the Syro
Aramaic (as well as Arabic) meaning to elucidate, to explain (Thes. I 468: in
telligere, discernere fecit) gives the more exact sense. It is to this extent to be 
understood as a synonym of J,-9 (faşşala) (as a loan translation from Syro
Aramaic .at.!ı 1 pras 1 parreS, see below). As a passive participle of the second 
stern it ought to have been mu-bayyan (corresponding to Syro-Aramaic ~ 

m-bayyan), as the active participle of the fourth stern mublln. The active parti
ciple of the fourth Arabic stern mubln (elucidating, explaining), as the Koran 
now reads, would only be justifıable here from the necessity to rhyrne, since the 
fourth stem üW (ab/Ina) does not occur elsewhere in the Koran. The participial 

form ~ (mubln) rnonotonously derived from it without any consideration for 
the semantic context should therefore have been read or understood, depending 

on the context, either passively mubayyan (thus, for example, in Sura 19:38 ~ 
~ J:i.,;:. D çlallll'8 mubayyan "in apparent error"), or actively mubayyin (as, 
for example, in Sura 46: 9 ~ ~ ~l \.ıl t.. mil ana illa nafilruD mubayyin "/ 

am only an elucidating. explaining warner" [Paret: "a clear warner"]). 
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down as an Arabic lectionary (= Koran) (or in an Arabic read
mg138) so that139 you may understand (it)." 

The Koran makes even more explicit, with further expressions borrowed 
from Syro-Aramaic and explained below, that what is meant by "eluci
dated" Scripture is the "translated" Scripture. 

With the Syro-Aramaism ~1 1"'1 (umm al-kitab)140 (umm al-kitab) 
("mother of the scripture" = main scripture or proto-scripture) the Ko
ran names the Scriptures as its actual source in Suras 3:7, 13:39, and 
43:4. This emerges most clearly from Sura 3:7: 

Sura 3:7 

A.l.. ~1 ~ Jj.il .sill y. 
~ ·ı ~1 1 ,•,a. w.&.... üıl ----...--- ~ J . 1"' ı..r ~ 

By the Koran translators, this verse segment has been understood as fol
lows: 

(Beli I 44): 5. "He it is who hath sent down to thee the Book; in it 
are clearly formulated verses; these are the essence [Lit. 
"mother"] ofthe Book; other (verses) are ambiguous." 

(Paret 44): "Er ist es, der die Schrift auf dich herabgesandt hat. 
Darin gibt es ( eindeutig) bestimmte Verse ( ayat mufıkamat) - si e 

138 See further below. 
139 As a ru1e Arabic J.J (Ja8/Ja) (perhaps) expresses a supposition. However, in 

the Koran, as the equiva1ent of Syro-Aramaic '\::o!>. (k/ıaı'), for which the Syrian 
lexicographers give, among other things, ü,ıl (layta), it can a1so express a 
1onged-for desire, a hope (cf. Thes. I 1673), 

140 For the meaning of re..ır< ~r< (em, eınnıd) appropriate here, cf. Thes. I 222, 2) 
caput, fons, origo (head, source, origin). The Koran provides a paraHel expres
sion in Sura 6: 92 und 42: 7 with .s .)ll 1"1 (umm al-qurd) (metropolis, capital), 
whose Syro-Aramaic equivalent the Thes. (ibid.) documents, among other 
things, as follows: r<L:.":DJ:ı r<c\ı~r< (emhaıa ga-m{/TnaJd), matres urbium 
(metropolis), -tac\ır<:ı röor< r<a.ı....s (Nlnwe eınnıa a-AJOr), Nineve Assyriae 
metropolis (Nineveh, capital of Assyria). 
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sind die Urschrift ( umm al-kitllb) - und andere, mehrdeutige 
(muta81lbihat)." 

(Blachere 76): 5/7 "C'est Lui qui a fait descendre sur toi 
I 'Ecriture. En eelle-ci sont des aya confırmees (?) qui sont 
l'essence de l'Ecriture, tandis que d'autres sont eguivoques." 

On the basis of both Arabic and Syro-Aramaic, this verse segment is to 
be understood as follows: 

"He it is who has sent the Book141 down to you. 0(it142 (a part 
consists of) precise (or well-known) writings (i.e. texts), 143 which 
(are) (quasi) the Proto-Scripture (itse/f)/ 44 and (a part of) other 
(writings), which (are) alike in meaning (to these)." 

Only if one analyzes each term according to its equivalent Aramaic se
mantic contents does one do justice to the real m eaning of this verse. In 
connection with the "elucidated" scripture, there is, behind the Arabic 
participial adjective wL&.... (mu./.ıkamllt) (here ''precise" or "well

known"), the Syro-Aramaic ı<"c\ı....c)w (l)attl.td) or ~ U.ıklmd). The 
fırst adjective is used precisely in connection with "exact" translations. 

The latter can refer to the knowledge of the content. 145 Behind ~ 
(muta!llbihllt) (sim i/ar) is the Syro-Aramaic ı<"~ :ı ( damyll.td) (sim i/ar, 

comparable).146 

1 4 1 In this case what is meant by this is evidently the K oran. 
142 As an expressian of the partitivum, .U.. (minhu) in this case actually means "(a 

part) gfit," i.e. ofthe Koran. 

143 With Koranic ~\ (iiyiit) are meant Syro-Aramaic ı<~a&ı< (a.twaJd): "signs" (of 
script or Scriptures), i.e. the written words ofGod. 

144 What is meant by this is the ''faithful rendering" of the parts of the Koran taken 
from the "Proto-Scripture." 

145 Cf. Thes. I 1407, 1) exactus, accuratus; ı<c\ı:;c\w ~ (m-pa§qane /;ıattfJi!) 

interpretes fıdi (jaithful, exact translators);. ı<c\ı:;c\w r<a.zCi.ŞI (p/JSsaqe JıattiJi!) 
(exact translations), ı<&&...c\w ı<~ (ma-ppaqtll J;ıattittlf) (exact, faithful 
translation). The altemative "well-known" results from the meanings proposed 

by Mannii, 237a, under :;a.:u.. (l;ıkam): ~yi .u _;ı:. -~ ~- (l;ıakama, fahima, 
arafa, adraka) (to comprehend, understand, to know). 

146 Cf. Thes. I 912: Part. act. rOoo:ı (dllmi!) similis; ı<&~ ~:ı (dJJmyaJ b8-
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With these two terms the Koran defines the origin of its content. It 
therefore consists, on the one hand, of 'faithfol" (or well-known) ex
cerpts from the "Proto-Scripture," i. e. the "canonical Scriptures," and, 
on the other han d, of parts taken, say, from apocryphal or other serip
tures "comparable" to the Proto-Scripture. The content of the Koran we 
have before us also confirms this brief "tab le of contents." With compa
rab/e verses, the Koran is at the same time making it clear that for it the 
standard to which it persistently refers is the "Proto-Scripture," i. e. the 
Scriptures considered to be canonical. 

Now, notwithstanding the assertion in the Koran itself (in Suras 
16:103 and 26:195) that the Prophet had proclaimed the Koranic mes
sage in "clear Arabic speech," ~ r.r,...F- c.J•.ııl , all Arab, as well as all 
non-Arab commentators on the Koran have since time immemorial 
racked their brains over the interpretation of this language. Generations 
of renowned Koran scholars have devoted their lives to the meritorious 
exercise of clarifying the text of the Koran grammatically and semanti
cally, word for word. In spite of all these efforts one would not be far 
from the truth if one w ere to estimate the proportion of the K oran that is 
still considered unexplained today at about a quarter of the text. But the 
actual proportion is probably much higher insofar as it will be shown 
that a considerable number of passages that were thought to be certain 
have in reality been misunderstood, to say nothing of the imprecise ren
dering ofnumerous Koranic expressions. 
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ı ı. THE HISTORICAL ERROR 

W e are now in the year 1428 of the Hiğra/Hegira, the emigration of the 
Prophet from Mecca to Medina in 622 A.D. that marks the beginning of 
the Islamic calendar. Considering the variety of Arabic dialects spoken 
at the time of Prophet, it was a legitimate question to ask in what dialect 
the Koran was sent down. To this end, Tabaricites Sura 14:41: 

"W e have nev er sent an apostle except in the language of his 
people, that he may explain (the message) to them." 

This results in the Koran's having being composed in the Arabic dialect 
of the Qurays, the Prophet's clan in Mecca. 147 

Thus, when the Koran emphasizes in ten passages that it has been 
composed in the Arabic language, it does so to stress the particularity 
that differentiates it from the Proto-Scripture of the Old and the New 
Testaments, which had been composed ina foreign language. This refe
rence becomes quite plain in S ura 41 :44: 

Sura 41:44 

.U~\ ,~,L.9 'J) \)\..il~~ U\.) ol.ll.? _,J_, 
\.i.!,_, ı.S~ 1 _,lA\ ü.ı.lll _,. J§ r.,F..F- _, ~\ 

By our Koran translators, this verse has been understood as follows: 

(Beli II 481): "If W e had made it a foreign Qur·an, they would 
have said: 'Why are not its signs made distinct? Foreign and Ara
bic?' Say: 'To those who have believed it is guidance and heal
ing' ... " 

147 TabarT I 29. On the morphology and etymology of~.) (QurayS) see below p. 

236. 
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(Paret 399 f.): "Wenn wir ihn (d.h. den Koran) zu einem nichta
rabischen Koran gemacht hiitten, würden sie sagen: 'Warum sind 
seine Verse (wörtl.: Zeichen) nicht (im einzelnen) auseinander
gesetzt (so daB jedermann sie verstehen kann)? (Was soll das:) 
ein nichtarabischer (Koran) und ein arabischer (Verkünder)?' 
Sag: Für diejenigen, die glauben, ist er eine Rechtleitung und ein 
Quell des Trostes (wörtl.: Heilung) ... " 

(Blachere 509): "Si nous avions fait de [cette Revelation] une 
predication en langue barbare, ils auraient dit: 'Pourquoi ces aya 

n'ont-elles pas ete rendues intelligibles? Pourquoi [sont-elles en 

langue] barbare alors que [notre idiome] est arabe?' - Reponds: 
'[Cette Edification], pour ceux qui croient, est Direction et Gueri
son ... "' 

In connection with the composition of a book, the Syro-Aramaic :ı:ım 
(sllm) "to compose"148 is to be assumed to be behind the Arabic ~ 
(ğaa/8 ). 

Inasmuch as Arabic J,....:.i (faşşa/8) here lexically renders the Syro
Aramaic .s u (pra§ 1 parresj, it should not be un derstood in its original 
meaning of "to separate" (Paret: to place asunder in individual parts), 

but in its broader sense of "to explain, to interpref' (cf. Thes. II 3302 
ult.: aı~ 1 la-m-parrasü: interpretari scriptionem). Moreover, if one 
considers that in many languages today the earlier expression for "to 

explain, to interpret" is used tomean "to translate" (as attested by the 
modern Arabic ~y 1 tarğam8 "to translate" from the Syro-Aramaic 
~"c\ı 1 targem "to explain, to interpret" as well as by the French "in

terpreter, interprete"), the meaning of "to trans Iate" or "to render" be
comes virtually unavoidable here. In his commentary on Sura 41:3, 44 
Tabari also understands J,....:.i (faşşa/8 ) asa synonym of~ (bayyana) 

"to clarify, to explain. " 149 The Koran verse cited above is therefore to be 
understood as follows: 

148 Thes. II 2557 (2) composuit libnım (to compose a book). Mannil 483b (5) . Ull 

Wüı (allafa, ansa'a). 

ı 49 TabarT XXIV 90 and ı 26. 
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"If we had composed it as a lectionary in a foreign language, they 
would say: 'One ought thenıso to have translated its scripts' !" 

In the case of the noun ciause that follows ı..r.~ .J ~l ''foreign and 
Arabic," TabarT without question sides with the majority of the Arab 
commentators who read an interrogatory particle ı:. (hamza) that was 
obviously added subsequently in front of~~ (~lı:. 1 a-agami). 
Though this means an unjustified intervention in the text, the trans1a
tions given above reproduce the corresponding interpretation by Tabaıt 
Only Beli suspects an omission, which he illustrates in his translation by 
leaving a seetion of the line blank. Y et this noun ciause can be more 
reasonably explained without an interrogative particle if one follows the 
minority reading, whose interpretation TabarT briefly mentions. This is 
how the Qurays must have understood the clause: "But this Koran had 
been sent down foreign (i.e. ina foreign language) and (in) Arabic," so 
that both foreigners and Arabs could understand it. Whereupon God, 
according to this verse, had sent down all manner of foreign words, of 
which TabarT cites, as an example, J.P...... c.:,.. 'iı.J~ (l;ıiğllrattn min siğ
ğTI) (with) stones of çJgy_ (Suras 11:82; 15:74; and 105:41), in which 
case the word siğğTJ is explained as being a Persian loan-word. ısı If one 

accordingly takes ı..r.~ .J ~~foreign and Arabic to refer to the lan
guage of theKoran-and notforeign to refer to the Koran and Arabic to 
the Prophet- then this part of the verse should be understood as follows: 

150 Later the question will be dealt with as to why the Arabic 'i _,1 (law-Id) has 
been falsely interpreted here and in other passages as an interrogative particle. 

15 I TabarT XXV 126 f. (cf. A. Jeffery 164). But actually ~ lsiğğ'il isa misrea
ding of the Syro-Aramaic passive participle *~ /Ja.(ıTI/1 >JI;ıTI/1 = ~ 1 
Ja.(ılli>Jel;ı/a(cf. Mannii 782a (3) ().!.b .J:.,._,twa.(ıl, {Tn [mud, c/ay, argil]) and is 
to be read in Arabic ~ /sal;ıTI (from which is derived Arabic and Koranic 
[Sura 20:39] J:.,.L...ı lsal;ı.il[coast, shore, littoral- as "muddy"]). That with o .J~ 
~ tY>ff;ıiğara min sal;ıii not necessarily "stones of baked clay" are meant, as 
R. Beli translates (according to the allegedly Persian "sang" [stone] and "gel" 
[c/ay]), but rather "stones of(dried) clay", makes Sura 51:33 clear, where the 
K oran uses as a synonym ().!.b 0"" o .J~ 1 l;ıiğllra min {Tn "stones of c/ay". 
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"(Now whether it be) foreign or Arabic, say then: It is for those 
who believe (right) guidance and pure (belief)." 152 

In S ura 16:103 there is also talk of a foreign language and Arabic: 

Sura 16:103 

~ ~Wl · -' • ·~ -'-' ..ıi1 ~ • 'UJ"~I"'f-l ı- J 

~ c.r..JC e;t....Jl~J ~~ .ylj WJ~ ı$~1 e;l..uıl 

(Bell I 258 f.): "We know pretty well that they say: 'It is only a 
human being who teaches him'; the speech of him they hint at is 
foreign, but this is Arabic speech clear." 

(Paret 225): "Wir wissen wohl, daB sie sagen: ,Es lehrt ihn Ga) 
ein Mensch (ba!ai) (was er als göttliche Offenbarung vortragt).' 
(Doch) die Sprache des sen, auf den sie anspielen (? yul.{ıidfina), ist 
nichtarabisch (agaml). Dies hingegen ist deutliche arahische 
Sprache." 

(Blachere 302): "Certes nous savons que [I es infıdeles] disent: 
"Cet homme a seulement pour maltre un mortel!" [Mais] la 

152 The trans1ations that have been cited, "healing, Quel/ des Trostes/Heilung 

[source of consolationlhealing], guerison [recovery, cure, healing]," as well as 
Tabarr's interpretation, "healing from ignorance" (~ 1 ğahl) or from pagan
ism" may well make sense as they stand. But here the Arabic ~~.i:. (sil!') ap
pears to have been borrowed from the Syro-Aramaic r<a..!ut (sefya or sjMyli). 

For this the Thes. (Il 4261) gives: ~" r<a..!ut (spllyll !la-silT/li) complanatio, 
defaecatio (evenness, purity of the way); metaphorically, puritas, sineeritas (pu

rity, sincerity) r<::üa.u., ı<lla_sa r<a..!ut (spllyll W-$ulllllll !1-l;ıüsllild} (purity and 
integrity of thought). The same is given under r<'"c\ıa....ıu (sapyolli): c\ıa....ıu 

. r<'"c\ıcı..=ı..m (sapyOJ haymllniiJli) puritas, simplicitas fıdei (purity, integrity of 
belief). In connection with ı.s» (hudaD) (< Syro-Aramaic ı<.:tm lh!lllyll, he!lyll, 

ı<.:tam /huddllyli) (right guidance), the Syro-Aramaic synonymous meaning of 
"integrity" (of doctrine, of belief) should be adopted for ~~.i:. (sil!; actually 
sil!). 
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langue de celui auquel ils pensent est [une langue] barbare, alors 
que cette predication est [en] claire langue arabe." 

Here, the "speech of him they hint at" makes reference to the human 
being that is supposedly teaching the Prophet. In the rejection of this 
insinuation the Koran employs a heretofore unexplained verb, ı..:u~ 
(?yull;ıidana), which Paret places in parentheses with a question mark, 
and which Tabari nonsensically reinterprets 153 as "to be fo nd of, drawn 

to, attracted to, inclined towards, !ean towards somebody," a suggestion 
that Beli, Paret and Blachere, however, do not follow. Instead, based on 
the context, they have preferred to "guess" its probable meaning. Yet 
this meaning is not at all derivable from the Arabic verbal root~ 
(Jalıada) (to dig, to bury; to deviate from; to ineline toward?), 154 and 
thus ·we would seem to be justified in asking whether it is not a question 
here of a foreign root, the identification of which may lead to a more 
plausible sense. 

With this suspicious verb, WJ~ (yull;ıidüna), we are in fact dealing 
with a typical example of the erroneous Arabic transcription of a Syro
Aramaic script, the cause of many misreadings in the Koran. In the pre
sent case, it isa question of the Syro-Aramaic spelling ofthe verbal root 
~ (lgez), where the --=ıı. 1 /;ı in the Koran stands for the Syro-Aramaic 
~/ g (= Arabic t 1 g), and the .l 1 d either for a misread Syro-Aramaic ' 
or for Arabic j 1 z. One can assume, that is, with seeming certainty that 
the original spelling was LJ.JA . But because the later Arabic readers, 
after considering every possible configuration [j=J (lalıaza),~ (labara), 

jiJ (Jabaza), ..r.J (lağara), Y.J (lağaza)], could not identify the infinitive 
yJ (lalıara) (in Garshuni/Karshuni ~ 1 lgez= Arabic ja.l 1 lağaza, with 
any Arabic root, the most obvious possibility for them was to interpret 
the fınal .J 1 r as a fina! .J 1 d, and then to read it as ~ (Jalıada)-which 

153 TabarT XIV 179 f. 
154 In the last meaning solely on the basis of this passage in the Koran, and in ac

cordance with TabarT, here, as in a large number of other passages, falsely taken 
up by Arabic lexicography (cf. Hans Wehr, Arabisches Wörterbuch for die 
Schriftsprache der Gegenwart [Arabic Dictionary for the Written Language of 
the Present Day] [Wiesbaden, 51985]). 
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is, in fact, an Arabic root, but whose real meaning, "to fall away from 
the faith," does not fit here at all. However, if one falls away from the 

faith, one could obviously also say that one turns away from it. But if 

one turns away from something, one can also reinterpret this to mean 

that one turns toward something else. Only by means of a train of 

thought such as this can one arrive at the scarcely convincing interpreta

tion that Tabari , without any further details or explanations, wants to 

suggest. 

In reality, there is no evidence in Arabic linguistic usage for this 

meaning of~ (all)ada) adopted by Tabarl The Arabic lexicons cannot 

substantiate this m eaning - except on the basis of this misread and mis

understood passage. What is in the meantime striking, however, is that 

the Syro-Aramaic ~ (lgd): aenigmatice locutus est (Thes. II 1891), 

appears to be a Iate borrowing from the Arabic ji.l (Jağaza). 155 For this 

expression, namely, the Thes. does not cite any evidence at all from 

Syro-Aramaic literature, but refers only to the Eastern Syrian lexicogra

phers. More recent native lexicons 1 56 ci te the pa cc cl, elp el and cJpa cc al 
forms (laggcz, cjlgcz, cj/aggaZ), while Brockelmann does not mention 

this verbal root at all. The reason for this is that the etymologically cor

rect equivalent of the Arabic ji.l (lağaza) (with the secondary dot above 

the ğ) is the Syro-Aramaic ul (!ez). 157 

155 With the same meaning (to speak enigmatica/ly, a/legorica/ly), whereby the 
Syro-Araınaic .~ • .f g, phonetically corresponding to the Arabic t 1 g , is to be 
pronounced as ğ. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that in the early Hedjazi 
and Kufıc Koran manuscripts the original form of the Arabic letter .......... (without 
the dot) renders quite exactly the Syriac letter ~ 1 g. This is not the only 
graphical detail that will prove that the Koranic text was originally written in 
Garshuni, i.e. Arabic with Syriac letters. 

156 Cf. Manna 369a!b. 
157 Cf. Thes. II 1961 f., w (i ez): indistincte locutus est (to speak indistinctly, 

unclearly) (with further meanings and exaınples); Brockelmann, Lexicon Syri
acum, 368b f. The Lisiin (V 405b) gives under ji.l (lagaza) the same defınition: 
o~l L. ~ ~ o~IJ o.lly ~ :..yS ji.liJ ~1 ji.ll (In reference to 
speech alğaza means: to conceal and disguise one 's purpose, as opposed to 
what one actua/ly says). 
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Thus, in rendering the verse segment ~1 ı.:.u~ i..S.lll ı.:,U as "the 
speech of him they hint at" and "die Sprache dessen, auf den sie 
anspielen [the language of him to whom they allude]," Bell and Paret 
have correctly guessed the meaning of ~ (JaQ.adıı = lagaza) from the 
context, even though they were unable to recognize its etymology. In 

particular in the case of the preposition ı.)) (ili), the Syro-Aramaic ~ 
(Jğez)-pronounced jA.l (lagaza) in Arabic - is to be understood as a 
synonym for ı.)) y. .J ( ranıaza ild), ~) ~ (lanıma.(ıa ild) (to allude to, 
refer to something). Transferred into modem Arabic, this passage would 
accordingly read: 

~! ı.:.ı~ ' ı.JJY. ~ i..S.lll ı.:,U (lisanu 1-ladi yannuzt1na, yu
Jammi./;ıtina ilayhı) (the language of the one to who m they are al
luding). 

Now, although this root is common in Arabic, it is worth noting that the 
Koran here reproduces the obviously dialectal Syro-Aramaic written 
form, which was probably created only later under Arabic influence and 
which tums out to be the phonetic transcription of the Arabic verb. The 
fact that in the Koran words common to Arabic and Aramaic are occa
sionally used in the foreign pronunciation has already been established 
elsewhere. 158 This detail is all the more interesting in that it reinforces 
other details in the Koranthat point to the Eastem Syrian-Mesopotamian 
region. 

The same phenomenon can be observed in two more passages where 
the root ~ (JaQ.ada) appears in the Koran in similar graphic form, but in 
a different sense. Thus we fınd in Sura 7:180: 

158 Cf. Anton Schall, Coranica, in Orientalia Suecana XXXII-XXXV (1984-1986) 
371. See also Nöldeke's comment on Arabic ~ (luğna) and Syro-Aramaic 
~- (lğlnd) (oil drum, wine cask) in Siegmund Fraenkel's aramiiische 
Fremdwörter im Arabischen [Aramaic Foreign Wordsin Arabic] 130: "This is 
probably an Aramaic-Arabic word that the Feli3J)en of Aramaic origin employ, 
as is so much in Bar Ali and Bar Bahlfil (whom the Thesaurus Syriacus usually 
cites as Iocal lexicographers)." 
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Sura 7:180 

.ı..k..i ~ 0J~ ı.J:!.lll 1 J.)~ J 

(Beli I 155): 179. " ... and pay no attention to those who make 
covert hintsin regard to His names." 

(Paret 140): " ... und lal3t diejenigen, die hinsichtlich seiner Na
men eine abwegige Haltung einnehmen (?) (Oder: die seine Na
men in Verrufbringen (?)." 

(Blachere 198): " ... et laissez ceux qui blasphement au sujet de 
Ses noms." 

In the light of the following explanation, this verse from Sura 7:180 will 
be understood to mean: 

"Leave off from those who scoff at his nam es." 

Paret repeatedly remarks on this verse in his Commentary (I 79): "It is 
not clear what the expression yul.{ıidüna ii asmlllhl is exactly supposed 
to m ean." In doing so, he refers to the divergent translations by Beli and 
Blachere. With Tabarl's comment on the expression, 0J~ uti..l ..U _,l 
J:ı_,b ~ J.ubll J,ıi (the commentators disagree on the meaning of the 
word [of God] "yuflıidünıi')159 and the subsequent hunches (to deny 
God, to attribute other gods to Him, up to and including the interpreta
tions attributed to al-Kisa'ı), one is hardly any nearer to being able to 
make up one's mind. Although on the basis of his solid feel for the lan
guage Bell, with his translation "make covert hints," comes closest to 
the correct sense, this meaning cannot be derived from the root ..l::ıı.l 

(Ja.(ıada). However, before going into the etymological and sernantic 
m eaning of this express i on, S ura 41 :40 should be cited as well: 

159 Tabari IX 133 f. 
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Sura 41:40 

\.lJc. . .a;.._, 'j \L.ı\ . .J . _ ,_ L . .lJ\ ·\ 
~ u..;;r-:: ~ ı.r u~ uı ~ 

(Beli II 480): "Verily those who decıy Our signs are not hid from 
Us." 

(Paret 399): "Diejenigen, die hinsichtlich unserer Zeichen eine 
abwegige Haltung einnehmen (?), sind uns wohl bekannt [gleiche 
Anmerkung wie oben]." 

(Blachere 509): "Ceux qui meconnaissent Nos signes ne Nous 
sont pas caches." 

Here, too, Be ll captures the sen se best, but not on the basis of the Arabic 
meaning of .l:J (lal.ıada) or .Alt (alf:ıada). Here, as above, the real mean
ing of the expression - in itself Arabic - can only be determined with 
the help of the Syro-Aramaic reading ~ (Jgez) and its sernantic con
tents. Then, even if ~1 WJ~ (yull.ıidüna ilayhı) (= ~1 WJfo. yalguzü

na 1 ilayhı) means "to whom they allude" in Sura 16:103, this verb, as 
Bell correctly supposes, does not have the same meaning in the context 
of the last two verses. The ensuing analysis will show that the verse 
cited above from Sura 41 :40 is to be understood as follows: 

"Those who scoffat our signs (i.e. scriptures) do not remain con
cealed from us." 

Starting from the original meaning aenigmatice locutus est (to speak 
enigmatically, ina veiled way, concealing the truth), the Thes. (I 1891) 
refers to Bar Bahlnl, who explains ~ (Jgez) with the Syro-Aramaic 
synonym .\bı< (amJel). The addirional meanings of this verb prove to 
be the key to understanding the last two Koran passages. For example, 
for .\br< (amJel) the Thes. II 2250 gives (a) parabolice dixit; (b)fabu
latus est, stulte locutus esi (to ta/ka lot ofnonsense, to babb/e stupidly), 
and as another synonym for it ~~ ( baden) (to ta/k drivel, to blather). 
Finally, under ı<:t:~ (bdiJ) the Thes. (I 449 f.) lists, among other things, 
finxit, falso, inepte dixit; under ,:t:~r< (abdi), nugavit, falso dixit, t .li. 
.J.Jj . ı.S~ (bada8, hadll, zawwara) (to humbug, to talk twaddle, to 
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feign); and under r<.a!l:l (biidöyd), qui vana, inepta loquitur, nugax (a 
bab b ler talking nonsense ). 

An insight into the understanding of .l:J = ji.l (lagaza) inthesense of 
-.51\ (hadd) (to drivel, to talk nonsense) is provided to us by paraHel 
passages from the Koran. Namely, not in the same, but in a similar 

cantext the Koran employs the expressions Y....., (sa/]ira), i~ (haza"a), 

and occasionally al so ya.l (la 'iba), the last -name d in corresponding 
passages to be understood as a synonym for the two preceding 
expressions, and indeed as a loan-translation of the Syro-Aramaic ~ 
(s~, whose Arabic peaning the Eastern Syrian lexicographers render as 

follows:)LJ.,.4 t..-)lS. rlS.:i . -.5.Y•jl . J~ ·eY. ~ (Mannii 805b). On the 
other han d, the K oran uses this ~ (s~, transliterated in the third 
person plural as_,..,.. (saaw), inthesense of ya.l (la'iba) = ~~ (haza"a) 

(laugh at, scoff at) in the fallawing context: 

Sura 34:5 

~ .» .J 0-- yi~ ~ .&ıl) 0.!~ ~' ı} _,..,.. 0.!~1 J 

(Beli II 421): "But those who busy themselves with Our signs, 
seeking to make them of no effect - for them is a punishment of 
wrath painful." 

(Paret 352): "Diejenigen aber, die sich hinsichtlich unserer Zei
chen ereifern, indem sie sich (unserem Zugriff ?) zu entziehen 
suchen (?) (Oder: in der Absicht, (sie) unwirksam zu machen 
(?mu'"ağizlna), haben ein schmerzhaftes Strafgericht ( adilbun min 
riğzin allmun) zu erwarten." 

(Blachere 455): "Ceux qui [au contraire] se serant evertues can
tre les aya d' Allah, declarant Son Impuissance, [ceux-Ia] auront 
un tourment cruel." 

In this cantext the Arabic ~1 (agaza) (to make incapable) is to be 
un derstood as a synonym of Jh.ıl ( abtafa) or J,l..,ı ( battafa) ( < .1\r baf!el) 

in the meaning of"to dispute" (a truth, to contest its existence), for which 
the Koran usually employs y~ (kaddaba) (<-:~:ı.:. 1 kadde!ı) (to deny). 
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That which is meant by fi._; (riğz, actually ruğz) (< r<~a; rugza) is 
(God's) "wrath. "160 This then results in the following understanding of 
Sura 34:5: 

"And those who contentiously161 sco(fed at our signs (will be 
meted out) a severe punishment by the (divine) wrath." 

W ith the identification of the root, misread in Arabic as ~ (lal;ıada), via 
the Syro-Aramaic spelling ( ~ 1 Jgez), as the Arabic j-.1 (lagaza), we 
would clarif)r, via the nuances of the Syro-Aramaic semantics, three 
Koranic passages that had been previously acknowledged to be obscure. 
At the same time, we have discovered that the synonymous Syro-Ara
maic verb ~(s~) (to play, to laugh at, to makefun of, to mock) must 
be distinguished, depending on the context, from its homonymous Ara
bic root~ (sa :ı) (to strive after, to makean e.ffort, torun). The Syro
Aramaic meaning of "to make fun of' or "to arnuse oneself, to enjoy 
oneself" should therefore be adopted in additional passages of the Ko
ran (such as in Suras 79:22, 2:205, and 5:33). 162 

Linking this again to Sura 16:103, we can gather that the suspicion 
raised against the Prophet in that verse, i.e. that he had been taught by a 
human being, is met by the Koran with the argument that the man they 
meant spoke a foreign language, whereas the Koran itself is ( composed) 
in clearly comprehensible Arabic. However, that a direct connection 
exists between the Koran and the Scriptures of the Jews and Christians, 

160 Cf. Thes. II 3808, ı<.'b.ı:r ı<~a"' (ruğza d-maryll), 2 Reg. xxiii, 26 ... ; ira 
divina (divine wrath). It is astonishing that Paret and Blachi:re have overlooked 
this meaning, whereas Beli at least renders the word literally. 

161 I. e. by denying the existence of God or the Afterworld. 
162 Namely, ifwe trace the Koranic expression \JL..ıi ~}ı/1 ~ ..,....,. (sa~ lt 1-anJi 

fasadan), which as a familiar quotation has become a part of Arabic linguistic 
usage, back to its suspected Syro-Aramaic origin .L..dcu. ~"'ı<=:o ~(s~ lı
ar'a awwllllll/), then the Syro-Aramaic meaning "to have (onese/f) a devilishiv 
good time on earth" would make more sense than, for example, the translation 
proposed by Paret for S ura 2:205 "eifrig darauf bedacht sein. auf der Erde Un
heil anzurichten [to be eagerly intent upon wreaking havoc. causing mischief on 
earth]." Cf. also H. Wehr: "to be detrimental, to devetopa detrimental effec

tiveness;" (Engl. Wehr): "to spread evi!, cause universal harm and damage." 
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characterized as yt$ (kit3b) (Book, Scripture) and as being written ina 
foreign language, is furthermore admitted by the Koran in. the following 
verse: 

Sura 41:3 

k \:ıl .i ..Ulıl ı.::.ıL...:.S ı......ıts ~-..F- ..r ~ -- • 

(Bell II 477): 2. "A Book whose signs [or "verses"] have been 
made distinct as an Arabic Qur'a.n ... " 

(Paret 396): " ... eine Schrift, deren Verse (im einzelnen) ausein
andergesetzt sind, (herabgesandt) als ein aralıiseher Koran." 

(Blachere 505): «Ecriture dont les aya ont ete rendues intelligi
bles, en une revelation arabe ... ». 

As previously expounded, however, what is meant by J-9 (faşşal8 ), as 
the lexical equivalent of the Syro-Aramaic .au (paıres), is in this con
text, here as well as above, "to translate, to transfer." Therefore the 
verse is to be understood as: 

"A scripture that we have translated as an Arabic lectionary (or 
into an Arabic version) ... " 

lnsofar as the Arabic ı:JI.) ( qur'an) is, as expounded before, a loan word 
from Syro-Aramaic ı<ı.. ta ( q:Jıyllnli) (reading, pericope, selection for 
reading), 163 it is not to be understood everywhere in the Koran as a 

163 Cf. Thes. II 3716. The meaning of .C... '\ıl /qeryiinii asa pericope (a selection 
from the Scriptures for reading in the ecclesiastical Service) is attested in the 
Koran in Sura 17:78, where ~\ ,::}..) /qur'iin al-fağr ıneans the (selected) 

reading (from the Bible = the Scriptures-reading) in the matutinal Service 
(Hora matutina). This ecclesiastical technical term corresponds to the Syriac 

term .<U~ ~:ı .C... '\ıl /qeryiinii !leddan şapra "the (Scriptures) reading of 
the morning Service" (cf. Thes. ibid.). That with this reading not the Koran is 

meant but a reading from the Bible, is attested in the Koran itself. In the Mary 
S ura, namely, it is said fıve times ~\ .} fi~l _, lwa-fikur fi 1-Kitiib "Remem

ber in the Book (= Scriptures)" (S ura 19: ı 6, 4 ı, 5 ı, 54, 56). Furthermore, the 
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proper name. Rather, in each case it is the context that determines the 
meaning, which Mannii (699a) gives in Arabic as follows: (1) • 'ôı>l.,;§ 

rk . l>".J.l (reading matter, study, teachingllearning), (2) J-,9 . ::Ujl...l 

l>".JI.lll ~ (unit, lesson), (3) ~1 ül"l.).ll y\:jS (ecclesiastical 
lectionary). Sura 75: 17-18 may serve asa test case; there it is said: 

Sura 75:17-18 

4,jl _;§ ~lj o \.il_;§ 1 ~lj 1 4,jl _;§-' ~ li:ık J 
(Bell II 621): 17: "Ours is it to put it together, and recite it; 18: 
When W e recite it follow thou the recitation;" 

(Paret 491): 17: ,Es ist unsere (und nicht deine) Aufgabe, ihn 
zusammenzubringen und zu rezitieren. 18: Und (erst) wenn wir 
ihn dir (vor)rezitiert haben, dann folge seiner Rezitierung!" 

(Blacbere 626): 17: «A nous de le rassembler et de le precher! 18: 
Quand nous le prechons, suis-en la predication.» 

Deserving of a preliminary remark here is the verb ~ (ğama a) (to 
bring together, to collect), which has a specifıc meaning in this context 
with reference to the Koran. Insofar as the Syro-Aramaic ı<ı..t.a (q:ııya
nd) (lectionary) designates a church book with excerpts (readings) from 
the Scriptures for liturgical use,164 the Arabic ~ (ğamaa), as the lexi
cal rendering of the Syro-Aramaic .x..ı.:ı. (kannes) (to collect), has to do 
directly with the collecting of these excerpts from the Scriptures, and 
indeed specifıcally in the meaning of "compilavit librum" ( cf. Thes. I 
1771, under 1). 

Ifwe look further among the meanings cited by Mannii for ,j_;§ (qur-

Koran, as a liturgical Book, seems to use here this term in the sense of liturgical 
Service (0./ficium), so that _r.ı..ill ,j_) /qur'iin al-fağr "the dawn-Reading" cor
responds as a synonym to _r.-.ill 'D _,ı.... 1 şalat al-fağr "the dawn-Prayer = the 
dawn-Service" (0./ficium matutinum) (Sura 24:58). 

164 Cf. Erwin Graf, "Zu den christlichen Einflüssen im Koran [On the Christian 
Influences in the Koran]," in ZDMG ı ll, new series 37 (1962) 396-398; in the 
calleetion Der Koran, ed. Rudi Paret (Darmstadt, ı 975) ı 88. 
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"an 1 q;,ryiin) to fınd ourselves a meaning that fits this context, the result 
for the previously cited double verse is the following sense: 

"It is incumbent upon us to compile it (the Koran/Lectionary) (by 
means of excerpts from the Scriptures) and to recite it (instruc
tively). When We recite (instructively), then follow its recitation 

(i.e. the way it has been taught you)." 

This may be the basis of the above-mentioned remark (p. lll) in S ura 
16:103 that it was aman who has taught him. 165 Moreover, this meaning 
emerges clearly from the following verse: 

Sura 87:6 

-~)li~ ~. 
~ ~~ 

"W e will teach you (in such a way) that you will not forget." 

That a corresponding expenditure of time is required for the compiling 
of the Koran is made clear in Sura 20:114; there it says:166 

Sura 20:114 

~J ~1 ~ .:;1 ~.;... .:;l_;il'-! ~ 'JJ 

165 On this subject, cf. Claude Gilliot, "Informants", in: EQ ll, p. 512-518 (Ency
clopaedia of the Qur 'ön, 1-IV, Leiden 2001-2004 ). Id. "Les "informateurs" juifs 
et chretiens de Mul;ıammad". Reprise d'un prob/eme ıraile par A/oys Sprenger 
et Theodor Nöldeke [17ıe Jewish and Christian "Jnformants" of Mul;ıammad 
Re-examination of a Problem Treated by Aloys Sprenger and Theodor 
Nöldeke]", in: JSAI, 22 (1998), p. 84-126. 

Id. (in German): "Zur Herkunfl der Gewiihrsmiinner des Propheten [On the 
Origin of the lnformants of the Prophet]", in: Die dunklen Anftinge [The Ob
scure Beginnings] (op. cit.), 151 ed., Berlin 2005, p. 148-178. 

166 In the Syrian tradition, the ınan who teaches the liturgical reading is called 
ı<ı...t<=> lmaqryiinii (cf. Thes. II 3717): qui artem legendi docet (who teaches 
the art of reading). 
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"Be not hasty with (the recitation of) the Koran (i.e. Lectionary) 
before it be taught you completely." 

But because the Scriptures are written in a foreign language, a transla
tion into Arabic is necessary. This, too, the Koran demonstrates, even 
more clearly than before, in the following verse from the Mary Sura: 

Sura 19:97 

· .. :-: ·'1 .ı..ı .. ~ .. -:1 .ilit.....L oU Wl.! 
U;!'W"'-' • ~ • ~ • 

(Bell I 291 ): "W e have made it easy in thy tongue in orderthat thou 
mayest thereby give good tidings to those who show piety ... " 

(Paret 253): "Wir haben ihn (den Koran) (indem wir ihn) eigens 
in deiner Sprache (eingegeben haben) dir leicht gemacht, darnit 
du den Gottesfürchtigen mit167 ihm frohe Botschaft bringst. .. " 

(Blachere 336): "Nous l'avons simplement facilite par ta voix 
pour que tu en fasses l'heureuse annonce ... " 

Arabic ~ (yassara) does in fact mean "to facilitate, to make easy." 
The corresponding Syro-Aramaic verb on which it is lexically based is 
.D.Jt.S~ (pa§seq), which has the following meanings: I. To make easy, fa
cilitate; 2. to explain, to annotate; 3. to transfer, to translate; in the last 
meaning, of all things, in connection with "language," documented, 
among others, by the following example: 

ı<.."'~ r~Wa.. ~ ~ ı<Jm ı<::.~ .D.Jt.S~ (paiseq kJaJıa ha
na men Jessiinll yawnllyll 1-surylly/i) ("he translated this book 
from the Greek into the Syriac language") (Thes. II 3326, with 
further examples ). 

167 Paret and Beli have here overlooked the fact that in connection with the verb 
y!ı.ı ( basJara) the preposition ~ 1 bi govems the indireel object of the direct 
object: ~ • y!ı.ı ( baJJarahu !!i-) = to proclaim something to someone. 
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The verse cited above from Sura 19:97 is then to be understood as fol
lows: 

"W e have translated it (the Koran or the Scripture) into your lan
guage so that you may proclaim it (the Koran or the Scripture) to 
the (god-)fearing ... ". 

All of the other verses in which ~ (yassara) is usedin connection with 
the Koran are to be understood accordingly; these are: 

Sura 44:58 

· .<\-:.-·'-'~\.....ıL o\J W\.i u.J~rs-- . ~ • 

"We have translated it (the Koran) into your language so that 
they may allow themselves to be reminded."168 

In addition to this there is the recurring verse in S ura 54:17,22,32, and 
40: 

"W e have trans/ated the Koran (=the Lectionary) asa reminder; 
are there then those that may (also) allow themselves to be re
minded?" 

In these passages, as a technical term, ~ (yassara) cannot be para
phrased in such a way as to say that God has "made it easy" for the 
Prophet insofar as He has ''prompted'' the Koran to him "specifically in 

his own language," as Paret, for example, says. Instead, the term clearly 
states that this occurs indirectly by way of a translation from the Scrip
tures. 

168 In this meaning, Arabic .fi'::J (flakar") and its derivatives do not come from 
Syro-Aramaic 'b!l (dkaı') (to reca/1, to remember), but from the synonymous 
!lcıı.>.. (na{/) in the Apclform, !lcıı.>..rC' (ane{/). For this Mannil cites, at 530b un
der (3), the following Arabic equivalents: "+i . .l:.ı:._, • ~ (naş~~ wa~ 
DJJbbah•) (to advise, to preach 1 admonish, to warn). 
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The fact that the Koran to this extent does not claim that it is a direct 
revelation is underscored by the Koran itself in the following verse: 

Sura 42:51 

Y~ '-''.J-' Ü"' _,ı t.p.._, "il~~ ~ uı ~ u\S L._, 
""~ L. <l:ı~y ır~ "i-""'.) J,... _):! _,1 

(Bell 489): "It belonged not to any human being that Allah should 
speak to him except by suggestion or from behind a veil, or by 
sending a messenger to suggest by His pennission what He 
pleaseth;" 

(Paret 406): "Und es steht keinem Menschen ( ba!ai) an, dafi Gott 
mit ihm spricht, es sei denn (mittelbar) durch Eingebung 
(wa./ıyan), oder hinter einem Vorhang, oder indem ereinen Boten 
sendet, der (ihm) dann mit seiner Erlaubnis eingibt, was er will." 

(Blachere 517): "ll n'a pas ete donne a un mortel (basai) qu' Allah 
lui parle, sinon par revelation, ou de derriere un voile, ou en en
voyant un messager tel que celui-ci revele ce qu'll veut [a 
1 'Homme], avec Sa permission." 

The Arabic root ır-_, ( wa.!ıa) ( with i ts denominative-like fourth verbal 
stern ır-_,t aw/;ıd) is restricted in Arabic usage to the meaning of to give, 
to inspire, to reveal. Speaking in favor of its being a borrowing (with 
metathesis) from the Syro-Aramaic root .cw (J;ıawwl) is the fact that one 
can also fınd in the Koran the further meanings deriving from the Syro
Aramaic verb - "to show, to indicate, to present, to announce, to com
municate, to teach"169 - although only a part ofthese have been guessed 

169 Cf. Thes. l 1208 f. Mannil(223) quotes the following Arabic meanings: (1) ı.s) 
(to allow to be seen, to show}, (2) ~~ • -~-'' • u41 (to demonstrate, to 
mak~ c/ear, to expound), (3) ~ . ~~ . J..ı (to indicate, to inform, to teli), 
(4) ~(to teach). C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 220a, had already noticed 
the etymological relation between Syro-Aramaic ,a.u 1 qawwrand Arabic rr.J 1 
wağll. 
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by the Koran translators on the basis of the context. This is why all of 
the Koranic passages in which this expression occurs need to be exam
ined in terms of the corresponding Syro-Aramaic meaning in each in
stance. 

If one furthermore does not automatically understand J_,....J (rasCil) 

as an angel, but asa man (sent by God) (apostle, missionary), which is 
also what the Koran usually calls the Prophet of Islam, then the verse 
cited above ought to be understood as follows: 

"With no man has God ever (directly) spoken except through in
spiration or behind a curtain or in that he sends a messenger 
(apostle) who, with His permission, teaches (him or communi

cates to him) what He wants." 

With this linguistically clear and sober statement the Koran gives us an 
unambiguous indication of the language it acknowledges as the lan
guage of the Scriptures and which is essential for its canception of itself. 
With this language, which it for the fırst time calls "Arabic," the Koran 
surely did not intend that language whose norms were established two 
hundred years later in part by non-Arab grammarians no longer capable 
of properly understanding the Koranic language. This is the reason for 
the present attempt to decipher the previous mystery of this language by 
means of that language, the key to which the Koran delivers us in its 
clear reference to the original, unadulterated Syro-Aramaic term 
"Q:Jryan ". 
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12. ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUALSURA VERSES 

The now following philological analysis of individual expressions re
cognized in part by Koran scholarship as obscure is intended to serve as 
an illustration of the working method that was discussed at the outset 

Conceming case (a) and (c) (p. 22 f.): There is no agreement among 
the Arab commentators on the Koran about the real meaning of the ex
pression occurring in two variants ~ ( ta}Jta) as well as of YY"" (sarryii) 
in the following verse of the Mary Sura: 

Sura 19:24 

lı &:l ~ ~ .li .. # 'il 1 -~- ~ • I.AI..lUi #J"" -- . .) . ır ..;:>-J ~ (.)A 

In keeping with the majority of the Arab commentators, the Westem 
Koran translators render this verse as follows: 

(Beli I 286): 24. "Then he (probably 'the child') called to her 
from beneath her: 'Grieve not; thy Lord hath placed beneath 
thee a streamlet'; ... ". 

(Paret 249): 24: "Da rief er (d.h. der Jesusknabe) ihr von unten 
her zu: ,Sei nicht traurig! Dein Herr hat unter dir (d.h. zu deinen 
Fü13en?) ein Rinnsal (sari) (voll Wasser) gemacht'." 

(Blachere 331): 24 "[Mais] l'enfant gui etait a ses pieds lui parla: 
'Ne t'attriste pas! Ton Seigneur a mis a tes pieds un ruisseau' ." 

For Arabic ~ (ta}Jta), which is understood as the preposition under by 
all of the commentators cited in Tabari, Jeffery in The Foreign Vocabu
lary (32 f.) makes a reference to as-Suyüti (1445-1505), who reports that 
Abo 1-Qasim in his work Lughat al-Qur"an [(Foreign) Expressions in 
the Koran] and al-Kirmanl in his al-'Aja'ib [The Miracles] had both 
thought that this was a Nabatean (i.e. an Aramaic) word and meant as 
much as ~ (batn), (which Jeffery renders in English, on the basis of 
the Arabic understanding, as womb, although here, based on the Syro-
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Aramaic ı<ı.\r (batna),foetus 110 is more likely what should be under
stood), a view that is not held by anyone in Tabarl. But Jeffery rejects 

the notion, saying that there is nothing in Nabatean that would confirm 

this assumption since, even in Aramaic, Hebrew, Syriac and Ethiopic, 
the homophonic expressions have exactly the same meaning as the Ara
bic expression ü=ı.:i (~ta) (namely under). 

Yet had Jeffery considered that in the Semitic languages precisely 
the ttiliteral prepositions and adverbs were originally nouns and could at 
times even appear as subjects and objects, 171 he would have perhaps 

come to another conclusion. The above-mentioned tradition, according 
to which ü=ı.:i (~ta) was in this case to be understood as a noun, con

firms the supposition that the Arabic tradition has occasionally preserv

ed a memory ofthe original Aramaic form. Namely, the lack ofa verbal 
root in Arabic suggests a borrowing from Syro-Aramaic ~ (n{ıcJ ), of 

which the preposition ~ ( ~f) (> Arabic ü=ı.:i 1 ~~) 1 ~ ( tJ:ıeı) is 
only a secondary form. Let's first of all examine this clue ina little more 

d eta il. 

Although the corresponding Syro-Aramaic nominal form r<'~ (n{ıa-

18) (as well as r<'c\ı.uı:u nu.WJaıa, r<'~a~ nal;ıtaJa, r<'~cb::..ı mal;ıatta and 
further derivatives) does not exactly mean foetus, it does have sorne
tbing to do with it insofar as, among other meanings, by way of the 

meaning descent, origin, what is meant here is delivery. 112 Therefore, 

the meaning of~ (min) tal;ıtiha would not be "under her," but "her 
delivery." 

This Syro-Aramaic reading, however, first has the coherence of the 
context in its favor to the extent that we have interpreted the preposition 

0-> (min) before ~ (tal;ıtiha) not locally (from beneath her), but tem

porally in the Syro-Aramaic sense of"jrom (that point in time), i.e.: in-

ı 70 Cf. Thes I 5 ı 4: lmproprie de Joe tu, au..\,:;o ( batnaiı): id quod conceperat. 
ı 7 ı Cf., e.g., C. Brockelmann, Arahische Grammalik [Arabic Grammar] § 85; Syri

sche Grammalik [Syriac Grammar] § 201. 

ı 72 Cf. Thes. II on c\u...ı (ııfıei) 2344, (y) ortus est, genus duxit; further in C. Bro
ckelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 424a, under 10: oriundus fuit (to spring from, to 

be descendedfrom, to be born). 
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stantly, immediately after her delivery." 113 This temporal use of ()A 

(min), though not attested in Classical Arabic,174 is nonetheless quite 
common in modem Arabic dialects of the Near East as a Syro-Aramaic 
substratum, for example, in: .U üli ~ y-.J J6,. = .U üli ~ y-.J ()A 

(instantly, immediately after my arrival I said to him). 
The memory of an earlier nominal use of ~ ( tabf) has, moreover, 

been retained by the Lisi111 (II 1 7b f.): t.........l ÔJA.J ' l.i.):. ÖJA 0fo :~ 
( fabt sametimes accurs as an adverb, sametimes as a naun ). Even the 
adjectival use 4..li....ı Jlj) : w_,:ıı.:i f'~ (qawmun tu(ılltun: lawly peaple) 
(Lisi111, ap. cit.) can be traced back to Syro-Aramaic ~~ (fabtayd) 
(Thes. II 4425: infimi haminum). 

Now that the Lisan has confirmed the nominal usage of~ (tai}tu), 

there would be nothing to eriticize about the traditional Koranic reading 
were it not that the reading ~ ()A (min nai}tihli or nul;ıatihll) based on 
Syro-Aramaic r<~ 1 ni;ıli.tli or ı<~ 1 nu/;.b.liJB is better. Namely, un
der the root ~ 1 nai}ata the Lisan gives a series of phases indicating 
the Syro-Aramaic origin of this root. For example, among others, it 
gives the following verse by the poet ~ __p.ll 1 al-flimiq, the sister of the 
Old Arabic poet ~.)::./Tarafa (c. 538-564 A.D.): 

d ~.....alı , . • .. uwı ,-.J . ~ ~ 
"who brought the lowly among them together with their nobles" 

.foll Lj~ ~ ~\ Lj.Jj.J 

"and the wealthy among them with the needy." 

Asa conjecture the Lisan explains the expression ~ (nai}It as J.p..J 
(da!JI!) (stranger). Yet the opposites of lawly115 and nable,poor and rich 
in both parts of the verse clearly refer to members of one and the same 
community. The ignorance of Aramaic prompts the Arab lexicographers 
to guess the meaning ofborrowed expressions from the context. That the 
error rate in the process is relatively high is evidenced by the countless 

173 Cf. Thes. II 2155: Valet etiarn :r ~ (men d-):postquam (after). Mannli, 407a: 
,m...'\a:r ~ (men da-qriiy): ok..l Wh (as soan as he cal/ed him). 

1 7 4 N ot to be confused with the temporal ı.)o in the sense of~ • ~ ( cf., e.g., Lislln 
XIII 421 b):~~=~ ı.)A(min sanat'n:forayear). 

175 Discovered with the help of Syro-Aramaic. 
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unrecognized Aramaic roots in the Lisiin, the encyclopedic dictionary of 
the Classical Arabic language. In our case, üp...i (na/;ılt) is a clear bor
rowing from Syro-Aramaic ~ (na/;ıTJ or na/;ıJJT/), documented by the 
Thesaurus with ~ ~ (na/;ıiJ 1 na/;ıJJIJ gensd) vir injimus, e plebe 
oriundus: (aman) oflowly origin, and, citing the Syrian lexicographers, 
with the corresponding Arabic translation: ~1_, y...jll_, y...ı:JI ~, 

ignobilis, humilis genere et conditione, y...ı:JI ~. J.,...:.~l ~J. ~J 
y...jll_, as well as further ~ (na/;ıTJ,: descendens, ~I.A. Jj\,j (Thes. II 
2345). As in opposition to üp...i (na/;ılt) is also how the Lisiin explains 
) .• ~\ (an-nuç/llr- actually .J~I 1 an-nuşary:y....jl\ ~W\176 (al-balişu 
n-nasab) (a man) of noble descent, which clearly confinns the antony
mous Syro-Aramaic meaning of üp...i (na/;ılt ). 

The situation is similar for the other expressions connected with this 
root, all of which the Lisan tries to explain through popular etymology, 
but whose real meaning is to be determined through Syro-Aramaic. Rich 
pickings are guaranteed to anyone willing to devote himselfor herself to 
the deserving task of studying the Aramaisms in the Lisan. Such would 
reveal the extent of the Aramaic influence on the Arabic language177 and 

176 Lisan ll 98a. The reading ) .• ~\ 1 an-nuş/Jr results from the lexical equivalent 
ofSyro-Aramaic rG.a._s-ı 1 naşl/;ıll, the meanings ofwhich Mannii (461b) gives as 
follows: (4) yU ._J"\! .~ (successful, victorious, triumphant), and under 
(7) J..;,l.! -~ -~ .u,ı_;.:. (noble, honorable, highborn, illustrious). The 
Arabic expressian ) .• ~\ lan-nuş/Jr renders the Syriac meaning under (4), pre
supposing that the sernantic nuance under (7) is included. Thus here ) ... ~\ lan

nuş/Jr means ul_;.!.\11 1 al-asriif(the notables). 
177 Theodor Nöldeke writes about this influence in a work that he labels a sketch: 
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Die semitischen Sprachen [The Semitic Languages] (Leipzig, 21899) 52: 
"During the entire daminance of Aramaic this language had at least a great 
influence on the vocabulary of Arabic. The more meticulous one's examination, 
the more one recognizes how many Arabic words signi:tying concepts or objects 
of a certain culture have been borrowed from the Arameans [Reference to the 
aforementioned work by Siegmund Fraenkel, Die aramaisehen Fremdwörter 
(Aramaic Foreign Words)]. The northem cultural influence expressedin these 
borrowings contributed considerably to preparing the Arabs for their powerful 
intervention in world history." 
Nöldeke correctly traces the richness of the Arabic vocabulary partially to the 
arbitrarily devised expressions of Arabic poetry and partially to words that were 



smooth the way for ayet non-existent etymological dictionary of Classi
cal Arabic. 

Stili, the above-mentioned evidence merely confirms the Syro-Ara
maic meaning "to be low(ly)." For the meaning "to be hereditary, in
nafe," the Lisaıı cites ~ t..ji ı:;~'il ~ ü:ı...i ~1 ~1 : ~I.J 
( wa-n-na/;ılta: at-/llblatu 1-latl nul;ıita alayhal-insaııu, ay qutia): (an-na
/Jlta is the nature that is hereditary to a person = that is innate to him). 
Inthedefinition of the loan term from Syro-Aramaic na/;ılta (possibly in 
Syro-Aramaic n/JiiJd), the Lisan uses the loan verb from Syro-Aramaic 
nul;ıita (in the passive voice) (to be descended from, to come away from, 
to be deliver ed of in the sense of to be born ), which it takes to be the 
possibly homonymous root ü:ı...i (na/;ıata), but which was probably first 
borrowed from Syro-Aramaic and only understood in later Arabic in the 
sense of to ch ise/ ( actually to knock gff, to chop Q/1, to knock dow n), and 
correspondingly explains it as (the nature according to which one) "was 
hewn, cut, cut to fit," i.e. in i ts sense as "shaped." There is then a cita
tion from al-Li}Jyilııl, which sornewhat correctly explains the expression 
in question: ~\ti.J ~1 ~ (hiya t-fllblatu wa-1-aşl) (it is nature 
and origin, i.e. the innate). 

The other examples in the Lisaıı, ~ ı:;.. r.fill (noble-mindedness is 
innale to him), ~I.J ~1 r:ı.fil4..,jl (he is of a noble-minded nature 

and birth), ~ ~.J ı-.fill ~ ü:ı...i .li.J (noble-mindedness is his by 
birth and nature ), 178 fumish eviden ce of the earlier use of the root ü:ı...i 

common only to individual tribes. His concluding opinion on the subject (58) is 
all the more surprising: 
"But stili the abundance of words is exceedingly large, and the Arabic diction
ary will always remain the principal aid in the search for instruction on obscure 
expressions in other Semitic languages [where just the opposite seems to be the 
case, though he then adds the qualifier]: only if this occurs with the requisite 
amount oflevel-headedness; then it' s quite all right." 

I 78 Lisan II 98b; through the conjectural explanation of Arabic ~ (nai}ata) (97b) 
- ı..::..ı:....;}l (an-napt' with y!ıiliJ y!ı.>ll (an-nasru wa-1-qa§r} (to saw, to peel)
the Lisantestifies to its ignorance of the original meaning of this root originally 
borrowed from Aramaic, when, for example, it explains 4.,j~l 1 an-nu./Jam with 
~1 ı)A ~ 1.... (ma nu./Jita min al-ba5ab) (what has been planed from 
wood). At the same time, this nominal form already exhibits a direct borrowing 
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(nağata) (or nağita) inArabicas a borrowing from Syro-Aramaic ~ 
(nl;ıeJ) in the meaning "to come down from, to give birth to, to be de
scended from. " 

Now, whether one were to read ~ ıJA (min tağtihd), ~ ıJA 

(nağtihd), or (on the basis of the customary defective spelling in the Ko
ran) nu/;ıatiha, 179 would, to be sure, change nothing in terms of the sense, 

from Syro-Araınaic r<~(n.fı/IJd) or~ (naQJ.ı/IJd) with the correspondent 
meaning here, "what has fallen off." Also, ~~ ..:.ı.:....; (na.(:ıata 1-ğabal) does not 

actually mean ~ (qatıı8iıu) "to cuf', but according to the original Syro
Aramaic meaning "to chop of!, to sirike down" (the mountain); the same is true 

for ~lı.Jll (an-na.(:ıa}f) (98a): u_,..>"-" .J4i (/Ib/Jr maTafa) (well-known wells), 

whose original meaning the Lislln again derives from "to cut." The fıgurative 

sense "to degrade," on the other hand, derives from the following expressions 
(98b): ~_, .._..'J : .u~ ..u:...; (na.(:ıatahfJ bi-lisllnihi: lllmahfJ wa-satamahd) 

(to "degrade" somebody with the tongue: to rebuke, revile him); ~~ (an

na.(:ılf) (< Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 na.(:ıl/) means primarily that which is inferior, 

bad, reprehensible; ~ ~~ : 1......::...14 ~ (na.(:ıatahfJ bi-l- 'a$ll : çlarabahu bi
hli) (to hit somebody with a stick, actually in this way "to degrade" him, "to 

knock" him "down" with it); the same is true when one is said~: ol _;...ll ..:.ı.:....; 
(na.(:ıata 1-mar'ata.· naka.(:ıahli) (to "degrade =to dishonor" a woman: to lie with 

her). 

On the other hand, in his Lexicon Syriacum 424b, C. Brockelll!ann categorizes 
the Syro-Ararnaic ~ (n.fıci) etymologically with the Arabic ~ (.(ıatta), and 
that its fırst radical Lı 1 ..ı (nlln) has fallen off suggests, in tum, according to the 
expressions cited in the Lislln (Il 22a ff.), a borrowing from this very Syro-Ara
maic root with the original meaning "to fall off." That this root was unknown to 

the Arabs is shown not least by its reduction in colloquial modem Arabic to a 
verbal form with the meaning "to rub of!, to scratch of!' (see, for example, 
Hans Wehr) as well as "to become worn through use" (said ofpieces ofcloth

ing and carpets, actually "to be worn out, run down") . 

179 Cf. Lislln II 98a where ~lı.Jll ( an-nu.(ıata) is explained with the h elp of ~~ ~~ 
(al-buraya) (shavings). For this unidentifıed Syro-Aramaic root in the Lislln the 

derivation of the Arabic ~l..:...ı (nu.(ıllta) from Syro-Aramaic r<~ (n.(ıaJli) or 

r<~ (nu.(ı.(ıaJli) would nevertheless be obvious, whereby the Arabic feminine 
ending is to be viewed occasionally as a purely phonetic rendering of the Syro

Aramaic emphatic ending of the masculine nominal form. This, however, does 
not rule out the possibility that an Arabic feminine ending may be derived from 

such an ending in Syro-Aramaic. Canceming this nominal form Nöldeke writes 
in his Beitriigen zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft [Essays on Semitic Lin-
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in any event what does speak for the last reading is the fact that both in 
Syro-Aramaic and in the Lislln this root corresponds more closely to the 

meaning "delivery," which the Lislln also documents with further deri
vatives. S ince the Koran elsewhere uses the root .l......! _, ( walada ) for the 
general sense of to give birth and to procreate, but specifıcally uses the 

root~_, (wa(iaa) (to lay, to lay down) (cf. Suras 3:36; 22:2; 35:1 1; 
41:47; 46:15; and 65:4,6) for to be delivered oJ to give birth to, the lat
ter appears to correspond 1exically to the Syro-Aramaic ıhw 180 (na]J.tıe/). 
Accordingly, ~ ü-o (min nu{ı{ıatihd), expressed otherwise in Koranic 

Arabic, would be~_, ü-o (min wa(i'iha) inthesense of ~_, Jh 
(J;ılifa wa(i'ihll), which in turn could be rendered in modern Arabic as 

guistics] (Strasbourg, 1904) 30, under Namina ofthe Form Fu'al: "In Arabic, 
then, the femininum ~W (fu'ala) is stili quite alive as the form of refuse, of 
shavings. This is shown, among other things, by the fact that it can even be 
formed from recently borrowed words." 
That Nöldeke, in the case of the examples named here ö.JI..J..i (nu§llra) (wood 

shavings) and ~US (kunllsa) (sweepings), does not already recognize a bor
rowing from the Syro-Araınaic equivalents that he has also cited, r<ı\.tm.ı 

(nsaıtd) and r<~ (kniJStd), may be because he views his presentation from 
the sole perspective of a neutral study in comparative Semitistics. The same ap
plies for the Arabic form JW (fu'al), which Nöldeke would !ike to see as sepa
rate from the preceding form, but which seems merely to be the Arabic pausal 
form or the reproduction of the status absolutus of the Syro-Aramaic nominal 
form ~ (p 'ald), as several of the examples he cites also attest. Thus Jb 
(su 'al) (coughing) can most likely be derived from ..a.....ı (§'ald), U"\..hc. ( uflJS) 
(sneezing) from ~ ( 'tll§d), ~~ (bunllq) (angina) from ı<a..w (.(ınllqd). 
Other forms derived from Arabic roots would be merely analogous formations. 
From a purely philological perspective, comparative Semitics may be useful, 
but it leads one all too easily to blur the reciprocal influences, relevant to cul
tural history, of i ts individual languages. 

180 Although not specifically in the meaning to be delivered of, to give birth to, but 
in the general meaning to send down, to drop, to /ower, the Eastem Syrian lexi
cographers include among the various derivations the following Arabic equi
valents: Jyl (anzala), ~~ (a/Jfaçla), ..b. (.{ıatta), ~1_, (wll(iaa). (Cf. Thes. 
II 2344 f.; Mannil 442b f.). Since the Thes. does not provide any examples for 
~ (na.{ıl;ıe/) in the meaning to be delivered of, to give birth to, it would be in
teresting to document this usage in other Aramaic dialects. 
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IA.l;!l jl Jb (}Jala tawlidihii) or ~'i_, Jb (}Jala wiliidatihii) (immedi
ately upon her giving birth ). 

The fact that the Koran here uses as a hapax legomenon borrowed 
from Syro-Aramaic this verbal root~ (na.(ı(ıata) (in the sense of Jj.i 
lnazzala, Jj.ii lanzala: to make descend, to bring down =to give birth), 
instead of the otherwise customary Arabic root ~ .J ( waç/a a) (to lay, to 
lay down, to give birth to), raises the question, relevant both theologi
cally and in terms of the history of religions, as to whether the Koran 
does not want deliberately, by this unusual expression, to connect and 
emphasize in a special way the extraordinary delivery of Mary with the 
supematural descent of her son. This question imposes itself all the more 
since the basic stern ~ (n/;ıe.l) "to come down" (said, for example, of 
Christ, who came down from heaven) and the causative stems ~ 
(na.(ı(ıef) 1 ~ı< (a.(ı{ıe.l) "to cause to descend, to send down" (said, for 
example, of God, who sent down his son) have in fact been documented 
in this sense in Syro-Aramaic, though not in the specific meaning of "to 
give birth, to be born" in the sense of a natural birth. 

The search for an equivalent usage in Aramaic finds its confirmation 
in a synonymous expression that Gesenius181 gives under the Aramaic 
root ':ı!l~ (npal) "to falf' in the meaning of "to be born" and explains as 
"actually an extra term for a birth standing in opposition to regular 
natural processes." This usage, attested nowhere else in Arabic, of ~ 
(na}Jata) or (na.(ı(ıata) < Syro-Aramaic ~ (n/;ıeJor na.(ı(ıe.l) in the meaning 
of "to give birth, to be born" (actually "to cause to descend [from abo
ve]")182 would imply, at least in the case of this segment of the Mary 
S ura, an earlier period in the editing of the Koran than the second Mec
can period estimated by Nöldeke-Schwally. 183 In it one can recognize 

181 Wilhelm Gesenius, Ilebriiisches und aramaisehes Handwörterbuch [Concise 

Dictionary of Hebrew and Aramaic], 1915, unrev. reprint (Berlin, Göttingen, 
Stuttgart, 171959) 5 12b, under (b). 

182 What is striking here is that, regarding the "sent-down Scriptures" in the sense 
of revelations, the Koran usually employs the Arabic Jj.il (anzala) (to have 

come down, to send down) in addition to ı,Sil (atli) ( < Syro-Aramaic .~ r< 1 aytf) 

(to have come, to bring, to deliver). 

183 Cf. GdQ I 117-143; but on page 130 (line 3) it is conceded: "The Sura is the 
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with certainty a central element of the Christian components of the Ko
ran. 

According to the Syro-Aramaic reading, the fırst verse segment of 
Sura 19:24 should therefore be understood as follows: 

"Then he called to her immediately after her giving birth: Be not 
sad!" 

Based on this understanding, the concems expressed by Paret in his Ko
ran commentary to this passage (324) as to whether the caller is the new

bom infant Jesus or the infant Jesus stilllocated in the womb, as well as 
the reference to the text from Pseudo-Matthew cited below, are unneces
sary. 

It follows from the preceding remarks that in the second part of the 
verse Y...>'"" ·3t.,-, ~.J ~ .li (according to the previous understanding) 
"Your lord has made a rivulet beneath you," the repeatedly occurring 
•3 t; ... ; (ta(ıtakı) does not mean "beneath you," but "your giving birth." 
Stili to be explained, however, is the expression yy.ıı (sarlya), misinter
preted as "rivulet," with which we would have an example of case (c) 
(see page 24). 

Tabarl(XVI 69 ff.) prefaces the explanation of the word!.?...>'"" (sari) 
with the stereotypical remark that the commentators are of different 
opinions about its meaning. The majority (over nineteen traditionary 
chains) favor the meaning river, little river, a river named Sarf, designa

tian of the 1sii river (= Jesus river), stream, rivulet. In particular, Muğii
hid and açi-J)a(ıl;ıllk believe it is river or stream in Syriac, whereas Sa 'id 
b. Gubayr is of the opinion that it is a stream, rivulet in Nabatean. On 
the other hand, two traditionaries object and advocate the view that Je
sus himself is meant by the designation sarl Probably on the basis of the 
conjectured Persian meaning noble, honorable,184 lbn Zayd asks: "But 
who, after all, could be .u.. .;y.ııi (asrll minhu) nobler than Jesus!" Con-

oldest, or at Ieast one of the oldest, in which holy persons from the New Testa
ment such as Mary, Zachary, John the Baptist and Jesus are mentioned." 

184 Cf. Lislln XIV 377b: u_;JJI_, ö"_,yJI : _,yJI (as-sarw": al-muro'a wa-s-sa
raf) (manfulness, noblemindedness); 378a: additional remarks on (jy-ı (saıf) 
in the meaning of~.,;.!. (sarlf') (noble, nobleminded). 
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ceming the erroneous opinions of those who see a river in this term, he 
makes use of his good common sense and argues: "If thisisa river, then 
it ought to be beside her and not, of all places, beneath her!"185 

But Tabari does not follow him. Like an arbitrator, on democratic 
principles he agrees with the majority that sees in it a stream, from 
which - in his opinion - God has, according to Sura 19:26, expressly 
ordered Mary to drink: ır.~l_, ~ "So eat and drink." 

Among our selected Westem translators of the Koran, only Paret (by 
placing sanin parentheses) suggests that the meaning of this expression 
is unclear. Blachere and Beli seem for the most part to approve of the ex
planation Tabari gives. Blachere only observes conceming ~ 0"' 
(min tal;tiha) that in accordance with Koranic usage this expression 
means "at her feet," and not, as so often translated, ''from beneath 
her."186 Bell, on the other hand, refers to Tabar!(XVI 67 f.) and the 
controversial issue among the Arab commentators as to whether it was 
the Angel Gabriel or the Infant Jesus that called to Mary ''from beneath 
her," conceming which he rightly supposes: "probably 'the child."' 187 

As to the word sarT, in his commentary (I 504 f., v. 24) he considers 
"stream" to be the most likely meaning, but points to the opinion held 

185 The compiler of the Lisan nevertheless sa w no reason not to include the unrec
ognized Syro-Aramaic expressian r.jY-" (sari) in the supposed meaning of~ 
(nahi) (river) and JJ.l;ı- (ğadwal) (brook) and to cite in connection with it the 
corresponding misinterpretation by the Koran commentators: ~\ ~\ 
~\ ı)J I.#YH J~I.S (a smail or a stream-like river thatjlows to the palms) 
(Lisan XIV 380a). As we shall see, this is not an isolated case of misread and 
misunderstood Koranic expressions that have been accepted into the Arabic 
Iexicography without being contested up to the present day. But also other ex
pressions cited by the Lisan under the root i.iY:. (sariya) and !.#..>'-" (sariya) 
and explained by means of fo lk etymology provide ample proof of their Ara
maic origins. To point these out here, however, would be to exceed the scope of 
this study. It would therefore be of eminent importance not only from the 
standpoint of cultural history, but also from that of philology, to scrutinize the 
Arabic lexicon for the countless Aramaisms that have until now been over
looked or falsely taken to be "Old Arabic." 

I 86 Blachere, /oc. cit. 331, notes 23-32. 
187 Beli, /oc. cit. I 286, note 2. 
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by several commentators that it could also mean "chief, head" (referring 
to Jesus) in accordance with the (probably Persian) meaning "to be 
manly, noble," which is listedin the Lison (XIV 377b) under ly.ıı (srw) 
and with a reference to "'-:!~ 1 Slbawayh and ~l.p..lll 1 al-Lil;ıyDnl. 

In examining the corresponding passage more closely, Paret refers in 
his Koran commentary (323, on Sura 19:23-26) to W. Rudolph, 188 who 
says about the attendant circumstances of the birth of Jesus deseribed 
therein: "The most likely explanation is that Muhammed is here influ
enced by a scene the so-called Pseudo-Matthew reports of the flight to 
Egypt in chapter 20 and transfers this to the birth": 

,tunc infantulus Jesus laeto vultu in sinu matris suae residens ait 
ad palmam: jlectere, arbor, et de fructibus tuis refice matrem 
meam ... aperi autem ex radicibus tuis venam, quae absconsa est 
in terra, et jluant ex ea aquae ad satietatem nostram." 

(Translation of the Latin text): 

"Thereupon spoke the Infant Jesus, of joyful countenance sitting 
in his mother's lap, to the palm tree: Bend over, tree, and refresh 
my mother from your fruits . . . further open out of your roots a 
vein that lies hidden in the earth, and let waters stream out upon 
us to quench o ur thirst." 

Blachere, too, sees a parallel to our Koranic verse and an explanation for 
the stream at Mary's feet in this description from Pseudo-Matthew.189 

Beli argues along similar lines in his commentary (/oc. cit.). By citing 
the quoted passage from Pseudo-Matthew the Westem Koran scholars 
had their proofthat in the case of the expression c.jY... (sad) it must in
deed be a question of a watercourse, a stream, just as the Arab exegetes 
had also fınally assumed after all. 

The commentators in the East and the West will be shown, however, 

I 88 Wilhelm Rudolph, Die Abhiingigkeit des Qorans von Judentum und Christen
tum [The Dependence of the Koran on Judaism and Christianity] (Stuttgart, 
1922) 79. 

189 Blachere 331, notes 23-32. 
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that in the interpretation of this Koran passage they have succurnbed in 

the first case to a linguistic error and in the second to fallacious reason

ıng. 

Careful attention to the Koranic context is the fundamental prerequi

site for a linguistically coherent understanding. That the Koran trans

ferred the scene depicted by Pseudo-Matthew of the flight to Egypt to 

the birth of Christ is in no way proven by the passage cited above. The 
sole paraHel is the palm that is spoken of in both passages. The other 

circumstances, however, are completely different. 

Namely, when according to Pseudo-Matthew the infant Jesus directs 

the palm to cause water to flow forth, the logical reason may lie in the 

fact that for mother and son there was otherwise no water in the sur

rounding desert. Bence the command that water bubble forth to slak.e 

their thirst. 

Not so in the Koran. Namely, when Mary according to Sura 19:23 

calls out in despair, ~ \.:..ü ~ J 11\ J,ıi ü.o ~ "If only I had 
died beforehand (i.e. before the birth) and been totally forgotten!" it is 

clearly not because she was dying of thirst! What depressed her so much 
was much more the outrageous insinuations of her family that she was 

illegitimately pregnant, something which is clearly implied by the scold

ing sh e receives in Verse 28: ~~ \..... J ~ .YJ' l yi <.:!! ~1 0~ \..... 0J.JA c.:.ı:;,.\.:ı 
~ ~ "Sister of Aaron, your father was after all no misereant and 

your mother no strurnpet!" (Paret: "Sister of Aaron! Your father was 

after all not a bad guy [note: man] and your mother not a prostitute!"). 

Most likely for the same reason it is also said, after she became preg

nant, in Verse 22, ~ u\S... 4..,1 ü~\! ''whereupon she was cast out 
with him to a remote place" (Paret: "And she withdrew with him to a 

distant place"). 
What is crucial here is the Arabic verb ü~\! (fa-ntabagat), which 

our Koran translators have incorrectly rendered with "she withdrew" 
(Beli), "sie zog sich zurück" (Paret), and "elle se retira" (Blachere). 

Despite the original meaning of Arabic ~ (nabağa), namely, "to send 
back, to reject, to cast out," this expression is actually explained in Ta
bari with ı.:.ı.l~\! (fa- tazalat) and ~J (wa-tanal;ı.{ıat) (she with-
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drew). 190 The reflexive eighth Arabic verbal stern may have also led the 
Koran translators to make this grammatically equivalent, but nonethe
less nonsensical assumption. When one considers, namely, that the Ko
ran, following Syro-Aramaic usage, also uses reflexive stems with a 
passive meaning/ 91 the result is the better fıtting sense for this verse, 
"she was cast out," which indeed also represents a continuation of the 
introductory statement of Verse 16: 

"Make mention further in the scripture of Mary when she was cast out 
!!1'. her family to an gml!1J!.. (= a waste)192 place." (Paret: "Und gedenke in 
der Schrift der Maria (Maryam)! (Damals) als sie sich vor ihren Ange
hörigen aneinen östlichen Ort zurückzog!" ["And makemention in the 
scripture of Mary (Maryam)! (that time) when she withdrew from her 
family to a place in the East"]). The passive usage is additionally con
fırmed here by the preposition .y. (min) (by), which again corresponds 
to Syro-Aramaic practice,193 but is totally impossible according to Ara-

190 TabarTXVl 63. 
191 Cf. C. Brockelmann, Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Grammar] § 167. 
192 The Koranic spelling \:ı§ y.ı is to be read sarqfyii according to Syro-Aramaic 

r6.1:ı'br> /sarqiiyii (empty = waste) and not as Arabic l...:ı--§.;!ı 1 sarqlyii (to a 
place,) "eastward" (Beli). The Syro-Aramaic reading is logically confirmed by 
the parall el verse 22, where it is said that Mary, after having become pregnant, 
was expelled with her child to a place "far away" ( makanan qaslv~: 

'ı· aÔ u\5....""" ü~\.j ~ 
193 Cf., e.g., Lk. 2:18: ~aU ,ll.::nı~ıı<':t ~ı<' l.... a'bo:ıı).ı<' :cu=.x:ı ~cııba 

ı<ı).~'f ...:<!! (w-Jçullhön da-sma(u) eddammaı(ü} 'al ay/en d-etmalla/(1) 1-hön 

men ra'awwatd) "And all they that heard (it) wondered at those (things) which 
were told them 12J!. the shepherds" (from the Syriac Bible 63DC, United Bible 
Societies [London, 1979] 77a). The Koran, moreover, has the same passive 
construction in S ura 21:43, where it is said of the idols: 

. ll..~ 'ı/ '•\ .... L~ ·'ı/ (.)~- ,- J i'+""-' ~ (.)~ 
"they are not (even) capable of helping themselves nor are they (as idols) ac
companied hy us (as helpers)" (i.e. nor are we put with themas god). 
This construction, which is indefensible from the point of view of Arabic syn
tax, also confuses our Koran translators. Paret, for instance, transtates (265): "(
Götter) die weder sich selher Hilfe zu leisten vermögen noch (irgendwo) gegen 
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bic grammar. There is namely no reason for the Koran to submit, as 
classical Arabic grammar would have it, to the prohibition imposed by 
later Arabic (or Persian) grammarians against naming the active subject 
in a passive sentence by means of the preposition ı.:,.. min (by). 194 

Therefore, seen in this light, the classical Arabic grammar proves rather 
to be a hindrance in determining the proper understanding of particular 
passagesin the Koran, while attention to Syro-Aramaic grammar assists 
in opening up insights into heretofore unimagined aspects of the Koranic 
language. This basic Syro-Aramaic structure of the Koranic language 
must be gone into in more detail. 

Thus V ers e 22 - correctly understood - indicates that Mary is cast 
out by her family because she is suspected of illegitimate conception, 
especially considering that the Koran does not place any fiance or sham 
husband at her side to protect her from malicious tongues. Asa result it 
is understandable that Mary in Verse 23, immediately before giving 
birth, longs desperately for her own death. The initial words of consola
tion from her newbom child would naturally need to be directed first of 
all to removing the reason for her desperation. But this could surely not 
occur by attempting to console her with the simple reference to a stream 
allegedly located beneath her. The idea assumed by Tabari that God 
according to Verse 26 had commanded Mary to drink: from it (~ 
ı.F~I.J 1 so eat and drink), therefore misses the mark. For it is not, say, 
the lack of food and drink: that keeps Mary from eating and drinking, but 
much more her depressive mental state. That is why the consoling words 
of her child had to have such a content, so that she would no longer have 
any reason to be depressed and would therefore regain her desire to eat 
and drink:. 

uns Beistand finden [(- gods) who neither are capable ofrendering themselves 
assistance nor find assistance against us (anywhere)] (?wa-la hum minna 

yuşJ.ıabDna)." Similarly Blachere (35 1): "et il ne leur est pas donne de com
pagnon contre nous [and they are not given a companion against us]" Only Beli 
translates correctly in terms of the meaning (1308b 44): "and from Us they wiiJ 
have no company." 

194 Cf. C. Brockelmann, Arahische Grammalik [Arabic Grammar] § 96. 
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The Westem Koran scholars' reference to the above-mentioned pas
sage from Pseudo-Matthew is also fallacious because the expression 
\:ı...>'-" (read sarly/1 in today's Koran), which the Arab Koran commenta
tors had already argued about and falsely interpreted as a watercourse, 
was thereby just as unphilologically and conjecturally confirmed and 
provided, once and for all, with a seal of approval. 

Namely, in the case of this spelling \:ı->--"'" it is not a question of an 
Arabic, but of a Syro-Aramaic root. The problem is also already solved 
if it is presented in its original Syro-Aramaic form as ı<.u (saıy/1). For 
what one expects in the Koranic context is a countering expression to 
the reproach of her illegitimate pregnancy that would suffıce to free her 
of this stigma. Now if one understands unmarried in the sense of unlaw

ful, illegitimate, then its countering expression married would accord
ingiy be lawful, legitimate. And so it is in modem Arabic usage that an 
iliegitimale son ( especially as a swearword) is ~1 y:ıo. LHJ (ibn J;ıarllm), 

which is countered by its opposite J)6. LH) (ibn J;ıaliil) (a legitimate, 
legally born = an upright, honest person ). 

In this context the Syro-Aramaic expression ı<.u (saıyd) has ex
actly this meaning, however, here it is not to be understood asa substan
tive (stream, rivulet), but as a verbal adjective in the sense of "legiti
mate."195 

The twenty-fourth verse of the Mary Sura, which has previously 
been misunderstood as follows by all of the Koran commentators we 
knowof, 

"Then he (probably "the child") called to her from beneath her: 
'Grieve not; thy Lord hath placed beneath thee a streamlet. '" (Beli) 

is now, after this elucidation ofits original meaning, to be understood as 
summarizedin the following way: 

195 See Thes. 114308: ı<u (s~ absolvens; solvit, liberavit. Further,.Manna 816b 
(among the 27 different meanings of ı<u sri) (21): rJ:... ..ı...:.:. • Jb. . .:,:ıl (to 

allow, to declare legitimate; opposite of to for b id, to declare iliegitimale ), and 

under ı<. u saryil (7): r~.J t_,l.u ~ ·e:4-- .J)b. (legitimate, allowed, 
opposite of forbidden and illegitimate). C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 
[Syriac Lexicon]804a: 6. ı<. u (saıyd): licet (it is allowed, legitimate). 
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"Then he called to her immediately after her delivery: 'Do not be 
sad, your Lord has made your delivery legitimate '." 

Only after the infant Jesus has consoled this hitherto despairing mother 
with the acknowledgment of his legitimacy does he direct to her the en
couraging words (from Verse 26) that she is therefore (and not because 
she is dying ofthirst) "to eat and drink and be ~."196 Just as logi
cally does Mary (according to Verse 27) then take heart and return with 
her newbom child to her family. Confronted with the family's initial 
indignation (Verse 28), she follows the instructions of her newbom and 
allows her child to respond (Verses 30-33) and in so doing to reveal his 
miraculous birth. 

Thus, in contrast to the hitherto distortedly rendered Arabic reading 
of this passage, the Koranic presentation of the birth of Christ now for 
the first time acquires its original meaning through the bringing in of 
Syro-Aramaic. 

Misreadings of Identical Spellings 

The Arabic misreading of yy.ıı (sarrylf) for Syro-Aramaic ~u (sa.rylf) 
henceforth opens our eyes to insights into other misread, but originally 
identical spellings in the Koran. So, for instance, in the Koranic version 
of the Tale of Alexander (in which Moses has taken the place of Alex
ander) about the dead fish which upon contact with aqua vita comes 
back to life and escapes into the ocean:197 

196 For the Koranic expressian ~ '.j.).J (wa-qarrl aynan), Mannii gives (698a) 
as the Syro-Aramaic equivalent ~ ~-tao qurraJ aynlf), r<ua' ~ ~-tao 
<qumıJlebba, ıtıblf): ~ja:j . c.J • .:ı,ı.JI () (qurratu 1-ayn, fara!ı, ta'ziya) 

(cheerfulness, joy, consolation); see also Thes. II 3711: r<ua-t ~-tao (qumıJ 

ıtıblf): consolatio (consolation). 
197 Cf. R. Paret, Kommentar [Commentary] 316 ff. 
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Sura 18:61 

lı ·- ·11 • 4.k...ı ~\j . ..;---~ ~ -· 
The last expression (saraba) is understood by our Koran translators as 
follows: 

(Beli I 280): 60. "(They forgot their fısh,) and it took its way in 
the sea freely (saraban)." 

(Paret 243): "Der nahm seinen Weg in das groBe Wasser (bal;ır) 
(und schwamm) aufund davon." 

(Blachere 324): "(lls oublierent leur poisson) qui reprit son che
min dans la mer, en fretillant." 

After remarking (rLJI J,t.l ~1) that the scholars disagree about the 
meaning of this expression (saraba 0 ), Tabari enumerates the following 
opinions: (a) the way the fısh took, so to speak, turned to stone after it; 
(b) rather the water was frozen after its passage; (c) whatever the fısh 
touched in the ocean was solidified into a rock, and (d) the fısh made i ts 
way to the water not in the ocean, but on !and. Tabari lets all of these 
explanations stand. However, he considers as most plausible the inter
pretation, attributed to the Prophet, according to which the water divided 
itself as if in to a passageway in front of the fısh. 198 

Paret disapproves of this last explanation by TabarT and the corres
ponding translation by FriedUinder, according to which the fısh "had 
made its way through a subterranean passage into the ocean." He him
self takes the expression to be an adverbial infınitive of Arabic sariba 
"to flow," which would mean as much as "(and it swam) away." To this 
extent he concedes the correctness of Bell's translation, "and it took its 
way in the sea freelv," whereas B1achere - perhaps inspired by the s him
mering of a mirage (in Arabic ~.,-~1 >" 1 sarab) - transtates the expression 
with "en (retillant" (wriggling). 199 

In fact, only Beli, with ''freely," has correctly guessed the expression 

ı 98 Tabari XV 273 f. 
199 R. Paret, Kommentar [Commentary] 318. 
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from the context, though without justifying it philologically. For it has 
nothing to dowith Arabic sariba (to jlow); otherwise the Arabic com
mentators would have probably also figured it out. The fact, however, 
that they had arrived, so to speak, at the limits of their Arabic simply 
suggests that here it is not a question of an Arabic root. It is surely as a 
result of the preceding and the following rhyme that the Arabic readers 
have here read 4..>"' (saraba 11 ), especially since there is an equivalent 
Arabic root. From this root, however, the Arabic commentators were 
justifiably incapable ofwresting any reasonable meaning. 

However, one of the meanings ofthe Syro-Aramaic participial adjec
tive discussed above, r<. u ( saıya ), which in this case of course cannot 
mean "legitimately," exactly fits the correct meaning here, ''freely." 

Thus M anna (loc. cit.) lists un der ( 5): ~ _;i;. • Jlh... . Y.. (free, unres
tricted, unattached); and the Thes. (II 4307) under the root ı<~ 1 sra: (d) 
solvit vincula, liberavit, dimisit; further C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syria
cum [Syriac Lexicon] 803b (under r<.u 1 saıyll): 2. liber (free). And so 
in this way only the Syro-Aramaic reading 4..>"' = '-:ıy!ı = r<.u (saıya) 
gives the expressian from Sura 18:61 its proper meaning: "And it (the 
fish) made its way ~ into the ocean." Or expressed in modem Ara
bic: IY.,. ~1 ı} ~ ~\.! (fa-tta./]a{/a sabi-1ahu ii 1-bal;ıri hUJTa ). 

Sura 78:20 

We come across another homonymous and misread spelling in Sura 
78:20. There we read: 41..>"' ~tsi J\..,ı.,JI ı.::..ı~J (wa-suyyirat; 1-ğibalu 
fa-kanat sar/Iba11 ). According to the understanding until now: 

(Beli II 630): "The mountains will have been moved and become 
a mirage." 

(Paret 497): "und die Berge bewegen sich (von der Stelle) und 
sind (schlieBlich nur noch) eine Luftspiegelung." 

(Blachere 633): "[ou] les montagnes, mises en marche, seront un 
mirage." 

Noteworthy here is that in the cited translations none of the three trans-
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lators has taken exception to the underlined expressions. Thus they, too, 

are following Tabarl(XXX 8), who explains this verse in the following 
manner: The mountains are blown up out of their foundations and re

duced to dust so that like a mirage they only seem to have their original 

form. 
What is conspicuous in the process is that Tabari does not under

stand the verb ~_;...... (suyyirat) in the original Arabic meaning of the 
word, "to be set into movement," but instead interprets it as "to be blown 

up." In doing so, he may have had other parall el passages in mind, such 

as, say, Sura 19:90, l.lı\ J4,::JI ~-'(and the mountains willfall downin 

ruins), or when it is said ofmountains in Sura 20:105 that ı.F.J ~ 

l.iı...i "my Lord will blow them YJ2" ( according to the Arabic understand
ing) or ''pulverize them, turn them into dust" (according to the Syro

Aramaic understanding200). The following verse provides us with a fur
ther example: 

Sura 69:14 

öhl_, ~.ı ts...ı! J4,::JI_, ı.JA.J~I ···lo,_, 

This is how our Koran translators have understood this verse: 

(Beli II 601): "And the earth and the mountains shall be moved, 

and shattered ata single blow." 

(Paret 480): "und [wenn] die Erde und die Berge hochgehoben 
[Note W: aufgeladen] und (auf) einmal (zerstof3en und) zu Staub 

gemacht werden; ... " 

200 This last meaning is supported by Syro-Aramaic ...!!UıU (nsap), which in the 
Thes. (Il 2477) is equated with the synonym l.w (n!Ja/) (to sift through) and 
thus "to turn into powder, into jlour." The Arabic Uı...l (nasafa) seems to be 
derived from this, according to the explanations provided by the Lislln (IX 
328b), which correspond exactly to Syro-Aramaic usage, ~_;C. :ı>~l Uı...l 
(nasafa s-saya: garbalahu) (approximately, to sift through), as is sifted flour, 
.ljl.....ı (nusafa) (< Syro-Aramaic ..as..ı 1 nsapll). 
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(Blachere 612): "[quand] la terre et les monts, emport<Ss, seront 
pulverises d'un seul coup; ... " 

Tabarrmay have Sura 99:1 or Sura 56:4 and 5 in mind insofar as he sees 
a simultaneous quaking of the earth and mountains in this verse. Accor
ding to a further explanation attributed to Ibn Zayd, the earth and moun
tains are turned to dust.201 Little persuaded by this interpretation, Paret 
chooses to stick closely to the original meaning of the Arabic J.,.:ı.. 

(l;amala) (to carry) with his "hochheben [to lift up]" (or "aujladen [to 
loadj"). On the other hand, Blachere with "emporter [to carry away]" 
and Bell with "to move" venture solely on the basis of the context to 
come closer to the actual sense (to carry away), here too without justify
ing it philologically. In fact, this meaning can only be determined via the 
Syro-Aramaic k (sqa!) (original meaning, "to carry"). Namely, the 
meanings that fit this context are listed by C. Brockelmann (Lex. Syr. 
798b f.) under the numbers 7 and 8, "abolevit" as well as "removit, se
paravif' in the sense of "to remove, to destroy"; further examples in this 
sense are cited by the Thes. under "abstulit" and "sustulit"202 ; finally, 
under (2), Mann/I (8 1 2b) gives the equivalent Arabic as . J-.,...:ı.. • t---i .J 

U.ı..ıı.i (rafa a, J;amala, nasafa) (to lift up, to carry [away], to pulverize/to 
remove). 

With the establishment of the meaning of the Arabic J.,.:ı.. (J;amala) 
that fits this context - "to carry away, to remove, to destroy" - via the 
lexically equivalent Syro-Aramaic expression k (sqa!), we would thus 
have an example of case (t) (see above page 24). 

For Arabic ~j(dakka) the meaning given by the Lisan (X 424b), "to 
destroy, to tear down," is actually adequate. A parallel is also fumished 
by Sura 19:90: l.lıtı ~1 .fo.J (wa-ta/Jimı 1-ğibalu haddan) (nearly 
might the earth split open) "and the mountains fall to pieces." Although 

201 Tabari XXIX 56. 
202 Thes. II 4286 (e) abstu/it; for example, it is said in Ex. 10:19 that Yalıweh 

turned a mighty strong west wind, which drove away, removed the locusts: 
ı<~ mM.ıı...a (wa-sqaltch 1-qam$d); in addition: ~ nuAl k (sqal 
najJ!eh b-samnı/İ) seipsum veneno sustu/it (literally: "he carried (of!) his soul 
with poison" =he destroyed himself, he did away with himselfwith poison). 
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Beli has understood the Arabic expressian correctly, inaccordance with 
the Lisan, the translations proposed by Paret with "(zerstoj3en und) zu 
Staub gemacht [to (crush and) turn to dust]" and by Blachere with "pul

verises [pulverized]" are nevertheless to be taken into account. Namely, 
among other expressions, the Thes. gives as an onomatopoeic equivalent 
to the Syro-Aramaic.D:ı (daq) (contudit, contrivit, comminuit: to crush, 

to grind, to smash to pieces), Arabic ..!l..ı (dak.ka), which it presents asa 
synonym of the Syro-Aramaic ı<u..u., (da(ıl{ıa) (as a passive participle: 
ground, crushed; asa noun: dust, powder).203 The last meaning would 
be the more logical consequence of removal, destruction, namely their 
being reduced to dust or powder. 

According to this clarification and on the basis of the m eaning of the 
Arabic expressian J...:ı,. (J;ıamala) (to carry =to carry away, to remove) 
established via the semantics of its Syro-Aramaic lexical equivalent, the 
verse under discussion (69:14) is thus to be understood as follows: 

"and [when] the earth and the mountains are destroyed (removed) 
and at the same time reduced (to dust)." 

The Koranic conception, accordingto which the mountains are crushed 

or turned to dust on Judgment Day, may now explain why Tabari inter
prets the verb ~.»-" (suyyirat) in Sura 78:20 accordingly and does not 
understand it, as our Koran translators do, on the basis of the Arabic 
s ense of "to set in motion." This makes one w on der whether it is not 
much more likely that Tabadhad read the Arabic transcription of Syro-

203 Thes. I 936 f. connects Syro-Araınaic .ı>:r (daq) (referring to K.) with ı<'b:c>o 
(mliaktd) (mortar) as a synonyın for ı<'ıkı:c>o (mliaqqJd). This would to this ex
tent suggest a secondary formation of the Syro-Aramaic root <1\;,'1::'> mliak 1 
madde/;) (to mix) from .ı>:r (daq) (in the meaning of to crush > ~, da!i). Ara
bic ı.cl....ı (damaka) has most likely been borrowed from Syro-Ardmaic <1\;,'1::'> 
(mliak) (Lis/Jn X 428b) as a metathesis understood in the meaning of "to 

grind'': ~ : ""~1 .A...ı (damaka s-saya: ta/;ıanahu), to which the "grinding 
millstone" ~_,...ı tr.J (rahan damok), as an obvious borrowing from Syro
Araınaic ı6.a:c>o ı<..ı..-t (ral)yli mad-diJkll), clearly points, whereby the Lis/Jn 
interprets the general sense of the Syro-Araınaic nomen agentis ı6.a:c>o 

(maddlJ/rll) (> Arabic ~_,.....ı damtık) as ı):J.:JI 4...y->"' (sarTat• f-tal;ın), a "fasf' 

grinding (but actually a "thoroughly" grinding) millstone. 
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Aramaic "b (s.tar 1 sattal) ü .fo-ı (sutirat 1 suttiraf), s ince only the Syro
Aramaic root produces, besides the Arabic meaning of .fo-ı (satara), "to 
protect, to wrap, to veil," the further meaning of"to destroy."204 

In fact, it is also only through this Syro-Aramaic interpretation that 
the further reading and the respective understanding of the subsequent 
obscure expression 41..>-"' (sar/Jban) is cleared up. It is hard to imagine 
that this expression is supposed to mean, according to the Arabic under
standing, a mirage which the mountains set in motion would eventually 
become. In comparison, the Syro-Aramaic rectifıcation of the misread 
Arabic spelling 4y!ı = 41..>-"' (since the medial 1 is probably alater inser
tion) = Syro-Aramaic ı<..t.x (saıy/1) or in plural (referring to moun
tains) ı<.. b (sra.r.ra) produces a meaning in harmony with the verb .fo-ı 
(s.atara) = "b (s.tar 1 sattal) "to destroy." This we fınd namely in Mann/I 
under the root r«.z (srd) (816a), be it under (lO) in the meaning 1"'-lAI 

ıo ...)#-.J ıı-~~ ~ (to destroy or tear dow n something or other such as a 
building),205 orunder (ll) in the meaning Jl) . ~1 . ~~ (to wipe 
out, to annul, to cancel, to remove).Z06 The latter meaning gives, to be 
sure, the more logical sense to the extent that, as a result of their destruc
tion, the mountains "are wiped out, removed, destroyed, disintegrated." 
Accordingly, if we understand the misread Arabic spelling 41_;wı (sar/1-
ban) not as a noun (mirage), but as a Syro-Aramaic masculine plural 
participial adjective ı<..ü (sra.r.rd) (destroyed, disintegrated [moun
tains]), Sura 78:20 produces the following Syro-Aramaic reading: 

ı<..b «!_ama r<''ta.\ı c!_'i~~a 

( w-mc-st.attrln {fJre w-hawen sra.r.ra) 

204 Cf. Thes. II 2756: (2) destruxit (to destroy); further (2757), with a reference to 
the Syrian lexicographers: (1) evertit, destruxit, diruit, y_?. . c_.ı.;::.il • r» 
(hadama, naqaç/8, barraba) "to destroy, to tear dow n." The same explanation is 
given in Manna(519b) under (3). 

205 For this meaning, cf. Thes. II 4309 (Mk. 15:29): ı<ı..:.a ı<h..m ı<u ,c,ı< 

~n.. ı<&l&l cıı.\ ('im sare hayklll w-bane leh Ja-Jlll/A yawmln): (Ah, thou 
that destroyest the temple, and buildest (it) in three days!), 

206 Cf. C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum [Syriac Lexicon] 803b: (k) delevit, des

truxit; (1) abolevit (to destroy, to annihilate; to extinguish, to eradicate). 
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Accordingly this verse ought to be read: 

l.ıl ~ Uj\$9 IL ll ~ • • .>" U'"R'-' Jlo"' J 

( wa-suttira~ 1-ğiba1u fa-kllnat saraya) 

In other words, in Koranic Arabic in the style of S uras ı 9:90 and 56:6: 

(~ =) lı.\ Uj\$9 n - '1 ~ ~ • U'"R'-' J 

(wa-hudda~ 1-ğibalu fa-klinat habaan) (ta1asat) 

The verse that has heretofore been misunderstood on the basis of the 

Arabic misreading as 

"and the mountains move (from their place) and are (eventually 

just) a mirage" (Paret) 

is now to be understood according to the Syro-Araınaic reading as: 

"and [then] the mountains collapse and disintegrate." 

First of all, the identifıcation would thus be attested of three Syro-Ara

maic spellings in the Koran which, though originally homonymous in 
terms of orthography, w ere later misread in Arabic due to the incorrect 

placement of points (or vowels ): 
a) 4.>" (saı:l)'an) (Mary S ura ı 9:24) ("rivulet") as the Syro-Araınaic 

ı<.. u (saıya) inthesense of "legitimately" (born); 
b) 4.>" (saraban) (Sura ı8:6ı) (said of the fısh, Tabari: "escaped 

through a channef'; Bell - guessed from the context: ''freely", 
Paret: "away"; Blachere: "wriggling") as the Syro-Aramaic ı<.~ 
(saıyd) inthesense of(swam) ''freely" (into the ocean); 

c) 41.>" (saraban) (Sura 78:20) ("mirage") as the Syro-Aramaic plu

ral ı<.. b (S'ra.r.rd) (in reference to the mountains) inthesense of 
"disintegrated, dispersed." 

Secondly, in connection with this we would at the same time have iden

tified the Arabic spelling ~.»-" (su.r.rirat) - which has been misread, 
subject to no challenge by previous Koran scholars and misinterpreted in 
the sense of "to be set in motion, to be movecf' - as the Syro-Aramaic 

root 't~ (sjaı) (to destroy, to tear down) in the passive form 't~~r< 
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(estattai) 
stroyed). 

read in Arabic: ~_fo-. (suttiraf) (to be torn down, to be de-

Sura 13:31 

This last root in tum clears the way for us to identify other homonymous 
and likewise misread spellings, three more of which are given to us by 
the Koran concordance in Suras 13:31; 18:47 and 81:3. Thus, for instan
ce, we read in Sura 13:31: 

~}'11 ~ ,~ •• bii ) J4?JI ~ ~-»" ul_;§ ,J _,l.J 

(Beli I 232, 30): "Though 1 If only by a qur'an the mountains had 
been moved, or the earth been cleft, ... ". 

(Paret 204): "Und wenn durch einen (Offenbarungs)text (qur"an) 
bewirkt würde, daB Berge sich (von der Stelle) bewegen oder die 
Erde in Stücke zerreillt (Note: oder sich spaltet) ... " 

(Blachere 276): "Si une incantation par laquelle les montagnes 
seraient mises en marche, ou par laquelle la terre serait mise en 
pieces ... " 

Here, too, it is not ~ .»" (suyyiraf) that should be read, but following the 
Syro-Aramaic form, as above, ~_fo-. 1 suttirat (to be torn down,, to be 
destroyed ). As for the other Arabic verb ~ ( quttiaf) (literally: to be 
torn to pieces), Paret with the meaning "had been split" in the note and 
Beli with "had been c/efi" have correctly suspected, though without jus
tifying this, that it isa synonym of~ (saqqa), which is usually usedin 
this context in the Koran, for example in Suras 19:90 and 80:26. In this 
respect, it is lexically equivalent to Syro-Aramaic r<~ (şra ), which can 
mean both.207 

207 Cf., e.g., Manna (647b): ~<''s (şrd): (l) ~(qataa) (to cut ojf. to detach), (2) 
~ (saqqa) (to sp/it). This meaning occurs in Sura 2:260: ...ı:ılJI .;.. ~) 1;,J 

~~ (.)Ay..<:>i (Beli I 39, 262): "Then take four of the birds and ineline them !Q 
thyself [' Sense uncertain.]." The latter can be only understood in the meaning 
of the Syro-Aramaic loan-word quoted above as follows: "Then take four of the 
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W e thus would have another instance of case (t) (p. 24) where fre
quently the Koran will ernploy a genuine Arabic expression that renders 
only one of the rneanings of the lexically equivalent Syro-Ararnaic ex
pression on the assurnption that the Arabic equivalent rnust have had the 
identical sernantic content. Thus in countless cases the actual and pre
cise rneaning of an Arabic expression that does not hannonize perfectly 
with the Koranic context can usually be established by way of the se
rnantics of the lexically equivalent Syro-Ararnaic expression. The fol
lowing verse offers us a further exarnple: 

Sura 18:47 

öJ).~ u4a}il ı.;.YJ ~~ ~ r~J 
ı~t ~.).)\&.ı~ ~~J 

(BellI 278, 45): "On the day when W e shall cause the mountains 
to rnove, and one will see the earth stepping forward, And We 
shall round thern up and leave ofthern not one;" 

(Paret 242): "Und arn Tag (des Gerichts), da wir die Berge (von 
der S te lle) bewegen und du die Erde ( darunter?) herauskornmen 
siehst und wir sie (d.h. die Menschen) (schlieBlich alle zu uns) 
versarnrneln und nicht einen von ihnen auslassen!" 

(Blachere 323): "au jour oiı Nous rnettrons les rnontagnes en mar
che, oiı tu verras la terre [rasee] cornme une plaine, oiı Nous ras
semblerons les [les Hurnains] sans laisser personne parmi eux." 

After the lexical and syntactic analysis that follows, this is how this 
verse will be understood: 

"On the day when the rnountains collapse and the earth appears 

birds and cut them (in two)." The prepositional reflexive pronoun 4ıll (i/ayka), 

unusual in Classical Arabic, is known in the Syro-Aramaic grammar as dativus 

ethicus (cf. Th. Nöldeke, Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Grammar], § 224: "The 
preposition ~ (/-) with a reflexive personal pronoun often follows a verb with
out essentially changing its sense." 
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to be sp/it open, we will gather them (the people) together and 
none ofthem will be overlooked." 

First of all, here, too, it is not ~ (nusayyiru) (we move from the 
spot), but ~1 ~ (nusattiru 1-ğibli/8 ) (when we shall tear down the 
mountains) or the passive ~1 ~ (tusattaru 1-ğibalu) (when the 
mountains will be tom down). The next problem case occurs in ı.SY.J 
öj.)~ ,_;;:,...)"xl (wa-tarll 1-arç/a biirizatan) and concems the participial ad
jective ö j)~ ( bilriza), which has been variously interpreted by our Ko
ran translators: 

(Beli): "the earth stepping forward." 

(Paret): "und du die Erde (darunter?) herauskommen siehst (and 
you will see the earth coming out [underneath them?])." 

(Blachere): "la terre [rasee] comme une plaine" (the earth [shav

ed] like a plain). 

Blachere to some extent follows Tabari, who explains this passage as 
follows: On the day when we shall set the mountains in motion and they 
will be removed from the earth, it will appear to the observer to have 
been stripped of every object whatsoever.208 Paret and Beli both attempt 
in their own ways to interpret logically the Arabic root jY. ( baraza) (to 
stand out), one in the sense of "to step forward," the other in the sense 
of"to stand out." 

The divergence in these attempts at interpretation is understandable, 
considering that in the case of the misread Arabic spelling ö jjy ( biiriza) 

(with the secondarily inserted 1) it is not a question of the Arabic jY. 

(baraza), but of the Syro-Aramaic ''~ (= jy) (traz), the meaning of 
which Manna (849a) renders inArabicas ~1 (insaqqa) (to rip open, 

to split).209 In Syro-Aramaic this ciause would read .<'"" 't~ ~'tl< 

208 TabarT XV 257. 
209 Cf. further Thes. II 4498, '"'.\ (traz 1 tam:z): dirupit (to tear, to tear open); 

,-,.\.\ır<> (ettrez 1 ettarraZ), ,-,ı\ı\ı\r<> (ettalraZ): diruptus, scissus foit (to be torn 

open, sp/it open), 
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r<~~a ( w-Je.ffi.zc ar 's jr!zd), "and (when) the earth appears to be sp/it 
open," and would be translated into Arabic ~ ı.JA.}ll ı.SY.J (wa-tarli 
1-arç/8 ) or in the passive voice ( wa-turli I-arç/u munsaqqa), whereby we 
would have an example of case (e) (see page 24, above ). 

Finally, what is striking about the genuinely Arabic expression _;.:ıW 
(nuglidir) is that its actual sense (to abandon) does not quite match the 
usage expected here and approximately presumed by our translators 
with "to leave," "auslassen [to leave out]," and "laisser [to leave]." 
However, ifwe bring in the lexically equivalent Syro-Aramaic verb .ı:ı..u: 
(sfıaq), we notice that Mann/I (765a) cites among the eight different 
meanings: (1) _;.:ı\i;. . ~y (to leave, to abandon); (2) Jii:-1 . J..,AI (to neg
lect, to faiZ to do, to overlook). From the last meaning it becomes clear 
that the Koranic expression is meant in this way, and that only this 
meaning lends the Koranic expression its precise nuance. 

The same is true of Sura 18:49, where the identical expression ap
pears once more: 

Sura 18:49 

1..\t.......:ı..l 'YI ô • "Y ô · .. c J\.A..ı "Y ~1 11\ JL.. ~ .J~~ . 

"What is it with this register that it overlooks neither a large nor a 
small ( deed) without taking it into account! (Roughly: What kind 
of register is that, that does not fail to take into account the small
est thing!)" 

Thus we would have a further example of case (f) (see p. 24). 
In other words, in Koranic Arabic the verse under discussion from 

Sura 18:47 would accordingly read: 

IJ:ı.l ~ Ji&j ~ r+i_,.h.J ~ (JA_;~I ı.SY.J J4;JI ~ f"Y..J 

"On the day when we shall tear down the mountains and you will 
see the earth split open and we will gather them (the people), 

without overlooking ev en a single one of them." 

Read this way, however, the sentence does not have a very harmonious 
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ring to it. But ifwe read the first part of the verse passively, "On the day 
when the mountains are destroyed and the earth appears (literally: is to 
be seen) split open," this reading would produce a more plausible sense. 

The main problem, however, is of a syntactical nature and can be 
found in the second part of the verse, w hi ch, as a coordinate clause, is 
combined with the first by means of the conjunction J /wa (and) with a 
simultaneous shift in tense and subject, which here emerges as God in 
the first person plural. Our Koran translators have noticed that the tem
poral ciause introduced by the adverb f'-'= (yawm 8 ) (on the day when) 
lacks the expected apodosis. As a result, each has tried in his own way 
to deal with the problem. Whereas Paret makes it into an exclamatory 
ciause that requires no apodosis, Blachere links it with the preceding 
verse and sees in it a simple succession of individual statements. Beli, 
on the other hand, reproduces the Koranic sentence faithfully, but sees 
that the ciause hangs "in the air" and therefore suspects a gap, which he 
illustrates in his translation by starting a new paragraph with the second 
part of the verse and by leaving the line before it empty. 

For this kind of sentence structure, the ı<~ 1 Psi.tta, the Syro
Aramaic translation of the Bible, offers us several typical examples. 
There is the following passage, for example, from the story of Joseph 
(Genesis 39:10-11): 

~~ : nil ı<'am ~ .da .~a...b ~ ~am ı<'bı<' :u 

a .•• ı<ba.. ..?!1 11.1:1 ı<'acı;ıg_ : ~ ı<'Q~a m~cU 

(w-kad amra (h)wlltleh kullyöm , w-Ili slimac (h)wli lah , 1-

meJimak 1-wliJllh wa-1-mehwe 8ııımllh , wa-hwli .b-.fıad men 

yawmlljli ... ): 

"When she spoke to him day by day, but he harkened not to her 
(insofar as) to lie by her and to be with her, [and] it happened 

d "210 one ay .... 

In the case of this temporal senten ce introduced by :u ( kad) (as, when) 

21 O The Jerusalemer Bibel [Jerusalem Bible] (151h edition, Freiburg, 1979) makes a 

new sentence out of the apodosis of the Psitta (Verse ll). 
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the apodosis begins with the conjunction a 1 w (and): "When she spoke 
to him ... , and it happened ... ". Just as in the English (and German) 
construction, however, this and in both the Syro-Aramaic and the Arabic 
temporal sentence is not only superfluous to introduce the apodosis, but 
above all confusing. lt appears, if only sporadically, to have slipped into 
Syro-Aramaic as a Hebraism via the translation of the Bible. In most 
cases, however, it is left out in the Psitta. The same applies for the Ko
ran. 

To this extent the observation about Ancient Hebrew that Theodor 
Nöldeke had already made in his above-mentioned sketch Die semiti
schen Sprachen [The Semitic Languages] (26) comes into play: 

"The character of Ancient Hebrew is in essential parts of it, in 
particular in sentence construction, very old-fashioned. The coor
dination of sentences predominates over subordination more than 
in another Semitic written language more exactly known to us. 
The sentences are preferably joined together only with an "and." 
Even subclauses and adverbial modifıers, especially of a temporal 
nature, are commonly combined to form a whole with a mere 
"and it was," "and it will be," and then the main ciause is loosely 
linked to that with an "and."21 1 Naturally, it is thus for us often 

21 I Note (I) "For exarnple, 'And it was when he had made an end to offer the pre
sent, and he sent away the people,' Judg. 3:18 (= 'And when he had made an 
end ... , he sent away the people'). 'And it carne to pass that Isaac becarne old, 
and his eyes becarne weak to see, and he called Esau his eldest son,' Gen. 27:1. 
'And it was at her coming, and she moved him,' Judg. 1:14. 'And it carne to 
pass in the evening, and he took Leah his daughter,' Gen. 29:23- 'And it shall 
be if the wicked man (be) worthy to be beaten, and thejudge shall cause him to 
Iie down and to be bcaten ... ,' Deut. 25:2. 'And it will come to pass on that day, 
and I will break ... ,' Hos. 1:5. Similarly in countless cases." 
In the case of all of these passages the "anel' before the apodosis is left out in 
the Psiffll. The passage cited from Judges 1: I 4, however, reads according to the 
Ps#tnversion: ~ ma.:ıı< C!! l~ ~~~.;t~~c\ıı< . .d~ :ua (w-kafi Jıy
Ja, eJrağrgaJl-mesal men alıoh Jıaqld) "And when she came in (to her husband, 
i.e. when she was led to him), she was moved (by him) to ask of her father a 
field." 
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doubtful where, according to the s ense, the apodos is begins. 212 

What are so lacking are partides that could clearly express the 
tiner concatenation of thoughts. To a large extent fantasy deter
mines the usage of the verb tenses, sametimes seeing what has 
not been completed as completed, at other times what has been 
completed as stili taking place." 

This observation ofNöldeke's on the syntax of Ancient Hebrew fits the 
sentence from Sura 18:47 being discussed here exactly, because: 
(a) as a result of the "superjluous" J 1 w (and), the apodosis begin

ning with ~ y:;.:. .:2 ( wa-l;ıa8arnahum) has not been identi:fied as 
such by our Koran translators, even though the tense change it in
troduces (perfect as opposed to the imperfect in the protasis) par
ticularly emphasizes this and clearly distinguishes the two parts 
of the senten ce from each other; 

(b) Nöldeke's comment, according to which something future (not 
completed) is presented as having already happened whereas the 
protasis is in the imperfect (or future) tense, is further true here of 
the apodosis in the perfect tense ı~t ~ .,;..ı\.A.j el! ~y:;.:.J (lit
erally, "and we have gathered them and overlooked none of 
them" instead of "and we shall gather them and overlook none of 
them"). According to the modern-day understanding just the op
posite relationship would be correct: "On the day when = when 
one day the mountains have collapsed and the earth has split 
open, we shall gather them together and overlook none of them." 
In this respect, Nöldeke's previously cited comment on Ancient 
Hebrew is also true of this unusual sentence construction: "To a 
great extent fantasy determines the usage of the verb tenses, 

212 Indeed, Nöldeke's comment (18) in his Neue Beitriige zur semitischen Sprach

wissenschaft [New Essays on Semitic Linguistics] in the chapter on "Stylistic 
and Syntactic Peculiarities of the Language of the Koran," (paragraph four), 
bears witness to this: "Frequently a protasis in the Koran lacks the apodosis or 
the main clause." At the same time, Nöldeke apparently did not notice that his 
observations about Ancient Hebrew can also in part be carried over to the Ko
ran. 
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sometimes seeing what has not been completed as completed, at 
other times what has been completed as still taking place." 

The lexically as well as syntactically misunderstood and distortedly ren
dered sentence from Sura 18:47, 

"And on the day (of the Last Judgment), when we move the 
mountains (from their places) and you see the earth (under them?) 
come out and we (finally) gather (all of) them (i.e. the people) (to 
us) and do not leave out one of them! [Und am Tage (des Ge
richts), da wir die Berge (von der Stelle) bewegen und du die 
Erde ( darunter?) herauskommen siehst und wir sie ( d.h. die Men
schen) (schlieBlich alle zu uns) versammeln und nicht einen von 
ihnen auslassen!]" (Paret) 

should be understood, on the basis of the lexically more reasonable 
Syro-Aramaic reading, but syntactically on the basis of a sentence con
struction that is also attested in part in the Syro-Aramaic translation of 
the Bible under the influence of Biblical Hebrew, as follows: 

"On the day when the mountains collapse and the earth appears 
to be rirmed open, we shall gather them together and overlook 
none ofthem." 

Sura 37:78-79 

Insofar as for Arabic yU:. (gadara) (to leave, to abandon) the Koran also 
uses <:!! y ( taraka) as a synonym, reference will be made in the case of 
the latter to the following spellings misread in four passages as ~ y 
( taralma) ( we have !efi, to be left over) instead of ~ .J ( = ~ .J4 < Cl\.._ t::ı 
1 baırek) (b/Jrakna) (we have blessed). These are the following verse 
refrains in S ura 37 to the memory, respectively, of the prophets Noah, 
Abraham, Moses and Aaron, and Elias: 78, 108, I 19, and 129. Verses 
78, 108 and 129 each run: L>.ı._P.\'1 ~ ~ ~_;_, (wa-wakna alayhi tl 
1-'a!ıirln); Verse 119, referring to Moses and Aaron, says in the dual: 
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ı.J:ui. 'JI ı) 1 •&Jic US. y .J ( wa-tarakna alayhima li 1- ~irln). By o ur Ko
ran translators this verse refrain (78) has been renderedas follows: 

(Beli II 445): 76. "We have left upon him among those of later 
times (the saying) ... " 

(Paret 371): "Und wir hinterlieBen (als ein Vermiichtnis) unter 

den spiiteren (Generationen den Segenswunsch) fiir ihn ... " 

(Blachere 477): "et Nous le perpetuames parmi les Modernes." 

Thus our Koran translators follow Tabarl(XXIII), who essentially inter
prets verses 78 (68) and 108 (88) in the following way: We have pre
served a good memory of him (Noah or Abraham, respectively) among 
the generations after him until doomsday. Thus may he be assured of the 
blessing: "Peace be (respectively) upon Noah, upon Abraham!" 

What is surprising, however, is that the same spelling in Verse 113 
~~ ~ .J ~ US. Y..J ( wa-barakna "alayhi wa- "ala lsf.ıaq) "and we 
blessed him and Isaac," has here been read correctly, in contrast to the 
four misread passages. For particularly in connection with the preposi
tion ~ 1 "ala this spelling scarcely allows any other reading than ıl! Y. 

(b/Iraka) (to bless). Inthesense of"to leave a legacy," as Paret under
stands it, ıl! y ( taraka) ought to be followed positively by the preposition 
_J 1 li- (in favor of) and not by ~ ( "ala), w hi ch would have the negati
ve meaning of"to leave (something) to someone asa burden." 

Undoubtedly responsible for this incorrect reading is the misinterpre
tation of the expression <} ı.).!..;i.'JI (li 1-'alıirln), which can have two 
meanings, depending on which substantive one infers with it: (a) the "la
ter (generations)," as Tabari interprets it, or (b) the "later (times)"= the 
future world, the hereafter. In the singular feminine form the tatter 
meaning is common in Arabic (ö ..;i. ':/1 1 al- ~ira 1 ı.S y:io. \ıl 1 al- U!Jra < 

Syro-Aramaic ı<ck.tuı< 1 (a)f.ırayta).213 The plural form that appears in 

213 Cf. Lisan IV 14b: s:-~1 )..ı: ö_p.'ıti.J r.S_?..'ıi.J (al-U/ıra and al- 'a/.ıira: the per
petual place ofresidence, the hereafter). With regard to its being a borrowing 
from Syro-Aramaic o<IL't»r<' 1 (a)l)raytil cf., e.g., Mannil (14a): (2) ö_p.1 ('abi
ra), ~4-ı (nihaya) (end = last days, hereafter). 
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the Koran 0:!Y...~I (al- 'a/ıirln) here refers either to Syro-Aramaic r<ı..::., 

(za!ıne) (times)214 or r6:ıb. ( "alnıey (worlds).215 Precisely the latter mean
ing is referred to in the verse immediately following Verse 78, i.e. Verse 
79, 0:1-..WI ~ c_,i ~ ~ , which has been misunderstood by our Ko
ran translators as follows: 

(Bell II 445, 77): "Peace be upon Noah in (all) the worlds." 

(Paret 371): "Heil (sa/ilm) sei über Noah unter den Menschen in 
aller Welt (al- "a/aman)!"216 

(Blachere 477): "Salut surNoe dans l'Univers!" 

Yet what is to be understood in this context under ~1 (al-"alamln) is, 
as a transliteration of the Syro-Aramaic ~ ( "almln), "both worlds": 
this world, the seeu/ar world, and the next world, the hereafter. What is 
intended here by the Syro-Aramaic plural suffix -e._ 1 -In would be the 
Arabic dual suffix 0:! 1 -ayn. Namely, this understanding follows from 
the Koranic context insofar as God (a) rescued Noah and his family 
from the Flood (Verse 76) and kept his descendants alive (Verse 77) and 
(b) in addition to this, he has praised him in the hereafter (Verse 78); 
from which results (c) (Verse 79): "Peace be upon Noah in both 
worlds!" In other words, God's blessing applies to Noah in this and the 
next world. Also corresponding to this sense is the summarizing conclu
sion in Verse 80: "Thus (namely) do we reward the righteous!" The pre
viously cited Verses 78 and 79 are therefore to be understood as follows: 

"And we blessed him (in addition to this) in the hereafter: Peace 
be upon Noah in both worlds!" 

214 Cf., e.g., Thes. I 127: ı<:. 'tur<' ~~ (b-zal:!ne [a].(ıraye) "novissimis tempori
bus." 

215 Cf. Thes. II 3009: c.:'l.a~:ta ~:t ~ ( "alml! d-qaymfn w-da-1TdTn) sae
cula praesentia et futura (present and future "worlds"); in addi tion, 2899 u nder 
(2): ı<:::nh ı<ım (hilna "almd) haec vita (this [earthly]life, this world), in oppo
sition to: :ı..ck...:t ı<:::nh ('alma da- [Id) (future world); hence the "two worlds": 
ı<:::nh c!..'tc\ı (tren "alme) (Ephr. II 338A, ... ). 

2 1 6 The plural form (al- "alamDn) that Paret puts in parentheses and gives in the 
Arabic status rectus should therefore be viewed as hypothetical. 
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The other verse refrains 108, 119 and 129 are to be understood accord
ingly. Furthermore, in Sura 26:84 what is meant by the term LJ:!_jı..)ll (al
'a/Jiı1n) is also not the "later (generations)" (Paret), but the "last (times)" 
= the "hereafter." 

Sura 26:90-91 

In order to returo to the spelling JY. (baraza), the verses 90-91 from 
Sura 26 may be cited in this context: 

· Wl-·~~11 • · • .. :-:.n ~1 ~ ·1 U:!.J rr-:- '--l.JY..J ~ • ____,)_.) 

Without further ado following the laconic interpretation by Tabarl(XIX 

87), our Koran translators render the underlined expressions as follows: 

(Bell II 357): 90. "The Garden shall be brought nigh to those who 
show piety, 91. And the H ot Place advanced to those who are be
guiled, ... " 

(Paret 304): (90) "Und das Paradies wird (an jenem Tag) an die 
Gottesfürchtigen nahe herangebracht. (91): Und der Höllenbrand 
wird denen, die abgeirrt sind, vor Augen gestellt ( buırizal)." 

(Blachere 397): 90 "[au jour ou] le Jardin sera avance pour les 
Pieux 91 et la Fournaise sortie pour I es Errants ... ". 

It remains to be seen whether in Arabic the root Ulj (zalafa) really does 
mean li.l ( dand) ( < Syro-Aramaic ı<.ı :w 1 dnd) or y _) 1 qaruba ( < .:o tc 1 

qre/ı) "to be near, to come closer," as the Lisan (IX 138a ff.) conjectur
ally explains it in referring to two dubious Arabic verses. On the other 
hand, ifwe base it on the Syro-Aramaic root~' (zlap), what results in 
the first place is the figurative sense "to shine, to gleam, to adorn."217 

Whence the retleetion on whether the spelling ~ jl should be read, not 

2ı7 Thus the Thes. I ı 130 cites: ~aı (zfllllpll) ornatio, politio, ~:ı ~aı 

(ZO/lljfll d-mllne) elegantia vestium, (in Arabic): 4i.JY..J yt;JI Ji.... (ornament 
and sh ine of clothing); further ı 13 1, under ~ ~ (m-zalplt), al so as applied 
fıguratively to "elegant and brilliant discourse." 
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"uzlifat," but ~jl "azlaqaf' or "uzliqat" In fact, only the Syro-Ara
maic root .ıU, (zlaq) yields the original meaning of "to radiate, to 

shine," which the Thes. (I 1131) assigns to its more common variant 
form ~, (zlag). This is, in turn, used most of the time in the Apel 

form. 218 Therefore the reading ~jl (azlaqat) would be justified. Ac
cordingly, Paradise would not be "brought near unto the god-fearing" 
(Paret), but would, more reasonably, "shine {orthfor the god-fearing." 

This reading is confirmed by a number of expressions that the Lislln 

(X 144b) cites under the root Jlj (zaliqa), whereby it, in turn, is also not 
always able to distinguish here between the Arabic original meaning "to 

slide" and the homonymous Syro-Aramaic root with the original mean
ing "to shine." What is in any case revealing is the meaning "to adorn 

oneself: used to explain (with reference to. Abll Turllb) the reflexive 
stern Jly (tıızallaqa): ı:);y l::ıj c.:i..JlJ ~ Jly (it is said of someone 
tazallaqa and tıızayyaqa when he smartens himselfup). This meaning is 
also confırmed by the ensuing .fıadlt accordin~ to which 'All character
ized two men coming out of the baths ı).ıil_;... (mutazalliqayn) "all 
spruced up" as W:ıftl.i..ll ()o (mina 1-muta/Jirln) "belonging to those wfıo 

strut." The dosing explanation is equally clear: ~ ~ l::ıj ~)1 Jly 
~J J:!Y. -ü _,ll üfi.: (one say s of someone tazallaqa when he looks 
after himself in such a way that his [skin]color receives a glow and a 
shimmer [a shimmering glow]). On the other hand, the Lislln (IX 138a 
ff.) cites several expressions under the root ı.....Alj (zalafa) that probably 
belonged under the root Jlj (zaliqa), for instance, when it deseribes the 
mirror as .Wjll (az-zalafat' (139b) although it points rather to the Syro
Aramaic ,ıU, (zlaq) (to shine). 

Now that the Lislln has also confirmed the Syro-Aramaic reading, 
the first part of Verse 90 cited above is accordingly to be understood as 
follows: 

"(on the day when ... ,) and Paradise will sh ine forth (or adorn it
sel() for the god-fearing ... " 

2 ı 8 Cf. Thes. I ı 126, under aph. ~u< (azlej) affulsit, effulsit, splenduit; and with 
reference to the Syrian lexicographers: ~~1 . F . t..l )..ıl Jy!il. 
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The spellings that were misread (as ~ jl 1 uzlifat) in S uras 50:31 and 
81:13, but which are in reality homonyms (ı.:ıiljl 1 azlaqat 1 uzliqat), are 
to be corrected in the same way. 

As for the misread spelling ı.::..ı jY. ( burrizat) in the second verse 
segment, what was already said above about the Syro-Aramaic root ,,c)ı 

(traz) (to sp/it, to split open) in Sura 18:47 can be applied, so that here 
He11 will sp/it itself open (in the sense of to open up suddenly) in order 
to "devour"219 the damned. Summarizing, the doub1e verse from Sura 
26: 90-91 wou1d thus read: 

"(On the day when ... ,) (90) Paradise will shine (orth (or adorn 
itself) (91) for the god-fearing and He11 will sp/it itsel{open for 
the damned. "220 

Sura 68:51 

Picking up from the root Jlj (zaliqa 1 zalaqa (< ,ıU, 1 zlaq), reference 
will bemade to a passage in Sura 68:51 that, though read correctly, has 
nevertheless been misinterpreted: 

219 Compared to this, immediately after Christ's death on the cross, according to 
the Christian idea, Sheol is "sp/it open" to free the souls imprisoned therein as a 
result of the work of salvation; this is documented by the Thes. (II 4498) with the 
following citation from Jacob of Sarug (d. 521 A.D.): a..ıı.!Ua ~a...ı ~'"'~~ı< 
ai.:. ~., ı<"':ı.aı (cttarzat syöl wa-npaq sclfre da-lılılsln balı) (Sheol sp/it 
itselj open. and the rows [of people] imprisoned therein cam e out). 

220 Namely, the lcxical basis of the Arabic word ÜH\i:.. (ğllwln) is the Syro-Ara
maic ~ (t'd), which Mannll (289b) defınes inArabicas follows: (!) r..S.i:
(ğawiya) (to lose one's way, to go astray), (4) .illA. . .ll,ı (bl/da, halaka) (to be 

lost, to be damneğ). It is also likely that it was from the latter meaning that the 
Arabic ~(hall/k) "eternal damnation" (cf. H. Wehr) originated asa religious 
technical term. Here, too, as so often, the Koran uses the fırst lexical meaning 
of the Syro-Ararnaic expression in the assumption that the further meanings will 
emerge from it as a matter of course. 
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Our Koran translators render the underlined expression as follows: 

(Bell II 599): 51. "Lo, those who have disbelieved almost cause 

thee to stumble with their looks, when they hear the Reminder, 

and they say: 'Surely, he is mad' ." 

(Paret 4 79): 51: "Diejenigen, die ungHiubig sind, würden di ch, 

wenn sie die Mahnung [d.h. den Koran] hören, mit ihren (bösen) 

Biieken beinahe zum Straucheln bringen. Und sie sagen: ,Er ist 

G a) besessen'." 

(Blachere 611 ): 51 "En veri te, ceux qui sont incredules, ayant en

tendu cette Edifıcation, te perceront221 certes de leurs regards et 

diront: 'Certes, il est possede! '." 

Thus they partially follow the interpretations enumerated in Tabari 

(XXIX 46) for the express i on .ili _,il~ (Ja-yuzliqlJ.naka). In doing so, 

however, they pay no attention to the one that comes closest to the Syro

Aramaic sense, namely: .iliy:.~ (la-yaşraclJ.naka) (they would almost 

"knock" you "down" with their looks). In connection with this, Tabari 

makes reference to a saying of the Ara bs: ~ ~ r.~ ~ ~ U)IJ ..:ıi..S 

~J (so-and-so nearly "knocked" me "down," ''floored'' me with his 

penetrating glance ). The Lisiin (X 144b) cites the express i on .u.! j f .u.!) 
~~ (azlaqahu /zalaqahu bi-başarihi), though without quite knowing 

how to interpret the verb .,ıj (azlaqa). Asa conjecture it gives the ex

planation "to force sameone from his spot or position" as well as the 

above-mentioned saying with the meaning "to knock down, to dash to 

the ground," to which it adds the following: ~\ı ..:ıi..S \_)=u JJ U)IJ ~ 
~ ~ ..:ıi..S J ("so-and-so cast me such a look as to almost devour me or 

knock me dow n"). 
In fact, however, the root J.\j (zaliqa 1 zalaqa) is connected with the 

Syro-Aramaic .ıU' (zlaq) to the extent that the latter can mean not only 

"to be radiant, to shine, to gleam," but also - under the Apel form 

221 Here Blachere adds the following note: "yuzliquna-ka 'they will pierce you.' 

Literally: they wi/1 make you slide. The sense seems to be: Considering the 
Prophet to be possessed, they try to exorcise him and resort to hypnotism." 
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.ıtlu< (az/eq) - "to jlash, to cause to jlash,"222 and thus in a general 
sense: "to kil! by lightning, to dash to the ground, to strike down."223 

However, the fındings made in the meantime as to the confusion of 
specific Syro-Aramaic letters in the process of transcription from Gar
shuni 1 Karshuni into the Arabic writing system224 make it more likely 
that the Arabic letter _J 1 L in ~_,al .>.ı 1 yuzliqiinaka is a mistranscription 
of the Syriac letter ~ 1 ayn. Read Garshuni /Karshuni "'\'~ı.. =Ara
bic ~_,ic~!yuz}qiinaka (< Syro-Aramaic ...J ,ıu., lzaq, ı. to cry,yell, 2. 
to pea/, rumb/e [thunder], Afet .ıu.H<" /azeq- cf. Mannii 205b), this 
verb means asa variant of Arabic ~ /şaaqa (1. originally: to cry < 
Old Aramaic 1 Hebrew j:'l1~ /şaq): 2. to strike down with lightning- the 
tatter meaning Arabic rather ~~ /aşaqa (cf. Lisiin X 198a:~t..-1 ljJ : 

:i.ic.t........ll ..ı.:li........1 /aşaqat-hu ş-şa1qa: is said ofsomeone struck by light
ning). This meaning is to be assumed figuratively, in the causative/tran
sitive stern inthesense of"to strike suddenly down", as in the verse dis
cussed above, and in the intransitive stern in the sense of "to collapse 
suddenly", as attested in Sura 7:143: Li.....:. ~.S"" YA yı._, "and Moses Jel! 
(suddenly) down thunderstruck."225 

222 Cf., e.g., C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 1 98b: ı<ı:ı....\' (zaliqd) 1. Fulgor, 
radius (lightning, ray); Af Fulgere fecit (to cause to flash ). 

223 Cf. Thes. I 1131: ı<ı:U' (zalqd)folgur, ~:ı ı<ı:U, (zalql d-ma/Je) ("lightning 
sırike" = ''jlash of lightning') KEpauv6ç. 

224 Cf. the contribution of the author "Relics of Syro-Aramaic fetters in Early Ko
ran Codices in /fiğ/Jzl and KoD Style " in the anthology "Der frühe Islam [The 
Early Islam]" cited above, p. 377-414. 

225 Morphologically, the Koranic spelling ti........:.(traditional pronunciation şa!qan
Syro-Aramaic şa qd) renders accurately the Syro-Aramaic status emphaticus as 
attributive form of the passive participte ·~, /zaqll, Old Aramaic * ~j:'l1X 
lşaqll, as discussed above in the chapter on Satan (p. 98). In the vemacular of 
the Near East the word ~lj lz11qa > zliqa in the seııse of lightning, thunder
bolt (< Syro-Aramaic ı<.\uı..o.., 1 zaqta [cry], r<&u:ıcu., lza(Jqta [lightning]- cf. 
Mannii 205b) is quite common. 
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Sinse it appears now clear that the meaning lightning, thunderbolt is a meta
phorica1 sense derived from the original meaning cry, none of our Koran trans
lators seems to have noticed that the Koran employs the synonymous Arabic 
substantive ~ lşayl;.a in the same sense (cry = lightning, thunderbolt). This 
meaning can be inferred from the context of the following ten Koran passages: 



The philological discussion of Sura 68:51 leads us henceforth to the 
following understanding: 

"Truly, those who are unbelieving would with their scowls have 
almost struck you down ( = looked daggers at you) when they 
heard the admonition, saying: 'He is indeed a possessed one!'." 

So understood, the verse being discussed from Sura 68:51 would thus 
be: 

,Truly, those who are unbelieving would with their scowls have 
almost dashed you to the ground (as if with a bolt of lightning) 
when they heard the admonition and (at the same time) said: 'He 
is indeed one possessed!' ."226 

Suras ll: 67,94; 15: 73,83; 23: 41; 29: 40; 36: 29,49; 38:15; 54:31. Although 
Tabarl(XlV 44) explains this word in Sura 15:73 (~1 la$-$By,{ıa =the cry) 
as ylj,.jl ~L....ı 1$ll1qat al- aflllb (the lightning of pain = punishment), all our 
three Koran translators understand it literaly as cry (Beli: the Shout; Blachere: 
le Cri; Paret: der Schrei). On the other hand, the word ~ 1$ay,{ıa (cry) in 
eschatological connexion has the sense of the (trumpet)-blast on the Judgement 
Day. This understanding can be derived from the following passages: Suras 
36:53; 50:42 (cf. fallawing Suras, where it will be b/ast upon the trompet: 6:73; 
18:99; 20:102; 23:101; 27:87; 36:51; 39:68; 50:20; 69:13; 74:8; 78:18). The 
word ~ 1 $By,{ıa ( cry 1 lightning 1 trump of doom ), that occurs thirteen times 
correctly in the Koran, isonce misread in Sura 80:33. The Koranic seeming ha

pax legomenon with the spelling 4...;.\.-11 (allegedly 8$-$ll/ıba), from a nonexis
tent Arabic root ~ 1 $abba, is nevertheless correctly explained in the Lisiin (III 
33a) as ~1 18$-$8y,{ıa (the cry = crack of doom). The medial L /alif in the 
misread 4...;.\.-11 is, as seen above (p. 72-96), an altemative writing of medial -:ı 
Iy as in ôi.Y.(falsely ö.,.IJ:I/ barii'a) = ~Y.I barfya > br'fya (Suras 9:1 and 54:43; 
see above p. 97 ff.). That this uncommon spelling has its origin in an occasional 
Syro-Aramaic orthographical peculiarity will be shown elsewhere. 

226 From the different renderings of the verb tenses one can see that our Koran 
translators are having trouble coming to terms with the syntactic cohesion of 
this sentence. What determines the tense in this case is the main ciause in the 
past tense 1_,......... W (lammll sami11) "when they heard." The imperfect subor
dinate clause, w) _,i.l..J ( wa-yaqolon) (literally) "in that they speak" deseribes an 
action occurring in the past and is therefore to be rendered in the perfect tense 
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Additional examples in the Koran of apodoses 
introduced by .J 1 wa (and) 

Sura 37:103-104 

The further apodos es exceptionally introduced by the conjunction .J 1 wa 
(and) will demonstrate that Nöldeke's remark- that in the case ofmany 
a protasis in the Koran the apodosis is lacking - is for the most part not 
true. Among other p1aces, we encounter such a temporal ciause in Sura 
37:103-104: 

~1 uL ·1 <U.ı.li 1 ·. · ·- n -Ui wJ W! ,...- ..r-. (.) • J ~ .J 

Here, despite the .J 1 w (and) preceding it, the apodosis has been cor-
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with "in that they spoke." The same applies for the moda! and main verbs that 
are likewise dependent on the main ciause and in the imperfect tense at the be
ginning, .ili _,il_}.;! • ~~ 1 yakada , la-yuzliqOnaka, which for the same reason 
should be rendered in the perfect tense with "they were almost ab/e to dash you 
to the ground' or subjunctively ''they would almost have dashed you to the 
ground." In this regard, cf. C. Brockelmann, Arahische Grammalik [Arabic 
Grammar], § 92 (a): "The imperfectum (indicative) deseribes an event or state 
of affairs as taking place or existing before the eyes of the speaker; it can thus 
refer to all three time levels." 
This last comment thus justifıes not only the perfect, but also the subjunctive 
understanding of .ili _,il_}.;! • ~~ (yakadu , la-yuzliqanaka), here, however, with 
reference to the past and not to the present or future, as all three of our Koran 
translators have it, without exception. This in turn fınds its justifıcation in § 92 
(e): "By means of an imperfect subordinated to a perfect, an action is expressed 
that accompanies an other action, and indeed a past action." 
If necessary, one could also see in this imperfect tense a case following § 92 
(b): "As praesens historicum it can also vividly deseribe the past." 
Accordingly, the syntactical relationship of these connected dauses ought to be 
seemingiy clear. Paret, however, rips apart this structural harmony by making 
the adverbial complement ü) _,&;_, (whereas what ü) _,&; rA_, wa-hum yaqulan 
really means is "whereby they said') into an independent ciause in the present 
("And they say"). As one can see, it is not the fault of the Koran if it is even 
misunderstood in places in which in Arabic it is seemingiy ~ (mublıı) 
"clear." 



rcctly identified, already by Nöldeke,227 and by our Koran translators.228 

Because of other misreadings, however, their translations will be given 
in the following: 

(Beli II 446): "When they had resigned themselves, and he had 
laid him down upon his face (literally, 'to the forehead'), (104) 
We called to him: 'O Abraham!' ... " 

(Paret 372): "Als nun die beiden sich (in Gottes Willen) ergeben 
hatten und Abraham seinen Sohn (W.: er ihn) auf die Stim nied
ergeworfen hatte (um ihn zu schlachten), (104) riefen wir ihn an: 
,Abraham!' ... " 

(Blachere 479): "Or quand ils eurent prononce le saltim et qu'il 
eut place l'enfant front contre terre, (104) Nous lui criames: 
'Abraham!' ... " 

The following Syro-Aramaic reading will result from the philological 
analysis of this connected double verse: 

(103) "Now when the two of them were finished (arranging the 
pyre) and he (Abraham) had (laid) him (his son) bound upon the 

fire(wood), (104) we called to him: Abraham! ... " 

The first thing to be said about the verb ~1 (aslama) (< Syro-Aramaic 
;alzı< 8Slem) is that according to its Syro-Aramaic transitive usage it is 
apriori not to be viewed as reflexive in this passage, as Paret and Beli 

227 Th. Nöldeke, ibid. 18 (penultimate paragraph). 
228 Nevertheless, Paret remarks in his Commentary (417) in this regard: "The apo

dosis seems to be missing. For this reason an equivalent supplement must be in
serted at the en d of Verse I 03 ( according to ZamabSari and Baic;lawi after qad 

şaddaqta r-ru'ya in Verse 105). Or it is to be assumed that the apodosis is ex
ceptionally introduced by wa- (as TabarT says concerning this passage; ... )." 
In fact, Tabaıt (XXIII 80) maintains that the "Arabs" sometimes set the .lJ 1 

waw (and) in front of the apodosis of ljj_, ~-' W9 (fa-Jamma, })atta, idd) 
(as, until, when) (i.e., of temporal clauses beginning with these three words). 
Stili apparently nobody has noticed that this usage, limited to the Koran, is to a 
certain extend indirectly a Syro-Aramaism, but is more frequently a Hebraism. 
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have done, in part following Tabarl229 In his Commentary Paret refers 
to Helmer Ringgren, Islam, asiama and muslim (Uppsala, 1949) 26 f. 
The Künstlinger translation reproduced there, "When they were fin
ished" (27), should not be dismissed just because asiama in this mean
ing is not attested in Arabic and because Künstlinger had taken this from 
Hebrew. To be more exact, it has been taken from Syro-Aramaic. Both 
meanings, (a) to submit (oneself) and (b) tofinish (something), would in 
themselves be acceptable according to the Syro-Aramaic ,U..Zr< (a8lcm), 

depending on which object one is imagining with it.230 For the under
standing of the Koranic context, however, Genesis 22:9 ought to be 
quoted: 

"And they came to the place which God had told him of; and 
Abraham built an (or the) altar there, and laid the (fire)wood in 
order (upon it); then he bound his son Isaac, and laid him on the 
altar upon the (fıre)wood."231 

In contrast to this, the Koranic report skips the details relating to the 
arranging of the altar and the fırewood, but summarizes it in the out
come with W...\ \..J9 (fa-Jamma aslamd): "Now when they were finished 

(with the arranging of the pyre)." This interpretation is supported by the 
traditional reading according to Ibn Masiid, lbn 'Abbas and Muğllhid 
upon which Blachere (479, note 103) bases his translation: fa-/amma 
sallama (misunderstood by Blachere as follows): "Quand ils eurent pro
nonce le sa/am" (when they had spoken the salaam). Yet precisely this 
variant reading, which in the Arabic transcription is to be pronounced 

229 Tabaı1(XXIII 79) gives three interpretations for the verb: (a) to agree, to be of 
the same opinion (both Abrahaın and his son agreed ... ); (b) to submit (to the 
divine will); (c) the son surrendered himseljto God, whereas Abrahaın surren

dered his son to God. All three interpretations correspond to the Syro-Aramaic 
.,:U .. ıu< (a!lem) (Thes .. II 4186f .. ): concordavit; se dedivit; tradidit .. 

230 Cf .. Thes. II 4186: .,:U.ıu< (a!Jem) (I) complevil, perfecit (to bring to an end, to 
complete); (4187): Cum ~ (nap§a): se dedidil (to devale oneself, to submit). 

231 Translation according to the Syriac Bible 63DC, United Bible Societies (Lon

don, I 979) I Sb. 
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W... 1 salima and not sallamll, is equivalent to the Syro-Aramaic ~ 
sleıd.Jf): "(when they) werefinished.232 

Against Ringgren's opinion that the most natural explanation here 
would be that Abraham and his son had submitted to God's will, one can 
point to Verse 102 from which this already follows. Namely, in response 
to Abraham's question concerning the sacrifice of his son, which God 
had demanded of him in a dream, the son consents and declares that he 
is willing to submit to God's command.233 That the two then set out on 
their way, as well as the other unmentioned details from Genesis 22:3-9, 
is presupposed by the Koran as already known. As a result it is more 
likely that W....l l..J! (fa-/amın/I aslamd) ("now when they were finishecf') 
is to be understood as the conclusion of the prior preparations. The relat
ed ~ -U:i.J 1 wa-tallahu Ii-1-ğabln ( according to the previous reading): 
"(after they were finished, and he) had thrown (him) downon his fore
heacf' (Paret), fits just as logically as the last act before the burnt offer
ing. The following analysis concems itselfwith this last detail. 

Of all the previous scholars of the Koran, none appears to have be
come suspicious about the detail just cited, although neither in the Bibli
cal account nor in the Apocrypha, nor in any other literature is there any 
indication that Abraham had specifically laid (Speyeri34 or thrown his 
son down on his forehead (Paret). The Westem Koran scholars must 
have seen in this a Koranic variation. 

But even linguistically nobody has raised any objections, although 
the conjectural explanations on this point by the Arabic Koran commen-

232 See Thes. II 4183: ,.h (slem), Ar. F (salima),fınitus, completus, absolutus 

est; and with a reference to the Syrian lexicographers (4184): ~ (slemnan): 
\.:ıc. _;! (faragnll 1 farignd): ("we are fınishecf'). The expressian mentioned by the 
Lisa.n (XII 291a) .JA~I ()A F ( salima min al-aım') is accordingly not to be un
derstood, as interpreted by the Lislln in Arabic, as l.:ı--i (nağd) (to escape from, to 

successfully elude an affair), but in the Syro-Aramaic sense as .U. f:._;! ( farağa 1 

fan'ga minhu) (to be finished with it). 
233 The reference in the Haggadah to the devation of Abraham and his son, men

tioned by Heinrich Speyer, may also refer to this (Die biblischen Erziihlungen 

im Qoran [The Biblical Stories in the Koran]165). 

234 Cf. H. Speyer, /oc. cit. 164. 
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tators are scarcely convincing. Thus, for example, Tabari (XXIII 80) of
fers the following interpretations for this passage: (a) He threw him to 

the ground on his (temple?) (here Tabari explains the dual ü~l [al

ğabinan] as that which is located to the /efi and right of the forehead, 
and furthermore that the face has two [temples?] ü~ [ğabinan] be
tween which is the forehead); (b) he laid him down with his face to the 

ground; (c) he threw him down on his mouth; (d) he threw him down on 
his forehead;( e) he held him by the forehead to slaughter him. 

Jeffery (101), uncontested and without any further justification, 
adopts the interpretation given by Tabariunder (a) with the definition: 
"The temple, or side of the forehead." But his subsequent explanation is 

indecisive: 

"The exegetes got the meaning right, but neither they oor the 
Lexicons have any satisfactory explanation of the origin of the 

word from the root~" 

Citing Barth, he nonetheless considers an early borrowing from Aramaic 
~l,:l) (g!ıind) (brow or eyebrow) or Syro-Aramaic ~ (g/ıind) (eye

brow) to be possible. What is taeking here, however, is any indication of 
the usage of~ (ğabin) (jorehead) in modem written Arabic,235 as well 
as in the contemporary Arabic dialects of the Near East. 

But actually the above-mentioned clarification of the expression by 
Tabari does suggest the meaning of the Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 g/ıinll 

(eyebrows). When Tabaı1 explains that there are Lı~ (ğabinan) to the 
left and the right of the forehead, he with certainty means by that the 
Syro-Aramaic ~/ gl:!Ine, namely the two "eyebrows," and not, as 
this came to be misunderstood by the Arabic lexicographers, the two 
"sides oftheforehead."236 But if the forehead lies "between the two eye-

235 See, for exaınple, Hans Wehr Arabisches Wörterbuchfor die Schriflsprache der 
Gegenwart [Arabic Dictionary for the Written Language of the Present Day] 
(Wiesbaden, 51985), in which the meaning given there besides "forehead," 
"side of the forehead," must have sternmed from this misinterpretation by 
Tabarl 

236 The Lisan (XIII 85a) explains this as follows: ~.J ' t..ı.......ll J_,i :~I.J 
t.JW.J ~1 ~ ı.Jc. ı.)~ (al-ğabln is the upper part of the temple; of 
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brows," this absolutely corresponds to the Syro-Aramaic expression 
~ ~ 1 beJ g!ılne'}, namely that which lies "between the eye

brows" (or in the area ofthe eyebrows), i.e. precisely: the ''forehead.'.237 

Arabic ~ (ğabln) in the meaning of ''forehead'' probably originated 
etymologically from the Syro-Aramaic by omitting the Syro-Aramaic 
~ bei) (between) and adopting the singular or pausal form of~/ 
glılnd). 

But the real problem does not lie in the etymologically correct expla
nation of this expression, but in its misreading. In fact, the concrete 
guidelines of the Biblical account (Gen. 22:9) provide us with an indica
tion of the real sense of this passage. There it says namely that Abraham 
has "bound (his son) and laid (him) over the (jire)wood. Upon closer 
examination, the Koranic passage proves to be absolutely adequate. 

Namely, unsubjected to further justification by Arab commentators 
on the Koran and just as seldom subject to exıl!flination by Westem Ko
ran scholars, the meaning of the verbal root J:i ( talla) in the sense of 

these there are two w~ 1 ğabln8ıı to the right and to the /efi of the forehead); 
and according to e~ ı.J.!I 1 lbn Sayyidih: LJ.o ~~ ~ wl.! yo. w~l_, 
~~ ~l..w.i ~) 1~ ~Wl tJ:H \.4 ~4- (the ğablnaıı are two mar
gins surraunding the forehead on both sides in the area above the eyebrows up 
to where the hair begins); c.:.ı,ı.;..~l ~J ~L..:.Ill tJ:H t... L..ı. :~_, (others say: 
these are each located between where the hair begins and the rim of the eye 
socket); ~ ..illj c.$' ~l..ı.lll.le. ~ 0,!C-..ı......JI tJ:H t... ~~ u_,yo. ~-' 
~1_, (on the other hand, others say: the edges oftheforehead in the area be
tween the two temples through to the forehead ha ir, all this is a ğabln = a fore
head); w~ t...ı. J_,i,ı ı.>-IJ (some say however that there are "two" w~ 
ğabinan-by which probably only Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 gJıine "eyebrows" 

can be meant) w~l : w~l_, . ~yJI ~ l.l. ~-': ı.j.JAJ"11 J\! (al
Azharl said: the linguistic usage of the "Arabs" corresponds to this; al
ğabhataıı "the two foreheads" = a/-ğablniin "the two eyebrows" (?). As Jeffery 

has remarked above, one scarcely knows, in fact, what to do with such interpre

tation attempts. This, however, is a typical example of Arabic lexicography 
whenever it is a question of the etymological explanation of borrowed expres
sions. Especially striking here is the constant appeal to the linguistic usage of 

the "Arabs," even when it is not infrequently a question of Aramaisms. 
237 Cf. Thes. I 643: BH, cf. Philos. Syr. 12: ~~(beJ glılne)frons, ~ 

(ğabha); Manna (89a): ~ (ğabln), ~ (ğabha) iforehead). 
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t~ (şaraa) (to throw to the ground) has become accepted. And this 
although this root has never been accepted in this meaning in the Arabic 

language (in H. ~ehr it is not even cited once). Even if the Lisan (XI 

77b) can explain -Ui ( lılllahu) with 4\.c. ~ (şara Bhu), in doing so it is re
lying on this misinterpretation by the Koran commentators. That it fur
thermore cites as evidence for it, among other things, a verse by the poet 

~1 1 al-Kwnayt (al-Asadi) (680-744 A.D.), illustrates precisely that 
often clumsy method of the Arabic lexicographers, who, in order to ex

plain obscure Koranic expressions, invoke, as false evidence of them, 
their misunderstood use in later Arabic literature. 

In reality the Koranic spelling -Ui 1 t-1-h is in turn based on the Syro

Aramaic root ..ö~ (tl/I), which the Thes. (II 4440) links etymologically 
with the Arabic )\:i ( tııl/I) (to follow ), but who se lexical m eaning it gives 
with the Arabic Jk. ( aJJaqa) (to hang, to hang up).238 That Syro-Ara-

238 C. Brockelmann, Lex. Syr. 824b, instead cites the Arab. J; (ta/la) demisitfunem 
(to /et down a rope), which he may have taken from the Lisaıı (Xl 79b). How
ever, the verse that the Lislln quotes as evidence for this interpretation (to /et a 
rope down when drawing water in a well) is seeemingiy unclear and does not, 
to be sure, permit this assumption. What suggests i tse if more would be, in imi
tation of the Syro-Ararnaic root, the meaning "to hang, to hang up" or "to tie 
up," say, ona hanger or a roller (cf. the Arabic explanation given in Manna 
(149b] for the Syro-Aramaic terrn r<'Ua:ı (döllld): ~1 ~ w~ wl:....~..ı 
"Wl "lil..ı'i ~ ~-' "two suppports affıxed above a well on which a 
wheel is attached/or the drawing ofwater"). Namely, the meaning "to attach, 
to tie (to), to tie up" for the Syro-Aramaic .öı\ı (tld) is rendered by Manna 
(838b) in Arabic under (3) as follows: ~ ( 'allaqa), J..lii (ana.ta), ..l...ı.J (raba.ta). 
Similarly, in reference to a female camel (spoken of ina !)adli) with 4t! (fa
tallahd) (Lisaıı Xl 78a), it is not "he had her kneel," as presurned by the Lislln, 
but ratper "he tied her up" that is meant. In general, the Lisaıı here confuses the 
roots J; ( talla) and )\:i (ta/li) because of the defective Arabic spelling. Only 
with the help of the cited expressions cana given meaning sametimes be deter
mined on the basis of the context frq,m the equivalent Syro-Aramaic root. As 
concems the further l)adiJ ı.j~ ı) wt! ı.;:.ı..J'-JI ıYijöı.. &~.kı w,ı:;l (Lisan Xl 
78a f.) (the keys to the treasures of the earth were brought to me and hung on, 
tied to my hami), this last meaning from Syro-Aramaic .öı\ı (t/11) would fıt bet
ter than the interpretation presumed by the Lisan, "thrown dow n into my hand." 
The same is true of the Syro-Aramaic root lı\! (ta!) to which the Thes. (II 4437) 
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maic ..6~ (tliJ) can at the same time mean "to hang, to hang up" and "to 

tie (to), to bind' is illustrated by the Thes. (II 442) under (3) with the 

following citations: 

..a....o'-"" ,mard~ (tliiwü{h)y ba-zqfj511) (they hung him on = 

bound him to the cross); ı<m....o h ..6~ (tle al qaysa): in cruce 

pendens ( hanging on the cross = bound to the cross). 

But the Thes. (Il 4441) presents us with a further instance that could 

have virtually be taken from our Koran passage. Namely, in speaking of 

Abraham it is said: r<~ h m'\.::1 ..6~ (tla breh al iata) "he bound 

his son (and placed him high) upon the pyre" (i.e: he placed his son 

bound upon the pyre). The Syro-Aramaic expressian r<~ ( JiJ!ii) (here 

to be understood as altar, pyre)239 in tum helps us to decipher the mis

read expressian ~ (li-1-ğabln) (previously understood as: to be 

thrown down upon one's forehead). Namely, read differently, this 

should yield a synonym of r<~ ( Jl1111) (altar, pyre). For that, we only 

need to imagine the point under the ~ 1 ğ as not being there, which 

results in the reading ~ (li-1-}J.abln or li-1-biJbbin). However, read in 

Arabic the root ~(babana), after a search through the LisiJn, produces 

no meaning. Y et here, too, as in the case of the two preceding expres

sions, an identical Syro-Aramaic root should help us further. 

First of all the Koranic spelling ~ suggests the triliteral Syro

Aramaic root ~ (bban). With the original meaning of "to be lazy, 

sluggish," this proves, however, after a check of the Thesaurus and Bro

ckelmann's Lexicon Syriacum, to be unsuitable. The next root to be con

sidered is the mediae geminatae ...:::ı.u (ba!ı) whose original meaning "to 

burn"240 appears to fit our passage. The suffix LJ:ı 1 -In would correspond 

assigns the Arabic JJ (ta/la). Here, too, the explanations provided by the Lisan 

(79b) are not always convincing. 

239 Cf. Thes. H 2891 (2) excelsum, altare, ara. 
240 Thes. I, 1168: ..::w (l;ıab), exarsit, accensus est. Mannil (213b): .liJI (ittaqada), 

~\ (iltahaba), ro ~1 (ittarama). Arguing in favor of a borrowing from Syro

Aramaic is the Arabic root Y.:., (l;ıabba), which is stili cornmon usage only in 

the meaning "to love, to !ike," which derived originally from "to be injlamed in 

lovefor." 
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to the Syro-Aramaic masculine plural suffix -e._ -In. The Syro-Aramaic 
transcription ~ (l;ıabbrni41 would accordingly be an active masculine 
plural participle, congruent with the reference - implicit in the Koran 
but explicitly named in Genesis 22:9 - to r<ı:naD (qayse) (pieces of 
wood), which would yield the meaning "the (pieces ofwood) (for) burn
ing." The originally attributive active participte (the burning), referring 
to the implicit noun (pieces of wood), would substitute for it as the sub
stantive. Accordingly, under 0.!p. (l;ıabbln) = ~ (l;ıabbln), in analogy 
with the Koranic plural ..l_,§_, ( waqfld) (Suras 2:24; 3:10; 66:6; 85:5), one 
would understand "burning" (materials 1 pieces of wood) = "burning 
materials" 1 "pieces ofwoodfor burning' (or collectively:.fırewood).242 

Stili to be explained in the case of~ (li-1-J;ıabbln) is the function 
of the prefixed preposition -! 1 li-. On the basis of the examples cited 
above from the Thesaurus, one would here expect the equivalent of the 
Syro-Aramaic h (al) (on, above), i.e. the Arabic ı)c ( 8Ja). It is not 
documented in Classical Arabic that the preposition l 1 1- is used in 
this meaning.Z43 The Thesaurus also gives no example for this usage in 

241 On the verba mediae geminatae, cf Nöldeke, Syrische Grammatik [Syriac 

Grammar], § 178 B. 
242 On the attributive use of the active participle, see Nöldeke, Syr. Gramm, § 282, 

par. 2: r<c).:ı.o... ı<''ta.J (nllr8 yaqettd) "a burning fire," several times in Daniel 
3; on the nominal use of the participles: §§ 281, 282; the Thes. (I, 1621) provid

es a further example in this regard with r<:uı... (yaqdd) (1) fo m es, ligna quibus 
ignis accenditur, ~1 (al-l;ıatab) (jirewood), for which Manna (315a) addi

tionally ci tes the Korani c .ı _,i .J ( wuqod) (jirewood, foel). The Thes. documents 

..-. tl;ıalı asa verb (I 1 168): m..1!:0'J ~ r<i::ıo~ (g~ l;ıa/ıen meneh) car
bones succensi suntab eo (coals blazed up out of him), 2 Sam. 22:9, Ps. 13:9; 

and additionally as a substantive (1 l 70): r<:.c:ı-. (l;ıabboJıd) quidcunque facile 
accenditur, quisquiliae, sarmentum (anything easily inflammable, hay, brush
wood), accompanied by further examples. 

243 Yet what Cari Brockelmann calls "the direction-pointing la," as discussed in his 
Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der s emilisehen Sprachen [ Outline of 
the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages] II, Berlin, 1913 (rpt. 

Hildesheim, 1961}, 377, § 242, has in reality the same function. This appears 
clearly from the example quoted there: inkabba Jjuağhihi meaning (he) "fell on 

his face." That this la- is a reduced form of ~ 1 'ala > ~ J 1 ila > _J 1 la 
(not li-)will be explained in a forthcoming publication. 
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Syro-Aramaic. Maıına, however, out ofa total of31 functions ofthe l 1 
1-, mentions under the twenty-fifth the meaning ~ (ala) (on) with 
the following example (364 a): 

~~ r6!ı....m r<"~r<"ı\uta ~'tr6:1 ~a:ı ~ml c\ı....r<> ıd 

( iliiJ 1-hön dumsi! lı-ar ır w-seJesJll sima 1-slJıı) 
. ö~ ~ l.ı:.y:...JA t:.ıj ")!_, ~}JI ı)~ ~l.lı ")! 

"They have neither bases (anchored) in the ground nor foundation 
based on rock." 

Further Utilization of ..J / li- instead of~ ( ala) 

Sura 7:143 

W e further encounter this function of ...J 1 li- in the meaning of~ (ald) 
(on) in Sura 7:143: ~ ~.) ~ W9 (fa-/amma tağallll rabbuhu jj-1-
ğabal). The preposition ...J 1 li- (actually la-), here as dative, has been 
misunderstood by our Koran translators as follows: 

(Bell I 150, 139): "but when his Lord unveiled His glory to the 
mountain, ... " 

(Paret 135): "Als nun sein Herr dem Berg erschien, ... " 

(Blachere 191): "[Mais] quand son Seigneur se manifesta ~ la 
montagne, ... " 

However, what is probably meant here is that God appeared on the 
mountain, as is confirmed by Exodus 24:16. This function ofthe prepo
sition ...J 1 li- (la-) in the s ense of .)c ( alli) (on, above ), a function that 
is documented by the Eastem Syrian lexicographers, is one of the bither
to unappreciated Eastem Syriac details in the Koran. 

Thus, according to the Syro-Aramaic reading, the double verse 103-
104 from Sura 37 is to be understood as follows: 

,Now when the two of them were finished (with the arranging of 
the altar for the burnt offering) and he (Abraham) had (laid) him 
(his son) bound upon the fire(wood), we called to him: Abraham!" 
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Another reading of the spelling ~ (la-1-]Jllbbln) would be conceiv
able since, unlike the Thesaurus and Brockelmann's Lexicon Syriacum, 
Manna (216a) also quotes the Syro-Aramaic verbal root -2"' (]J!ıan), par

all el to ....,... (]Jll/ı), in the meaning, r~l Uttarama), ~1 (ista"ala), 
&~ (ta ağğağa) (to burn, to flare up, to b/aze up) and with it the extend

ed verbal stems ~ (]Jabben), ~ı< (e.P.ıabban), ~ı< (a]Jben), and 
~c\ıı< ( etta]Jban). The absence of this root with this meaning in the 
other lexicons, however, gives rise to the suspicion that this might only 

be a secondary formation from....,... (]Ja!ı).244 However, if this variant was 

in fact in use among the Eastern Syrians, two things would be conceiv

able: 
(a) as a singular passive participte ı<ı..a..::u. (]Jfıind) (in the Arabic pau

sal form ~ 1 ]Jabln) it could be included among the substantives 
as a synonym for r<":ı.ıı.. (yllqc/d) ifırewood), something which 

would change nothing in the proposed interpretation; 
(b)however, if by it one understands, in reference to Isaac, the 

"burnt offering," it would then be permissible to understand the 
preposition __J 1 li- (la-), not in the meaning ~ ( ald) (on, abo
ve), but as a particle of determination in the sense of as, to (re

spectively, to do or to become something). Even though Nöldeke 

considers this function in Syro-Aramaic to be a Hebraism from 
the translation of the Bible (Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Gram
mar] § 247, e.g., Gen. 2:7), Manna (363a) cites it under I_;J.I..c. 
( "IISiran) (tenth) iı.J.J~ (li-ş-şayrflra) (as an expressian ofbe
coming) with the example: ~r4 ~ r<'amı< (ehwe 1-kön ]-a
bd) 4l ~ w_,si (a.klinu la-kum aba n) (I will become asa father to 
you). In this meaning, the verse ~ ..ıJi_, (W.....) W.....l Wi (fa
lamm/1 aslamll 1 salima wa-tallahu 1 talllhu ~-l]Jabln) (Syro-Ara
maic: ~ ,m....lc\ıa a::rU.x <:, !~.!lı. (kaıi den slem(D) wa-Jllly
(h!) ~-]J/ıind) would be understood as follows: 

"Now after the two of them were finished (with the arranging of 

244 Perhaps falsely derived from the unrecognized suffıx of the 3'd person perfect 
feminine plural of~ (/;ıa/}en) or the 3rd person masculine plural of the active 
participte ~ (l;ıabbTn), or ofthe feminine plural ~ (l;ıabbtln). 
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the altar for the burnt offering) and he (Abraham) had bound him 
(his son) to become (as) a burnt offering, (we called to him: 
Abraham!) ... ". 

Y ct as reasonable as this reading may appear, it has two arguments 
ııgainst it: (a) the prototype of the Biblical account (Gen 22:9), accord
ing to which Abraham bound his son and laid him on the fırewood, and 
(h) the circumstance that, at least until now, the Syro-Aramaic root~ 
( (ı/ıan), except in Manna, does not appear to have occurred anywhere 
else in Syro-Aramaic literature. Thus, as things stand, preference must 
he given to the fırst reading. 

Finally, a point should be made about a further detail in the last 
verse. The borrowed Arabic particle r:) 1 an (properly en > an, from Old 
Aramaic ı;ı 1 hen> lN 1 en, originally, among other things, a demonstra
ıive pronoun) used so frequently in the Koran to introduce direct speech 
(~Y.\1 J 1 an ya lbrah'im) is nothing other than the rough translation 
of the corresponding Syro-Aramaic particle :ı 1 d, which also has this 
function.245 Asa Syriacism, this use of the particle J 1 an proper to the 
Koran has never really been absorbed into the Arabic language, even 
though it was employed in later classical Arabic literature in imitation of 
the Koran, and this, probably also for the reason that, because unusual, it 
was considered particularly c/assica/.246 

Sura 12:15 

Moreover, another apodosis introduced by the conjunction J 1 wa (and) 
occurs in the following temporal sentence from Sura 12:15: 

245 Cf. Th. Nöldeke, Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Grammar] §§ 341, 367,372. 
246 Cf. C. Brockelmann, Arahische Grammatik [Arabic Grammar] § 147, note 2 

(184). However, Brockelmann refers, in the case of the function of ı:ıl 1 an to 
introduce the direct question in classical Arabic, to no dependence whatsoever 
on Syro-Aramaic. 
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Confused by the J 1 wa (and), our Koran translators are unable to com
prehend the syntactical scheme of this temporal sentence made up of a 
protasis and an apodosis and try in different ways to fınd a solution: 

Bell (I 219) fails to see the apodosis and suspects a gap in the 
text: "So when they had taken him away, and agreed to place him 
in the bottom of the cistem . . . .. .. and W e suggested to him the 
thought: 'Thou wilt certainly tell them of this affair of theirs, 
when they are not aware' ." 

Paret ( 191) com es up with the apodos is and puts it in parentheses: 
"Als sie ihn dann mitgenommen hatten und übereingekommen 
waren, ihn auf den Grund der Zisterne zu tun (war es um ihn 
geschehen). Und wir gaben ihm ein247 : ,Du wirst ihnen (spliter) 
über das, was sie da getan haben (W: über diese ihre Angelegen
heit) Kunde geben, ohne daB sie (es) merken ( daB du selher zu 
ihnen sprichst)' ." 

Blachere (260) shifts the apodosis to Verse 16 and reads three 
protases in front of it: "Quand ils eurent emmene Joseph et furent 
tombes d'accord pour le jeter dans les profondeurs d'un certain 
puits, [quand] Nous eümes revele [a Joseph pour le consoler]: 

, Tu leur rediras, sans qu'ils le pressentent, leur actuel mefait! ', 16 
[quand] ils furent revenus le soir a leur pere, en pleurant, ils 
s'ecrierent: .. " 

Here our Koran translators seem to have overlooked Tabarl, since he has 
recognized that in this temporal sentence a J 1 wa introduces the apodo
sis, although he places the tatter too early. In his opinion the sentence 
should be read: 

"Now when they had taken him with them, they came to an 
agreement to !et him down into the depths of the cistem. And we 

247 However, under note Ila Paret makes a correct assumption: "Or, 'to put him 
onto the bottom ofthe cistem, we gave him in."' 
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gave in him: ,Truly, you will, without their noticing it, proclaim 

them this, their affair' ."248 

One could accept this reading if the verse had not been cut unnecessarily 

into two sentences as a result. Y et the unity of the senten ce is preserved 

if one places, as follows, the apodosis in the last part of the sentence 

(which Nöldeke,249 however, overlooked): 

"Now when they had taken him with them and tagether decided 

to I et him down in to the depths (or in to the darkness) of the ci s

tern, we gave in him: 'Yau'll see, you will, without their noticing 

it, proclaim them this their conspiraçy '." 

The Arabic expressian ~1 (ağmaa) in the meaning "to agree, to agree 
on something" has become so cammon in Arabic that no one would 

think of questioning its Arabic origin. If one campares it, however, with 

the lexically equivalent Syra-Aramaic expression ..Jt..U (kannes) (to 
meet) in its reflexive form ..Jt..Uc\ıı< ( eJkannaS), it becomes clear from the 

meaning documented in the Thes. (I ı ı 7ı) under (ı) convenit (to come 
together; to come to an agreement; to decide together) and under (2) 

conclusus est (to be decided, to come to the conclusionl50 that Arabic 

~1 (ağmaa) in this specific sense is a loan formatian from the lexi

cally equivalent Syro-Aramaic expression. This would be a further ex

ample of aur case (f) (see page 24 above). 

An interpretatian of the expressian ~ (gayaba t) is lacking in Ta
bari (XII ı 60). The meaning assumed by Bell and Paret, "bottom" (of 

the cistem), corresponds to that advocated- without any further expla

nation- by the Lislln (I 655b). The meaning "profondeurs" (depths), as 

Blachere has in part correctly canjectured (but without justifying this 

philologically), corresponds to the Syro-Aramaic ~~ ( ubba), evi-

248 Cf. Tabari XII 160. 
249 Th. Nöldeke, Neue Beitrüge [New Essays] 18 (penultimate paragraph). It is as

tonishing that Nöldeke here saw no connection with his remark, cited above, on 
the function of the conjunction .J 1 wa (and) to introduce the apodosis in An
cient Hebrew. 

250 The same in C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syr. 336a (under 7): conclusum est. 
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dence for which we find in the following examples cited in the Thes. (II 
2823) under (2): r<.~.:tr<':r rG.~ r<::.(Uı,. ( 'iıbbe tai)tayi! d-ar"a) (the 
lower depths of the earth); ~ r<::.cu. ( 'iıbbe amlqe) (the deep 
abysses); la .... u m.:ıı(Uı.. ( 'iıbbah da-syöl) abyssus inferorum (the im
measurable depths of Hel! ). However, because of the Koranic defective 
spelling, probably the Koranic as well as the variant reading of Ubayy 
~1 ~ ı_} (ii gaybatı l-ğubb1 ) given by the Lislln (I 655b, ult.) cor
respond to the Syro-Aramaic r<:i...(Uı.. ( uyaba) (Thes. II 2824): obscura
tio (darkening, darkness), which would justify the pronunciation ~ 
( 'iıyyaba 1 'iıyaba). Also coming c los e to this sense is the additional 
nominal form~ ( aybl1),251 for which the Thes. under (2) gives the 

251 A probable derivative of this is Arabic 4.ıı:- ( ayba) which the Thes. (Il 2824) 
associates with it in the meaning of large basket, trunk, closet. Cf. the Listın I 
634a: t,I:WI .ı.,ıi wfo. ' ~1 w-o 9-\.c..J :~I.J (ayba: isa container made of 
leather in which tools/baggage are kept); .ı.,ıi ~ ~1 ı)o ~j : W:.,ıl ~~.J 
~~~ t,.J)I ( ayba: is in addition a hasket made of leather, ~j 1 zabbiJ < 
Syro-Aramaic ~, 1 zabbrla < Persian J.ı:u j 1 zanbTl 1 zambil [S. Fraenkel, 
Aramaische Fremdwörter (Aramaic Foreign Words) 78], in which the harvest
ed grain is transported); y~l .ı.,ıi J.+.ı t... :~I.J ( ayba: is furthermore that 
in which clothing is kept). What the Listın then cites is interesting here, the 
lfad/f (a saying of the Prophet) on the occasion of the peace treaty with the 

Meccans in /fudayblya: :Ü fo 4.ıı:- ~.J ~.J ' J)L..J 'Y .J J:)lc.J 'Y Abü 
'Ubaydis said according to al-Azharl to have explained J)L..)'I.J ~)'1 (al

iglal wa-1-isllll), but to have refrained from the interpretation of :Üfo 4.ıı:
( ayba makttıfa). Then the Listın explains the expressian 4.ıı:- ( ayba), with ref
erence to the "Arabs," who are said to designate that which is concealed in the 
heart with y\,ıc. ( 'iyab) (probably < Syro-Aramaic r<:i...(Uı.. 1 'ayyaJıa: the dark, 
concealed), just as one would keep his dothes in an 4.ıı:- ( ayba) (closet) (< 

Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 aybd). Yet the oscillating explanation in the Listın (Xl 
500 f.) of J:)\.c.j (ig/8/) between "theft, plunder" and "betrayaf' points rather to 
a borrowed variant from Syro-Aramaic ı<~ (ma- 'alti/) (Manna 542a!b, un
der [4]: ö.JJC. [gazwa], ~j [zağfa] marauding, military expedition). J:i...J 
(is/al) then proves to be a paraUel expressian as a further variant based on Syro
Aramaic ..ô....h (sl~ld) (Manna 790b: ~ lnahTba, y_;=JI ~ lğanimatu 1-

!.ıarb: spoils ofwar; [2] Jl,:;ill ~~~ 1 istibtlk al-qitlll: thick of battle). Among 
others, the Listın (Xl 342a) lists the following approximative conjectures: (a) 
~~ ~y.JI (as-sadqa 1-!Jaflya) (secret purloining); (b) ö_;AI..l::JI ö).i..ll (al-gllra 

-?-PJ}ıira) (open attack). In the case of the helplessness of the Listın to explain 
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following example from Bar Bahlül: .ı _,.....1 .J.:.#. ~ ~ ( aybll : thick, 

dark c/ouds). Based on this and in view of the homonymous Koranic 

orthography (though probably with a plural ending), the meaning dark

ness (of the cistem) seems to fit best in our passage. 
As far as the spelling ~ is concemed, it should be noted that this 

orthography, whose final ü 1- t could be explained as a feminine singular 

status constructus, suggests rather a plural ending in the style of the in

tensifying Syro-Aramaic plural form ı<=ıcu. ( ubbe) (depths or dark

nesses). The current canonical pronunciation gayab!!_t; (sing.) should 

accordingly be changed to gayabiJf (plur.). This is significant because it 

the expression 4.! _,& ~ ( 'ayba makfJJfa), the Syro-Aramaic can once more 

be of assistance. This is because ~ ( 'ayba) as a borrowing from Syro-Ara

maic ~ ( aybif) is etymologically related to r<::ıcu ( 'ubbif) ("abyss," ete.). 

As to the participial adjective 4.! _,& (makfJJfa), it should be noted that the Ara

bic sound r.lJ 1 k can correspond to the Syro-Aramaic ~/ g(cf. S. Fraenkel, Ara

maische Fremdwörter [Aramaic Foreign Words], xix: "Only in isolated cases 

does one fınd a r.lJ for hard G .... ").The etymological equivalent of the Arabic 

root~ (kaffa) would accordingly be the Syro-Aramaic ~(gpajf) (although 

the Thes. cites the variants ~ [gpipa] and ~ [kft.ıpa] in the same 

meaning gibbus, gibbosus). Interesting here is the Arabic equivalent that the 

Thes. (Il 765, penult.) gives for~ (gpajJ): "Ar. ~ (kaffa) clausit (to close), 

cf. u_,& (makftJf)" (Lislln IX 303b, designation for a blind person whose 

eyes are closed). Finally, under the variant ~(gap), Mannli (99a) lists as an 

Arabic equivalent (2): y4JI ..fi... . Jlt.l . ..ı...:._,l (awşada, aglaqa, sakkara 1-
biib) (to close the door), and C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 1 !Oa, under 

Etpa. ~r< (e.tgayyap) clausus est (to be closed), the Arabic equivalent: "ut 

ar. w4-l (ağlifa)" (to close), which documents the borrowing of this no longer 

common Arabic expression from Syro-Aramaic (cf. Lislln IX 35b, according to 

a lfadil of the lfağğ, the pilgrimage: -,.ı4ll wW [ ağafa 1-blib] [ < ~ 1 ag$1 

"he ciasedthe door"; ~1.>!11~ [ağlfJJ abwlibakum] ["close your doors"]). lt 
follows from this that ~ (kaffa) and u~ (ğllfa) in this mcaning wcrc in all 

probability originally dialectally caused variants of one and the same Syro

Aramaic root, wherein the Syro-Aramaic sound.~..f g was sometimes rendered 
in Arabic by a r.lJ 1 k , thus explaining the origin of both variants in Arabic. 

According to this, the previously cited lfadiJ ~-' ~.J ' J)L...j ~ _, J)\.c.j ~ 
4.! _,& ~ would, with the help of Syro-Aramaic, have the following sense: 

"No raiding and no fıghting (any more); (from now on) the rifl between you and 

us is c/os ed." 
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here rules out the meaning _;ai ( qa r) "bottom" that was falsely conjec
tured by the Lislln and that in this context is only possible in the singu
lar. On these grounds it seems justifıed, as proposed above, to transiate 
~ı ü#- ~ (gayabaf 1-ğubb1 ) with the intensifying plural: into the 
"depths" (into the abyss) or into the "darknesses" (into the dark) of the 

cistern. 
In this connection in the case of the Syro-Aramaic root ..::ı..:.. ( 'a!:J) (in 

the fırst stern, to be ridiculous; to go under, to disappear no longer com
mon) one should note the following Arabic equivalents that Manna 
(531b) cites under ~ (ayye!:J) (and in part under ~r<' 1 a]!:J): '*' 
( ayyaba), yı..... (sa!Jira) (to ridicule, to make fun oj); (2) Y#- (gayyaba), 

lS).J (wara), ~ (attımıa) (to make invisible, to cause to disappear, to 

darken); (3) r#- (gayyama) (to cover with clouds, to cloud over). 
From this Syro-Aramaic root two main variants, which were in all 

likelihood originally created dialectally, then developed in Arabic with 
each of them being assigned one of the two original meanings of the 
Syro-Aramaic expression: (a) one variant faithful to the original y\.ı:.. 

( 'aba) 1 '*' ( ayyaba) in the meaning of "to bear a stigma; to find fault 
with, to revile due to a stigma," and (b) a second Arabicized variant y\.c 
(gaba) 1 Y#- (gayyaba) in the meaning of (I) "to go under, to disappear, 
to not be seen" and (Il) "to cause to disappear, to make invisible," from 
which was derived an extended Arabic secondary variant: ~ ( ayhab) 

and ~ (gayhab) (which the LiSlln [I 632b f. 1 653b] gives, respec
tively, as an additional root:~ or~). That these last are secondary 
variants is evidenced by the nominal form cited in the Lislln with the 
meaning "dark of night, darkness," ~ (gayhab), whose plural form 
y.tı~ (gayahib) (darknesses, obscurities) corresponds exactly to the 
Koranic ~ı ü#- (gayabaf 1-ğubb) (darknesses of the cistern). In the 
same way, the Lislln (I 633ff., 654a ff.) quotes under each of the earlier 
main variants expressions that indicate their Syro-Aramaic origin. As a 
result of the pronunciation-based sp Iirting of this originally single root, 
it was practically inevitable that the later Arabic lexicography would in 
part mix up the interpretation of these two variants. 
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Sura 18:79 

An expression from the Koranic reworking of the story of Alexander 
(Sura 18:60-82i52 in which Moses takes the place of Alexander offers is 
a typical example of such a misunderstanding. In Verse 7 1 it is said that 
Moses and his companion get into a boat. Moses abruptly knocks a hole 
(Arabic JJi.tiJaraqa < Syro-Aramaic .ııt... 1 .(ıraq) in the boat. Indignant, 
his companion shouts at him asking whether his intention in doing so 
was to cause those sitting in the boat to drown; this indeed would have 
been absolutely ''unheard-of'! 253 In Sura 18:79 Moses later represents to 

252 Cf. Paret, Kommentar [Commentary] 316. 
253 On the expression 1 yıl (imran) (in the context: 1 yıl ~ ~ .lil "There you 

have done something terrible," Paret's translation [244]), Paret remarks in his 
Commentary on the passage (3 l 8) that its interpretation is uncertain. Yet the 
context suggests a borrowing from the Syro-Aramaic root 'bl 1 mar: (original 
meaning) "to be bitter," (of persons) "to feel pain," (impersonal) "to pain" (cf. 
Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 400b: 1. acerbus fuit; 2. ~ (m1) ~'bl [meral 

(Jllh) ll] dolui). In terms of its form, 1 yıl is an unrecognized Arabic elative (an 
absolute superlative, a comparative form of the adjective) and accordingly to be 
read amarr" (and not imra 11 ) in the sense of I.J'L" (mumİnıia) ( extremely upset

ting = extremely shocking, scanda/izing). Moreover, a homonymous elative yi 
(amanu) occurs in Sura 54: 46, where the fina) hour is characterized as "very 
painfuf' (only correspondingly translated by Blachere [566] with "tres amere"). 
U nder aph. 'blr< (amai) and palp. 'bil 'bil (marma.r'), the Thes. (II 2200) gives a 
who le series of equivalents in this fıgurative sense: ' ..ı.:.~l ' .)~ ' r-11 ' yı..>" 
~~ ete. For the expression ~~ l.._, w)li :;..1 t... the Lislln (V l67b) ex

plains -:;...1 (amana) verbally (what that one has said is neither bitter nar sweet). 

Moreover, here too the Lislln is not always ab le to distinguish the root borrowed 
from Syro-Aramaic 'Y> (marra) (to be bitter or to feel pain) from the homony
mous Arabic root 'Y> (marra) (to go past, to pass by). An example of this is pro
vided by the cxpression w yı (marrat) in Sura 7: 1 89 when it is used in reference 
to a woman at the beginning of her pregnancy: ~ )\.-. ı.::.J.... \..\~ I...J! 
ol.; u yı! Beli (I 156 f.): "[S]he bore a light burden and passed on with it." Paret 
(140 f.) translates: "Als er ihr dann beigewohnt hatte, war sie auf eine leichte 
Weise schwanger. Dieser Zustand dauerte bei ihr eine Zeitlang an." Finally, 
Blachere (199) " ... elle porta [d'abord] un fardeau leger et alla sans peine." In 
this, our translators follow the interpretation by TabarT (IX 143 f.), advocated 
among others by the Lislln (V 165b), for the expressian w'Y> (marrat): "she 
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bore it (in this easy state)for a time without complaining." Here it suffices to 
read marrat (passively) inthesense of ~_yı yü (tamannaraf) to arrive at the 
meaning cited above in Brockelmann of m::o (~) ~'bl 1 meraJ (lah) beh = 

.Y ü _yı (murrat bihı) "she had trouble with it," where exactly the opposite is 
meant, namely the complaints at the beginning ofpregnancy. In the case of the 
spelling l_yıl the mad,e-up misreading (imran) is in the same way responsible 
for its misinterpretation. Here the identical expressian in Sura 54:46 should 
have suggested the reading amarr. A conceivable explanation for this might be 
that the Arabic readers, confused by the fınal End-I 1 ll, did not want to see in 
the spelling 1 _yıl an elative of their familiar adjective _yı (muri) because, 
according to the rules of the later Arabic grammar, the elative is considered to 
be diptotic and to that extent cannot take a fınal 1 1 ll in the accusative case. 
They seem never to have bit upon the idea that the tatter could be justifıed due 
to the rhyme. That may be why they considered it preferable to devise an ex
pression with this vocalization that did not exist in Arabic than to assume that 
the Koran had (in their opinion) committed a grammatical error. In the process, 
the fact that Tabarl(XV 284) refers to the linguistic usage of the "Arabs" and to 
a verse by al-Rllğiz does not m ean at all that the expression 1 _yı) (imrll) has not 
been misread or that it has not been used further in this misread form. The ex
planation that _yı'jl (al-imi) isa nominal form of ı_,;..! (ummiıtJ), that according 
to y_;all ~ ri-Jl J,ı.1 ~,that is, certain persons knowledgeab/e in the 
linguistic usage of the Ara bs, it is said of people rA _yıl ~~ __, 1 _,_;s I~J when 
they get out of hand and grow stronger, shows precisely that this has no con
nection whatsoever with our Koranic context (to say nothing of the doubtful in
terpretation). On the other hand, the remaining explanations lfo ~~.li! 
'-'":!l:.c. ::Y..a! uW __, "you have done something monstrous and committed a re

prehensible deed'' as well as l.fil (nukran) (Sura 18:74 .fil 4.!. ~ 1 ği'ta 
sayan nukrll < Syro-Aramaic ı<. t:.Cı.J 1 ~ "you have done something re
pugnant") come closer to the suspected sense. Nevertheless, it remains aston
ishing that the Arabic commentators have not hit upon the idea of the elative of 
:;..1 (amaır) stili quite common today in expressions like :;,.~1 cJI~ (ı/llqa /

aman') (he experienced, suffered something bitter), usually in the intensifying 
dual form ~:;,.~1 (al-amarrayn) (something doubly bitter, cf., e.g., H. Wehr 
under _yıl 1 iımaır). Thus the expression l_yıl (amarrll) with the Arabic elative 
and the Syro-Aramaic sernantic content (shocking, scandalous) offers usa typi
cal example of the combination of two linguistic components in terms of form 
and content. In passing, it should also be noted that the Korani c use of~ ~ 
(ği"ta sayan ) (as well as elsewhere ~~ 1 atil, with and without y 1 bi-, e.g. 
Sura 4:15,19,25; 60:12; 65:1) in the meaning of"to commit" is obviously de
rived from the Syro-Aramaic ~ ı<~ı< (e/ll/-) (cf. Manna45: ı<~ ı<~ı< 



his companion the true sense of his - at fırst glance - shocking action: 
The boat belonged to poor boatmen; a king who was seizing every boat 
in the surraunding area had been pursuing them. For this reason, he ex
plains, 1 wc 1 ı:ıl ı.::.ı.)) ( arattu an a 'ibahl) "I wished [ according to the 
previous understanding:] to damage it." The underlined Arabic expres
sian is in fact understood in this way by our Koran translators without 
having any doubts about the explanation given by Tabarr. 

[eıa la-l;ıta}ıa] [literally: to come to the sin]:~ ı.,.ıS:;) [irtakaba baflYatan] "to 

commit a sin"). Thus, Iikewise, in the Mary Sura 19:27: 4..} 4Jı ~ Jil (la
qad ği"ti sayan !JJdJ::J) "tru/y you have done something ;;bominab/e" (accord
ing to Paret, Kommentar [Commentary] 324, the meaning of farl.yan)- "some
thing unheard-of," Übersetzung [Translation] 249 - is disputed). The Arabic 
spelling 4..} (faıtyd), however, corresponds to the Syro-Aramaic ı<. '\.!1 (paıya 

or paryd), depending on whether a passive or an active participle of the root 
,'t.!ı (p.rl) or r<'\.!1 (prd) is to be read here (although the comparative form parra

ya would also be possible). Taking into account the fact that th~ Arabic mean
ing that Manna 605a gives under ı<U (prd) (2) ~(ha ağa), J..!, (saqqa) (to 
rip open, to tear to pieces) is the Arabic meaning with the greatest Iikelihood of 
being correct here, the most reasonable reading appears to be ı<. '\.!1 (paryd) in 
the fıgurative sense of "heart-rending." Fallawing this sense the mediae gemi
natae '\.!1 (pal)- under whose palpel '\.!1'\.!1 (parpaı') Manna (604b) Iists precise
ly the meanings (6): ~_,ll ö..ı..!ı w-ı .yl§ ~ (suliba qalbuhu min siddi!f 1-wa
ğa') (his heart passes away, is torn to pieces from all the pain), (8): y~ (ad

daha), ,j).. (mazzaqa) (to torture, to tear to pieces)- appears to be a variation 
of the root , '\.!1 (p.rl) and r<'\.!1 (prd). A fourth variety still to be named is the me
diae a 1 w '\.!1 (pllr), whose Arabic meanings Manna(580) gives as follows: (l) 
)lt. • .J\j (Ihra, gald) (to cook, to overcook); (2) ..l;,l:jc.j • ~ (ga(liba, i~ 

(to be angry, to becomeforious); (3) )WJ ._;il (nafara, isma'azza) (to experi
ence an aversion to, to detest). It is not impossible that the Koran means the last 
root based on the meaning, but based on the rhyme employs the tertiae r< 1 alap. 
This all the more so since the latter meaning ("scandalous, repugnant, disgust
ing") seems best to fıt the previously named paraUel expressions 1..>"1 (ll1111HTd) 

(irritating, outrageous) and lfo (nukrd) (disturbing, repugnant). The expres
sian from Sura l 9:27 4..} 4J, ~ Jil (la-qad ği"ti saya" 1i!J:!J4) (= Syro-Ara
maic ı<. '\.!ı ::ı:ı~ ,c\ı...&ır< 1 eJayt(l) 1-meddem parya /parraytl) would accord
ingiy have the fallawing meaning, equivalent to the Syro-Aramaic participial 
adjective ı<. '\.!1 (parya or parrayd): "You have truly done something disgust
iflg!" 
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(Bell I 281, 78): " ... I wished to damage it ... " 

(Paret 245): " ... Ich wollte es nun schadhaft machen ... " 

(Blachere 326): " ... j'ai voulu l'endommager ... " 

For his part, Tabarl(XVI 1 f.) refers to Muğahid, who explains the (gen
eral) sense of the expressian with the verb occurring in Verse 71, JY.. 
(!Jaraqa): "to damage (something) by ripping a hale (in it)." The scepti
cal question, what the use of this would have been, since in the Koran it 
is said of this king after all that he was taking every boat whether dam
aged or not, is met "':ith the answer: This king was seizing every intacı 
boat (~ ~ JS.) as certain readings show. At the same time 

Tabarlrefers to the !Jlleged reading of Ibn Mas1ıd .l=..~ .ill... ~"''.)-',.:;ıs._, 
l..,ı.-c. Wl......:. ~ JS. , whom, without further ado, Blachere also fol
lows and translates: " ... un roi qui, derriere eux, s'arrogeait tout bon 
vaisseau, comme prise [ a king who, behind them, was seizing every 
good vessel as booty]." The fact that this dubious addition has in reality 
had to take the rap for the misinterpreted reading '+.ı:ıc.l (aJbahii) will be 
shown in the following. 

The explanation provided by TabarT to interpret the statement ü..l )J 
1 wc l J (/ wished to "damage" it), ~tc. WJ .u1 ..ili~ r:;4lı (by that he 
made it clear that he also "damagetf' it), testifıes namely to an uncus
tomary transitive use in Arabic of the basic stern yl.c. ( 'aba), even 
though the Arabic lexicons, probably on the basis of this misinterpreted 
Koranic passage, in addition to the customary intransitive use (jaulty, to 
have defects) also falsely list this transitive use (to make faultyi 54• This 
is just one among other examples of misunderstood and distorted Kora
nic expressions that have been accepted into the Arabic lexicography. 

The actual basis for this misunderstanding, however, is that the tradi
tional Koranic reading '+.ı:ıc.l (a 1baha) leaves absolutely no room for 

254 See, for example, Hans Wehr's Arabisches Wörterbuch [Arabic Dictionary], 
under (ı...,.ı:c.) y'u:. (aba). Information on the transitive use, exclusively, of the 
2"d stern ~ ( 'ayyaba) (to jindfault with, to eriticize for having aflaw, ete.) is 
given to us by the linguistic usage of modem Arabic dialects, particularly in the 
Near East. 
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doubt in this context about the transitive use of the root yk. ( "aba), un
derstood in Arabic. But if one imagines under it the Syro-Aramaic 
causative stems ~ (ayye.b) and ~ı< (a'i.b), it becomes clear that 
what is meant by the traditional Arabic reading~~ (a'ibahd) is noth
ing other than the Syro-Aramaic ~ı< (a'i.balı) (~ı<:ı ~~ şôiJ 
d-a'i.balı "I wanted to camoujlage it''). Namely, under both of the causa
tive stems Mann/I ( 53 1 b) gives the Arabic equivalent as, among other 
things, .sJJ . ~ (.ğayyaba, wara) (to cause to disappear, to make in
visible). Thus, to this extent, the only thing that would have been needed 
to obtain the equivalent correct Arabic reading in the second causative 
stern,~~ (ugayyibahd), was a dot over the tl aJ71. Read in this way, 
~~ ,j ~..ıJi (fiı-arattu an ugayyibaha), the verse segment therefore 
acquires its real sense for the first time: " .. .I wanted in this way to make 
it (the boat) invisible = to camouflage it." As a result, the interpretation 
according to which Moses wanted "to make" the boat "defective" is not 
only linguistically and grammatically, but also objectively false. 

In other words, if one asks oneself to what extent Moses wanted only 
to make the boat invisible or camoujlage it, against the reproach that he 
wanted instead to allow those sitting in it to drown, this is made fairly 
clear to the extent that he wanted to make the boat virtually invisible 
from a distance for the greedily prowling king. Namely, speaking of the 
latter, the Koran says he was seizing every boat. The attempt to evade 
him by "making the boat defective" would accordingly have been in 
vain. From his companion's reproach one can thus infer instead that he 
wanted only to sink the boat partially as camouflage so that from a dis
tance it could no longer be identified as such. Moreover, that the boat 
has not been completely sunk is proven not least by the circumstance 
that Moses was only able to make this statement to his companion after 
the apparently successful weathering of this adventure. 

A final comment on this verse will be accorded to the expression 
~ (gaşban) (violent), referring to the king who was fareing entry to 
every ship. Conspicuously, the Arabic root ~ (.ğaşaba) (to force) or 
the corresponding reading occurs only in this passage in the Koran. All 
of the other comparable spellings (with personal suffixes) are based on 
the roots ~ (gaç/iba) (to anger) or ~ ( 8şd) (< Syro-Aramaic 
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ı<r 1 Şa) (to be unruly, disobedient). However, a look at the other 
meanings of the Syro-Aramaic verb ı<r (şa) yields in addition the 
transitive meanings "to force, to capture," which Mannil (557b) renders 
in Arabic under (2) as follows: -.,.Jc. . __,.:§ • y..ıi . _m-.1 . r jll ( alzama, ağ
bara, qasara, qahara, galaba). The Thes. (II 2952) also cites equivalent 
expressions and other Arabic expressions from the Eastem Syrian lexi
cographers, with the exception of ~ (gaşaba). This suggests that the 
spelling ~ is not to be read as gaşba", but - corresponding to the 
Syro-Aramaic expression- as ~ 1 'aşya", although in the end this 
changes nothing in the sense. Namely, compared with the Arabic terms 
attested to by the Eastem Syrian lexicographers, the reading gaşban ap
pears to be a more recent secondary form which, though common in 
modem Arabic, fırst arose etymologically from the root ~ ( 8şaba) 
< Syro-Aramaic ...:::ıır ( Şalı) (to wind, to tie, to wrap). The root ~ 
( 'aşa) has also been misread in the following case: 

Sura 21:87 

An additional, similarly misread spelling based on the Syro-Aramaic 
root ı<r (Şa) (to be disobedient, unruly) occurs in Sura 21:87: 1~_, 

1.'. :,;. • yı\j j\ ı.:,~l ( wa-dll n-nan id dahaba muglldiban). The expression 
has been understood by our Koran translators as follows: 

(Beli I 311 ): "And him of the fısh - when he went off at cross 
purposes ... " 

(Paret 268): "Und (weiter) dem mit dem Fisch [d.h. Jonas]. 
(D arnals) als er zornig wegging ... " 

(Blachere 354): "Et [fais mention de] l'Homme au Poisson quand 
il s' en fut courrouce . .. " 

The fact that Jonah did not exactly go off "in rage," but in rebellion 
against Y ah web' s comman d, Beli may have correctly assumed from the 
corresponding Bible passage (Jonah I :3), but not from the Arabic mis
reading ~ (mugllç/iban) (enraged). This he seems to have trusted 
just as little as the interpretation Tabarl(XVII 76 ff.) gives of it accord-
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ing to which Jonah was not incensed at God, but rather at his own peo
ple, because it ili befıt a prophet to bear his Lord a grudge. But Bell 
could have justifıed his legitimate suspicion by the adequate Syro-Ara
ınaic reading r<.. ~ (m- 8şyd), which results in the like-meaning Ara
bi c ~ı..... (mu"aşiyan) "refusing to comply with, disliking, rebellious." 

This relatively simple example precisely illustrates the inhibitions of 
Westem Koran scholars to question in any way, Jet alone to correct, the 
traditional canonical reading of the Koran, even if they occasionally see 
themselves forced, out of objective considerations, to interpret the Kora
ni c expression tacitly in a way that deviates from its actual Arabic mean
ing. 

The following may serve to exemplify the nuances or shades of 
ıneaning of a term in general usage. 

Sura 12:15 

~~ ~ ~ OJ'·'?J ı.JII~IJ 

What we are looking for is the appropriate nuance for the Arabic expres
sian ~ (ğaala) (here: to do, to place or put somewhere) with regard 
to the cistem whose abyss (or gloom) Joseph has been "done" into by 
his brothers (Paret). Once more this can be established via the lexically 
equivalent Syro-Aramaic expression. If we assume, among other possi
bilities, that this is -,:..m (sHm), Mannil (483b) then gives for this as the 
Arabic original meaning ~ (ğa aJa) (to do, to place or put some
where), ~.J (wa-Çaa) (to lay, to place somewhere), and under (11):~ 
(qabara), ı)..l (dafana) (to bury, to inter), where what is actually meant is 
"to lay, to lower into the grave. "255 In light of the Biblical account ac
cording to which the majority of his brothers are of a mind to kill Jo
seph, it appears more reasonable to carry over precisely this meaning to 
the cistem Joseph was "/et down" or "deposited'' into (as into a gra
ve).zs6 

255 Similarly in the Thes. II 2557 under (1): terrae mandavit cadaver, sepelivit. 
256 The comparison is not unfounded when one considers the other meanings of 

ı<:.~ (gubbl!), which Manna (87a) gives inArabicas follows: (2) ~ (qabf) 
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Finally, in this context a more meaningful sense is expected for the 

expression r".JAI (amrihim) (according to the Arabic understanding, 
their "a.ffair") than Paret, for example, gives it. Although Blachere with 

"mefait" (monstrous erime, outrage) is closest, he again does not pro
vide a more detailed justification for his choice. Now, although in mo

dern Arabic the original Arabic stern _;.J (amara) is restricted solely to 
the m eaning "to command," whereas i ts nominal form _;.J ( amr) can 
mean both "command" and analogous derivatives like "matter, affair," 
its extended verbal stems, such as the sixth .)Ab (ta 'amara) "to ta/k 
something out, to arrange something together (conspiratively)," recall 

the Aramaic origin ı~N or the Syro-Aramaic 'bı!ıı< (emar) "to say, to 
speak." That the Koran, however, with the nominal form .JA1 (amr) can 

mean not only "command" or "matter, a.ffair," but also "conspiracy, 
plot," inthesense of the modern Arabic nominal form 'G.JAIY. (mu'ama

ra) is documented by the following sentence from Verse 102 of our 

S ura: ü.J~ rA .J rA .JAI 1 ~~ ~~ ~.ll ~ \...o .J , roughly paraphrased, 
but more or less correctly, by Paret (199): "And you were not with them 

(i.e., Joseph's brothers) when they put together and hatched plots." 

However, understood exactly it reads: "For you were not there (liter
ally: with them) when they agreed on their plot (r".JAI 1~1) and in so 

doing behaved in an underhanded manner (ü.J~ r".J)." To this extent 

.JAI (aınıJ in the sense of 'G.JAIY. (mu'amara) (conspiracy, plot) corre
sponds to the Syro-Aramaic synonym ı<~ (mel/Jd), which the Thes. 
(II 211 I) documents among other things with the meaning conspiratio 
(4): collusion, plot. Thus, in order to do justice to each of the meanings 
of the Koranic terms .)Al (amr) (Arabic: command, a.ffair), 4..JS. (kalima) 

(word), and even J_,i (qawl) (speaking, or its contents: words) and their 

derivatives, the different sernantic contents of the Syro-Aramaic syno
nyms .<''bı!ır6oa (me.mı-d) (the infinitive or nominal form of the verbal 

root 'bo ı< emar, "to say, to speak''), ı<~ (mellJi}) ( original meaning: 

word, substantive of the root ~ 1 mallel, "to speak'') and rÔ.ı:ı ( qiild) 
(voice, words) must absolutely be taken into account. 
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It is astonishing that all three Koran translators miss the direct refer
l'nce in this verse to Verse 15, even though Verse 102 with its 1~1 
rA yol (ağma 'ii amrahum) (they resolved together, they agreed upon their 

plot) again takes up exactly the same expressions occurring in Verse 15. 
Thus the grounds are provided for rendering the expression eAY'4 ~ 
1~ with "you'll see, you will proclaim to them this their conspiracy." 

Additional Apodoses Introduced by .J 1 wa (and) 

Sura 2:259 

Beyond this syntactical particu1arity this verse segment offers a series of 
lcxically interesting expressions, which, though neither questioned by 
l"abarTnor by our Koran translators in any way, should nonetheless be 
rcthought. In terms of content, it is a question of a man who does not 
believe in resurrection. To prove its existence to him, God has him die. 
Atter a hundred years have passed, He awakens him again and asks him 
how long he thinks he has been dead. "One day or just a fraction of a 
day," the man answers. "lt was all of a hundred years," God replies, and 
continues: 

~ L...:.. ll . bl ..u...1ı _, .&1 • &t......b ll . biJ 
_..)_ ıs" ~ .J --~ 1 . Y-".J -- ıs" ~ 

~ ı.. .. .. < ~ • ı.. . • . . l....i.ıS. U;..ll ,, .1~ ~ı \.ill ~1 .ill...:..ll 
~ ~ y.ıı.ı.ı ~ f' ıs" ~ :1. (..)"" ~ . .J 

This verse segment has been understood by our Koran translators as 
follows: 

(BellI 38, 261): "[L]ook at thy food and drink; it has not become 
stale; and look at thy ass- in orderthat W e may make thee a sign 
to the peop1e - and look at the bones how we shall make them 
stand up and clothe them with flesh." 

(Paret 38): "Sieh auf dein Essen und dein Getrank (das du vor 
dem Einschlafen bei dir hattest)! Es ist (trotz der hundert Jahre) 
nicht verdorben [Note: W: alt (und schlecht) geworden]. Und sieh 
auf deinen Esel! (Auch er hat sich nicht verlindert.) (Wir haben 
dieses Wunder) auch (deshalb bewirkt) um dich zu einem Zei-
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chen für die Menschen zu machen. Sieh nun auf die Gebeine 
( dieser verödeten Stadt?), wie wir sie sich erheben lassen und sie 
hieraufmit Fleisch bekleiden!" 

(Blachere 70): "Regarde ta nourriture et ta boisson! Elles ne sont 
point gatees. Regarde ton ane! Nous allons faire certes de toi un 
signe pour les hommes. Regarde ces ossements comment Nous 
les ressuscitons et les revetons de chair!" 

This lexically and syntactically misunderstood verse segment will be 
examined in further detail in the following. 

1. Arabic rt...l.ıı (ta <am) (nourishment, food) is etymologically identi
cal with Syro-Aramaic ~ (t<nma). The original meaning of the 
equivalent verbal root~ ((em) (to eat, to taste) is not in common 
use (in the fırst verbal stern) in modern Arabic, but occurs four times in 
the Koran in the former meaning (to eat) (Sura 5:93; 6:138,145; 33:53), 
and once in the tatter (to taste, to sip, said of water) (Sura 2:249). 

One cannot see, however, why God fırst of all points out to the man 
who has been restored to life that his food and drink have not gone bad, 
even though Blachere sees in this a parallel to the legend he cites. 
Namely, one must pay attention to the essential difference between 'Abed
Melek, who in said legend has only been asleep, and the man restored to 
life who is spoken of in our Koran passage. This particular circumstance 
makes it seem difficult to comprehend the connection with eating and 
drinking, as well as with the donkey. Now, although from the point of 
view of Arabic such elementary terms as eating, drinking and the don
key allow no leeway at all for alternative interpretations, which is also 
why our Koran translators have not doubted them in the least, we should 
still try with the help of a Syro-Aramaic reading to arrive at a more plau
sible sense. 

In fact, according to the Thes. (I 1497), Syro-Aramaic ~ 
(tam/i) also has the meaning (y) mens (understanding).257 Nearer to 

257 The same can be found in W. Gesenius, Hebriiisches und aramaisehes Hand
wörterbuch [Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Dictionary] (Berlin, Göttingen, Hei
delberg, 1 9597) 278a: "ı::ıllö (ta "am) - 2. Feeling and accordingly intelligence, 
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lınnd here, however, is the variant ı<~ (tam.td), for which the Thes. 
ll 1497) gives the meaning (3) qualitas (condition), and Mann8 (29la) 

(7);.:;_\..:i.. • J6. . ->"1 • ı:;t...:;. (sa 'n, amr, /;ı8~ bllşşa) (condition, matter, 

.vtate, property). 
2. This latter meaning is fitting as a synonym for the next expressian 

~~~ (sarllbika), which, transeribed in Syro-Aramaic without the secon

dııry 1 1 8, reads ~u (sarbllk) and according to the Thes. (Il 4322) re
Nults in the follownig meanings: (1) res, negotium, causa, quod attinet 

ad (state of a.ffairs, circumstance, relationship, that which a.ffects one). 
Mann8 (819a) gives for r<'::lu (sarbd) under (3) the same Arabic syno

ııyms as above: ı:;t...:;. ·Y'I (amr, sa'n) (matter, condition, that which af

fi:cts one). 
3. That we are dealing in the case of these two synonyms with one 

und the same term is confirmed by the subsequent singular verb ~ ~ 
(lam yatasanna). The fact that this verb is derived from Syro-Aramaic 

ıöı (snd), .,Jc~uı:r< (estn!) (to change, to alter),258 explains the uncer
Lainty of the Arabic commentators in interpreting it. For instance, in 

Tabari (III 37 ult.) it is said that during the editing of the Koran, in an

swer to a question by Zayd ibn Tllbit as to whether one should write the 

verb ~ ~(lam yatasannan) or ~ ~(lam yatasannah), VJm8n had 
ordered the latter spelling with the final 4.....- 1 h. Whence the folk-etymo
logical explanation that this is a denominative of .U... (sana) (year) (> 

.u...ıl 1 asnaha) which would mean as much as "to alter over the years."259 

With the former spelling the verb is explained with ~~(lam yuntin) 
(it is not rotted) (loc. cit. 38 f.). Instead of"Look at your food and drink! 

It has (despite the hundred years) not gone bad [literally: has not become 
old (and bad)]" (Paret), the following understanding results for this part 

of the verse according to the Syro-Aramaic reading: 

understanding." The expressian ~ )4 ~ (l;ıakl bala ta'mc) (meaning
less ta/k) is common, as a Syro-Aramaic substrate, in modern dialects of the 
Near East. 

258 Cf. Thes. II 4233,4236: mutatus est. Manna(802b): ~ ·...iıLi (tagayyara, ta
badalla). 

259 Here, however, according to the Aramaic orthography, the fina! h simply marks 
the short vowel a. 
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"Look at your condition (i.e.: how you are constituted) and your 
( overall) state: it has not changed!" 

4. As for the spelling ~) .... .:.. (f.ıimiirika), it must first be noted that it 
could not be read by Arabic readers as anything but "donkey" since (ex
cept for a denominative from the elative yı.:ı..l 1 alpnar "red") that is the 
only verbal root in Arabic. In Syro-Aramaic, on the other hand, there is 
the root ~ (gmar) with the original meaning "to be perfect, to be 
complete" and further derivatives. The only word borrowed from this in 
Arabic is the noun ö~ '~ (ğamr, ğamra) "glow," probably insofar as 
this denotes perfectly or completely glowing coal. In the Koranic con
text, however, the reading ~.J4 (ğamar-ka) offers itself as the transli
teration of Syro-Aramaic ~ ~ (gmiirak) "your perfection or com
pleteness" (referring to the man who has been restored to life), particu
larly since there is absolutely no explanation here for this abruptly ap
pearing donkey. It is simply astounding that in the previous research on 
the Koran nobody has ever wondered about this donkey. 

The explanation for it in TabarT (III 40) is that God said to the man: 
Look at your dead donkey whose bones were rotted and behold how we 
have stood it up again and covered it with flesh. Then God caused a 
wind to come up and collect the donkey's bones, which had been carried 
away by birds and animals of prey and were lying scattered about. The 
man then beheld how the bones fitted themselves together piece by 
piece and assembled themselves into a donkey skeleton. Then this was 
provided by God with flesh and blood so that a living donkey was stand
ing there with flesh and blood, but still without a soul. An angel then 
came along and blew into the donkey's nostrils. And, behold, the don
key began to bray. Amazed, the man exclaimed: "Truly, God is capable 
of everything!" 

Conceming this passage (56), Paret has already referred in his Korn
mentar [Commentary] to the allusion to Ezekiel 37 (1-10). For his part, 
Blachere refers (69 f.) to a widespread legend especially popnlar in Jew
ish-Christian literature, and which is reminiscent of the Seven Sleepers. 
According to the Ethiopic version of the Book of Baruch, cAbed-Melek 
had slept for 66 years and, upon awakening after the Captivity, had 
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limnd Jerusalem rebuilt. Moreover, through a miraele his bread and his 
ligs were as fresh as they had been the day before he fell asleep. 

Meanwhile, the legend told about the donkey in Tabari is in contra
diction with the Koranic context insofar as there it is said explicitly: 
ı.>"l..ill ~1 .~ıı • .,.. ;1_, ''to make you an example for the people," not the don

key. From this it follows that the subsequent desetiption of the resurree-
1 i on in the Korani e text refers unequivoeally to the man. This is all the 
ınore so the case because there is no talk anywhere in the Bible about 
ıınimals also being resurrected. The following analysis may thus serve to 
provide us with another understanding of this passage. 

Therefore, the subsequent ..!l.J~ ~1 ~1_, does not say, "And look 
at your donkey!" (Paret), but logically: 

"Behold your perfection (or eompleteness) (i. e.: how perfect, how 
complete you are)!" 

To instruet the other people who will one day be resurrected, it is gra
phieally depicted to the resurreeted man in retrospect, on his example, 
how God will proeeed in the restoration of the resurreeted people. Hence 
this description does not refer to the abruptly appearing donkey, of 
which it cannot at all be a question here. In the process, the subsequent 
sentence is composed syntactically of a protasis and an apodosis that is 
introduced by a (superjluous) _, 1 wa (and): 

"And therewith we make you an example for the people, [and] 

behold how we restore your bones and cover them anew with 
flesh." 

5. In reading j.!W (nansuzu) the dot of the j 1 z has been falsely placed, 
which is all the more surprising s ince the verb ~ (nasara) occurs seve
ral times in the Koran in connection with resurrection (for example, in 
Suras 21:21; 25:3,40; 35:9; 44:35; 67:15; 80:22). The reason must be 
that the verb here refers explicitly to the bones. Whence, also, the misin
terpretation ascribed to it: "to cause to rise up."260 This circumstance 

260 This misinterpretation has made its way into the Arabic lexicography. Thus, H. 
Wehr, for example (!oc. cit.) explains both .}!ü1 (ansaza) and y!ül (ansara) with 
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speaks in favor of a loan translation from Syro-Aramaic ~ (psa/), 

whose original m eaning Manna ( 618a) gives in Arabic as . ı..fo.) • ~ 
~ ( basata, fara8a, na8ara) (to unfold, to reach out, to spread out), as 

well as the following figurative senses under (4): . fji . J.lı:. . ~Y.., 
~ (saww~ "addala, qawwama, as/aha) (to make straight. to rectify, to 

straighten, to restore). From the Koranic context it is now clear that the 
last meaning is what is meant. 

What is interesting in this connection are the synonyms ~-""" (saw

wa), which the Koran uses several times, in addition to Jl:.. (!Jalaqa) (to 

create), inthesense of "to make," and J.lı:. ( addala) (to make straight), 

which occurs in Sura 82:7 (~.la! ~1_,...! ~ ı.~~l) (who created you, 

formed you and made you straight). It is now clear from the loan transla

tion that what is meant by the Koranic expression ~ (nasara) is not per 

se "to raise from the dead," but, with reference to Syro-Aramaic ~ 

(psa/), "to restore." Also corresponding to this idea of the renewed erea

tian of man on the day of resurrection is the Koranic formula, repeated 
in different variations, as for example in Sura 10:4, ~~~ ~ Jl:i.,ll l_,.l,l;! ..ul 

"He created a first time and repeated it anew." 

It becomes clear from this example of case (t) (page 24), 
(a) that a genuinely Arabic expression has been misread be

cause the Arabic philologists were unable to recognize its 
meaning in the Koranic context; 

(b) that its rectification is only possible after identifying, on 

the basis of the context, the Syro-Aramaic expression of 
which it is apparently a loan translation; 

(c) that i ts more exact m eaning can be subsequently deter

mined thanks to the semantics of the lexically equivalent 

Syro-Aramaic expression. 
6. Finally, the Arabic adverb ~ (P.mıma) is not to be understood here in 
the normal sense of "thereupon, afterwards." Following Syro-Aramaic 
..:oıac)ı (tll/ı),261 the meaning "anew" is more appropriate to the context. 

the same meaning, respectively, "to bring back to life" and "to raise from the 
dead." 

261 Cf., e.g., C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum [Syriac Lexicon] (817b), I. Iteruro 
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From this philological discussion the following syntactic and lexical 
ıınderstanding results according to the Syro-Aramaic reading for the 
verse segment from Sura 2:259 cited above: 

"Yet behold your condition (i.e.: how you are constituted) and 
your ( overall) state: it has not changed. Behold your perfection 

(i.e.: how complete you are)! And therewith we make you an ex
ample262 for the people, [and] behold how we restore your bones 
and cover them anew with flesh!" 

Period Construction 

Sura ll: 116-117 

'jl ~.;}ll~ .ll..ıill ,:;c. w~~ ).J' ~ ü-ı w.J.ftl' 0-- wı.s 'j_,l!(116) 
. ' ·ı.s .u!' .•. , t...' __ ll!. ...... ı, ., . ~~ . )l..ıJi 0.1-" ...P.-" _J.J .J - .r y _yw- U:i""" ~ .J ~ - . (..)AA • 

w~ ~~.J ~ ı.s.ftl' ~ ~.) wı.s t....J(117) 

Not al one the failure to appreciate the true function of the extrinsically 
"superjluous" conjunction .J 1 wa (and) has hadasa result that the sub
sequent apodosis has been overlooked and that the syntactical structure 
of these two connected verses, Verses 116 and 117 of S ura ll, has been 
thus totally distorted by our Koran translators and, as a consequence, 
nonsensically rendered as follows: 

(again). Mannıı. (83 lb): ~t . l..:..:ıl . ~ (Jumma, ayçlan, ıaniyatan) (aflerwards, 
also, once more 1 again). That the Koranic ~ (misread as Jumma) is not Arabic 
at all, but a defective spelling of the secondary Eastem Syriac dialectal 
form :;aa~ (tüm < Syro-Aramaic tub), as is attested in Mandaic (c[ E.S. 
Drower, R. Macuch, A Mandaic Dictionary, Oxford 1963, p. 483a: "tum 1 
[Talm ırı, Syr . .=.a~, Ar. ~ ], then, after that, MG xxxiii n. 1, 49:ult, 204:13, 
429:9-15"), will be discussed (with other Koranic particles) in a forthcoming 
study. 

262 In the case of the Koranic ~~ (aya), as a loan word from Syro-Aramaic ı<~ı< 
(a.td), the Syro-Aramaic meaning should regularly be taken into account, de
pending on the context. In this case, Mannil (46a) gives it under (8) in Arabic: 
~ ~ ( 'ibra) ( example, instance, model). 
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(BellI 216b): 118. "If only there had been of the generations be
fore you men of perseverance restraining from corruption in the 
land- except a few of those whom W e rescued from amongst 
them - ; but those who have done wrong have followed that in 
which they luxuriated, and have become sinners. 119. Thy Lord 
was not one to destroy the towns wrongously, their peoples being 
upright livers." 

(Paret 189): 116: "Warum gab es denn unter den Generationen 
vor euch nicht Leute (begabt) mit (moralischer) Stiirke (?) [Note: 
Oder: mit einem trefflichen Charakter (?ulü baqlyatin)], die dem 
Unheil auf der Erde Einhalt geboten,- abgesehen von (einigen) 
wenigen von ihnen, die wir erretteten [Note: Oder: abgesehen von 
(einigen) wenigen, (Leuten) die wir vor ihnen (d.h. ihren sündi
gen Zeitgenossen) erretteten(?)]? Diejenigen, die frevelten ( -
und das war die überwiegende Mehrzahl-) folgten dem Wohlle
ben, das ihnen zugefallen war (ma utrilii flhı), und waren sündig. 
117: Dein Herr konnte die Stiidte unmöglich zu Unrecht zugrunde 
gehen lassen, wiihrend ihre Bewohner taten, was recht ist ( wa
ahluha muşli}.ıüna)." 

(Blachere 257): 118/116 "Parmi les generations qui furent avant 
vous, pourguoi les gens de piete gui interdirent le scandale sur la 
terre et que Nous sauvames, ne furent-ils que peu nombreux, alors 
~ les lnjustes suivirent le luxe oiı ils vivaient et furent coupab
les? 119/117 Ton Seigneur n'etait pas capable de faire injuste
ment perir ces cites alors que leurs habitants pratiguaient la sain
tete." 

The following discussion will show in the case of the doub1e verse cited 
above that we are dealing with a previously unrecognized hypothetical 

conditional sentence, the first part ofwhich (Verse 1 16) forms the prota
sis and the second part (Verse 117) the apodosis. Two elements have 
essentially led our Koran translators to tear apart the syntactical unity of 
this sentence by carving it up into either two (Blachere) or three sen
tences (Bell and Paret): 
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(a) The determining factor is the misinterpretation of the Arabic par
ticle 'i J. (law-la), w hi ch Paret and Blachere see as an interroga
tive partide, whereas Beli sees in it an optative particle and, in so 
doing, is following Tabari (XII 138), who indeed explains 'i J. 
(law-la) with ')Ltı (halla) (oh, if only). Right from the start, 
however, in both cases, this erroneous assumption excludes an 
apodosis. As to the former case, it is astonishing fırst of all that 
one could tak:e 'i J. (law-la) to be an interrogative particle at all. 
Bergstdisser's view263 that, insofar as it does not have the mean
ing "if not" it corresponds to the German "warum nicht" (English 
"why not") in a rhetorical question, is misleading to the extent 
that thus only an optative ciause introduced by 'i J. (law-la) ( e.g., 
ı>~ 'iJ.! law-lağaa "ifhe had only come!") can also be formu
lated as a rhetorical question ("Why in the world didn't he 
come?"). What is needed for this, however, is not the optative 
particle 'i J. (law-la), but only the interrogative particle W (li

ma) or ı.:ıw (li-magli). That it is even possible according to ıbn 

HisiJın to consider 'i J. (law-la) as a genuine interrogative particle 
must be based on a misinterpretation of the Koranic use of this 
partide. This is confırmed, moreover, by Bergstrlisser's remark 
that such a use is unknown in the non-Koranic language, which is 
why one substituted hallafor it in the exegesis of the Koran. With 
this exelamation partide, however, the intention was precisely to 
make clear the meaning of 'i J. (law-la) as an optative particle 

and not as an interrogative partide. From this it becomes clear 
that all of the Koran passages in w hi ch 'i J. (law-la) w as taken to 
be an interrogative parti ele, 264 and in which the m eaning was thus 
partially distorted, should be revised. 

263 Gotthelf Bergstrasser, Verneinungs- und Fragepartikeln und Verwandtes im 

Kur"an. Ein Beitrag zur historischen Grammatik des Arabischen [Negative and 

lnterrogative Partic/es and Related Elemenis in the Koran. A Contribution on 

the Histarical Grammar of Arabic] (Leipzig, 1914) SI, ch.12, § 59. 

264 On the basis of a preliminary examination, these are for Paret the following 38 

Sura passages: 2:118; 4:77; 5:63; 6: 8,37,43; 7:203; 9:122; 10:20,98; 11:12, 

116; 13:7,27; 18:15,39; 20:133,134; 24:12,16; 25:7,21; 27:46; 28:47,48; 29:50; 
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41:44; 43:31,53; 46:28; 47:20; 56:57,62,70,83,86; 58:8; 68:28; plus one occur
rence ofl.._,l (law-md) (15:7) (the use ofwhich besides that of~ _,ll law-la, asa 
hypothetical optative particle has been documented in modem Arabic dialects 
of the Near East). Moreover, Nöldeke had in a way acknowledged this use at 
least in the case of _,! (law) in his Neue Beitriige zur semitischen Sprachwissen

schafl [New Essays on Semitic Linguistics] (last paragraph of page 18): 
In the case of _,! (laW) the omission of the fina] ciause is, to be sure, at times 
effective or at least permissible. Indeed, _,! occasionally passes over into the 
meaning of ü,ıl (layta) sornewhat or introduces a modest (perhaps ironically 
modest) question; in such cases, no main ciause is expected. 
Nöldeke's understanding of the particle _,!(law) in the case of the lacking apo
dosis in the sense of ü,ıl (layta) (if only, were it just) is correct. I ts interpretation 
as a question, however, is only to be understood in a general sense and as an al
temative; _,!(law) in itself can never be an interrogative partide. Nöldeke's in
terpretation of the particle ~ _,! (law-111), which, probably trusting the Arabic 
philologists, he understands, !ike Bergstrlisser, as a negative interrogative par
ticle (/oc. cit. 21), is, however, incorrect: Much affected in the Koran is ~_,! 
(law-111) "whether. .. not?", "ought not?", for our "why not"; otherwise ::ılA 

(hallti) is usually .used for that. I can stili remember a use of~_,! (law-111) in a 
verse by Öarır: WWI ~1 ~ _,! ı.j ~ _,....;.. ı.;.ı ~~ J,..:..il ~1 _;k. c.JJ.la:i 
"You cover yourselves in magnifıcent glory for butchering the old camels, you 
scoundrels; why not the heavily-armed warriors?" 
As a conjecture, Nöldeke attributes the uncommon use of ~ _,! (law-111) in this 
verse to either the Koran or the language of Mecca and Medina. In fact, how
ever, this ~ _,! (law-111) had already been misunderstood by the Arabic editor of 
the divan in question inthesense of the exelamation particle ::ılA (ha/111) (cf. the 
presumably homonymous Hebrew ıı~;:ı) and misinterpreted as an interroga
tive parti ele. In reality this ~ _,! is made up, separately (law 111), of a hypothetical 
and a negative particle with the meaning "if not" (nominally) or "were not" 

(verbally). Thus it isa question in this verse of a hypothetical conditional sen
tence with reversed protasis and apodosis in which for emphasis the apodosis is 
placed in front, as deseribed by Nöldeke himself in his Syrischen Grammalik 

[Syriac Grammar], § 379: 
"For stronger emphasis the govemed ciause is sametimes positioned far in front 
of the goveming clause." 
Accordingly, the introductory verb c.Jj.la:i (ta'iıddOna) is not to be understood as 
indicative "you cover," but as subjunctive: "you would cover ... ifthere were not 

= were there not the heavily-armed warrior." This is, in tum, explained in Nöl
deke's Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Grammar], § 375 (300, second paragraph): 
Sametimes there is no other indication of the unreal at all besides the alı<' (ella 



However, the taek of this meaning in both post-Koranic Arabic literature 
and vernacular Arabic suggests that the explanation quoted in the Lisiin 

is actually made up. Thus, the assumption is more likely that the later 

points set on both .J Ir are superfluous and that the original spelling was 
.Jfol 1 istafrir: ''put to jlight" (i.e. avert, turn away from me). 

(b) In contrast to Bergstrlisser, Be ll initially grasps 'J _,l (law-la) cor

rectly as an optative particle in the m eaning of "if only." In the 
process, this Koranic usage also corresponds to that of current 
Arabic dialects of the Near East where the attached particle 'J 
(ld), which is unstressed in its pronunciation, is perceived as a 
pure filler particle without further meaning. To this extent an op
tative ciause introduced by the particle 'J _,l (law-la) ( actually 

law-la) makes an apodosis superfluous. Bell also transtates Verse 
116 accordingly. 

But the following exception particle connected with it 'JI (illd) 

("except" or after a negation "only") suggests here a negative use 

of 'J _,l (law-Id), even if Bergstrlisser in considering this passage 
(/oc. cit., note 2) thinks that this may have been "invented" be

cause of the illa or may perhapseven be based on the "misunder

standing" that the sentence would for that reason have a negative 
sense. This is because the Arabic philologists that Bergstrasser 

cites certainly did not have in mind the equivalent Syro-Aramaic 

usage of ı<l a-lı< ( ellü Id) ("if not").265 However, if we take this 
Syro-Aramaic understanding as a basis, Arabic 'J _,l is to be read 

separately as law la and understood as a hypothetical conditional 

particle with negation. From that point of view LJIS. 'J _,l (law l/1 

= Arabic _,l 1 law), which is clear in itself, and that is followed by a ciause with 
the imperfect, the participte or a noun clause .... " 
As one can see, in interpreting the verse in question Nöldeke has thus allowed 
himselfto be misled by the Arabic philologists. 

265 Cf. Thes. I 198: rÖ cU ı< (el/D lll) (also written together), si non, nisi, which is 
compared, citing the Syrian Iexicographers, with the Arabic 'ıl _,l (law-Id) or 'ıl _,l 
w1 (law-lll an). For the expression of a condition presented as impossible by 
cUı< (ellfi) or rÖ cUı< (ella lll), see further Nöldeke, Syrische Grammalik 

[Syriac Grammar] § 375. 
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k/Jna) should be understood to mean ı:.fi.= rl _,l (law lam yakan) 
(had there not been ). From this it becomes clear that what is be
ing introduced with it is in fact a hypothetical conditional ciause 

which by defınition requires an apodosis. 

(c) This apodos is in V ers e I 1 7 is perhaps not accidentally introduced 
by the particle .J 1 wa ("anel"). Namely, this is to be distinguished 
from the superfluous particle before the apodosis of a temporal 
sentence insofar as Manna (182b) cites as the eighth function of 
the equivalent Syro-Aramaic conjunction a 1 w~~ ~_,lı} (Ji
taqwiyat al-mana) ''for meaning intensification, emphasis." lt 
would to this extent correspond to the Arabic intensification par
ticle ....J 1 la- , which among other things serves to introduce the 
apodosis of a hypothetical conditional sentence. Thus the r:;\5. L.. .J 

( wa-ma kana) introducing the apodos is in Verse 117 is to be un
derstood in Arabic in the meaning r:;\5. W (M-mil kana) (then 

[would have ... ] not). 

Once one has stopped to think about the Syro-Aramaic meaning of the 
two introductory particles, 'i _,l (=law Id) (if not) in the protasis and L...J 
( wa-mil) in the sense of W (la-mil) (then ... not) in the apodos is, one 
can, as follows, reconstruct the aforementioned double verse as a hypo

thetical conditional sentence: 

116: "IT among the generations before you there had not only 
been few virtuous (people) - some of whom we saved - to stand 
up to the evil on the earth, so that266 those who committed wicked 
deeds continuedin their excesses267 and remained268 sinners, 1 I 7: 

266 The consecutive meaning of the Syro-Araınaic conjunctiOIJ a w (and) in the 
sense of "so that" is documented by Mannll (l82b) under l.....ı..ıl.....ı (slldisa 0 ) as 
follows: al....a r<ıı:..ı ı< cu..aı~ ~m ı<..ı toa.. ~am (hwll yuqı"llııll hllkllııll wa

s'aw(a)nllsll w-/ıA:D)) l_,l:;....ıi 1_,1~ ı.>"\...ill 01 ~ ı>:i&ll ..ı::ı.!ıl 1~ (the rise in 
prices was such that the people became bo/d and entered). 

267 Literally: "to follow up on that whereinthey were committing excesses." 
268 In this context the Arabic verb L.JIS lkllna (to be) is to be understood with the 

meaning of its Syro-Aramaic equivalent r<am /hwll (to be), that among other 
things means (as in English) to remain, to stay (cf. C. Brockelmann, Lexicon 
Syriacum, 1 73a: I. fuit (to be), 2. duravit (to remain, stay, persist); cf. also 
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so269 your lord would not have come to destroy the cities (had) 
their inhabitants (been) righteous.'mo 

Through the syntactical elucidation of this double verse the allusion be
comes clear to the Biblical account in which it ensues from a dialogue 
between Y ahweh and an Abraham begging for mercy that there were not 
even ten righteous people to be found in Sodom (Gen. 18:23-32), which 
is why Y ahweh let brimstone and fire rain upon Sodom and Gomorrah 
and destroyed these cities (Gen. 19:24-25), but spared Lot and his fam
ily (Gen. 19:16,29). 

Mannii I 70b: ~ &.al r<am (hwll 1-waı pllln) L.})\.i ,ljc. 1"\.!l • US.. (makaJa, 

aqllma mda fiıllln) (to remain, to stay with someone). 

269 On the function of the Syro-Aramaic a 1 w (and) before the apodosis, Nöldeke 
explains in his Syrischen Grammalik [Syriac Grammar] § 339: 
The conjunction a does not serve to introduce the apodosis (like the German 
"so," ete.). Wherever it seems like that in the Old Testament, it isa literal trans
lation of the Hebrew ı ; in other passages it has occurred as a result of textual 
corruption. Now, however, a has seemingiy acquired the entire scope ofmean
ing of the Greek Kai and is often "also," where it then altemates with ..!!Ir<' or 
...21r<a; such aa "also" can appear in all positions of the sentence, therefore also 
at the beginning of the apodosis. 
In addition to this, the Koranic usage of .J 1 wa to introduce the apodosis can be 
explained in particular as an intensifYing particle in connection with the nega
tive particle l.. 1 mll ( .llı.J wl.5. l.. .J 1 wa-mll kllna rabbuka), although not exactly 
in an exclusive meaning, as Nöldeke then explains it in cases like :ıu .ôa (w-la 

lıal}) (> Arabic ~ ~ .J 1 wa-la aJ,ıad) "not even one" and -,:J!D!I .ôa (w-lll 

mcddem) (Arabic ~ ~ .J 1 wa-lll say) "nothing at all." 
270 As a participial ciause this subordinate fina) ciause is not defıned in more detail 

in terms of time; literally it reads "and(= while) their inhabitants righteous." 
Paret and Blachere nonsensically transiate it in the indicative since they have 
not grasped the hypothetical context of the entire sentence construction. To this 
extent, however, it should accordingly be understood as subjunctive. What 
Nöldeke said /oc. cit. § 375 (300, second paragraph) about alr< (ella) also ap
plies here: 
"Sometimes beyond the alr< , which is in itself clear, there is no other indica
tion of the unreal at all and that is followed by a ciause with the imperfect, the 
participle or a nominal clause .... " 
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With this distortedly rendered hypothetical conditional sentence pre
viously unrecognized by Westem Koran scholars, the Koran offers us at 
the same time a perfect example of a syntactically demanding sentence 
composition like those Nöldeke sketches in his Syrischen Grammalik 
[Syriac Grammar] under the chapter heading "Period Construction: 

Crossing Clauses and Other Irregularities" in§ 378: 

"Grounded in the make-up of their language, the Syrians' ten
deney to construct langer periods is in no small way encouraged 
by the model of the Greek style. Such periods arise through the 
coordination and subordination of dauses of the discussed types 
or of types quite similar to them. Here there is an unlimited abun
dance of possible ways in which to combine the faıniliar elements 
in individual cases. § 3 79. The freedom of the word order in the 
ciause is in part also carried over into the arrangement of the 
dauses serving as the component parts of the period. For stronger 
emphasis the govemed ciause is sametimes placed far before the 
goveming clause, and not infrequently veritable crossing clauses 

occur." 

With this in mind, the underlined expressions in the previously cited 
double verse stili need to be individually examined. 

On the Meaning of ~ ( baqlya) 

Koran scholars have puzzled a great deal over the Koranic expressian 
~ l)Jl (illa baqlya) (virtuous [people]). Tabarl(XII 138), starting from 
the Arabic meaning of~ (baqlya) (rest, what is !efi), explains the ex
pression succinctly with, JWIJ ~1 (.)cı ~ J::ı , "such as have (so 
much) insight and understanding !efi over [to spare, i.e. they have more 
than they need]" that they recognize what an advantage they have as 
believers in God, and what a disadvantage they have as nonbelievers. In 
his Kommentar [Commentary] on this passage Paret refers to his note on 
Sura 2:248, and there to baqlya in Sura 11:86 and 116 (53): 
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"Thus in both cases baqlya appears to mean a quality or power 
that in some way works against disaster." 

Looking more closely at Verse 2:248, in which it is said of the Ark of 
the Covenant that it is equipped with "saklnd' and "baqlyd' (not trans
lated in Paret's Übersetzung [Translation] 36), he continues: 

"Accordingly one can also interpret the expression in the present 
verse as such a quality possessed, together with saklna, by the 
Ark of the Covenant. But the subsequent minıma taraka .. . ("of 
which something ... has been left") does not specifically refer to 
baqlya, but generally to the Ark and its contents. See R. Paret, 
"Die Bedeutung des Wortes baqlya im Koran [The Meaning of 
the Word baqlya in the Koran ]" (Alttestamentliche Studien, Fried
rich Nötscher zum sechzigsten Geburtstag [Old Testament Stu

dies, Festschrift for Friedrich Nötscher on His Sixtieth Birthday], 
Bonn 1950, pp. 168-171 ); A. Spitaler, "W as bedeutet baqlya im 
Koran? [What Does baqlya Mean in the Koran?]" (Westöstliche 

Abhandlungen, Rudolf Tschudi zum siebzigsten Geburtstag 
[West-to-East Monographs, Festschrift for Rudolf Tschudi on his 
Seventieth Birthday], Wiesbaden 1954, pp. 137-146). Spitaler 
transtates baqlya in 2:248, depending on one's interpretation of 
the passage, either with "favor," "goodness" or simply with "re
mains or relics"." 

The guessing game over the explanation of this expression can in the 
meantime be put to an end by the Syro-Aramaic. Following our proven 
method we need only look for the Syro-Aramaic lexical equivalent. This 
we find in the erbal root tc\ı... (i.ta.r ), whose original meaning the Eastem 
Syrian lexicographer Manni1 (320b) gives inArabicas follows: . ~ 
~ . (taç/ula, baqiva) (to be left, to remain as rest). With that, however, 
the Arabic expression ~ (baqlya) is still not explained. To detennine 
the real sense, the further sernantic meanings of the Syro-Aramaic ver
bal root must then be examined. Among these Manni1 gives us under 
(4) the following Arabic meaning: ~l.i L.JIS. • ~ (fiıçlula, kana 

fliçlilan) (virtuous. to be excellent). And corresponding to these Mannll 
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(321a) gives us further under (2) the Arabic meaning of the Syro-Ara
maic nominal forms ı<c\ı;~ (m-yattartd) and ı<c\ıa;~ (m-yattrü.td): 

~ . ~ (faç/Ila, l;ıasana) (virtue, excellence). In Arabic, the expres
sion ~ (faç/1/a), a lexical borrowing from Syro-Aramaic, has been 
taken up into the language in the fıgurative sense of"virtue, excellence," 

but not the synonymous expression, ~ ( baqlya), which is only under
stood in its concrete sense of"rest."271 It is clear from the Koranic con
text, however, that with ~ (baqlya) ("rest") the Koran, following the 
Syro-Aramaic semantics, really means ~ (faç/1/a) (virtue). Asa re
sult, o ur Korani c express i on ~ ) Jl ( 11111 272 baqiya) ( = ~ 1) Jl 1 1110 
faç/Ila) would be explained as "[people] with virtue = virtuous fpeople]." 

On the Meaning of l_,!yl (utriftl) 

Our Koran translators have for the most part correctly translated the 
verb l_,ijil (utrifü) (from Verse 116). Referring to the linguistic usage of 

271 To be sure, in manyan Arabic dialect in the Near East the variant ô~ (baqwa) 

(pronounced: ba'wc) is stili in use today, say, in the following expression, .:,l......ı.il 
ö .fo. )l,ı (insan ba-la baqwc) (aman without "rest"= without mora/s, without 
moral backbone), where again a loan translation from the lexically equivalent 
Syro-Aramaic expressian has also been additionally confırmed in the vernacu
lar. 

272 The pronunciation ulo(with a short fırst u), as the cananical version of the Ko
ran reads it, is implausible. lt contradicts the Koranic orthography to the extent 
that this generally omits the J 1 u in a closed fırst syllable as a mater lectionis 
for short u. This is evidenced by the Arabic transcriptian of numerous Syro
Aramaic loan words in the K oran, such as wiJ.) 1 furqan ( < ı<ıı>-tru!~ 1 purqanli), 

w~ 1 tutyan (< ~~ 1 tuyanli), wl..l:.l.. 1 sultan(< ~ru. 1 suLtand), 

'Y... 1 ğubb ( < r<.::.a~ • ./ gubbd), c U;.. 1 ğuna(ı ( < ı<w ~/ gun(ıa 1 gonna.[ıd), .ub..i 
nu !fa ( < ~a.J 1 nu!jJJd), U"~ 1 quds 1 qudus ( < ra:rcuı 1 qufisli), ete. The 
complete spelling I)JI, if it was originally not to be pronounced with a diph
thong aw/17 (in imitatian of the demonstrative pronoun ':/ JA - in all likelihood 
pronounced hawla or hawli! - of which it appears to be a secondary formatian 
with a hypercorrect plural ending in the nominative case), at any rate suggests 
rather a monophthongization to öthan to ü (and thus in many a dialect today in 
the Near East ':/ JA is pronounced höld}. Arbitrary, in any case, is therefore the 
pronunciation u/O (with a short fırst u). 
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the Arabs and a Rllğiz verse, TabarT (XII 140) explains the expression 
u ..)lA (mutraf) as "one who enjoys the pleasures of life to the full." But, 
that a reference to the linguistic usage of the "Arabs" offers no guaran
tee that the expression is also genuinely Arabic, is proven in this case by 
the circumstance that the actual Syro-Aramaic verbal root r<!lt (rpll) (to 
be soft, limp,jlabby, slack, loose) was not recognized by the Arab philo
logists. Instead, the Arabic verbal form u jil ( utrifa), which had been 
borrowed from the Syro-Aramaic extended verbal stern ,..!lt~ ı< ( ejrappl) 

(to live a dissolute life, a life of licentious indulgence),273 has been 
falsely incorporated into the Arab lexicography as the root u ji (tarafa). 
In doing so, the Arabic philologists have not recognized the prefix --.:l 1 
t- as such and have taken it to be the first radical. From this, there then 
arose in Arabic such logically false derivatives as the noun u ji (taraf) 
(luxurious, dissolute life) (to which the Syro-Aramaic ı<~a.....!!ıt 1 rappytl

Jll actually corresponds) or the corresponding adjective u ji (tarif), both 
ofwhich arestillin use today.Z74 Thus we have an example of a Koranic 
expression, borrowed from Syro-Aramaic, whose general sense the Ara
bic philologists have understood correctly, although they have categoriz
ed it falsely in terms of etymology. 

This is all the more surprising since with the root 4.!.) (rafiıha) (whose 
final o 1 h was probably originally conceived of as amater lectionis for 
the final 1 1 ll) and its quite common derivatives,275 modem Arabic has 
preserved an authentic variant of the Syro-Aramaic form r<!lt 1 rpll). On 
the basis of the partially identical examples cited in the Lisllnunder each 
ofthese forms, the further varieties i.!.J (mtaa), ui.J(raafa), ui.J 1 u.J.J 
(rawafa /rafa) and l.i.J (ra/li), also suggest a common Aramaic root, of 
which the variations preserved in Arabic are apparently dialectal. Even 

273 C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum [5)!riac Lexicon], 74la, Etpa. 3. luxuriatus 
est. The Thes. ll 3960 cites: ~'i ı<~ ('yaıJe rpayyd) mores dissoluti 

(loose mora/s). 
274 Cf., e.g., H. Wehr, Arabisches Wörterbuch [Arabic Dictionary], under wji 1 

tari fa. 

275 E.g., in H. Wehr, [oc. cit.: ~\.!.J 1 rafhha, ~\.!.J 1 rafhhiya 1 rafhhlya: easy life, 
comfort, well-being, ete., as well as "'-:). ji 1 tarfih ( verbal noun of the 2nd stern): 
providing oneselfor others an easy life. 
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though the Lisan continually refers to the linguistic usage of the "Arabs," 

its occasionally clumsy explanation of it demonstrates precisely that it is 
unfamiliar with the expression in question, for example, when it cites 
the stili commonly used congratulations for newlyweds, ~~J ı:-1.9)4 
( bi-r-riflJ>t wa-1-banln), under both lı .J (rafa a) (I 87b) and \.i .J (rafll) (XIV 
331a) and falsely explains the expression ı:.l.i.J (riflJ') with "harmony." 

H. W ehr (!oc. cit.) even transtates it accordingly: "Live in harmony and 
have sons!" Yet according to one qad!Jthe Prophet is said to have for
bidden the use of this congratulatory formula. This indicates that under 
ı:.l.i.J (rifli) he did not exactly understand "harmony," but instead must 
have understood the more negative Syro-Aramaic meaning of~"' 
(rpllyd) or r<~~-t (rappyOJd) ("softness" = exuberant, dissolute life). 

Positively, however, the borrowed ı:.l.i.J (riflJj is equivalent to the ex
pression, probably created in Arabic via a loan translation, ı:.~.J (ra/)a') 
("softness" = carefree life, prosperity, luck). In this way the above
mentioned congratulations also become comprehensible: "The best of 
luck and many children!" 

Just as suspicious is the meaning "to bring on shore" for ti.J (rafaa) 

(see H. Wehr, !oc. cit.), from which U->" (marfa') "harbor" is derived. 
N amely, it is contradicted by the qadiJ of Abii Hurayra about the Day of 
Judgment, which the Lisiin (I 87a) cites as evidence of its use: ı.Jfo 

~1_,...\tı ~_y...::ü ~~ ~ öU_>Jl ~ U:.:..JYI (the earth will then be
come /ike a (violently) shaken ship on the ocean that is thrown to and 

jrQ by the waves). In terms of the meaning, th~ expression öU_>Jl (al
murfa a) is based on the mediae geminatae root u .J (raffa) ( < Syro-Ara
maic -!\ot 1 raft), so that öU_>Jl (a1-murfaa) should actually be pronounc
ed ~_>Jl (a1-muraffa) (Syro-Aramaic rCı"b:ı:ı 1 da-m-rappd). For only 
this reading produces the expected sense here, "to be shaken, to be 
shocked," corresponding to ~ı_,...\tı ~_y...::ü (tadribuhll 1-amwllğ) "to be 

thrown to and fro" (< Syro-Aramaic -.!\'l\, 1 traft)276 by the waves. 

276 On the rendering of the Syro-Aramaic ..!1 1 p by the Arabic y 1 b see S. Fraen
kel, Die aramaisehen Fremdwörter im Arabischen [The Aramaic Foreign 
Words in Arabic] xxii: "Occasionally y occurs for Aramaic ..!1 !l (<D) .... " 
Here it must be pointed out that .!fo/pin the oral tradition of the East Syrians is 
always pronounced as a hard (p), which is also stili evidenced today by the New 
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Nıımely, the sense of the Arabic verb yy.:.. ( ç/araba) (schlagen) expec
lcd in this context could only be discovered via the semantics of the 
Syro-Aramaic verb ..!!IÜo 1 (raft- as reproduced above. Whence the sus
picion that y~ (ç/araba) is only a phonetically Arabicized form of the 
Syro-Aramaic ..!!IÜo (traj'i) (or the East Syriac trap). 

Excursus on the Etymology and Semantics of 
Arabic y~(çiaraba) (to strike) 

1 r this assumption is correct, then this finding should open up new per
spcctives for a potentially different understanding of each use of the 
vcrb yy.:.. (ç/araba) in the Koran. For this, a comparison must bemade 
with the sernantic contents of the Syro-Aramaic verb ...!!IÜo (trap) to 
lletermine first of all to what extent Arabic y ~ ( ç/araba) stands for 
Syro-Aramaic ...!!IÜo (trap). For in the process one must not lose sight of 
the fact that (a) another Syro-Aramaic synonym may stand behind it, 
and that (b) yy.:.. ( ç/araba) has perhaps slipped into Arabic and became 

East Syriac dialects. The presumption that Arabic y ~((!araba) isa secondary 

dialectal formatian derived from Syro-Aramaic .!lt.\ (frap) (or East Syriac 
trap) is supported by the sernantic contents of the Syro-Aramaic root. In this re
gard, see Thes. I I 523 ff., which lists among the Arabic expressions quoted by 

the Eastern Syrian lexicographers y~ (ya(lrib) (1524), yl)-:.:.1 (ittirab), 
y~l and y~((larb) (1525 f.). 

lnsofar is Fraenkel, who sees in y ~ ( çlaraba 1 ç/Jub) a genuine Arabic expres
sian for striking coins (/oc. cit. I 95), to be contradicted. Here one must consider 

whether it is not more Iikely that behind this stands the Syro-Aramaic ..!1-t~ 
(şrap) (East Syriac şrap), which among other things can mean both "to cast, to 
smelt, to purify" (especially with regard to precious metals) and "to press, to 
punch" and "to hurf' (cf. Thes. ll 3446 ff.; Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 

638). In any case, the Arabic expressions Fraenkel discusses and whose origins 
he questions, are traceable back to this Syro-Aramaic root: (a) u..>'- (şirfj "the 
pure wine" (172), (b) the same in the meaning "pure red" (185), further ul.>
(şaaafj (probably originally "caster of coins," then "changer of coins") as well 
as u.>- (şarafa) "to creak, to crunch," which in Fraenkel's opinion does not 
appear to belong here at all (see Mannll, ..!1-t~ 1 şraji, 650a, under (4): J.
.ul..l...l 1 şarra asnaııahu "to press one's teeth together, to grind one's teeth"). 
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semantically independent long before the Koran. We find a first exarn
ple in an expression that confirms the former assumption. In Sura 24:31 
certain rules are listed concerning the behavior of women; among them 
we find: 

Sura 24:31 

Until now this verse segment has been understood, in accordance with 
Tabari (XVTII 124), in the following way: 

(BellI 339): 2." ... and let them not beat with their feet so as to let 
the ornarnents which they conceal be known." 

(Paret 289): "Und sie sollen nicht mit ihren Beinen (aneinander) 
selılagen und darnit auf den Schmuck aufinerksarn machen, den 
sie (durch die Kleidung) verborgen (an ihnen) tragen [Note: W.: 
darnit man merkt, was sie von ihrem Schmuck geheimhalten]." 

(Blachere 379): "Que [les Croyantes] ne frappent point [le sol] de 
leurs pieds pour montrer les atours qu'elles cachent." 

According to this understanding, women are indeed allowed to wear 
jewelry, but not to show it on the outside or to draw attention to it by 
slapping their legs together or starnping on the ground with their feet. 
From this conjectural and unsuccessful interpretation one sees that the 
Arabic commentators did not know what to do with this, to their ears, 
foreign-sounding express i on: ~ )-.: u,ı~ (yaç/ribna bi-arğulihinna) 

(speaking of women, "they strike with their feet"). However, the sense 
becomes clear as soon as one imagines the equivalent Syro-Aramaic 
expression that stands behind it, and which the Thes. (I, 1524) cites as 
follows: "<-~'b~~ (m-tarrjjiln b-reglayhen) pedibus suis tri
pudiantes, incessu artiticiali utentes ("striking" with their feet, "stamp
ing' their feet = hopping, skipping, in that they walk about in an artifi
cial way), Isa. 3:16." What is interesting here is that the Koran para
phrases this Bible passage with the Syro-Ararnaic expression of the 
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P..Çi,!fli more accurately than, say, the Jerusalem Bible.277 However, in 
Syro-Aramaic the expression actually means "to hop on one 's feet = to 
skip." Furthermore, if one were to compare the Arabic ~j (zina) (jew
elry) with the Syro-Aramaic ı<b_! (şefıtd), for the latter the Syrian lexi
cographers also give the figurative sense J4 . ~ . ""~ (baha; 
(1usn, ğamlii) (magic, grace, beauty) (Thes. II 3360, decus). Thus, 
roughly translated, the verse cited above from Sura 24:31 should instead 
be understood as follows: 

,They should not (walk around) with their feet hopping 
(=skipping) so that their concealed charms stand out."278 

277 In other words, there (/oc. cil. 1036b) this passage from lsa 3:16 is renderedas 
follows: "and jingling their ankle bracelets." Here the Hebrew 
mo:::ıyn Diı'~l,:ıl (wu-/ırağlehem t'akkasna), contrary to the explanation 
given in Gesenius (585a), "to adorn oneselfwith ankle bracelets, or to jingle 
them to cause a stir" with the indication "(a coquetry also disapproved of in the 
Korarı [Sur. 24:32], cf. Doughty 1: 149)," probably has less to do withjingling 
ankle bracelets than with the Hebrew variant 'lJpy ( 'qaS) and the Arabic (~ 
1 'aqaşa, u-ic- 1 'aqasa) as well as Syro-Aramaic (~ 1 'qas) equivalents that 
Gesenius (614a) etymologically associates with it with the meaning "to spin, to 
wriggle." Interesting in this respect is the expression that)s cited by the Lisa.n 
(VI 145a) for~ ( 'akasa): ~'il ~ ~ :ı..\;.)1 ı_y&U (ta'akkasa r-rağul 
: ma§ll masya !-ard) (said of someone ta 'akkasa means: to walk !ike a snake = 

to wriggle, to weave), ~ ül.fi...JI ~ '-Ai.J.J (this is also by analogy said of 
one who is drunk). Accordingly, the Hebrew expressian would mean (to skip, 
so that white watking one) "(artificially) twists or turns one'sfeet," whereas the 
Koranic or Syro-Aramaic variant means (to skip, so that white watking one) 
"(artificially) hopson one'sfeet." The fundamentally seductive intent in this is 
documented by the Thes. (Il 2967a) in the fıgurative sense of stimulatio, incita
rio (stimulation, seduction) with, among other things, the following Hebrew
related Syro-Aramaic expression ~rrı...miicu.a ~cıı..'l!ICLı< (suprayhan w-..lifz: 
savhan) (her charms and enticements) (Ephr. ed. Lamy i. 489. 5). 

278 Literally: "They ought not "to stamp" with their fe_et (= "to hop") in such a way 
that what they conceal of their charm becomes known (= revealed)." By that 
what is meant is: in that they display their concealed charms in a seductive way. 
The meaning "to reveal, to display" for Arabic ~~ (alama) (to cause to be 
known) results from the lexically equivalent Syro-Aramaic expressian A..:taı< 
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Anather Meaning of~ ( baqlya) 

Sura 11:86 

. . -~·.< ·1 _(l . .ılıl ı.::.uiı 
W:ıJA _jA r- u 1 ~ -· . 

(Beli I 213): 87. "The abiding (portion) [i. e. the etemal reward] of 
Allah will be better for you, if ye be believers." 

(Paret 186): "Die Kraft(?) [note: Oder: Güte (?baql)'a)] Gottes ist 
besser für euch, wenn ( anders) ihr glaubig seid. " 

(Blachere 254): 87/86 "Ce qui reste aupres d' Allah [note 87. Text.: 
le reste d' Allah] est un bien pour vous si vous etes croyants." 

In this verse the expressian .ılıl • • •ıiı ( baql)'a tu Ilah) has a different mean
ing than ~ 1 _,ı Jl ( DID baql)'a) in Sura ll: 116. In the verse which pre
cedes it, Verse 85, Suayb (Shu'aib) wams the Midianites against dis
honest profit through the falsification of weights and measures. The ex
pression ···.:iı (baqıyat) is directly connected with this unlawful en
richment. Blachere and Beli do in fact approximate the sense, but with
out being able to explain the term properly. 

That is because here, too, the real meaning is to be determined via 
the semantics ofthe same Syro-Aramaic lexical equivalent ı<ı-t~cı.. (yu
Jr/Jnd) (profit). Under the root"~ (iJai) Manna(320a), besides the origi
nal meaning ~ (baqiya) (to remain), listsunder (6) the following Ara
bic meaning: ~1 . c:;u (rabi!;ıa, iktasaba) (to win, to acquire). Under 
the aforementioned nominal form (321 b) he accordingly lists under (2): 
~ . c:;u (ribl;ı, maksab) (profit, acquisition). As a synonym for 
~~--~~ (tegurtd) (trade, proftti79 the Thes. (Il 4389) cites the fol-

(awda) (Thes. I 1557): scire fecit, ostendit, indicavit (to cause to be known, to 

reveal, to indicate). 

279 The Koranically borrowed 6.J4-:i (tiğllra) in Sura 35:29 (.J.Jil lJI6.J4-:i 0~.>.! 
they expect a profi.t that wi/1 not become worthless, i.e. a profil of lasting value) 

and Sura 61:10 is meant in this Syro-Aramaic sense of"acquisition, profit." So, 
too, u.J....JI ···.ı•ıll (a/-baqiylltuş-şalifı/Jt) (probably for ı<c)ı'f~ ı<b.\, 1 my

attriiJII flJ/ılJ/II, Thes. I 1653, egregia facta, gesta praeclara) "good, excellenf 

works" in Sura 18:46 and I 9:76. 
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lowing expressions: "de mercatura spirituali ı<c)ıa...;.. :ı :ı ı<c)ı 't~r<c)ı (te
ğurt/1 d-dayri1yüJd) (spiritual acquisition through a monastic way of 

/!fe); (2) labor, opus, ~:ıb..:.:ı mc)ı-t~c)ı (teğurteh da-1:/eldfıafıd) 

(the work of the adversary, of Satan). That could be contrasted with 4 
Jı\ (baqlyatu llllh) as the "work ofGod," here inthesense of"acquisition 

well pleasing to God." From this the following sense results for this ex
pression in the context of S ura ı ı :86: 

"The acquisition (pleasing to) God is of greater advantage to you 
if you are believers!" 

A Third Meaning for ~ ( baqlya) 

Sura 2:248 

-<. . ~ "-ıi ü !.:lll -< ·ilı ·ı ..ı.SJ.. .tıl ., r:..) (.)A ~ ~ ~ ı-::ı- ~ <.J ~ <.J 

LJJ.JA Jl J ıs""_,.. Jl ~ y \..- ~J 

In his translation (36) Paret ıeaves the expressions sakina and baqlya 

untranslated as special Koranic terms, although in his Kommentar 
[Commentary] (52) he suggests for baqlyatun the meaning "rest" (= 
"relic"?). The latter seems to be the best fıt here inasmuch as Mann/1 

(82ıb) gives for the Syro-Aramaic synonym ~u (sarki1nd), in addi
tion to the original meaning ~ ( baqlya) (rest), under (2) ö .JP.~ (da/}Tra) 

(relic). There is accordingly in the Ark of the Covenant a "relic" that 
Moses' and Aaron's clans have left behind. 
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13. ÜNMANY A SYRO-ARAMAIC 
BASIC STRUCTURE IN THE LANGUAGE OF THE KORAN 

To return once more to the above-mentioned grammatical basic struc
tures of the language of the Koran, we want to take a closer look from 
this perspective at the previously cited (p. 95) Verse 23 of the Mary 
S ura: ~ ~ üjS J \~ ~ ü.o ~ "If only I had died beforehand 
and been totally forgotten!" 

There is nothing to quibble about conceming the sense. What inter
ests us here is the component part of the sentence ~ ~ üjS J ( wa
kuntu nasyan manslyd) "(had) been totally forgotten." This well-known 
Koranic expression, which has entered the Arabic language and the 
Arabic lexicography as a familiar quotation, 280 is an example of a syn
tactical fıgure characterized in Arabic grammar as Jlh..ı J_,..i..ı (ma:ltiJ 
mutlacfJ (in English: accusative of the inner [ verbal] content, or of the 
absolute or inner object)?81 Reduced to a simple formula, this object 
consists of the infınitive or a noun derived from the employed verb, 
which stands in place of a lacking adverb or to reinforce the homony
mous verb as that verb's object in the accusative. 

A familiar example of this is provided by the sentence: He slept the 
sleep of the righteous (i.e., he slept /ike one who is righteous). The key 
here, however, is that in Arabic (as in English) this object regularly 
stands after the verb and as a noun naturally remains unchanged, where
as the verb itself can assume any form whatsoever. 

In our Koranic clause, however, what stands out is that the infınitive 
object ~ (nasyan) iforgetting) stands before the verbal form, in other 
words, that the order preseribed according to the rules of Arabic gram
mar is reversed. W ere one to assert that this is caused by the need to 
rhyme, one could reply that the fınal syllables of the two words are ho-

280 See, for example, Hans Wehr, Arabisches Wörterbuch [Arabic Dictionary], un
der~ 1 nasy: ~ ~ ~~ 1 'aşbal;ıa nasyan manslyan "to fal/ into obli-
vion." 

281 Cf. C. Brockelmann, Arahische Grammatik [Arabic Grammar] § 112. 
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ınonymous. That according to the current reading of the Koran ~(as 
a transcriptian of Syro-Aramaic ~ actually to be read m-nasyll) is 
to be pronounced manslyll with a doubling of the l and for this reason 
should stand at the end of the verse, is not a convincing argument since 
~l (in Verse 26), which as an unequivocal transliteration of Syro
Aramaic ı<..z.ıı< should not be pronounced insrya, but (a)nl1Sllyll (a hu

man be ing), is also, according to the modern reading of the Koran be
cause of the rhyme, to be pronounced in exactly the same way with a 
reinforced l 

Even presupposing that this reading in light of the purely Aramaic 
prototype is not arbitrary, ~ (nasyan ) could have been in the correct 
word order according to the rules of Arabic sentence construction and 
could have nevertheless been pronounced for the sake of the rhyme in 
the same way naslya. The purely formal, superfıcial argument used to 
justify this sequence of dauses running counter to the strict rule of Ara
bic grammar is therefore not convincing. 

For this obvious irregularity from the point of view of Arabic, the 
Arabic commentators have tried to give another interpretation. What is 
meant by the masculine verbal noun ~ (nasyan) is allegedly a ''forgot

ten memory" or a ''forgotten object," which as the predicate of <.:..ı.iS (kun
tu) according to the rules of Arabic grammar is correctly in the accusa
tive, which would in turn be why the ~ (manslyan) following it is lo
gically understood as its corresponding masculine attributive participial 
adjective. Accordingly, Mary would be thinking: "Oh, were I only a for

golten object!" or "were my memory forgotten!"282 

The deeper cause, however, actually lies in the fact that we are deai
ing here with a typical Syro-Aramaic sentence construction. Theodor 
Nöldeke accurately outlines this as follows: 

"lt is a characteristic of Aramaic that it has a much greater capac
ity for linking dauses than Hebrew and Arabic. It possesses many 

282 TabarT XVI 66 f. 
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conjunctions and lightly modifying adverbs. In addition to this it 
has considerable freedom in terms of word order."283 

Such a word order occurs in the Koranic verse under discussion: In con
trast to Arabic, the verb com es after the noun. Accordingly, the word 
order ~ ~ ü.lS. .J ( wa-kuntu nasyan mans!y/J) exactly corresponds 
to, and has the same meaning as, the Syro-Aramaic ı<.ı.J ~ama 
~ ( wa-hwiJ nsava m-na!v~. 

Once we have become conscious of the Syro-Aramaic form of this 
verse, we are then be able to perceive another detail: not only the word 
order, but also the congruence of the subject and the participal adjective 
does not correspond to the rules of Arabic grammar. That is to say, if 
one asks an educated Arab well-versed in grammar how he accounts for 
this sentence construction, he will at fırst be taken aback because this 
sentence in this form is so familiar that he has never thought about it. Its 
problematic nature is only brought home to him by a series of elemen
tary questions: 
a) What is the subject here of ü.lS. (kuntu) (were I)? 

- Answer: Mary . 
b) What is its corresponding predicate participial adjective? 

-Answer: ~ (manslyan) (jorgotten). 

c) Is the ending here masculine or feminine? 
- Answer: Masculine. 

d) To what then does this predicate refer? 
- Answer: Obviously to the masculine ~ (nasyan) (a forget

ting). 
e) Conclusion: ~ ~ (nasyan manslyd) would accordingly be: a 

"forgotten forgetting." Hence, not Mary should be forgotten, but 
the forgetting itself should be forgotten. 

f) What would be correct here, referring to Mary, according to the 
rules of Arabic grammar? 
- Answer: ~ ~ ü.lS. .J ( wa-kuntu manslya tan nasyan). 

283 Th. Nöldeke, Die semitischen Sprachen [The Semitic Languages] (Leipzig, 
21899) 46. 
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This is in fact how the sentence should read in correct Arabic. 
Such deviations from the norms of Arabic grammar are habitually 

cxplained as peculiarities of the language of the Koran. Y et, to anyone 
who would conclude from this that the Koran was composed in faulty 
Arabic, it should be replied: This is not incorrect Arabic, but perfectly 
correct Aramaic. Namely, in the participial form, ~ (manslyd) (jor
~o:otten), what looks like an Arabic masculine accusative ending is, in 
reality, if one imagines the transliterated Syro-Aramaic spelling 
~ (m-na8yd), a Syro-Aramaic feminine predicate ending. Accord
ing to the rules of Syro-Aramaic grammar the predicate participte and 
ııdjective are namely in the so-called status absolutus. In the case of the 
lerninine this means that the c\ı 1 t of the emphatic feminine ending ı<c\ı 1 
tn drops away leaving only the fınal ı< 1 ii behind.284 

Arabic has no such rule. No distinction is made between attributive 
and predicate adjective and participial adjective in written Arabic, so 
that in the case of the feminine the fınal ı. 1 t is always retained. It is 
therefore from an Arabic perspective impossible to see a feminine end
ing in a form like ~ (manslyan) unless one sees it through Syro-Ara
maic glasses. 

We encounter this Syro-Aramaic feminine predicate ending in addi
Lional passages of the Koran. There is, for example, ~ ( bağlyB) in 
Verse 20, ~ ~~ r-1 J (s ince I am no prostitute) and in Verse 28, ~\.S t... J 

~ ~~(and yet your mother was no prostitute), isa faithful rendering 
of Syro-Aramaic ~ (bnyn). One tries to justify the fact that~ 
( bağlya' does not have an Ara bi c feminine ending here, not just on ac
count of the rhyme, but in particular with the argument that certain ad
jectives referring exclusively to women formally take a masculine ending. 

This explanation, however, is not valid because we encounter other 
cases in the Koran that cannot be justifıed by it. Thus, for example, in 
Sura 33:63 it says: 4:!.) wfo ~t....ll J...l ~:U.l:! t...J "What do you know? 
The (fina!) hour may be ne ar." The fact that 4:1.) ( qaı1bn) as a predicate 
for ~t....ll (as-sna) (the hour) here has the Syro-Aramaic feminine end-

284 Cf. C. Brockelmann, Syrische Grammalik [Syriac Grammar] §§ 90, 91 (para

digm). 
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ing in status absolutus, one would like to explain according to Arabic 
grammar as an adverbial ending inthesense of 1.:-l:!.J ı:;c. ("an qarlb) (in 
the near .future, soan). But that would be contradicted by S ura 42:17, L. .J 

1.:-l:!.J ~t.....l\ Jal <4ı.J~ (with the same meaning). That here 1.:-l:!.J 
(qarrb), although a predicate of ~L.....JI (as-siia) (the hour), does not 
have the expected feminine, but instead (also according to Syro-Aramaic 
grammar) a masculine ending, will again be explained here by the evi
dent need to rhyme. 

There is still S ura 7:56: ~~ ı.Yı 1.:-l:!.J .ılı\ ı.::..ı...:.. .J J (The good
ness ofGod is near to those who are righteous). Here there is no exeuse 
for the fact that the predicate 1.:-l:!.J (qarTbun) (near), referring to the 
feminine 4.....:...) (rafımata) (goodness), has a masculine ending. The real 
reason for this, however, is that when masculine Aramaic words are ta
ken over into Arabic they customarily pass over into Arabic in the status 
absolutus, i.e. with the omission of their originally determining empha
tic ending r< 1 ii (in other words: in the so-called pausal form in Arabic ). 
Examples: Syro-Aramaic r<cıUr< (alliilıii) = Arabic .ılı\ (afliilı) (God); 

r6.-to (qari/ıii) = 1.:-l:!.J (qarrb) (near). 
In the present case, we must keep the Syro-Aramaic equivalent of J 

1.:-l:!.J .ılıl ı.::..ı...:.. .J (the goodness of God is near) in mind as follows: 
r6.. to r<cıUr< ~"' (re.(ınıaJ alliilıa qari/ıll ). According to this, the ori
ginal Arabic form must have been 4;.) (qarrba) (near). Arguing in fa
vor of a primary Arabic transcription into 1.:-l:!.J ( qarTb) would be the ex
planation that an early copyist has taken the Syro-Aramaic predicate 
feminine ending in status absolutus r6.. to ( qari/ıll ), which is formally 
indistinguishable from an attributive emphatic masculine ending, for 
such a masculine form and has, mutatis mutandis, Arabicized it, that is, 
by dropping the Syro-Aramaic emphatic a ending, has converted it into 
the masculine Arabic pausal form. 

The explanation of a secondary conjecture could be that a later copy
ist saw in the ending 4;.) ( qarTban) an Arabic accusative, which is here 
in obvious contradiction with the subsequently established Arabic gram
mar. This prescribes, namely, that in a noun clause introduced by the 
particle 0j inna the subject is to be in the accusative, but the predicate in 
the nominative case. As such, however, 4;.) (qarrban) has, according to 
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Arabic orthography, a masculine accusative ending. Instead ofreplacing 
it with the appropriate feminine ending, the fınal 1 1 a was dropped 
without replacement. This is, to be sure, a mere supposition, the correct
ness of which could only be proven by corresponding examples from 
carlier Koran manuscripts. 

In any case, the former explanation is confirmed by a further in

stance in Sura 3:40 : yir.. _;iyi.J .fi.ll .A ..l!.J ~ J 0fo. ~~ Y.J 

("Lord, how shall I have a son when old age has now overtaken me and 
my wife [is] barren?"). Here, too, _)~ ( "aqir) (barren) isa predicate of 
ı.;lyl (my wife) and has, from the point ofview of Arabic, a masculine 
cnding. As discussed above, however, this is based upon an optical illu
sion, since the Syro-Aramaic status absolutus feminine ~ ( aqrd) is 
formally indistinguishable from the status emphaticus masculine ı<'~ 
( aqrd). Whence the conversion by analogy into the Arabic masculine 
pausal form. 

Finally, the two instances in Sura 19:5 and 8, where it is repeated, 
1_)~ ı,;lyl ~I.S.J (wa-k/Inat imraatl "aqiran) ("in that my wife is bar

ren"), are not to be explained by the need to rhyme. Here the Syro
Aramaic spelling of the status absolutus feminine ~ (> 1 yir..) 
( "aqrd) is faithfully reproduced. 

Omission of the Perninine Ending ofthe 
Adjective in Classical Arabic 

This rule of Syro-Aramaic grammar according to which the status abso
lulus feminine in the predicate adjective and participle, through the 
dropping of the c\ı 1 t and the retention of the final ~ 1 a, does not differ 
formally from the status emphaticus of the corresponding attributive 
masculine form, now opens our eyes to a phenomenon of classical Ara
bic grammar that has until now been considered a mystery. Cari Brock
dmann (Arabische Grammatik [Arabic Grammar] § 65) sumınarizes 
this phenomenon as follows: 

Note 1. "Thus the adjectives that refer to the sexual life of a 
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woman or a female also do not require the feminine ending, such 
as ~ Y" (murçli"un) 'suckling,' ..)k. ( '"aqirun) 'barren.'. 
2. The adjectives J_,..! (fa1ıJun) in the active and ~ (fa]Jun) in 
the passive sense as well as YJ~ (kadiibun) "lying" and c:.ı_r.ı.. 

(ğarll)un) ''wounded" also take no a feminine ending as predicate 
and attribute." 

Brockelmann derives this analogy from those Semitic words that are 
also feminine in gender without a feminine ending. He makes no men
tion of the Aramaic background, although the fırst group is documented 
in the Koran and the adjectives namedin the second group J_,..! (fa 111) 
and~ (fa 'll) clearly point the way to the equivalent Aramaic (or Sy
ro-Aramaic) prototypes. 

But even before him Theodor Nöldeke drew attention to the problem. 
In his study Zur Grammatik des classisehen Arabisch [On the Grammar 
of C/assical Arabic] (Vienna, 1897; reprint Darmstadt, 1963), he re
marks in this connection (20 §19): 

"In the case of adjectives, the use or omission of the feminine end
ing ö merits a more comprehensive examination. What the ancient 
and modern grarnmarians have given285 does not exhaust the sub
ject. In Sura 22:2, u.....<.) I.AC. ~ Y" ~ Jı.~, one would expect 
~Y"; the feminine form is explained very artifıcially." 

Nöldeke would surely have been able to recognize the quite simple rea
son for this phenomenon, if only his view had not been obstructed by his 
respect for the exaggerated antiquity of the so-called old Arabic poetry. 
As a1ready discussed with regard to the example from Sura 22:2 cited 
above, there is no reason to leave off the feminine ending of ~ Y" 

285 Note I: "See, among others, Sib. 2, 222 f.; Ibn Qotaiba, "Adab alkatlb," 104 ff.; 

Mufassal 83; contribution at 268 f.; Reckendorf 18. The reason for the pheno
menon that the feminine ending is lacking in the case of so many feminine ad

jectives is stili fully obscure. lt is true though that in the case of words of femi
nine sexual meaning this could be connected with the fact that the Semitic sub
stantives that exclusively designate what is by nature feminine, all seem to have 

originally been without a feminine ending .... ". 
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(murçliat) (one giving suck) according to Syro-Aramaic grammarsince 
this word does not assume a predicate position in the sentence. That is 
also why it appears correctly in the status emphaticus with the feminine 

ending. 
It's a different story for the other examples, .un.l:a ~l-S~ \:i..)~ 4_, 

"Oh, neighbor woman (= wife), go forth, you are dismissed" (line 8) and 
l:il\1. ~ 41..)_, "retire from me as dismissed" (line 9), where the under
lined expressions appear as predicates in the status absolutus feminine 
and thus have the corresponding (Syro-Aramaic) il (not the Arabic 'ô If) 
ending, insofar as one can regard the vowel less fınalı. 1 h in .ulU. as a 
variant for the emphatic fınall (taliqil). 

Thus, the phenomenon of the taeking feminine ending in certain ad
jectives and participles originally appearing in a predicate position in the 
Koran and in classical Arabic is explained as an Aramaic (or Syro-Ara
maic) substratum. 

Misinterpretation or Mistaking of Syro-Aramaic Roots 

Sura 16:79 provides us with two examples of the mistaking or misinter
pretation of Syro-Aramaic roots; there we read: 

Our Koran translators have understood this verse as follows: 

(Bell I 256): 81. "Have they not seen the birds, performing their 
service in the midst of the heaven, no one holding them but Al
lah?" 

(Paret 222): "Haben sie denn nicht gesehen, wie die Vöge1 in der 
Luft des Himmels in den Dienst (Gottes) gestellt sind? Gott allein 
hiilt sie (oben, so daB sie nicht herunterfallen)." 

(Blachere 299): "N'avez-vous pas vu les oiseaux soumis [au Sei

gneur] dans l'espace du ciel oiı nul ne les soutient hormis Allah?" 
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1. For the expression t.......JI _p,. ~(ii ğaıvW s-sama} Beli, with his 
translation "in the midst of the heaven," was the only one who eorreetly 
reeognized from the eontext the equivalent Syro-Aramaie root expres
sian ~ 4 (b-gaw smayya} (cf. Thes. I 665: 4 (b-gaw) intra, 

in medio ("inside, in the midst of"). Asa Syro-Aramaic substratum the 
expression ı :.,:ı.. (ğawwlJ 1 ğ.9wwlJ} (inside), as the opposite of IY. (barrii} 

(< Syro-Aramaic ı<'t:. 1 barrii "outside"), is quite eommon in contempo
rary Arabie dialeets of the Near East, both adverbially andasa preposi
tion (as in ~1 öiP., ğ.9wwat .91-bet "inside the house"), yet not in clas
sical or modern written Arabic. It is very likely that in today's Arabic 
the eommon expressions (,Ş_,.,.ll ..ı;_;,ıll (al-bar'id al-ğaww'i} (airmail), 

(,Ş _,.,.ll C )l..JI (as-silii.fı al-ğawwi) (airforce), ~_,.ll .b_,.b.i..ll (al-!JUtiit al

ğawwrya) (air routes, airlines), ~_,.ll ö~l (an-nasra 1-ğawwrya) 

(weather report), ete. are traceable baek to the unrecognized Syro
Aramaie prepositional expression 4 (b-gaw) = Arabic :.,:;.. ~ (fi 
ğaww) (inside, in the midst oj) in Sura 16:79 and its misinterpretation as 
a noun (air, atmosphere). 

Now, even if:.,:;.. (ğaww) in the mentioned Sura has been read cor
reetly, it has nonetheless been misunderstood. On the other hand, the 
spelling yi_,:JI (allegedly al-.fıawlJyd) (< Syro-Aramaie ı<.~ /gwlJye) 

(the innards) in Sura 6:146 has been eorreetly understood, but uneor
rectly read. That is also why it has not been reeognized that both expres
sions stern from one and the same Syro-Aramaic root. 

2. In the Koranic usage of the verb Y...,.. (saiJ!Jara) it has until now 
apparently not been notieed by Koran seholars that two Syro-Aramaic 
roots must here be distinguished from one another: • 
a) tuz (sa.(ı(ıar), whieh eorresponds to the Arabie Y...,.. (saxxara) (ef. 

Mannii, 784a: 1. ::."y.ı .~ lfa.(ı(ıamat sawwada 1 to blacken, to 

make black [this meaning has been retained with the unchanged 
pronuneiation ..J=...:. 1 sa.(ı(ıara in Ar.abie ];_ 2. ~ ·~ 1 façlaf.ıa, 
hataka 1 to disgrace, to expose; 3. Ja,..!. • Y...,.. 1 saxxara, saggala 1 

to exploit, to make someone work without pay). Without exeep
tion our Koran translators have based their translations on this 
last meaning, which has entered into Arabie with the Arabicized 
pronuneiation Y...,.. (saiJ!Jara). 
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h) What has been overseenin the process, however, is that with the 
spelling ~ (sa!J!Jara) the Koran is also reproducing the Syro
Aramaic causative stern (sarel) t...aı (saw.fıary. This, however, is 
cognate with the root tur< ( e.fıary and is a variant of the causative 
stern (af"el) ı...aı< (aw.fıary, which corresponds to the Arabic ~~ 
(a!J!Jara). For example, for this the Thes. (I 125f.) gives in Arabic 
the (transitive as well as intransitive or reflexive) ~i (a!J!Jara) (to 
hold back, to detain), ~b (ta"a!J!Jara) (to be Iate, to stay); and for 
t...aı (saw.fıary: retardavit, retinuit (to ho/d back, to ho/d onto). 
Although the last rneaning emerges clearly from the context of 
Sura 16:79, and in particular from the subsequent Arabic verb 1.... 
.Jıl 'ıı'l 0as..·~ (only God ho/ds onto them ), none of our Koran 
translators have noticed that here ı.::.ıy........ (musafJ/Jarlit) cannot 
mean "to be in the service of". Read as the Syro-Aramaic 
ı<~~ (m-saw./;ırliJd) (he/d back, he/d onto), the verse has the 
following meaning: 

"For have they not seen how the birds stay in the middle of the 
sky (whereby) only God is holding onto thern?" 

Depending on the context it will accordingly be necessary to examine 
whether ina given passage the Koran means with the Arabic ~ (sa!J
!Jara) (a) the Syro-Aramaic twt (sa.(ı(ıar) (to subject, to make subservi
ent) or (b) t...aı (saw.fıar) in the Arabic sense of ~1 (a!J!Jara) (to detain, 
to hold back). 

This idea that God holds the birds suspended in the sky and prevents 
them from falling to the earth is also based on the verbal form ~~ya 
(mawil/Jiı) in Sura 16:14 and 35:12. There it is said of ships on the sea 

_;.:iı..lya "'-:li / "'-:li _;.:iı..lya ı.:illill c.SYJ that they are ''ploughing through it" 
(Beli I 250). Paret transtates "Und du siehst die Schiffe darauf (ihre) 
Furchen ziehen" (216, 359), and Blachere "voguer" (293). 

Yet the Arabic plural form ~lya (mawil/Jiı} is not, as until now 
wrongly assumed, based on the imaginary Arabic root ~ (ma!Jara), 
which has falsely entered into the Arabic lexicography with the likewise 
imaginary meaning of "to plow, to plow furrows" (see, for example, H. 
Wehr, Arabisches Wörterbuch, where ~1..... 1 mli/Jir supposedly means 
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"cutting through the water, a ship setting to sea'' and ô y..l.. 1 mii/ıira 

(plural __?.\ .JA 1 mawll/Jii) supposedly even means "ship"). Instead, what 
we have here is a Syro-Aramaic masculine plural present participte 
~ tucı..:oo (m-aw.(ırln) (the feminine plural being ~ 1 m-aw/;ırlln) of 
the causative stern tuaı< (aw.fıaı) (to hesitate, to linger, to stay). This 
means that ships linger on the sea (on the surface of the water) (i.e., that 
God prevents them from sinking). 

This again showshow Westem Koran scholars have allowed them
selves to be !ed astray by Arabic philologists who, in ignorance of Syro
Aramaic, have once more taken the prefix m- (from tu~ 1 m-aw.fıar) 
for a radical. This has also led A. Jeffrey to place __?.\ .JA (mawllkhii') in 
the corresponding alphabetical order (m-). He explains the expressian as 
follows: 

"Plu. ofö_?.l.. (mii/ıiratun), that which ploughs the waves with a 
clashing noise, i.e. a ship. Zimmem, Akkad Fremdw, suggests 
that it was derived from Akk. elippu mll/Jirtu, a ship making its 
way out into a storm. If this is so it would have been an early bor
rowing direct from Mesopotamia." 

Although the expression may stern directly from Mesopotamia, in any 
case not from the Akkadian mli/ıirtu, but from the afel form of the Syro
Aramaic root tur< (e.fıaı) (which is not common in pal), namely tuaı< 
(aw.fıar), whose masculine singular and plural present participles are, re
spectively, tucı..:oo (m-aw.fıaı) and ~tucı..:oo (m-aw/;ırln, the feminine being 
~ m-aw.{ırlln) (cf. Thes. I 125 f.: act. part. tu~ [m-aw.fıafl mora
tur, cunctatur, tardat [he is hesitating, lingering, staying]). The Koran 
gives the last form with the Arabic plural of nouns __?.\ .JA ( according to 
the modem reading, ma-wl1/ıir),286 where here too the middle alif\ 1 a is 

286 The lack of the earlier Syro-Aramaic feminine ending plural (-an) of the parti
ciple in Arabic is substituted in the Koran mostly by the suffıx -iit of the regular 
feminine plural (pluralis sanus 1 sound plural) of verbal adjectives (as substan
tives), but also sporadically (in contradiction to the classical Arabic) by the irre
gular plural form (pluralis fractus 1 broken plural) of some nouns derived from 
participles (e.g. ayi.\..:lb8/)ira [steamboat], plural ftl-'l 1 baw8/}iı'J as in this 
case (yi.ly>lmaw8/)ir(a) instead ofclassical Arabic 'ô~)Aimuiıb/ıara). A fur-
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possibly secondary. However, because this form is foreign to Arabic, 
one can see in it a transliteration of the Syro-Aramaic participte adapted 

to the Arabic plural. Karl Vollers (Volkssprache und Schriftsprache 90) 

had considered it difficult to say whether ~1 yo (mawa/Jii) should be 
viewed as an ofisboot of ~i ( a.!Jara). It is thus scarcely necessary to 

consider his further remarks on the root _;:.... (ma.!Jara) (189 f.) and the 

corresponding references (namely to the later use of ~LA 1 mabir in 
Arabic poetry in the sense of "ship, saiting vessef' according to ZDMG 
40, 575). 

The idea that God is maintaming ships (letting them linger) on the 

water's surface also underlies the verb Y....., (sa.b!Ja.ra) (<tua..ır. 1 saw.fıaf) 
in S ura 14:32 and the synonymous verb i,r...J; (yurği, (= ~ 1 yusa.!J
bi.r~ (he maintains = he causes to linger) in Sura 17:66, which has been 
misread (and just as falsely included in the Arabic lexicography) as 

t.F-.>.ı (yuzğf, allegedly "to drive along"). The same is true of the sun, 

moon and stars, which "linger" in heaven at God's command (ül~/ 

musa.b!Jarat. = ~ 1 m-saw.fıran) (Sura 7:54; 16:12), as well as of 
the clouds ( yk.....JI 1 as-sal;ab) that are "maintained" (~ 1 musa.b!Jar 
= '\ua..ıc:o 1 m-saw.fıar) (and not, as in Bell, ''performing their service," or 

Paret "in Dienst gestellt sind," and Blachere "soumis") between heaven 

and earth (Sura 2:162/164). 
Georg Hoffmann, in a review of two University of Göttingen disser

tations published in "Bibliographische Anzeigen [Bibliographical Re
ports]" (ZDMG 32, 1878, 738-63), has already drawn attention to the 

phenomenon of the occasional disappearance of J 1 w in the diphthong 
aw and the concomitant compensatory lengthening of the preceding vo

wel a in manyan Eastem Aramaic dialect. Following the Eastem Syrian 

lexicographers Bar Bahlül he reports that among the Aramean of I:Iarran 
as well as in Trihan, the region from I:Iatra on the Tigris downstream to 
Teghrith (Tegrıt 1 Takrit) and Samarra, miise was said for mause, in Ara

bic maus (with a reference to Bar Ali 5588). Thus ii would have 
emerged here from au by way of the Nestorian (i. e. Eastem Syrian) ii". 

ther example may be found in Sura 42:33, where it is said of the ships ~\ -'.J 1 
rawiikid(a) (stili, stagnant) instead of classical Arabic o~\ .J 1 riikida). 
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This is probably also why one pronounced :ııı rllre1ı (instead of ..::ı'ta't 1 
rawre1ı)287 ( op. cit. 756). 

The localization of this phenomenon in the East Syrian-Mesopota
mian region may give us an interesting clue concerning the orthography 

of many a word in the K oran. In this regard the Korani c spelling of ~ 

(sa!Jlıara) for the Syro-Aramaic t...aı (saw.fıar) seems to provide a paral
lel, though here too, at any rate according to the traditional reading, in
stead of the compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel a, a doub
ling of the following consonant occurs. However, one must not overlook 

the fact that the Syro-Aramaic verbal stern under discussion, safe!, is 
unknown in Arabic and for this reason a distinction could not be made 

between ~ (sa!Jlıara) for twE (safı(ıai) and tuaı (saw.Qai'), which is 
why, in the last instance, analogy is to be assumed to the verbal stern 
which has made its way into Arabic.~ (sa/Jlıara), This example pre

cisely illustrates the problem, that not only different verbal classes are 
identifiable behind the scriptio defectiva ( defective spelling) of the Ko

ran, but alsoverbal roots that have to be distinguished from one another. 

On the Etymology of the Koranic Word ..l:ıl...;..ı- (şirat) 

Regarding the etymology of the word .1..1..;.- (şirllt), Jeffery (p. 195 f.) 
refers to the early Arab philologists, who had taken it to be a borrowing 

from Greek. He concedes that they are right, but he points out that the 
Greek word is in fact a Hellenized form of the Latin strata. However, all 
the Western authorities cited by Jeffery (Fraenkel, Kremer, Dvofiık, 

Vol/ers) seem to have overlooked the fact that the Koranic orthography 

is merely the phonetic transcription of the Syro-Aramaic rÖo tızı (serta 
and srlltll") or rÖo'tam (surfll\ Jeffery also cites the variants .bly.ıı 1 
siratand .bi.Jj 1 zirllt, whereby the latter variant also corresponds to the 

Syro-Aramaic rÖo'' 1 zerta (as recorded in Thes. II 2739). Under the 
verbal root ~tm (sraf) the Thes. (Il 2738 f.) gives the following corre-

287 This would explain the creation of the Arabic interrogative particle 1 1 a from 
the Syro-Aramaic aı< 1 aw (see below, p; 245, note 300). 
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sponding Arabic words: (a) .ı..~ (sarata), (2) scalpsit (to score, to stri

ate) (b) it. lineas duxit, delineavit, scripsit, ~ . .b (!Ja!fa, kataba) (to 

draw aline ,or write). Furthermore, the Thes. (II 2739) gives under the 
nouns ı<\,tm (ser{li} and ı<\,'tam (surfli} the corresponding Greek 
ypappq and Latin linea (line), as well as the Arabic metathesis ~ 
(satr) (line) that is quite comman in today's Arabic. The verbal form 
)-. (sa(ara) (to write) occurs five times in the Koran (Sura 17:58; 33:6; 
52:2; 54:53; 68:1) (Jeffery p. 169 f.). 

Consequently, the Koranic expressian ~ .l..l...>'-"" (şirllf mustaqlm) 

does not mean "straight path" but "straight line." Therefore, one is jus
tified in asking whether the Latin strata does not come from Syro
Aramaic r<\,tm (srllfll}, with the emphatic phoneme ş being rendered 
by st. As proof for this thesis one can cite the historically attested Greek 
and Latin transcriptian of the name of the North Nabatean town o~ 
1 Boşra as B ompa and Bostra respectively, whereas the first t in the Latin 
word strata is not found in the Koranic spelling.l..l y...::a 1 şİrllf. In one case 
the emphatic phoneme ş is rendered in Greek and Latin by ps as attested 
in the name of the town rC'c)ı_r_s-=ıa (Maşşiştd), which is transeribed as 
Mopsuestia (see Thes. II 2195). 

Are Latin lexicographers right in deriving strata from the verb sternö 

(to sprinkle and, only secondarily. to flatten, to pave), or, given the sec
ondary meaning of this verbal root, unless the Latin is a coincidental 
allophone of the Koranic word, is not this etymology more likely a tic
tion? The usage of line in the sense of way is, moreover, quite comman 
in modem European languages, as for example in English bus line or in 
German Eisenbahnlinie (railway line). It is therefore not contradicted by 
the Koranic parallel expressian J.ı...ıll ~ı_,.. (sawll" as-sabl/) (< Syro
Aramaic rÔ.a.::ut c)ıa..aı 1 sawyDJ s illi, the straight path, literally: the 

straightness of the path) (Sura 2:108; 5:12,60,77; 60:1). 

On the etymology of the word ~ ( qaşr) 

A further example of the Greek and Latin transcriptian of the emphatic 
phoneme ş by st is the Koranic word~ (qaşr) (<east/e) (Suras 7:74; 
22:45; 25:10;), borrowed from Eastem Syro-Aramaic "Mı:ıtp (qaşrll} as 
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allophone ofSyro-Aramaic ı<·tı~(gzara) 1 ı<~t.. ~(gzirtai88 and tran
seribed in Latin as eastrum and in Greek as ıa'unpov (Jeffery p. 240). All 

the westem specialists quoted by Jeffery (Guidi, Fraenkel, Nöldeke, 
Krauss, Vol/ers) have overlooked this phonetic phenomenon. If Jeffery 
is right with his assertion that this word has no verbal root in Arabic, it 

does not automatically follow that the root must be either Greek or 

Latin. The Arabic form y..::o! (qaşr) isa direct borrowing from Eastem 
Syro-Aramaic K1::Cj? (qaşrll) (morphologically a passive participle like 

~ 1 sa {a, ~ 1 sa {ana > satana =Satan- see above p. 100 ff.), 

the root of which is a phonetic variant of Syro-Aramaic 't ~ (gzar) with 
the original meaning "to cut" (referring to the crenelated wall or to 

"cut" trenches or any trench-like defensive measures giving protection 

from assailants "cutting" fortifications). 
That according to Nöldeke (ZDMG xxix 423) "K1::Cji (qaşrll) as used 

in the Mishnah and Jerusalem Talmud is but a form of K1'0Cji (qasfri1), 

which like (Syriac) ~ (qastra) was derived directly from 
ıciunpov" (Jeffery 240, note 6), is get it backwards. Both Aramaic 

Kı-oop (qastrd) and Syriac r<~ (qastrd) (scarcely used in Syro

Aramaic, though quoted in dietionari es) are nothing but a secondary re
borrowing from Latin eastrum or Greek ıai.urpov. Hence it follows that 

Latin castrum289 > ( diminutive) castel/um castel/um castel/um > English 

288 See C. Brockelmann. Lexicon Syriacum, 112 b, under ı<~'\.~ (gzirtii), 5. pin
na m ur i (batı/ement); further in MannS, 1 02 b, ( 4) ~Y' ..:.ı~ ~ ( stine cut 
square), (9) ~411 .>.ı.)l öfiy!ı (battlement), (3) ô.J_,..... _;:J Jl JS,ıA d.p...J (a 
courtyard protected by a wall ina temple or monastery). From the hattiement of 
the wall as rampart of en encampment, this word passed on to the who le for
tress, citadel. The Syro-Aramaic verbal root "ı~ (gzar) (to cut) explains the ori
ginal meaning of Arabic ô.J:!fi.. (ğazira) (is/and= "cut" from the main/and) as 
direct borrowing from Syro-Aramaic ı<&'\. ~(gzirtii). 

289 The relation of eastrum with the Old Aramaic verbal root ılj:' (qşal) (to cut) 
(cf. S. Segert, Altaramiiische Grammalik [Old Aramaic Grammar], Glossar 
[glossary] p. 550: ılp /qşar "ernten [to harvest] (?)"- properly "to cut", as in 
New Hebrew - cf. W. Gesenius, Hebriiisches und Aramaisehes Handwörter
buch, 722a) helps us again to elucidate the etymology of the Latin verbal root 
caströ (to castrate) in its original meaning according to the semantics of the 
Syro-Aramaic root. Therewith the proper sense of the derived Latin word cas-
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east/e, German Kastell, French chateau (and similar words in other 
European languages) are a borrowing from Syro-Aramaic via Greek and 
Latin. 

These examples show how the etymology can contribute to reveal us, 

be it ina small way, a hidden side of a former cultural interchange in the 
Mediterranean area between East and W est. S ome of these borrowed 

Semitic words in Greek and Latin are traceable in the Occident to the 
Phoenicians, whose language is closely akin to Hebrew and Syro-Ara
maic, or to the Hellenes in the Orient since Alexander the Great. This 

can explain the etymology of some stili unexplained (or incorrectly ex
plained) Greek or Latin words as e.g. taurus (bull;Taurus) < Greek 

ra.ilpoç, that C. Brockelmann (Lexicon Syriacum 819b) compares to 
Syro-Aramaic ı<"ac\ı (tawrii) and Arabic .JY (Jawr). Yet rather than a 
common Semitic origin (SEM) assumed by Brockelmann, the original 
meaning of this word can be concluded from the secondary Syro

Aramaic verbal root "ac\ı /twar < t:ıc\ı ltbar(to break, to cut up [the soil, 
the field]= to plough). This meaning makes clear the Koranic passage in 
Sura 2:71, where the cow that Moses demands from his people as sacri
fice is deseribed as follows: 

' ..• w';} 4..J....... -:ı ·- 11 - • ';} . ';}1 •• J .l\ ';} "& - '·'1 J -'"&:!" • _J-" ~ .J ~..) ..)::!J..l _,..... ~ '"e-' .Ji:! 

(Bell I 10, 66.): "He says, she is to be a cow not broken in to 
plough up the land or to irrigate the cultivated ground, but kept 
sound without a blemish upon her. " 

Philological analysis: 
a) According to Old Aramaic (whereof in some Syro-Aramaic ver

bal adjectives stili preserved forms) as well as to Hebrew, J)j 1 
gallll is grammatically a passive participte (like J_,..... .J 1 rasül 

triitus (castrated = "cut" = eunuch) becomes clear. Both Old Aramaic and 

Syro-Ararnaic variants (ili' lqşar with the variant il::ı !kşar and -t~ lgzar) 

continue as substratum in Arabic (as ~/qaşara [to restrict, restrain, confıne], 

qaşura [to be or to become short, to be unable],y.-ıS / kasara [to break <to cut] 

and .J.P.- 1 ğazara [to slaughter < to cut], tb erefrom ) .).?. 1 ğaztir [ butcher]) with 

same further semantical variations. 
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[messenger] = J,...Y' 1 mursal [dispatchedj) and were to be ren
dered in classical Arabic accordingly by 4.ll.l.. 1 muı/allala in the 

sense of ~ ~ 1 musafJbara (subjected, made subservient). The 

lack of the feminine ending in J_,J~ 1 ılalDl (instead of 4.1 _,l~ 1 ı/ala
la) is due to the dropping of the feminine end-t of the Syro

Aramaic participte in predicative position (as explained above p. 

217 ff. ). Thereby the latter form (as status absolutus) is ortho
graphically no tonger to be distinguished from the masculine par

ticipte in attributive position as status emphaticus (*~iU:ı 1 
da/ij/ii > dalülii = rd.l:w 1 dalı/ii). This explains the analogous 

transposition of the Syro-Aramaic predicative feminine form into 

the Arabic masculine form (as in Sura 7:56: ":--:l.J 4_,_,\11 ü.ı.:...J ül 
[qarib] instead of 4.!.) [qariba = Syro-Aramaic ı<=... ta 1 qarllıa] 
~1 l>"' [assuredly, the mercy ofGod is near to the benefac
tors = those who do well, right]). 

b) The following verbal form ~ 1 tuJir~ derived from the seconda
ry Syro-Aramaic verbal root ;a~ 1 twar > ;~ 1 tar, renders the 

Arel form t..~r< 1 ajlr with the meaning quoted by Mannii 

(833b) under (3): ı.,;.-}~1 e.!! .~!ı~ 1 ./ıaraja, falal;ıa i-art;! (to 
plough, to til! the /and). 

This meaning makes clear that the derived noun ı<;a~ 1 tawrii is 
etymologically the form from which the Arabic, Greek and Latin 

words .J_; 1 Jawr, ro:ilpoç and taurus are borrowed and that se

mantically, according to Syro-Aramaic r<;a~ 1 tawrii, the proper 
meaning of this word was originally a "plough-(animal)" (and 

not necessarily a bul!). 

c) The spelling ~ 1 tasqi, as imperfect of the Arabic root ~ 1 
saqii (< Syro-Aramaic r6ı.z 1 sqii) means indeed "to give to drink 
= to irrigate ". Yet who has observed the agricultural labor knows 
that the working order subsequent to the ploughing is not to irri

gate the cultivated ground, but to harrow it. Now, to obtain this 
sense, we just need to read the retrojlexed Arabic end-~ 1 i 

(_ ), as it is attested in the Koran codex of Samarqand (CD 0024, 

1. 2; see p. 348), asa Syriac end-_/ n(= Arabic ü- 1 n) and to 
strike out one dot on the ......i 1 q to obtain the Arabic reading ı)i...:i 1 
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tasfınu ( < Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 span) instead of the false modern 
Arabic transcriptian ~- misread as tasqi. The Syro-Aramaic 
verbal root~ 1 span explains MannCi (80lb) in Arabic as fol
lows: t.JJil ~4 ~.J~I ı..SY.. ı......&l... 1 sa1afa, sawwa 1-arç/ bi-1-
mislafa li-tuzra c (to harrow, to level the field with a harrow for 
sowing). The Lisiin (XIII 209b f.) is not able to understand what 
the root ı.)i....ı 1 safana exactly means, since he interprets it ap
proximately by ~ 1 qasara (to peel). Consequently, the solely 
derived and in modem Arabic very common word ~ 1 safina 
(ship, boat) is so called, because it pee1s the surface of the water 
(o.fo ı,?l ı>WI ~-' LJi....U \+:~), whereas the Syro-Aramaic verb 
means to glide on the water surface. Hence ~ 1 safina means 
properly a "glider". 

d) Since the Arabs have borrowed the agricultural expressions from 
the Arameans,290 it is only logical that the Koranic word w__p. 1 
l;ıaıt (a p1oughed field) is a direct borrowing from Syro-Aramaic 
ı<~t... 1 J;ıaıta< verbal root ~tu 1 l;ıraJ(to p1ough, to cleave).291 Yet 
the tatter meaning suggests that the Syro-Aramaic verb is a sec
ondary formatian of an original root mediae geminatae *tu 1 l;ıa.rr 
(>l;ılif), of which some verbal adjectives are stili conserved in 
Syro-Aramaic, as r<.''tat... /l;ırora (ho1e), r<.''tcw 1 l;ıuıra (hollow, 
cavern), ı<~at... ll;ıarrüJa (well, cistern).292 This original meaning 
shows that the Syro-Aramaic substantive ı<~t... 1 J;ıaıta(= Koranic 
w __p. 1 l;ıari) is grammatically an early passive participte as at
tributive adjective (bence in the status emphaticus) with feminine 
ending (according to the feminine Syro-Aramaic ~'tı< 1 ar'ii 
[soil, fie1dj) as explained above on Satan (adjective masculine 
*ı<'tt... 1 l;ıarra, feminine *ı<~'tt... 1 J;ıa.rrtB > ı<~t... 1 J;ıaıta = 

Korani c w __p. 1 J;ıar/). 

290 Cf. S. Fraenkel, Die aramaisehen Fremdwörter im Arabisehen, p. 125 ff. 
291 Cf. C. Brockelmann, Lexieon Syriaeum, 260a, l.fodit, exeavavii (to dig, to ex

eavate); Manna, 267a: ..;..!. .~ .w~/ f.ıaraJa, fala}.ıa, Jaqqa (to plough, to til/, 
to cleave). 

292 Cf. Mannii, 259b. 
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Thus it appears that the Syro-Aramaic verb ~tu 1 /;ıraJ (> Arabic 
w__;:. 1 l;ıaraJa) is formed by the addition of the feminine ending of 
the attributive participte to the original verbal root *tu 1 l;ıaır (> 
l;ıilr). Both Syro Aramaic verbs ;.. ~r< 1 ajlr (> Arabic .J~i 1 ajllra) 

< '\=o~ 1 tfıar > *"'a~ 1 twar > "ı~ 1 tör as well as ~tu 1 l;ıraJ (> 

Arabic ı.::..ı __;:. 1 l;ıaraJa) turn out to be synonyms as to their original 
meaning (to cleave, to break up [the ground]). 

e) The Koranic verbal adjective W..... 1 musallama (perfect, fault

less) renders the Syro-Aramaic passive participte of the second 
stern ~ 1 m-sall :J mii > m-salma and corresponds to the 
common Arabic form Wl... 1 siilima or ~ 1 sa/ima. The end <L

/ -h in the Koranic spelling is an alternative writing of the Syro
Aramaic end-ii that marks the Aramaic feminine status absolutus 

of the predicative participte (without end-t). Grammatically, it 
does not differ from the pausal form J_,l~ 1 lialtil, that in Syro
Aramaic must be written with an end-h or an end-ii (.U _,l~ = ~ _,l~ 1 
lia/Dld). From the point of view of the histoncal Semitistics, the 
reading of the Cairo version is erroneous as far as the Aramaic 
end-h has been taken for an Arabic L 1 ta' marbfJ.ta. Consequent
ly, the Koranic spelling ~,as accurate Aramaic orthography, 
is to be read without dots on the <L- 1 -h and without hypercorrect 
classical Arabic infleetion (nunation): "mu-sallama" (and not 
mu-sallama-tun ). 

f) Presumably, non-Arabs must have read the next spelling ~ as 
siyata - that hardly exists in Arabic. The supposed root ~ J 1 
wasii, from which the noun ~ 1 siya is supposed to be derived, 
as explained by Tabari(1351 ff.), is nothing but a conceived sec
ondary form of the root ~J* 1 wa$al;ıa (used in the und, yth and 

VIIIth stern) as denominative from the noun CUJ 1 wislll;ı (orna

mented belt) by dropping of the end-c 1 l;ı (a phenomenon that 
occurs in some dialects). lt is bence not a mere accident that the 
imagined root ~ .J 1 wasii has quite the same derived sense (to 

decorate, embellish with many colors). The second meaning at
tributed to this root, as quoted in the dictionaries ( cf. for example 
H. Wehr: to slander, defame; to denounce, betray) is probably 
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due to the mistranscription of the Syro-Aramaic ; 1 r of the verbal 
root ı... ; 1 rsii as an Arabic .J /w = ~ .J 1 w as ii instead of ~ .J = 

t:;..J 1 rasii (cf. Mannii 755b: Jl..Y. . t:;..J 1 rasa, bartala [to bribe], 

2.~· ·~ ·r'i 1 liima, ataba, daınma [to blame, censure, dis
praise]; under Af'el ..x·tı< 1 arsl: ~\ .u"'j! 1 qarrafa, ittahama 

[to charge, suspect, accuse ]). The general meaning supposed by 
some commentators relates to the deamess of the colour of the 
cow, while some others are of the opinion that she has to be with
out any blemish. The tatter sense can be approximately con
firmed, if we read instead of~ 1 siyata : 4:1! ~ 'J 1 Iii sibha or 
subhafihii "without [any] suspicion" (as to her blamelessness). 

After this philological analysis, the discussed passage of Sura 2:71 can 
henceforth be eeconstructed as follows: 

4:1! ~ 'J ..ı....l.- ~ ~~ ıJi...Lı 'J .J da.) 'J\ .fo. J_,lj 'J ö .fo. \.t-il J_,i; 

(yaqül(u) innahii baqara(tun) Iii dal!Jl...a) tu-Jlı(u) 1-arç(a) wa-lii 

tasfin(u) 1-l;ıarj(a), mu-sa/lama Iii sibh(a)/subh(a)fihii) 

"He says: she is to be neither a cow subjected to plough the soil 
nor to harrow the ploughed [field], [she shall be] faultless, with
out [any] suspicion [as to her blamelessness]." 

Further misunderstood identical spellings 

The same homonymous root of the latter form, written with the alterna
tive emphatic U""/ ş in Sura 52:37, ı.:u~l (al-muşaytirfJn), and Sura 
88:22, ~ (muşaytii'), was falsely understood as "to dominate." With 
the stereotypical phrase ~j J:ı.J\:ı ~ J:ıJ:ıll J,\1 ~\ (the commentators 
are divided in their opinions of this word), Tabari (XXVII 33 f.) in this 
regard quotes two meanings: (a) ı.J_,hl.....JI 1 al-musafiattın (those who are 
established as rulers), (b) ı.:.ı_,ljWI 1 al-munazzilün (those who cause to 

descend- in the context of Sura 52:37 [according to Beli]- from the 
treasuries of thy Lord). Although this understanding is nearer to the in
tended sense, Tabari decides in favor of the majority of commentators 
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who conjecture that ~ 1 şaytara, allegedly according to the language 

use of the Arabs ( y yı.ll ~ ~), means to dominate, to command, to be 

mighty. This meaning has led to a verbal root that does not exist in any 
Arabic dialect or any Semitic language. Nonetheless, this fıctitious root 
has persisted in modem Arabic to this day in this sole irregular form 
(fay 'al), in a false lexical order and with this false meaning. But actu
ally, the intercalated-:! 1 y, pronounced correctly as the diphthong ay, 

serves here to dissolve the following gemination of the rnedial radical of 
the second stern )-... 1 şatf;ıra = )=.. 1 sattara < Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 

sattar = Arabic ~ 1 satara, * sat{ara = ~ 1 qasama, qassama, "to 
divide, to distribute" ( cf. Mannii, 41 O b). This phenomenon is known in 
a smail number of verbs of the second stern in sorne local Arabic 
dialects of the Near East, as for exarnple in J.l;ı 1 baddal > J~ lbaydal 

(to change), ~ 1 ba cad> ~ 1 bay ad (to go far away), ~J. 1 dal;ılıaJ> 

~J. 1 dayl;ıas (to cram, to stufj), J;.,J. 1 da./ı!Jal> J.i.:!J. 1 daybal (to make 

enter), & .J 1 rağğa c> f:H..J 1 rayğa c (to give, to send back; to repeat, 

reiterate), ~ 1 çlahlıar > ~ 1 çlayhar (to bring out), ~ 1 sallal;ı 

>~ 1 saylal;ı (to undress, to plunder), ~ 1 ma/lal;ı >& 1 maylal;ı (to 

salt - used in the passive participle & 1 m-maylal;ı, salted), Jy 1 
nazzal > J.»ı 1 nayzal (to make descend), ~ 1 talla c> & 1 {ayla c (to 

make ascend, to move out). Further examples rnay exist in different 
individual dialects. In sorne few cases the inserted -:! 1 y can be 
substituted by a .J 1 w, as e.g.: ~.J 1 rakkab > ~-'.J 1 rawkab (to }am, get 

jammed 1 stuck - Metathesis of ..cl:.J 1 rabak, ı.cl,ü .J! 1 irtabak [to become 

embarrassed, get entangled, be caught, come to a standstillj), ~ 1 

şaffar> ..)~ 1 şawfar(to whistle), .fo. 1 akkar > _fi_JC:- 1 awkar (to ren

der turbid, to make cloudy).293 

Sornetimes the .J 1 w can be postponed, as e.g.: 1:&. j 1 za cat> 1. ~ j 1 
za cwat. .,C. j 1 za ccaq > J_JC:- j 1 za cwaq (both to scream, to shriek), J.."_j. 1 

qarras > J...J..J 1 qarwas (to chatter, to gossip). This phenornenon con-

293 Cf. Jacob Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen [Nominal 
Formatian in the Semitic Languages], 2d. ed. Leipzig 1894, reprint Hildesheim 
1967, § 38. See also Siegmund Fraenkel, Die aramaisehen Fremdwörter im 
Arabischen [The Aramaic Foreign Words in the Arabic Language], Leiden 
1886, reprint Hildesheim- New York 1982, p. 184. 
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cem likewise substantives, as the common noun 4ı_,..!ı 1 sawbak (rol/ing 

pin), a secondary form of the nomen agentis *~ 1 sabbiik, derived 

li·om ~ 1 sabbak < Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 sabbck (to paste, to stick to
gether). S. Fraenkel and J. Barth had noticed this relatively scarce for

mation, but without to recognize its secondary character.294 While 

namely S. Fraenkel considers the form Ja:ı9 1 fay81 to be genuine Ara

bic, adducing as argument the word saytlln, that he takes for Ethiopian 
(see above p. 100 ff.), J. Barth sees these cases reduced only to substan

tives in Arabic and means that such forms apparently doe not occur in 

other (Semitic) languages. But in reality both S. Fraenkel and J. Barth 

have overlooked a) the above quoted verbal forms in spoken Arabic, b) 

at least two verbs in Syro-Aramaic, namely: ~CD 1 haymen < Old 

Aramaic <'CD* 1 hammen (> Arabic LJ..oi 1 'iimana < w;ai 1 'ammana) (to 
helieve) and '\:ı...Jr) 1 saybar < 'bııı* 1 sabbar (> Arabic ~ 1 şabara) (to 

he patient, to endure, to persevere). 

Since it is now clear that ~ 1 şaytara is nothing but a secondary 

form of the root .,;h- 1 şa{ara =.)-ı 1 satara < Syro-Aramaic t.\,m 1 star 
(from which the Arabic word .J_,l:.L... 1 satur, cleaver, is morphologically 

and etymologically derived), the two Koranic passages are henceforth to 

be understood as follows: 

(Sura 52:37): -:;_,~1 rA r' 4ı.J .)IY.., r-A~ r' 
"Do they have the treasuries of your Lord? Are they the distribu

tors?" 

(Sura 88:21-22): ~ ~ ü..J / .fii. ü.il Wl .fi~ 
"So wam, you are just a warner, you are not the distributor295 (i.e.: 

the one who allots the retribution) among them." 

The subsequent verses 23-26 confırm this meaning, since it is there 

said that it is God that will punish the unbelievers. 

294 Cf. Siegmund Fraenkel, Die aramaisehen Fremdwörter im Arabischen [The 
Aramaic Foreign Wordsin the Arabic Language], Leiden 1886, reprint Hilde
sheim - New York 1982, p. 184 f.; Jacob Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den 
semitischen Sprachen [The Nominal Formatian in the Semitic Languages], 2"d 
ed. Leipzig 1894, reprint Hildesheim 1967, §§ 38, 135. 

295 R. Beli (Il 653) translates: "But thou art not overtheman overseer" and notes to 
the last word: "The meaning and derİvation of the word is not quite certain." 
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The same root is finally misread in Sura 2:126: 

).lll yi~ ı)l O.)b' ni ~ ~ 4.ıÜ.cıl .fo 0--J 

(Bell I 17, 120): "And whosoever disbelieves I shall give enjoy
ment of life for a little and shall then drive to the punishment of 

the fire ... " 

The eighth Arabic stern ~1 1 i.ttarra (by the Arab lexicographers 
falsely attributed to the root _yı...<. 1 çiarra [to damage, to harm], whereas 
the original meaning of Syro-Aramaic r<'~ 1 tra [to strike, to overtake] 
shows that the Arabic U:.. 1 çi is the result of a secondary sonorization of 
the Syro-Aramaic emphatic ~ 1 t > U:.. 1 çi )is primarily a reflexive (to 
force oneselj) with a secondary passive meaning ( uttura - to be forced). 

Hence it is paradoxical to use this reflexive stern as a transitive, as if one 
were to say: I s hall be forced him. The transitive meaning given in the 
dictionaries (to force, oblige someone) is contradictory and refers exclu
sively to this sole misreading in the Koran. To resolve this grammatical 
nonsense we only need to eliminate the point from __,., 1 çi and to read: 
o~~ 1 aşfuru}ıu = o _):....1 1 asfuru}ıu = o~\ 1 aS,turuhu - in the 
modern Arabic sense of oj_)\ 1 afruzuhu: "I shall segregate him" (to the 
punishment ofthe fire). 

Excursus: 
On the Morphology and Etymology of~.) (Qurays) 

The Arabic spelling ı..H.) (Sura 106:1), taken for an Arabic diminutive 
and falsely pronounced Qurays, corresponds morphologically to the 
Syro-Aramaic masculine plural of the passive participi e ı<z... 'to 1 qarfse 
> qrfse = gathered together, i.e.:foederati, and bence is to be pronoun
ced in Arabic (without the Syro-Aramaic ending e) Qarfs. This meaning 
is attested in the Lisiin (VI 335a) in one among other (from Aramaic) 
transmitted explanations as follows: 

1 .ı:' ·- .A.ı 1. ·'1 . ~ ll 1 __ • __ -: i 1. ~.· .~-:1 ..ili~ w.ı....... :· t.ı: 
"&" _;a.ı . "t7' _,:.. U"' 'S'. -~-·- t.j ~-~- . - U:!" J 
~ • - • .u ~ . • - \. .1- 1..-lİC. • illi . 

. ~~ ·-''. IY.~~. UP- . ı..r 
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"lt is said: the name of Qurays is derived from (the verb) ta-qarra§a i.e. 
ta-ğamma a (=to meet, come together) to Mecca from its surroundings 
ııtler they (i.e. the Qurays 1 Qaris') were dispersed in the countries, when 
Quşa.Y.Y(atually Qaşl< Syro-Aramaic ı<..~ /qaşya= the Far One- as 
tiu as he is said to be almost aNabatean originating from Syria) b. Kiliib 

had triumphed over it; for this reason Quşa.Y.Y 1 Qaşl was called 'assem

b/er '." 
From this philological understanding Qurays 1 Qaris cannot be the 

name of a single tribe, particularly of that of the Prophet, as it is assured 
by the Islamic tradition. What this word designates is rather a tribal can

federation known as Joederali in the Eastem Roman Empire. It is bence 
not excluded that with these Qurays 1 Qaris (quoted once in Sura 106:1) 
the almost Christianized Arabs Joederali of Syria were meant (to com
pare with Sura 30:2-5, where it is said that the Believers will rejoice 
about the victory of the Romans with the help of God). This would in 
retum explain that Quşa.Y.Y 1 Qaşl, said to be coming from Syria, was 
possibly ab le to occupy Mecca with the help of these Qurays 1 Qaris = 

foederati (assuming, however, that this account of the traditional Mus
lim historiography is authentic.Z96 

From the original meaning of the Syro-Aramaic verbal root .zto 1 
qras (to gather -that C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 702a II, takes 
mistakenly for a borrowing from Arabic ,.;. .) 1 qara8a), are further de
rived figurative meanings as quoted by Mannii (710alb). To these mean
ings belong in classical Arabic: U").§ :ıy, 1 bard qiiris (< Syro-Aramaic 
ı<mt.a 1 qarsa- cf. Mannii 705b) ( biting coldness- with regard to [a] the 
together drawn = contracted water by freezing, [b] the gathered = con

tracted limbs - under the influence of cold - making someone to huddie 

up, to shiver with cold); the variant c...J-".). 1 qaraşa (to pinch - by gather
ing = pressing the skin together between two fingers < Syro-Aramaic 

296 Cf. on this subject Gawad 'Ali, ~';1 ~ -.,..ıyJI c:::ı_;t::. c.} J:,..:.WI 1 al-mufaş
şal D t8rl/J al- arab qabl al- 'islam [A Comprehensive History of Arabs before Is
lam], vol. 8, 2"d ed., Beirut-Bagdad, 1978, p. 643; cf. also Alfred-Louis de 
PREMARE, Lesfondations de /'islam. Entre ecriture et histoire [The Founda
tions of Islam. Between Scripture and History], Paris, 2002, p. 57 ff.: La saga 
des Quraysh [The Saga of the Quraysh]). 
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~to 1 qraş- cf. C. Brockelmann, op. cit., 699b; Mannii 707a); in spoken 
Arabic of the Near East ~..) 1 ~..) 1 qarls 1 qarlse (= Syro-Aramaic 
r<b to 1 qrlsta, r<c6ato 1 qrlJsta, r<c\ııta 1 qra8ta- as passive partici
pte rather than qrasta [cf. C. Brockelmann, op. cit., 70la], colostrum
thefirst coagulated mi/k ofmammals); the tatter in Northern Mesopota
mia, pronounced qiirlse, means a beit (serving to gather the gannents); 
the same meaning in New Eastern Syriac ı<z...tıJ (qarlsii)- pronounced: 
qaylsii; with regard to freezing cold .ztac\ır< 1 cJqres: to huddie up= to 

shiver with co/d. 

From the Syro-Aramaic variant .s' ta 1 qmş in its figurative sense (to 
press) is finally derived Arabic 0L...ı:...) 1 qurşiin - actually qarşiin ( cor

sair, pirate) < Syro-Aramaic r<.ı .s' ta 1 qarşllna = ı<l.Jııta 1 qarsiinii- cf. 
Mannii 706a: _;:;ı.~ • r-ı-~ /mu/JDşim, muiağir (adversary, fighter). 
The original meaning of the Syro-Aramaic verbal root (to press > to 

extort) makes the etymology of corsair (= extortioner) from Syro-Ara
maic more probable than from ltalian corsaro or middle Latin cursa-

• 297 
rıus. 

As far as the word pirate, synonym of corsair, means a bandit, the 
Syro-Aramaic verbal root~~ 1 p.rotwith the meaning to break, to tear 

(cf. Mannii 609a, 2: ıJY. . ~ 1 saqqa, mazzaqa) makes its etymology 
from the latter more plausible than from Latin pirata or Greek 1reıpiir'!fç 
(allegedly from the root 1reıpaw, to undertake, to attempt, to try). In 
Mandaic (Mandaic Dictionary 379a) the verbal root PRT (p.ro/) has also 
the sense of to make a breach, and in some Syro-Arabic dialects ofNor
them Mesopotamia has para{ the sense of to pluck out, to tear away, to 
rip of!, to pul! out. It is therefore presumably not a simple re-borrowing 
from Greek when C. Brockelmann (Lexicon Syriacum 595b) compares 

Syro-Aramaic ~~ 1 prata (rather parrata = modem Arabic Jt..!ı.i 1 
na.§.§ii/ [pickpocket]) İO Greek 1C8Zpiiv[ç: "praedo maritimus" (pirate). 

297 The same may concern the hornonyın corset, the function of which suggests a 
possible derivation from the Syro-Aramaic verbal root st<> /qraş (to press), that 
makes more sensethan from French noun corps (body); unless corset is rather 
composed of the Latin nouns corpus and sedes (< sedeo 1 sedo), i. e.: "body-fit". 
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So me examples of mistranscribed Syro-Aramaic fetters 

As to the mistranscription of Syro-Aramaic lerters from an originally in 

Garshuni /Karshuni wrirten Koranic text, the Koran offers a number of 

such into the Arabic writing system falsely transeribed Syro-Aramaic 

lerters. Such typical mistranscriptions concem (among others) the two 

similar lerters of the Syriac alphabets! 1 d (with a lower point) and; 1 r 
(with an upper point), that not only have been occasionally confused 

between each other, as seen above, but the basic form of which has also 

I ed to mistake themas an ArabicJ /w. 

These findings are not owing to any early Koran manuscripts, since 

the same mistakes are found there; they are much more the result of the 

philological analysis of the Korani c contexts, as it will be shown by the 

following examples. 

a) As an ArabicJ 1 w mistaken Syro-Aramaic ! 1 d (The suspected 

word is underlined). 

(S ura 8:2): ('+:1_,1§ d? J .o..___ll\ .fi":. 1":.1 lJ:!~I u_,l.o _,...ll Wl 

Beli (I 162) translates: "The believers are those whose hearts thrill with 

fear when Allah is mentioned". Though the intended meaning has been 

approximately found out from the context, the spelling ,-,ı?J (traditional 

reading wağalat), from an imagined verbal root J?. J 1 wağila with a 

likewise imagined irregular imperfect J?.J:! 1 yawğalu, is nevertheless 

mistranscribed. The meaning concluded from the context, to be scared, 

to be afraid, can namely only be confirmed, if we read the Arabic J 1 w 
asa Syro-Aramaic! 1 d and the__:;.. 1 ğ without dotasa ---:ı.. 1 l;ı, according 

to the well-known Syro-Aramaic verbal root~! 1 dl;ıel= Arabic J.:,..:i./ 
dal;ıala = ul..:.. 1 !Jafa (to be afraid- cf. Mannii 145b). The Lisiin (XI 

239a) transmits this meaning cited by Shammar, who said: 

~~i~L:!.J"iJ"~· I~W........... - ı.? - . . _U""_ J9:l • tY. ~ 

(I heard All b. Muşabsaying: "la tadl;ıal" in Nabatean means"Ja ta!Jaf' 

= "be not afraid"). The mistranscribed ('+:1_,1§ ,-,ı?J 1 wağalat qulübu

hum is bence to be rectified as ('+:1_,1§ ,-,ı..:!. 1 dahalatqulübuhum (whose 

hearts stand in fear = in reverence ). The same is to apply to S ura 22:35. 
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Accordingly, the three further identical passages are to rectity as fol
lows: (Sura 15:52) c.J_,l;..J ~ \.il (traditional reading: innii [properly: 
inna] minkum wağilün) = c.)_,h.) ~ \.il (to read: dalıı1lin- as present 
participle) (we are afraid of you); (Sura 15:53) ~ji Y l_,ll..i (traditional 
reading: Iii tawğaD = J=.,..li 'i (to read: Iii tadhal [be not afraidJ) - as 
confinned by the Lisiin, by what means the Koran is discharged from an 
unjustified anomaly imputable to the Arab grammarians and philolo
gists; (Sura 23:60) .u;,.J ("t':'_,l!J (traditional reading: wa-qulübuhum wa

ğila-tun) = .ı.h.l ("t':'J!J (to read: wa-qulübuhum dalıle [their hearts be

ing in kar], as transliteration of the Syro-Aramaic present participte 
plural, the end-h being an altemative writing of the end-a/ifto designate 
the plural ending e = ~ ! 1 dal;ıle- Arabic to read: dalıile > dalıila - by 
no means dal)ila-1ll!l). 

As to this altemative writing, the Koran gives us the following con
vincing illustration: (Sura 68:43; 70:44) rA~' ~ (traditional read
ing: basia-tan abşllruhwn); (Sura 54:7) rA~' ~ (traditional read
ing: hzıSsa C..an abşllruhwn). Both traditional readings are arbitrary and 
without any philological foundation, since the historically verifiable 
Syro-Aramaic orthography leads in both spellings to the sole possible 
reading: hilsi"e (> Arabic hilsia - not biiSia-tan and less than ever 
hussa C..an) abşllruhwn (their looks down cast [in reverence ]). 
b) As an ArabicJ/w mistaken Syro-Aramaic; Ir 
There are more examples for the rendering of a Syro-Aramaic ; 1 r as an 
ArabicJ/w. In Sura 11:70 we find the following example: 

~ ~ ~ JIJ rA fo ~~ J...Aı y r+:ı.l:!l I.J W9 

Beli (I 212, 73) translates: "Then when he saw their hands not reaching 
forward to it, he misliked them and conceived a fear of them". 

Though, here too, the underlined word is nearly correctly under
stood, a verbal root ~ J 1 wağasa is nevertheless unknown in Arabic. 
The unsettled explanation attempts made hereto by guess in the Lisiin 
(VI 253) relate to the presumable understanding of this Koranic passage. 
lbn Sayyidih is right, when he says: 4..1 ı.....iyü 'i ~ yı.iıll ~ .ui c.j~ y. 
)(.d (in my opinion, it isa denominative, because we don 't know a verb 

of it). 
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The verbal root is in fact Syro-Aramaic. To reconstruct it, we need 
only to replace the .J /w in ~.JI /awğasa by a Syro-Aramaic ; 1 r = 

Arabic .J 1 r = ~) /arğasa, to have the Syro-Aramaic Verb ~; 1 1 
arges. According MannCı (723a), this verbal stern means in Arabic: . ~ 
~1 1 sa ara, al;ıassa (to fe el, to perceive ). 

Besides, the verb rA fo (traditional reading: nakirahum- rather na
karahum) means not ,he misliked them ", but, as borrowing from Syro
Aramaic ,'b.J 1 nakri, according to Manna (448b) under (5): y_;.Lı....ıl 1 
istagraba (tofind strange). 

The above cited Koranic vers from S ura ı ı :70 is bence to understand 
as follows: 

"Then when he saw their hands not reaching forward to it, he 
found them [= their behaviour] strange and perceived a fear of 
them". 
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14. MISREAD ARABIC EXPRESSIONS 

Sura 17:64 

Sura I 7:64 offers us one example, among others, of not just Syro-Ara
maic but also Arabic expressions that have been misread and/or misin
terpreted. Here the context is that God has cast Satan out of Paradise for 
his refusal to bow down before Adam. Satan asks God for permission to 
be allowed to abide among men until the Day of Judgment in order to 
sow confusion298 among them. God grants him his request and adds: 

~.J.J ~ ~ ~I.J ~~ ~ ~1 ı.J.o j_jij....ıi.J 
I.JJ...JC- YI ~1 r"..la.:! t..J r"~.J .ll.JYI.J JI_,...YI ~ ~) . .!ı.J 

Following the Arabic understanding this verse is rendered as follows 
(here on the basis ofParet's representative translation): 

(Paret 233): "And startle ( wa-stafziz) with your voice whom
(ever) of them you can, pester (?wa-ağlibalaihim) them with all 
of your hosts [note: literally- with your cavalry and your infan
:try], take partintheir wealth and their children (asa partner) and 
make them promises!" Satan only makes them deceptive prom
ises. 

(Blachere and Beli transiate accordingly). 

Conceming the underlined terms: 
(a) That Satan is said to "start/e" the people with his voice contra

dicts another Koranic statement according to which Satan "whis
pers in the hearts of men" (Sura 114:5). For the dubious reading 
j_)ij....ıl (istafziz), the Lisa.n (V 391 b) gives the following meaning: 

298 The Koranic verb cfi;ih'J (la-a.l}.tanikanna) (Verse 62) has been misread; by 
Paret (233) it has been rendered thus: (/ will with few exceptions) "do in" (?) 
[Note: Or ... "bring under my sway" (?)] (his descendants). The falsely placed 
upper point of the __; 1 n yields as a lower point ......ı 1 b the correct reading 
ı:fi..[-'1 (la-a.!ıtabikanna) < Syro-Aramaic ~ (.fı ak), Manna(215a): (3) ~ 
J.""y!ı .(balbala, sawwa§a) (to entangle, to confose). 
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~ ~ o\.ill ~ ~ :oji:i....ıl_, (istafazza-hu: to plunge sameone 

into misfortune through cunning). 
However, the lack of this meaning in _the post-Koranic Arabic 
literature as well as in the vemacular Arabic suggests that the ex
planation quoted in the Lisiin is actually made up. Thus, more 
likely is the assumption that the later points set on both .J Ir are 
superfluous and that the original spelling was .J..fo...ıl 1 istafrir: 
"put to jlight" (i. e.: avert, turn away from me- cf. S ura 38:82). 

(b)~ ~1_, "pester them" (Blachere: tonds sur eux; Beli: assem
b/e against them ); the corresponding explanation in the Lisaıı (I 
269), according to which one, among other things, attacks some

body shouting, is here just as unconvincing. On the other hand, 
the meaning given by the Lisiin (I 363b) under yl.;.. (balaba): 
~.li. :~ (balaba-hu: to outwit someone) is appropriate here. 
Accordingly, the dot below in the ~ 1 ğ should be moved up 
above (~ 1 b) and ~ yl.;..l_, (wa-blub alayhim) should be 
read in the modem meaning of~ ~\_, (wa-nşub 8Jayhim) 

(and outwit them). 

(c) ~ .JJ ~ ( bi-baylika wa-rağilika) supposedly "with your ca
valry and your infantry" (Blachere: avec ta cavalerie et ton in
fanterie; Beli: assemble against them thy horse and thy foot); that 
the cavalry and the infantry are poorly suited to outwit someone 
is fairly obvious. Therefore another reading should be considered. 
Some possibilities for~ (bi-baylika) are either ~ (bi-J;ıiya
lika) (with your tricks) or, since this word does not occur any
where else in the K oran in this meaning, 299 ~ ( bi-l;ıablika or 

299 The expression occurring in Sura 4: 98 ~ w~ '1 (Paret 77: "who dis
pose of no possibility [.(ırla]") has nothing lo dowith the homonyınous Arabic 
word in the meaning of "trick." Asa loan translation from the Syro-Aramaic 
expression rd...u r<rn (mşa .(ıayld) (MannlJ, 412b: tl..l:.:l..l ·.).li) (literally: "to 
be capable of a strength,'' i.e. "to have the strength at one 's disposal," a tauto
logy for "to be ab/e to, to be capable of, to be in a position to"), it is stili today 
a comınonly employed Syriacism in Arabic. That which in modem Arabic is 
taken to be the feminine ending of~ (.(ırla) should in the Koran be viewed as 
a reproduction of the emphatical Syro-Araınaic ending of rd...u (.(ıayld). The 
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.fııbalika)(with your snare )(LisBn XI 136b, 4-:1 .l~ ~1 : 4.14:ıJI _, 
1 wa-1./ıibala: al-lati yuşadu bi-ha [.lıibala is that which serves for 

fishing}- again, asa Syro-Aramaic loan word, alsoto be under
stood here not as the feminine [.lıibalat], but as the transliteration 
of the masculine Syro-Aramaic r<ku..ı [.fıa]ıla]; Manna [216a] [4]: 
~~ . ~y!ı . 4.l.JPool 1 ıı./ıbflla, sarak, maşyada [trap, snare], [5]: 
~~ .fo 1 makr, makida [trick; deception]). Following the 
Syro-Aramaic meaning, both "trap, snare" and "cunning, decep
tion" are possible. 

(d) In the case of ~ .)J ( wa-rağilika) (your in{antry) one must as
sume that the .) 1 r is a misread .l 1 d, s ince only ~.l _, ( wa-dağali

ka) ( < Syro-Aramaic ~a:t 1 duggalli) results in a meaning that 
makes any sense: "lying, lies and deception" (Mann/1, 137a, 

~, 1 daggel: ~ /kaddaba [to lie], 3. t..ı.i. .fo 1 makara, 
IJada a [to deceive, to cheat]). 
This is one among other examples for the mistranscription of a 
Syro-Aramaic ! 1 d as an Arabic .J 1 r from an original text in 
Garshuni 1 Karshuni. 

(e) Finally, ~). .• !._, (wa-sllrikhum) (and take part with them) is still 
without a meaningful explanation. In Tabari (XIV 119 ff.) all the 
commentators understand thisverbin the sense of"to take part." 

In answer to the question as to the way in which Satan would take 
part in the wealth of people, it is explained that it is in their un
lawfully acquired wealth, and in the case of their children: (a) in 
those bom as a result of adu1tery, and (b) in that one gives them 
other gods' names (e.g., ~~/abd sanıs"Servant ofthe sun 

= Sun-worshipper"). What is more likely, however, is the figura

tive sense of the Syro-Aramaic verb "'\tm (srak 1 ~arrej{), which 
Manna (515b) renders in Arabic with L$_;C.l • tl_,l (awla8,agrli) 
(to tempt, to seduce). From this root in Arabic only the nominal 
form ~y!ı (sarak) is known in the meaning "trick, snare" (LisBn 
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original Koranic reading was therefore with certainty not 1/J yastatr1ırıa hllafml, 
but hayl/J . Besides, for the meaning "to outwit" the Koran usually uses .fi.. 
(makar). 



X 450b): ~I........:JI Sı4:.. :~~1_, (as-sarak.· the snares of the 

hunter ), which is als o mentioned in the ci te d hadi! : ~ ~ .:ı _,ci 
-~.S~_, 0~1 ~ "! take refuge in you from the evi/ of Satan and 

his snares or temptations" ( wa-sarakihı). Accordingly, in this pas
sage in the Koran what is meant is not the third Arabic verbal 

stern ~.J.:;, (sll.raka) (to take part with someone), but the second 

Syro-Aramaic verbal stern ~"cm (sarrek) (to tempt). Thus, instead 
of~.) . .:;, (sll.rikhumi00 (take part with them), ~~ (sarrikhum) 

(tempt them) should be read. 
According to this analysis, the previously cited verse from S ura 17:64 is 

to be understood in Arabic and Syro-Aramaic as follows: 

"Hence avert with your voice whomever you can of them, outwit 

them with your snare and your lies and deception, tempt them 

with wealth and children and (to that extent) make them prom

ises- yet nothing but vain illusion does Satan promise you!" 

300 Here we have an example of a possibly secondarily inserted 1 1 a that causes a 

change in meaning. However, the alif can also designate a short a according to 

the orthographical tradition of Syro-Babylonian Aramaic (cf. Rudolf Meyer, 

Hebriiische Grammalik [Hebrew Grammar] I, Berlin, 1966, p. 50 f.; Theodor 

Nöldeke, Mandiiische Grammalik [Mandaic Grammar], § 3 1); Syrische Gram

malik [Syriac Grammar], § 35). As to the sporadic use of analiffor a short a, 

the Koran follows a Syro-Aramaic tradition. This tradition was abandoned in 

the la ter classical Arabic, except for so me cases, where the al if is stili taken for 

a long ii as in the suffıx of the fırst personal pronoun, e.g., U,üS 1 katab-na (we 

have written), the end-alif of which is to be read as a short a. That the tradi

tional transcription renders it as a long ii, is etymologically wrong, since the 

Arabic personal suffıx plural U /-na is nothing but a tertiary remnant of the 

Syro-Aramaic personal pronoun plural ~//;nan(< ~r< lenaJ.ınan- cf. Thes. 

I 250), enelilical form > ~/-nan, Arabic enclitical form after dropping of the 

Syro-Aramaic end-n > U !-na. That this end-a is spoken as a long ii before an 

object suffıx, as in .u,ı:;s 1 katab-nii-hu (we have written it), is the result of a 

compensatory lengthening (Ersatzdehnung), generated by the dropped end-n. 

The explanations of Cari Brockelmann in his Grundrij3 der vergleichenden 

Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen [Compendium of the Comparative 

Grammar of the Semitic Languages] (I p. 299 f.) as to this pronoun require a 

more thoroughgoing investigation. 
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Sura 33:53 

A further instance of the misreading of genuine Arabic words is pro
vided to us by Sura 33 :53 in the misread word oUj (ina/ı u), which has 
been misinterpreted as "cooked (foods)" (said of a meal) instead of ~1 
(inajahu) "his wives" (in referring to the Prophet), and thatina Iate Me
dinan text! In the passage in question believers are asked not to enter the 
houses of the Prophet unless they have been invited for a meal, but then 
it is said that they are to enter~ 0:!~ ..)#. (gayra n~irlna inahu) (as it 
reads in the modern Koran) "without waiting for its (the meal's) being 

cooked," where, if read correctly, it should say: ~j 0:!~ ..)#. (gayra 

n~irlna inatahu)301 "without fooking at his wives." In the process the 
Arabic commentators have even deliberately interpreted the unambi
guous Arabic verb ~ (nB.?Bra) (to look) as _;.].:wl (int~ara) (to wait) to 
justify the misreading "its being cooked" instead of"his wives." In this 
example it is still a question of a relatively harmless distortion, which 
o ur K oran translators have nevertheless not noticed. 302 

301 It should be mentioned in this regard, however, that as a rule in Arabic ~~ 
(unJlf) serves as the word for the gender (jeminine or female). On the other 
hand, in Syro-Aramaic the etymological equivalent ı<'aıc\u ı<' 1 a(n)ttil is used for 
"woman" as well as for "wife." The later Arabic readers were evidently no 
langer aware of this. The same spelling as a plural, although without the perso
nal suffıx (\j,jl 1 ina.tan), is in any case read correctly in six other passages (S uras 
4:117; 17:40; 37:150; 42:49,50; 43:19). 

302 Thus, Paret translates, or, rather, paraphrases (349): "Ihr GUI.ubigen! Betretet 
nicht die Hauser des Propheten, ahne daB man euch (wenn ihr) zu einem Essen 
(eingeladen seid) Erlaubnis erteilt (einzutreten), und ohne (schon vor der Zeit) 
zu warten, bis es so weit ist, daB man essen kann (gaira nll?irlna inahu)! [You 
Believers! Enter not the houses of the Prophet without, (if you are invited) to a 
meal, being granted permission (to enter), and witlıout (already ahead of time) 
waiting until the time that one can eat (gaira n3.?İrlna inalıu)!]". Blachere (452) 
translates in an equally confusing way: "[N'entrez point alors] sans attendre le 
moment de [ce repas]! [(Do not enter at all) without awaiting the moment of 
(the meal)]" Bell (Il 41 7) at least notesin reference to his translation, "without 
observing when he is ready": "As it stands in the text, this is usually taken as re
ferring to the meal, but the grammatical construction of the phrase is diffı

cult. ... " 
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15. THE MISREADING AND MISINTERPRETATION 
OF THEMA TIC CONTENTS 

Now that it has become clear from the preceding analysis of individual 
samples of the language of the Koran that already in normal linguistic 
usage the Koran text has been in part so misread and misinterpreted by 
Arabic philologists and exegetes, it will no longer be surprising if mean
while deeply anchored notions in the Islamic tradition, indeed religious 
contents, have been partially based on an equally misunderstood Koran 
text. Included among these notions are the l;fürls or Virgins of Paradise. 

The Qllrls or Virgins of Paradise 

To introduce in the following the notion of the so-called l;fürls or Vir
gins of Paradise, which until now has been considered as a specifıc 
component ofthe Koranic presentation ofParadise, the article I;IUR will 
be cited from the The Encyclopaedia of Islam (Leiden, London, 1971; 
vol. 3, 581b f.i03 : 

I:IlJR, plural of .[ıawra: fem. of a(ıwar, literally "the white ones," 
i.e. the m a i d e n s in P a r a d i s e, the black iris of whose 
eyes is in strong contrast to the clear white around it. The nomen 
unitatis in Persian is .[ıDrl (also .[ıiirl-bihishtl), Arabic .[ıiirlya. The 
explanation of the word found in Arabic works "those at whom 
the spectator is astounded (blir")" is of course false and is there
fore rejected even by other Arab philologists. 
These maidens of Paradise are deseribed in various passages in 
the Kur"an. In Süra 2:25, 3:15, 4:57, they are called "purifıed 
wives"; according to the commentators, this means that they are 
free alike from bodily impurity and defects of character. In Süra 
55:56, it is said that their glances are retiring i.e. they look only 

]03 See also the Enzyklopaedie des Islam. vol. 2 (Leiden, Leipzig, 1927) 358 f. 
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upon their husbands. "Neither man nor iliinn has ever touehed 
them"; this is interpreted to mean that there are two classes of 
them, one like man and the other like the !liinn. They are enclosed 
in pavilions (55:72). They are eompared to jacinths and pearls 
(Süra 55:58). 
Later literatüre is ab le to give many more details of their physieal 
beauty; they are ereated of saffron, musk, arnher and eamphor, 
and have four eolors, white, green, yellow, and red. They are so 
transparent that the marrow of their bones is visible through sev
enty silken garments. If they expeetorate into the world, their 
spittle beeomes musk. Two names are written on their breasts, 
one of the names of Allah and the name of their husband. They 
wear many jewels and omaments ete. on their hands and feet. 
They dwell in splendid palaees surrounded by female attendants 
and all possible luxury ete. 
When the believer enters Paradise, he is welcomed by one of 
these beings; a large number of them are at his disposal; he eo
habits with eaeh of them as often as he has fasted days in 
RamaQan and as often as he has performed good works besides. 
Yet they remain always virgins (ef. Süra 56:36). They are equal 
in age to their husbands (ibid. 37), namely 33 years (al-Baic;lawi). 
These are all very sensual ideas; but there are also others of a dif
ferent kind. In diseussing the Kor'anie "wives" (2:25), al-Baiı;tawı 
asks what can be the objeet of eohabitation in Paradise as there 
can be no question of i ts purpose in the world, the preservation of 
the race. The solution of this diffieulty is found by saying that, al
though heavenly food, women ete., have the name in eommon 
with their earthly equivalents, it is only "by way of metaphorical 
indieation and comparison, without actual identity, so that what 
holds good for one may hold for the other also." In another pas
sage (on Süra 44:54) al-Baiı;lawi observes that it is not agreed 
whether the i)llrls are earthly women or not. Lik:ewise Şüfi au
thors have spiritualized the l;ürls (see espeeially Berthels, loc. 

cit.). 
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Sale (The Koran, London 1821, Preliminary Discourse, p. 134) 
and others (see Berthels, /.c., p. 287) think that MuJ;ıammed owed 
the idea of the maidens of Paradise to the Parsis. Dozy (Het 

Islamisme2 , Haarlem 1880, p. 101, note) has rejected this opinion 
with the comment that Sale's parsistic source is much earlier than 
the Kor'ıın and the relationship is thus the reverse. In the article 
DJANNA it is suggested that MuJ;ıammed misunderstood Chris
tian pictures of Paradise and that the angels inthem are the origi
nals of the youths and maidens of the Kor'an. [Followed by Bib

liography.] (A.J. Wensinck) 

That the notion of the l;ıürls or virgins of Paradise in the Islamic tradi
tion can be traced back to a Persian influence has been suggested at the 
beginning of the article cited above from The Encyclopaedia of Islam. It 
is however not the task of this study to go into the histarical circum
stances that have led to the creation of this mythological construct. As
certaining that is better off left to the historians of religion and culture. 

The following analysis confines itself to the purely philological in
terpretation of the passages of the Koran relevant to the so-called lfilrls 

or virgins of Paradise. It will show that among the Islamic commenta
tors Baiçiawi rightly poses the question of the real meaning of these 
heavenly females. Furthermore, it will confirm the suspicion referred to 
at the end of the article cited above to the extent that it was not, say, that 
the Prophet had misunderstood Christian illustrations of Paradise, but 
rather that the later Islamic exegesis had misinterpreted the Koranic 
paraphrase of Christian Syriac hyrnns containing analogous descriptions 
ofParadise under the influence ofPersian conceptions of the mythologi
cal virgins of Paradise. This analysis is based on the method that was 
introduced above and explained with the help of individual examples. 

The Koran takes as its starting point the axiom that the Scripture 

preceding it (the Old and New Testament) has been revealed. Under
standing itself as a component of this Scripture, to be consistent it de
rives from this the claim that it itself has been revealed. In this regard, it 
emphasizes in no small number of passages, again and again, that it 
"confırms" (ı,j~/ muşaddiq) the Scripture (e.g. Sura 2:41, 89, 91; 3:3; 
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4:47; 5:46; 6:92, ete.). To this extent it takes the Scripture as its model, 

for example in Sura 4:82 when it cites as an arguınent to prove its own 

authenticity: 

ı · .•.t:. \..il:Aı .ı...ıi ı .A -' .ılı ı · .l.ic. • ·\.S. ı ~ ~ J . Y ..JF- (...)"' U YJ 

"Were it (the Koran) namely not from God, you would find (in 

comparison to the Scripture) many differences (inconsistencies)." 

There would be such an inconsistency, however, if the likes of the /;ıilrls, 

assumed by the Koran to be an essential feature of its eschatological 
notions, were not to be found in the Scripture. Then the Koran, against 

its usual assertion, would have thus produced proof that it had not come 

fromGod. 
Y et in its conclusions the following discussion will concede that the 

Koran is right. For the Koran is not to blame if, out of ignorance, people 

have read it so falsely and projected onto it their subjective, all too 
earthly daydreams. W e therefore intend to deal in more detail with the 

individual verses upon which these so-called /;ıürls or virgins of Paradise 
are based. 

Sura 44: 54; 52:20 

~ .)J"'-! ~ JjJ 

The starting point for this misunderstanding is in all likelihood these two 
Sura verses (44:54 and 52:20), where in each case (according to the 
reading until now) it says: "wa-zawwağnahum bi-f;ıürn Tnin ." Without 

contesting it, our Koran translators accordingly render this ciause as 

follows: 

(Beli 501,536): "and W e have paired them with dark-, wide-eyed 

(maidens)." 

(Paret 415,439): "Und wir geben ihnen groBliugige Huris als Gat

tinnen ... " 

(Blachere 528): "Nous les aurons maries a des Houris aux grands 
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yeux." (558) Nous leur aurons donne comme epouses, des Houris 
aux grands yeux." 

On the basis of the following discussion this verse will be understood in 
the Syro-Aramaic reading as follows: 

"We will make you comfortab/e under white, crystal(-clear) 
(grapes ). " 

lt is characteristic of W estem K oran research that it has nev er called in to 
question the diacritical points that were subsequently added to the Koran 
text and that in each case first determined the suggested letters in an 
original spelling in need of interpretation. Taday the extant, still un
pointed early Koran manuscripts provide evidence that these points are 
not authentic. Nonetheless the conviction has never been challenged that 
the later pointing was based on an assured oral tradition. A detailed phi
lological analysis, however, will revealthat thisisa histarical error. 

On the Verb ~ _,j (zawwağ-na-hum) 

In the previously cited verse it should first be noted that in the verb 
~J) (zawwağ-na-huın) two falsely placed points (one above the .J 1 r 
[=j 1 z] and one below the ......:ı. 1 {ı [= ~ 1 ği) have resulted in the 
misreading "to marry." Namely, ifwe read the original spelling purified, 
i.e. without these two points, the result is the reading ~ J.J (rawwah
nli-huın) ( according to the context): "we willlet them rest" (as God says 
with regard to the blessed spirits of the departed in Paradise ). This read
ing finds its justification in the common Syro-Aramaic and Arabic ver
bal root .uat (rwa.(ı) 1 CJ.J (rawa.(ıa), under whose causative stern 
rawwa.(ı Manna (728a) gives under point (2) the homonymous Arabic 
meaning: cU (arllba) (to !et rest). But the causative stern with the same 
meaning is also quite common,304 so that one wonders how Arabic read-

304 Cf., e.g., H. Wehr, Arabisches Wörterbuch [Arabic Dictionary], 330a, under 
CJ.J , II: "to refresh, to revive; to allow to rest, to allow to relax, to give rest 
and relaxation." In any case in modem Arabic the variant ~.J (rayya.(ı•) is 
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ers could have read it wrongly. The reason is presumably that they did 
not know what to dowith the following preposition ~Ibi- (in, with), 
which in Arabic is incompatible with this verb, whereas in the meaning 
"with" it is perfectly compatible with the verb c .. d (zawwağa) (to mar
ry); therefore in this connection the only possible reading according to 
the Arabic understanding was "to marry with." 

On the Meaning of the Preposition ~ 1 bi-

In the process the Arabic philologists with certainty did not think about 
the meaning of the preposition ~ 1 bi- in Syro-Aramaic. Namely, 
among the 22 different functions of this preposition, M anna ( 48a) gives 
under (20) the following meaning: ~ (bayna) "between, under." In 
fact, this meaning alone gives the reading ~ (rawwah-na-hum) its 
correct sense: "W e willlet them rest under (between)" (so-called .)~ 

0F ./;ıiir in) (roughly: "We will make them comfortable, cozy, snug 
under such [.(ıiir ln]). 

On the Double Expressian ~ _)~ (hlir Tn) 

Now because one assumes on the basis of the masculine personal object 
suffix (zawwağ-na-hum) that it is men who are supposed to be married, 
it was only logical to the Arab commentators that it had in the case of 
the following double expression, t)F .)~ (l;ıar ln), to be a question of 
female creatures with whom those men were to be married. Whence the 
necessity to interpret this expression accordingly. The Arabic philolo
gists have correctly understood the Arabic adjective .)~ (l;ıüı1 (asa plu
ral ofthe feminine ~~.)~/ l;ıawra') asa borrowing from Syro-Aramaic 
;cw (l;ıwar) "to be white" (ı<''tcw 1 l;ıewllrli 1 "white"). Buton the basis of 
the presupposed virgins, they have likewise understood the following 
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usually used in this meaning, although the Koranic (i.e. Syro-Aramaic) form 
C-'.J (rawwa.{ı") is common, particularly in the modern colloquial Arabic of the 
Near East, in expressions like those cited in Wehr ~ ı:;ı:. C-'.J (rawwa.(ı• an 
nafsih1) (to relax, to re.fresh oneself, to be amused). 



~ ( Jn), which is unclear in terms of pronunciation and form, as a de

scription of "eyes." Thus there was later derived out of the double ex

pression ~ .J..? (l;ıtJr İn), misinterpreted as "white big-eyed ( ones )," the 

expression l;ıiJrl, which never occurs in the Koran, as the name for these 

imaginary virgins of Paradise. In the process the spelling ~ ('in) was 

interpreted as the. plural form of the feminine adjective ç. ~ ( ayna c) in 

the meaning "big-eyed."305 

Y et whether the legendary notion of the so-called l;ıilrls or virgins of 
Paradise stands or falls depends on the right or wrong interpretation of 

this Koranic double expression. 

On the Expressian .J~ (l;ıfll) 

With regard to the word .J..? (l;ıl1r), it has been said already that the 

Arabic philologists have correctly understood it as the Arabicized plural 

torm of the feminine adjective "'.J..? (l;ıawra') in the meaning of 
"white." But because what it is referring to is not named in the Koran, 

this had to be imagined. In this context in the Koran there is no talk 

anywhere of its needing to be, of all things, women or virgins. To be 

sure, there is mention in two passages of the earthly wives with whom 

the righteous are to be brought together in Paradise; these are: (a) Sura 

43:70: 

"Enter into Paradise, (therein) shall you be brought together with 

your wives." 306 

305 Cf. Lisan XIII 302b: (),!all .........,\_,ll ı..şAJ • "~ ~ :W:ı.JIJ (al-'rn: plural of 
ayna; i.e. a big-eyed [one]). 

306 Ina miscellaneous contribution to the Zeitschriftfor arahische Linguistik [Jour
nal of Arabic Linguistics] (ZAL) 29 (Wiesbaden, 1995) 77 f., Michael B. Schub 
has already correctly identified the origin of the Koranic verb tu/ıbaıtln8 from 
the Hebrew/Aramaic root i)fıar in the meaning of "congregated together." Fol
lowing the Arabic commentators, Beli (Il 496) translates "in gala attire" [note:] 
or "made happy"; Paret (411) "ergötzt euch (darin)(?) [take delight (therein) 
(?)]," and B taehere (523) ''vous ... serez ffltes [you will be entertained]." How-
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The Koran also keeps its promise and accordingly presents the pious 
together with their wives in Sura 36:56: 

"They and their wives lie (reclining) on carpets in the shade." 

Quite apart from the fact that with the supposed /;ılJrls the Koran would 
be contradicting Scripture, with this latter statement it would also be 
contradicting itself. After all, with the clear contents of these two verses 
the Koran is in effect roling out the existence of any "(female) rivals." 
Namely, one can well imagine how the earthly wives, in the bliss of 
Paradise and for all etemity, would be forced to look on helplessly while 
their husbands enjoy themselves with the putative virgins of Paradise. 
Josef Horovitz has already pointed out this scarcely imaginable contra
diction in his article "Das koranische Paradies [The Koranic Para
dise]."307 Entering into the particulars of the verse cited above, he ex
plains: 

"On the other hand, 43:70-73 is remarkable because there the 
wives of the pious are also assured admission into Paradise. "En
ter into the Garden, you and your wives, to enjoy yourselves.308 

Bowls of gold will pass around among you and cups in which 
there is that which souls desire and eyes feast upon, and you will 
abide there forever." The wives are also mentionedin 36:56 and, 
though there one could in any case also think of the ij:Uris, who 
according to 44:54 (see above) are indeed given to the blessed 
departed ones as wives, such an interpretation cannot be upheld 

ever, it is more likely that the Koranic expression is a direct borrowing from the 

synonymous Syro-Aramaic t:-c\ır<> 1 effi.abbar(to be !ed together, to be brought 
together). 

307 In Scripta Universitatis atque Bibliothecae Hierosolymitanarum (Jerusalem, 
1923). Here quoted from Rudi Paret, ed., Der Koran [The Koran] (Darmstadt, 
ı 975) 53-73. 

308 See the note above on this expression. 
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for a passage like 43:70; the invitation to enter Paradise with their 
spouses can only be directedat the earthly wives."309 

In spite of this statement, which contradicts the sense imputed to Sura 
44:54, Horovitz stops at these findings without daring to take the further 
step of trying to clari:fy this obvious contradiction. In fact, it would have 
sufficed to subject the corresponding passages to a closer philological 
cxamination. This may now bring the hoped-for solution to the puzzle. 

To conclude with regard to the expressian .J~ (.lıtıi), it has now 
been ascertained that it is formally an Arabic feminine plural adjective, 
and that this adjective refers to a substantive of the same gender which, 
although the Koran does not name it here, can be determined from the 
remaining Koranic description ofParadise. 

On the Expressian ÜP ( In) 

This word, whose singular form in the pronunciation ( BJ71) (eye, well, 

ete.) is common to both Syro-Aramaic and Arabic, has been understood 
in the Arabic exegesis of the Koran as a plural. Y et the two commonly 
employed plural forms for this in Arabic are ()~ ( uyfln) and ÜP1 
(aYzın) (for eyes and wells, respectively, not to mention 0l:ıc-l 1 ayan for 
notables). Accordingly in the case of this form, which is explained as an 
additional plural variation occurring only in this Koranic expressian ÜP 

(In), it may be a question of the graphical rendering of the Syro-Ara
maic plural ı<L.....ıı.. ( aJ71e}, though in the Arabicized pausal form (i.e. 
with the omission of the Syro-Aramaic emphatic ending which is for
eign to Arabic ). Of necessity the only possible pronunciation in Arabic, 
to make the distinction from the singular ( aJ71), would accordingly have 
been ÜP ( In). This does not mean however that ( In), for example, 
would be an Arabic plural of the substantive ÜP ( BJ71) (eye). Whence 
the necessary assumption in Arabic that one is dealing here with the plu
ral form of the feminine adjective ı:.~ ( BJ718) in the meaning "big
eyed' (woman), as the Lisad 10 explains it. 

309 Paret, ed. Der Koran [The Koran] 57. 
31 O As far as that goes, it may be correct that the Arabic ~ ('Tn) is the plural of the 
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In the pronunciation C:!'- (In) the word would be understood in Syro
Aramaic as a status absolutus singular (emphaticus ~ 1 ayna).311 

Arguing in favor of the plural is first of all the preceding Arabic plural 
.)~ (/ıür) (white), by which is explained, according to the Arabic 
understanding, the following ~ ( In) as the attributive feminine plural 
adjective ("big-eyed'' whites = /ıOrls). For the assumption of an original 
Syro-Aramaic plural of the substantive ~ (ayna) (eye, ete.) that 
would stand in apposition to the preceding .)~ (/ıllf), the coherence of 
the Koranic context will be decisive. 

The Arabic explanation, according to which the double expression 
"/ı ür Jıi' would designate the particular gleam of the whites of the eyes 
as a mark of the beauty of these virgins of Paradise does not only con
tradict Arabic linguistic usage. Namely, when one deseribes the beauty 
of eyes, it is said as a role, and indeed not just in Arabic, "beautiful 
black, beautiful brown and beautiful blue eyes," but never "beautiful 
white eyes," unless of course one is blind. For instance, in the Koran it is 
also said of Jacob that from all his crying over his son Joseph his eyes 
have become "white" (ıı\..:ı:c. l.::.~.•'•:!·h) (Sura 12:84), i.e. they have been 
blinded. The further explanation given by the Arabic commentators that 
this white particularly emphasizes the beauty of (big) black eyes is only 
an invented makeshift explanation, but one which Bell takes at face-va
lue by translating: "dark, wide-eyed (maidens)" (whereas Paret and Bla
chere simply suppress the key expression "white"). 

If for linguistic reasons the meaning "eyes" in the sense of women 's 

eyes is now to be ruled out, then the imagined /ıflrls or virgins of Para
dise to which these "eyes" until now have referred, disappear ipso facto 

feminine adjective (ayna), just as the Lislln XIII 302b explains it. Only this 
meaning has been falsely assigned to the forınally identical Koranic orlhogra

phy. Quotations !ike the hadith w,ıall .J_,Jl ta....+J ~1 ~ J (possible 
meaning: In Paradise [there will be] a meeting with the "l;lür Tn") only docu
ment the expressian that was probably misunderstood in this way from the out
set. It follows rather from the explanation given that in the Koranic cantext it 
must have been a question of the Syro-Aramaic plural form of the substantive 

~(ayn). 
311 Cf. Thes. II 2867. 
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into thin air. Thus, too, would be removed the related contradictions in 
the Koran and objectivity would be restored to the Koranic statement 
cited above to the extent that the claim, documented in the Scripture, 
according to which one is neither married nor given in marriage in 
Paradise (Mt 22:30; Mk 12:25; Lk 20:35) is now confırmed. 

However if the argumentation to this point has shown what the 
Koranic double expressian ".(ıiJr lıi' does not mean, it stili remains to be 
explained what it really means. In the meantime there is agreement can
ceming the meaning "white" (as the feminine plural) for .JP (.(ıary. 

What is thus stili to be explained is the relationship to the expressian 
standing in apposition to it, ~ ( 'in), whose meaning is not yet certain. 
To establish this, however, it is fırst of all necessary to look for a ter
tium comparationis. 

The tertium comparationis 

This is to be found among what the Koran calls the fruits of Paradise. 
These include, among others, date palms and pomegranates (Sura 55: 
68) as well as grapes (Sura 78:32). These last-mentioned are conspicu
ously named only in this passage in connection with Paradise, whereas 
they occur in no fewer than ten passages among the other fruits of the 
earth and of earthly gardens (Suras 2:266; 6:99; 13:4; 16:11,67; 17:91; 
18:32; 23:19; 36:34; 80:28). This is an essential determination in the 

identifıcation of our metaphorical expressian ~ .JP (.(ıDr 'in). If in 
fact the grapevine is an essential component of the earthly garden, for 
which the Koran also uses the same Arabic word~ (ğannai 12 bor
rowed from the Syro-Aramaic r<~ (gannJ!l),313 to designate the heav
enly Paradise, then in the latter it is even more so the fruit of Paradise 
par excellence. Stili, it makes one particularly suspicious that the grape
vine is almost never taeking in earthly gardens in the Koran, but is in 
heavenly gardens, of all places, explicitly named only once. 

312 Cf. S. Fraenkel, Aramiiische Fremdwörter [Aramaic Foreign Words] 148. 
313 Cf., e.g., C. Brocke1mann, Lexicon Syriacum 122a f. 
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The Significance of Ephraem the Syrian 

An important clue is offered us here by the fourth-century Syro-Aramaic 
hymns ofEphraem the Syrian (ca. 306-373) "on Paradise."314 A debate 
over the signifıcance of its vividly deseribed grapevines of Paradise was 
begun by a book written by the Swedish theologian and Islamic studies 
specialist Tor Andrae (Mohammed, sein Leben und Glaube [Moham
med: His Life and Beliej] [Göttingen, 1932]). Andrae wanted to prove 
with this paraHel that the Koranic depiction of Paradise had been in
spired by those of the Syrian Christian, but he was at the same time ad
vocating the thesis that in Ephraem there are also allusions to the 
Koranic virgins of Paradise. The German Syriologist, theologian and 
Koran scholar Edmund Beck expressed his opinions on this in an arti
cle,315 from which the following excerpt taken from his introduction 
(398) should suffıce: 

"A closer consideration of this work by St. Ephraem gives me the 
occasion to express my opinions on the surprising hypothesis that 
Tor Andrae attaches to his fınal quotation [pp.7112]: Wine .. .is 
also not lacking in the Christian Paradise, and one can even rec
ognize a furtive suggestion of the virgins of Paradise in Ephra
em's words: "He who has abstained from the wine here below, 
for him yearn the grapevines of Paradise. Each of them extends 
him a drooping cluster. And if someone has lived in chastity, then 
they (fem.) receive himintheir pure bosom, because asa monk 
he fell not in the bosom and bed of earthly love." 

On the basis of the appended Latin translation of the corresponding 
Syro-Aramaic passages Edmund Beck contents himself with saying that 

314 Des heiligen Ephraem des Syrers Hymnen de Paradiso und contra Julianum 

[The Hymns of St. Ephraem the Syrian De Paradiso and Contra Julianum], ed. 
Edmund Beck, in Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, vol. I 74/175 
(Louvain, 1957). 

315 "Eine christliche Parallele zu den Paradiesjungfrauen des Korans? (A Chris
tian Parallel to the Virgins of Paradise in the Koran?]," in Orientalia Christi
ana Periodica XIV (Rome, 1948) 398-405. 
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in Ephraem it is only a question of a vivid deseTiption of the grapevines 
of Paradise, but by no means of virgins of Paradise. He does not take 
the further step of demonstrating to Tor Andrae that the reversed rela
tionship is the case, namely that in the case of the supposed l)flrls of the 
Koran-in agreement with Ephraem's Syro-Aramaic deseTiption of Pa
radise- it is alsa only a question of grapes. That alsa marked the end of 
the discussion on the subject. 

But not least the internal criteria of the Koran will convince us that 
with the double expressian ı.Jp .JP (.(ıllr In) the Koran is doing nothing 
more with this metaphor than describing this fruit of Paradise par excel
lence in a totally special way and emphasizing it over the other fruits of 
Paradise, and that by this it finally means nothing more than what Eph
raem the Syrian also meant, namely, grapes. 

Taking as a starting point the Syro-Aramaic expressian ~~ 
(gupnd) (grapevine) that Ephraem the Syrian uses in his hymn,316 it 
should first be noted that the word is feminine, which is alsa what led 
Tor Andrae to see in it an allusion to the virgins of Paradise. In the end 
it was alsa this that led the Arabic exegetes of the Koran to this fateful 
assumption. 

With this term documented in connection with Christian-Syriac lit
erature of the 4th century in the same context, we would have the tertium 

comparationis we were looking for, the key word constituting the refer
ent of its congruent feminine adjective .JP (.(ıüıJ. The Arabic plural, 
though, refers to the grapes themselves, which the Koran alsa employs 
elsewhere in the collective form yjc. ('Jnab) (twice) and in the plural 
form yUcl (anab) (nine times) (in Syro-Aramaic, the feminine singular 
ı<b.u. 1 enbJd).317 This is made especially clear through the other 

316 Cf. Edmund Beck, /oc. cit., 400. On ı<ı..s~ (gupnd) and ı<~ (gpcttd), see, 
for exaınple, C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 128b. 

317 Cf. ibid. 534b. To be doubted is Fraenkel's all too assertive claim in 
Aramiiische Fremdwörter [Aramaic Foreign Words] (156): "The Arabic lan
guage has meanwhile preserved from Proto-Semitic times a large number of 
genuine words that are related to wine and wine-growing. Thus, for exaınple, 
r' ..fi and ~ are protected from any suspicion of being a borrowing, likewise 
y.ic. .... "The usage of the Koran should suftice to refute this. 
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metaphors in the Koranthat compare grapes with ''pearls" (Sura 52:24; 

56:23; 76:19). Namely, the latter have in common with white grapes that 

they are both completely white, which, after all, is known not to be the 

case for the eye. 

Surprisingly the Lisi1n (VII l25b) provides us with an Arabic paraUel 

to the borrowed adjective .JY. (.lılli) in the meaning "white (grapes)" 

with the following explanation:~l ~ ~ ~~ yjc. : ~1 
"al-bayçlatu.· (is) a (variety of) white grape with large berries in ra1f.'' 
The substantivized Arabic adjective ~1 (al-bayçla) (actually ~~1 

al-bayçla) (the "white") here (as in the Koran) clearly stands for the im

plied substantive "grape." 

This in turn is sensibly associated with the equivalent Syro-Aramaic 

expression, which the Thes. {11230) gives under the special meanings of 
the adjective ı<'ta.u (.lıewward) (white) in the feminine form under (a): 

ı<c\ı'ta.u (.lıewwartd) ([the] white [one]): vitis species (a variety ofwhite 

grape).318 

Solution I 

These examples ought to rule out the imagined virgins of Paradise, who 

are not mentioned anywhere in the Koran, as the referent for the sub
stantivized adjective .JY. (.lılli) "white." Not least the yUı:.l (a 'iıab) 
"grapes" mentioned repeatedly in the Koran in connection with gardens 

allow one to conclude instead that it is these for which the term .JY. 

(.lıar) = "white" (grapes) stands as a substituted substantive. 

Part of the watertight solution to the puzzle, however, is stili the ex

planation of the next expression, 0:!C (Tn). Since we had established that 

this word is perhaps in the plural, as a substantive it can therefore not be 
understood adjectivally in the sense of "big-eyed'' since the previously 

assumed virgins of Paradise have been eliminated. Now insofar as the 

adjective white in the Koranic context designates the color, the appear

ance of the grapes, one should look in Syro-Aramaic for an equivalent 

descriptive meaning for the noun 0:!C ( Tn) that follows it in apposition. 

318 The same is in Mannil 229a, under (5): rfill ı).o y~(a variety ofgrape). 
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The most reasonable explanation seems to be the following cited in the 
Thes. (II 2867) under ~ ('in): 

''valet etiarn aspectus (appearance), co/or (co/or), ~ 
r<ula"b!l (ayna d-/ıeru./.fıd) ("eye" = coloring, shimmer, gleam 
of the pearl, of the crystal, of the gem), Num. Xl, 7, Ephr. I, 256 
c ... ; ı<bw., ~ ( ayneh d-]Jamrd) ("eye" of the wine = its 
"sparkle"), Prov. XXIII, 3 I, Ephr. Opp. Gr. IL 408 D .... "319 

(2870, Ap. lexx.): r<ula"b ~ ( 1n beru./.fıd) ("eye"= sparkling, 
gleaming of the pearl or of the crystal - so-called): 
m .\ı w., ı<u~ (1-supra da-i)ziiJeh) ( because of i ts beautiful ap
pearance). Further Mannil 540a, (2): w) .):w. .4..;o..J 1 wağh, 
m8.11.?8I, lawn (appearance, sight, color)." 

It is moreover interesting to note that the Lisan (XIII 302b f.) has also 
preserved a reminiscence of the Syro-Aramaic meaning in the following 
expression: o ):w. : J;.. )1 0F-.J ( wa- ayn u r-rağul~· m8J1.?aruh u) (the 
"eye" of a man = his "appearance" - actually his "esteem ", hen ce: 
wl:c \tl 1 al-a'yiin "the notables"320), and further on (306a): : ~~ı ı)F
..u.... ~~ (the "~" of something = its exquisiteness, treasure -bence: 
~ 1 a.r.rina 321 ). 

With that the meaning of ı)F- ('in) should actually be clear. As a 
noun standing in apposition to the plural .J~ (l)llı} "white" (ones) 
(grapes), it has a descriptive function. As such it can be in the singular 
("a gleaming, splendid appearance" in the meaning "of gleaming, splen
did appearance") or in the plural (in the sense of "treasures"). The 

319 For the same meaning in Hebrew, see W. Gesenius, Hebriiisches und aramai
sches Handwörterbuch [Compendious Hebrew and Aramaic Dictionary] 582b, 
(h) fıguratively speak.ing: (a) the eye of the wine, i.e., its sparkling in the cup, 
Prov. 23:31...; (y) sight; hence,form, appearance, Num. 11:7, Lev. 13:5,55. 

Ezek. 1:4 ff. 10:9,Dan. 10:6. 
320 The Lisiin does not remark that the current plural wl,ıc-1 /ayan (notables) is 

derived from this meaning. 

321 This feminine form means in modem Arabic "specimen, sample". But the origi
nal Syro-Araınaic meaning is "choice, prime, elite,jlower" (=modem Arabic: 

"4..p.J/ nubba [select, choice], ~~/ blra [the best, choice, elite]). 
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spelling ~ 1 BJ71 would accordingly have to be in the singular, yet in 
the plural, rather than Tn (following the type ı)i...ı ' ~ 1 saflna, sufun 

and in the style of the commonly used plural form ı)JP 1 uytın), it 
would most likely be uyun. The Koran elsewhere uses the two plural 
forms 0.JP ( uyl111) (for springs, wells) and~\ (a);un) (for eyes). This 
would presuppose a singular form ~ ( aJ71a or ayyina) respectively, 
which would be derived from the Syro-Aramaic r<~ ( a)71td) (sing.), 
r<~ ( BJ713Jd) (plur.). Namely, the Thes. (Il 2870) cites the Eastern 
Syrian lexicographers, who distinguish between ~ ( BJ71d), ~ 
( a)71e) for living beings and the tirst-named for things. However, argu
ing in favor of the Arabic pausal form of the presumed Syro-Aramaic 
plural ~ ( aJ71e) is the variant of the Koran text of Ubayy for S ura 
56:22 cited in Th. Nöldeke (Bergstral3er-Pretzl) (GdQ III 90) with the 
remark "quite striking": ~ I_;~J (Arabic: wa-./ıflr"D ]nan= Syro-Ara

maic: r<''icwa or ~ : r<"~'fa.ua 1 w-.[ıewware 1 w-.[ıewwaraıa- aJ71l!: 
"White [grapes]- crystal-(clear) = Crystal-(clear) white [grapes]"). 

Solution II 

Inasmuch as the Koran explicitly compares the "white(s)" (grapes) with 
pearls, the actual sense of ~ ( Jn) or (uyun) "eyes" has also been 
deared up. Taking as its starting point the "sparkle, gleam" or the 
"sparkling, g/eaming appearance" of gems, the Syro-Aramaic expres
sion ~ ( 1n), as the Thesaurus proves,322 has itself been transferred to 
the gems. However, because the Koran compares the grapes with 
"pearls," though these are not gems in the proper sense, we can take the 
alternative meaning given by the Thes. "crystaf' (due to its clarity and 
its shine) or "jewef' as an expression of the ''preciousness," which in 
this respect is confınned by the Lisiln (.u.. U"fo\1 : ~\ ~) for the 
Koranic context.323 • Now because _;~ (.(ıilf) asa designation of"white" 

(grapes) is in the plural, the noun (JF. that follows it in apposition is 

322 Thes. II 2867: ~ ~ (In eğl/1) oculus vituli, gernma quaedam; (with a 
reference to the East Syrian lexicographers): Ap. lexx. ( 1) gemma (g:gm). 

323 Cf. note 284 above. 
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logically also to be read as plural, which is indeed confirmed by the tra
ditional reading ofthe Koran. Accordingly, the Koranic double expres
sion ÜP : .JY.. (./ı Orun: uyun) says: 

"White" (grapes): "jewels" (or rather) "crystals" = Crystal-(clear) 

white (grapes) [instead of: "dark-, wide-eyed" (maidens)]. 

This would explain the syntactic relationship between "eyes" [= crystal
(clear)] as a nominal adjective and the substantivied adjective "white" 

(grapes).324 

324 In a recently by Jan M.F. van Reeth published essay entitled: "Le vignoble du 

Paradis et le chemin qui y mene. La these de C. Luxenberg et fes sources du 

Coran [The Vineyard of the Paradise and the Way leading there. The Thesis of 

C. Luxenberg and the Souces of the Koran]" in: Arabica, vol. Llll, 4, (Brill) 
Leiden, 2006, p. 5 1 1-524, the author undertakes the task to detect the Christian 
sources of the Koran. Based on his erudite findings, he supposes a misreading 
of the double Koranic expression cJ:!C- .JP 1 })ür Tn (rather })ür uyun) and pro
poses instead the ernendation yjc. .J.fi (kür 'inab) or yjc. .J~ (!Jtır 'inab) in 
the sense of "some quantity of grapes or vine" (un e certaine quantite de raisins, 

de vin - p. 5 1 5). Indeed, ı<'"ıru>. 1 köra designates in Syro-Aramaic a "dry or liquid 

measure" of variable size and ı<::.:i..:.. 1 (mbe "grapes"; yet the palaeography al
lows such an ernendation not. For neither within the .(ziğazland küfi style nor in 
the assumed case of a transcription from Syro-Aramaic is a misreading or mis
transcription of an Arabic initial __s; 1 k as a ___,. 1 }J nor a Syro-Aramaic or Arabic 
fina! ı...,..ı..- 1 b as a fina! ü- 1 n conceivable. A comparison of these four Jetters on 
the appended copies of the Samarqand codex suffıces to exeJude normally their 
confusion. See for example the second copy [CD 0098] following the index, line 
4, the initial _s 1 k and the final ü- 1 n in the word LJ:laS ()1) 1 ar-raki'fn [Sura 
3:43], and line 5, the dotless fina! W,_ lt= ı...,..ı..-1 b in theundotted firstword ~1 
1 al-gayb [the invisible], that can also be read ~1 1 al-'inab [grapes] but not LJ:ıall 
1 al-'in (or rather al-'uyun) [eyes = jewels, crystals], further the ___,. 1 }J in the 
following umlotted word ~_,.ı lna{ılhi [we impire it]. The unconsiderated 
ernendation ofthese letters, the graphical form ofwhich is unequivocal, would 
transgress the principle ofthe lectio defficilior. The double expression cJ:ıC- .JP 

1 })ür uyun occurs three times in the Koran (Suras 44:54; 52:20; 56:22); its 
reading is graphically incontestable and semantically covered through the fol
lowing expounded context. The task of the philology is to clarifY the Koranic 
text in order to guard the historian of religion against hasty deductions and to 
provide him with a reliable basis for his far-reaching investigations. 
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In the history of the Koranic text this significant expression, which 
served as the inexhaustible source for the mythologized subject of the 
./ıllrland not just for Arabic popular literature, would thus be restored to 
its historically authentic dimension thanks to Syro-Aramaic. It helps the 
Koran to achieve its original inner coherence. That the Christian-Orien
tal notions of Paradise depicted by Ephraem the Syrian find expression 
in the Koran can no longer be surprising when one knows that the Chris
tian Syro-Aramaic hymns of Ephraem in the 4th century and afterwards 
gained such currency beyond the Aramaic speech area of Syria and 
Mesopotamia that they were even translated into foreign languages such 
as Greek and Armenian. 325 

Remarkable are to that extent the erudite and to the Bible referring investiga
tions of the author as to his new comparative interpretation of the Sura Wlill 1 
al-Fliti!;ıa (p. 519-524). As to the expressian ~ y_,.a..JI Y.f:. (gayr al
mag(lüb 8/ayhim) in verse 7, anather understanding as the proposed reading 
from the supposed Arabic verbal root (Ib in the sense of "couper, transpercer, 

abattre, rHoigner" (to cut, pierce, strike down, take away) is conceivable with
out to modif)r the traditionnal reading, ifwe start from the Syro-Aramaic sense 
of the equivalent expressian ı<. 'bu r<'~a't 1 rugZli !l-mliryli (the anger of the 
Lord), as far as sinners (who transgress = ııpoo• = Koranic L.ı_,A....i;ı 1 yaftiqün 
the divine law) incur the divine anger (cf. Mannii 721b, ~'tr<' 1 argez, I.~~ 
1 ag(laba [to anger], 2. ~ .~1 1 aı:/naba, a!Jta'a [to commit an offense, a 
sin]). Instead of the proposed understanding: "le chemin de ceux que tu combles 
de grace, non de ceux qui sont aneantis ou egares", it should be proposed: "le 
chemin de ceux que tu combles de grace, non de ceux qui se sont attire ta 
co/ere[= qui ont transgresse ta loi] ni de ceux qui se sont egares [= qui se sont 
ecartes de ton droit chemin]." 

325 Cf. also A. Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur [History of Syriac 
Literature] (Bonn, 1922) 32 ff.: "The life story of the 'Prophet of the Syrians,' 
as the grateful adıniration of his people called him, began very early on to 
weave its web araund the pious legend. Already purely in terms of voluıne the 
mass of what has been preserved under his name in the original and in the 
variegated dress of foreign languages is overwhelming, without one's even 
coming close to exhausting what he actually wrote." On the translations, 35 ff.: 
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Greek during his lifetime." Further, on page 36: "One cannot help but be struck 
to a great degree by how relatively seldam it was for pieces existing in Syriac to 
come back in Greek translation." .... "Finally, in the best of circumstances one 



Additicnal Relevant Passages 

If it has now been established that when the Koran uses the metaphorical 
expression ~ .J~ (f.ıllr 1n) (or uyun), from which the expression ]Jfiri 

has been falsely derived, it means the "white, crystal-clear grapes" of 
paradise, it should logically turn out that all of the remaining Koran pas
sages that un til now one had connected with the virgins of paradise in 
reality present further descriptions of these very same grapes of para
dise, as indeed will be demonstrated by a more detailed philological exa
mination ofthe following Sura verses: 37:48, 49; 38:52; 55:56, 58, 72, 
74; 56:22-23, 34-37. The recurring expression ö~ ~_,jl (azwağ mu

tahhara) in the Sura verses 2:25; 3:15 and 4:57 should actually not be 
included here, but because it has been falsely interpreted, it will be taken 
up beforehand. 

Sura 2:25 (3: 15; 4:57) 

ö~ ~_,jl 4-:!9 ~J 

(Beli I 5): 23. "therein also are pure spouses for them, ... " 

(Paret 9): "Und darin [Note: i.e. in paradise] haben sie gereinigte 
Gattinnen (zu erwarten)." 

(Blachere 32): "Dans ces [jardins ], ils auront des epouses puri
fiees ... " 

would at the least always have to expect that the old translations, during their 
hundreds of years of use as practical devotional literature, would scarcely be 
able to escape unintentional distortion and deliberate revision ofvarious sorts." 
(We have before us such a revision for devotional purposes on, among other 
things, the topic of Paradise in the Koran.) The Annenian translation of the 
works of Ephraem is assigned to the 5th century. Later, translations were made 
by way of Greek into Coptic and into Old Church Slavonic. An Arabic transla
tion, also via Greek, of around 50 pieces by A.[p(h)rem] on ascetic and moral 
subjectsis said to have been completed as Iate as the year 980 (37). 
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The Koran does not only apply the expression ~-d (zawğ) to people in 
the sense of "spouses," but also to animals and plants in the sense of 
"kind, genus, species." This is made clear from the context of many a 
verse, such as in Sura 43:12, ~ ~Jj~l ~ '-i.lliJ, which Paret (407) 
correctly identifıes: "And (he it is) who has created all (possible) pairs 
[note: i.e. kinds (of living beings)]." Specifıcally applied to the plants of 
the earth (Sura 31:1 0), r:.fi ~Jj JS. ı.JA \+,ı! \..rı,ül J , it is here too cor
rectly identifıed by Paret (339): "And we have caused all manner of 
magnifıcent species (of plants and ftuits) to grow upon it." Further ex
amples can be found intheSuras 20:53; 22:5; 26:7; 36:36 and 50:7. 

However, because the Koranic paradise consists of trees, plants and 
ftuits, it is clear that what is meant by ö~ ~Jjl (azwllğ mutahhara) is 
not ''purifıed wives," but 

"all m ann er of species of pure 326 (fruits ). " 

Moreover, that the ftuits of paradise are pure will be shown in the pas
sages that are yet to be discussed. 

Sura 37:48-49 

ı:_ı_,& ~ ~\S 0:? u ).JI d~ ro'.lic. J 

(Bell II 444): 47. "With them are (damsels) restrained in glance, 
wide-eyed, As they were ~[Or "pearls" ], well-guarded." 

(Paret 370): 48: "Und sie haben groBaugige (Huris) bei sich, die 
Augen (sittsam) niedergeschlagen, 49: (unberührt) [Note: or 
(makellos)] als oh sie wohlverwahrte Eier waren." 

326 With "pure" the Koran is perhaps rendering one of the meanings of the Syro
Aramaic ~ (gağyd) (exquisite, noble), for which Mannil (87b) gives, 
among others, the following Arabic expressions: (3) y\l..l:ı .J,..;..\.i .~. ~ 
(noble. pure), (4) y..\.i • ~ • ~fi . u-JI..:ı. (sheer, nob/e, precious, sp/en
dül). However, the actual meaning ''pure" is also confırmed by Sura 55:56,74, 
where it is said that nobody before the blessed spirits of the departed has ever 
"dejiled, soiled'' these grapes. 
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(Blachere 476): 47/48 "Pres d'eux seront des [vierges] aux re
gards modestes, aux [yeux] grands et beaux, 47/49 et qui seront 
comme perles cachees." 

According to the Syro-Aramaic reading this will be understood as fol
lows: 

"They will have (at their disposal) hanging fruits (grapes) (for the 
picking),jewels(-Iike), as were they pearls (yet) enclosed (in the 
shell)." 

On the Expression u).JI d~(qaşiraıut-tarP) 

Before one can here determine a fitting meaning for the fırst expression 

d~ (qaşirat), the second u_):. (tarf) must fırst be explained. Now 

that l;ıürJs are out of the question, it would be nonsensical to want to 
speak of their (demurely !owered) "eyes," as this word has been previ

ously understood in Arabic. What is thus sought is a meaning that goes 
well with grapevine or grapes. 

Here the Syro-Aramaic synonym ra~ (taıpd) (with the original 
meaning "leaf, foliage") proves helpful. For the meaning we are seeking 
the Thes. (I 1525) lists under ..!1~ (tarrej)) folia decerpsit, racemavit 

(to pick [c/ean] the leaves or the grapes), with the following example: 
re.:ıt.:.. ..!1~!1 r<1a ( wale ga-ntarrejJ karma) (we must pick [c/ean] the 

vineyard or the w ine leaves). In addition to this there is in Mannil (297) 

under (4): ~1_, J.J_,ll ~ . ~ . ~(to pick the foliage or the 

fruits). Finally, in New East Syriac ra~ (taıptl) is documented in the 
meaning (a) leaf, foliage, (b) smail branch.327 

This leads us first of all to the meaning of the smail branches !aden 

with foliage and grapes of the grapevine. However, insofar as the de
nominative ..!1~ (tarre.f)) can also mean "to pick," the Koran offers us 
two paraUel passages (Sura 69:23 and 76:14) in which it is said that the 

327 Cf. Arthur John Macıean, A Dictionary of the Dialects of Vernacular Syriac 

(Oxford, ı 901) ı 14b: ı<!>t.\ı 1 teıpd: (1) a leaf, (2) a branch. 
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(jruits) to be picked (4-i_,l:.i 1 quf[Jfuha < ~ 1 qtaft) hang down low. 
This meaning should be assumed for u _>h (tari). 

With this last meaning, d y...=a§ ( qaşiraf) should then produce an ade
quate sense. For the Syro-Aramaic verb ~ (qşar) Manna (696b) gives 
under (2): ~ .y..ai (qaşşara, IJafa(la) (to make short, to lower). This 
corresponds to the meaning assumed by our Koran translators, however 
with regard not to "!owered eyes," but to "/owered," i.e. "low-hanging" 
(and to that extent easy-to-pick) branches. A paraHel expression occurs 
in Sura 69:23 with ~b 4-i_,l:.i (qu{llfiılıa daniya) (its fruits are near to 

be picked, i.e. within easy reach) (< Syro-Aramaic ı<l:ı dna).328 

A similar thought is contained in the expression ~~ 4-i _,1:.! ulljJ 

( wa-dullilat qu{f1iiıha tad/Ild) (and its fruits are quite easy to pick).329 

Thus for the expressions u _;bl\ ü y...=a§ rA ..üı::. J the parall el passages 
from S ura 69:23 and 76:14 suggest the following understanding: 

"By them (will be) low-hanging branches (laden with fruit)." 

The next word t)F- ('in) could here stand for the Syro-Aramaic plural 
~ ( ayııe). The dropping of the emphatic ending would be caused by 
the Arabic transcription. Besides the meaning "gleam, shimmer," espe
cially of gems, it has already been explained that the term can also des
ignate the gem itself or ajewe/.330 Accordingly, the double verse cited 
above from Sura 37:48-49 is to be understood as follows: 

"By them (will be) fruits (grapes) hanging down, (like) jewels, as 
were they enclosed pearls (stili in the shell)." 

The fınal expression ~ ( bayçun), which Paret has rendered according 
to the Arabic understanding with "eggs," Blachere and Bell (in addition 

328 Cf. Maıına 153b, ı<u (dnli): y_) . \.;.ı. (daııa, qaıuba) (to be near). 
329 Cf. Mannil 148b, .\i:ı (dal/el) (2): J6.,..ı • CJ"y. (hawwana, sahhala) (to facili

tate, to make easy). 
330 Thes. II 2867, Ap. lexx. (I) gernma (gem, pearl); furthermore, at 2870, Ap. 

lexx., the Arabic ~\ (al-mahli) ("pearls" as well as "crystaf') is given, among 
other terms, by Bar Bahlol and Bar 'All for CJ:!a-11 ~ (ayna 1 al- ayn). W ith 
this expression, the Koran has once again handed down to us an interesting de
tail pointing to the Syrian-Mesopotamian region. 
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to "eggs") have correctly conjectured as ''pearls," though not on the ha
sis of the actual Arabic meaning. In fact, in Tabarl(XXIII 57 f.) the ma
jority of the commentators explain the expression in the meaning of 
"!ike an unshelled egg," although the interpretation as "pearf' is also 
advocated once. TabarT himself, however, pronounces himself in favor 
of the former, the majority opinion. However, the paraHel passage from 
Sura 52:24 u_,&, _;l_;l ~\$"as if they were enclosed pearls," suggests 
the tatter meaning. Like _;l_;l (lu1u') (pearls), ~ (bayç/) too is a 
collective noun, which is indicated by the singular form of the verb. On 
the basis of the Arabic understanding, one can in fact understand "eggs" 
under ~ (bay(!). The Lislln does indeed document the feminine form 
~ ( baiç/a) in the sense of "white" to designate a variety of white 
grapes, but not to designate pearls. Once again, it is only via Syro-Ara
maic that we arrive at this meaning to the extent that the Thes. (I 606), 
with a reference to the Eastern Syrian lexicographers, designates both 
the ...aaı.:. (berülli) and ~aı.:. (benılf;ıi) margarita (pearl as well as 
crystal) as "white": Albo limpidoque colore est, la.l_s-a ~a.u (f;ıewwllr 

wa-şlö/) (white and clear); bence the Syrians explain ~a'b (benıll;ıe) 

as r<'c\ı'ia.u r<'~'b'.ı (marganyaıa l;ıewwarati) margaritae albae (white 
pearls). Accordingly, just as in the case of "white" (grapes) (.Jyı.. 1 /;ıtJr), 
with the Arabic collective noun ~ (bayç/) the Korarı is also designat
ing "white" (pearls) following the equivalent Syro-Aramaic designation. 

Sura 38:52 

yi.Jil u.)JI ~~ rA,ljc..J 

(Beli II 454): "With them are (females) restrained in glance, of 
equal age." 

(Paret 378): "wii.hrend sie gleichaltrige (Huris) bei sich haben, die 
Augen (sittsam) niedergeschlagen." 

(Blachere 486): "tandis qu'aupres d'eux seront des [vierges] aux 
regards modestes, d'egale jeunesse." 
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As opposed to both of the prior verses (37: 48-49), in the present verse 
only the expressian -.,.ıl yi (atrab) has been added. This expressian could 
of course not fail to help spur on the faotastic imagination of the l;ıürlsto 
yet anather adequate property. For, although one knew about the "big
eyed l;ıürls' that they were to that extent "cute," they still lacked one 
characteristic: in addition to that they had to be "young." And so one hit 
upon the idea that this misunderstood Arabic expressian had to mean 
something like "of the same age," from which there resulted the mean
ing ''forever young."331 Subsequent commentators then even pinned 
their age down to the symbolic figure of thirty-three. So much for the 
history of the development of the expressian -.,.ıl yi (atrab). 

It is in the meantime clear that all the commentators were so taken 
with the idea of the l;ıürls that for them anything else was out of the 
question. Y et it is astonishing that they have paid so little attention to 
the Koranic context. Namely, two verses further (54) it is said in regard 
to the supposed l;ıllrls: ..ılli ı.J.o ..U 1.... lı.ij) 11\ ı.:ıl "This is our (heavenly) 
nourishment (lı.ij.J 1 rizqunlt), it (will be) inexhaustible." The Koranic 
statement is actually clear and excludes every possible fıgment of the 
imagination. In excess offood and drink there is nothing in Paradise. 

The Koran confırms this statement in several passages, where it is 
said among atlıers to the pious: "Eat and drink (I.Jo!~IJ l_,lS. 1 kulü wa-s
rabü) (Suras 52:19; 69:24; 77:43),332 enjoy (the fruit) of your toil". Fur
thermore, it should be noted that even in later Medinan S uras the believ
ers are never promised more than "gardens [properly bowers], under 
which riversjlow".333 Notevenin the Medinan verse (3:169) referring 
to those killed for the cause of Allah l;ıDrls are mentioned. Instead it is 
said about them (BellI 62, 163): "Count not those who have been killed 
in the way of Allah as dead, nay, alive with their Lord, provided for" 

331 Tabatf xxııı ı 74 f. also gives these interpretations: They are equal, equa/ in 
age, of the same age; they do not treat each other w ith hostility; they are not 
envious of each other; they are not jealous of each other. 

332 Cf. also Suras 37:46; 38:51; 47:15; 76:21. 
333 Cf. Suras 2:25; 3:15,136,195,198; 4:13,57,122; 5:12,85,1l9; 9:72,89,100; 10:9; 

13:35; 14:23; 16:31; 18:31; 20:76; 22:14,23; 29:58; 39:20; 47:12,15; 48:5,17; 
57:12; 58:22; 61:12; 64:9; 65:1 1; 66:8; 85:1 1; 98:8. 
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(Lı.;ij.J; ~.J ,ljc, 1 !nda rabbihim yurzaqiln - with fruits of paradise). 
Consequently, even with the expressian yiyi (atrab) the Koran is de
scribing nothing more than those same fruits, which are adduced by the 
Syro-Aramaic lexicon. For even with the expressian yiyi (atrab) the 
Koran is describing nothing more than those same fruits taught us by the 
Syro-Aramaic lexicon. 

Under ı<:::ı'tc\ı (tarb!J) the Thes. (4495) refers to the loan word in Ara
bic (today no tonger in use) yy (Jarb), fırst of all with the meaning 
adeps (fat), and further down with the meaning pulpa pomorum (fruit 

pulp, jlesh), as well as the adjectival ı<...J.:~"ıc\ı (tarbll.nayd) pinguis, adi
posus (here: jleshy, juicy). The same can be found in Manna (848b): 
ı<:::ı-tc\ı ( tarbli) (2) )..a'"YJI LJ.a o.)#. J .:ıL. )1 ~ (jlesh of pomegranates 

and other fruits), and adjectivally ı<J..::o'tc\ı (tarbllnli), ~-tc\ı (tr1/ıd), in 
Arabic yjil (aJrab). 

And thus the "same-agetf' (or eternally young) .(ıürls are transform
ed into "jleshy, juicy" (fruits). In Syro-Aramaic the verse cited above 
from Sura 38:52 is thus to be understood as: 

"Among them (will be) juicy./İ:J:ill§_ hanging down." 

Through the actual sense of the attributive adjective yiyi (atrab) 
(jleshy, juicy) it is clear from the context of this verse that with u .,.;k 
(tariJ, as determined from the Syro-Aramaic expression, what is in fact 
meant are ''fruits ripe for the picldng."334 

334 Though the Koran here uses u_).. (tar/j as a collective noun, it also has the 
plural u\ _).ol (a{rafj in two other passages; in Sura 13:41 it says: Ul 1_,..>.! ıJ_,I 
4-il_)..l ı.)o ~ ı..f.t:o.J~I ~U(in Paret's translation [205]): 
,Haben sie denn nicht gesehen, daB wir über das Land kommen, indem wir es 
an seinen Enden kürzen (? Nanquşuha min atrafihd) (und daınit ihren Macht
bereich einschranken?)?" ["Have they not seen that we come over the 1and by 
shortening its ends (? Nanquşuha min atrafihlil (and thus reduce the area oftheir 
power?)?"] 
With wl _).ol (a{:rSfj here, however, it is not "ends" that is meant, but the "fruits" 

of the earth that God "decreases" as punishment. Naıne1y, with ~ (nanqu

şuhd) the Koran is reproducing the Syro-Aramajc tma. (jıassaı') or tmuı< (a.{ısaı), 
for which Mann/I (254b) (2) gives in Arabic Jli . ..,...&.; (naqqaşa, qa/lala) (to 

reduce, to decrease). The same app1ies for Sura 21:44. Likewise, the expression 
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Sura 55:56 

d~ 'J _, ~ IJ'ÜI ~ rl u _;bl\ ü _;-§ Uf.:!! 

(Beli II 551): "In them are (damsels) ofrestrained glance, whom 
deflowered before them has neither man nor jinn." 

(Paret 448): "Darin [Note: D.h. in den Giirten (Mehrzahl)] befin
den sich (auch), die Augen (sittsam) niedergeschlagen, weibliche 
Wesen, die vor ihnen [Note: D.h. vor den (miinnlichen) Insassen 
des Para-dieses, denen sie nunmehr als Gattinnen zugewiesen 
werden] weder Mensch noch Dschinn (ğllnn) entjungfert hat." 

(Blachere 570 f.): "Dans ces jardins seront des [vierges] aux re
gards modestes que ni Homme ni Dernon n'aura touchees, avant 
eux." 

The result of the ensuing analysis will show that this verse is to be un
derstood Syro-Aramaically as follows: 

"Therein (are found) drooping fruits (ripe for the picking), which 
neither man nor genius (i.e. an invisible being)335 before them has 
ever defiled." 

~.J'JI ı;u (na'tr 1-arç/") is not Arabic "we come over the /and," but Syro
Aramaic r<....·t.-0 r<~ (nayte l-ar'd) (modem Arabic = ~.J'J\ ı;y lnu'tr 1-
ar(i•) "we cause the earth to be of use, to be fruitfol, to come to fruition, to 
bearfruif'icf.Manna45b:r<~ r<.>.:tr< ~~r< (aytyatar1ı'a11SJd). w~\ 
~.J'J\ ı.::.ılc.\ (aJmarat, agallat a1-ar(i) (the earth 'is fruitfol,' bears fruit). Ac
cording to this, the verse reads: ,Sehen sie denn nicht, daB wir die Erde (ihren 
Ertrag) bringen lassen (und dabei) ihre Früchte verringem (können)?" ["Do 
they not see that we allow the earth to produce (its yield) (and at the same time) 
(are ab le) to reduce i ts fruits?") 

335 The original meaning of the Syro-Aramaic verbal root ~ 1 gann, ~ 1 gnii, 
Hebrew lJl 1 ganan > gnan (l. to h ide, 2. to protect) suggests that "genius" (asa 
"hidden" = invisible being) is etymologically derived rather from Syro-Aramaic 
than from Greek yevvaw > Latin gem) < gignö (to engender, to bear). Of the 
same etymology is Arabic ~/ğanna < Syro-Aramaic r<~/ gann7a(garden 
> paradise- grammatically a passive participle) as a "protected place". The 
most likely interpretation of the Koranic plural ü~ 1 ğanniit would be that of 
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Joining the previously explained expressions in this verse is the new 

(negated) verb ~ ~ (lam yatmiJhunna). With "to dejlower" (or to 

touch) our Koran translators have followed the meanings proposed by 

Tabarl(XXVII ISO f.), while Tabaıthimselfhas repeated the commen

tators' interpretation of this verse, according to which the /;ıOrls restrict 

their glances to their husbands, i.e. wish for themselves nobody else but 

him. 
Of all the expressions connected with the imaginary /;ıürls, it can be 

said that with the understanding of "dejlower" the pinnacle has been 

reached. Anyone who reads the Koran with a bit of understanding is 

really compelled at this point to throw up his hands in despair. But the 

Koran as a holy scripture is not responsible for the insinuations that hu

man ignorance has imagined into it. The Syro-Aramaic reading of these 

passages will help us to better understand the original meaning of the 

Koranaccording to its historical-linguistic context. 

To blame for this is first of all the ignorance of the true etymology of 

the verbal root w....l:. (tami,f') in Arabic. We have already seen in the 

case of 1.;! jil ( utriftf) (S ura I 1: 116) that the Arabic philologists have 

thought that the Syro-Aramaic verbal prefix ~ı< 1 eJ- was a radical, out 

of which the root u ji (tarif") (in addition to the synonymous <\.i .J 1 
ratiıh 8) then falsely emerged in Arabic. With w....l:. (tamir) we are pre

sented with a situation in which the Syro-Aramaic feminine suffix ı<~ 1 
-1i1 of the adjective ı<~~ (tmi11i1 /fammi1Jd) (impure) has likewise 

been thought to be a radical, out of which the Arabic verb w....l:. (tami18 ) 

the single (vine) arbours as "shaded places", under cover of which the pious 
are said to rest (just the same sense as the Arabic word ~ lbayma [tent, 
bower]; cf. Sura 55:72: l"y.;Jl ~ w.J_,....a.. .JY. [White (grapes) hanging in 
(wine) bowers]; etymologically, A...p. lbayma is derived from the root ~ 1 
l;ıaml! [to protect], the~ 1 b being a vemacular Eastem Aramaic pronounc
iation of the --"" 1 l;ı, this root beeing again a phonetical variant of the Syro
Aramaic verbal root~ lma [to cover, to hide]; cf Manna 547b). S. Fraen
kel, Die aramiiischen Fremdwörter im Arabischen [The Aramaic Foreign 
Wordsin the Arabic Language], was indecisive as to this etymology, when he 
noticed (p. 30): "Unklarer Herkunft, aber durch lithiop. haimat (Dilim. 610) als 
echt erwiesen İst ~ [Of not clear origin, yet through Ethiopian haimat 
(Dilim. 61 O) is~ 1 bayma proved as genuine]." 
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emerged as a denominative.336 This arises not only from the feminine 
present participle O....lb (tamil) (said of a woman when she has her pe
riod) listed by the Lisan (II I 65b ), but also from the listed meanings that 
coincide with those of the Syro-Aramaic verb r6r.ı\, 1 ı<r6r.ı.\, (tammd) 
(Thes. I 1484), although with some shifts in meaning. Of course, an 
etymologically equivalent Arabic root ~ (!ami''a) given by both the 
Thesaurus and Brockelmann, is not listed by the Lisaıı, which is an ar
gument in favor of its having also been borrowed from the Aramaic. 

Now whereas the Syro-Aramaic root actually means "to be impure," 
one has related the Arabic denominative to menstruation and naturally 
connected this with the idea of blood. So if a woman says "I am O....lb 
(tamil)" (for I have my period), in Arabic one has understood "I am 
bloody," whereas in Syro-Aramaic this meant "I am impure." In Arabic 
usage, this notion was also logically applied to the transitive, thus resulı
ing in the meaning "to deflower." The comparison between the Lisaıı 
and the Thes. shows clearly that with the meaning "to deflower" one has 
a concrete imagination of blood in the Arabic usage, whereas in Syro
Aramaic one understands this in the figurative sense of "to render im
pure, to de.file, to dishonor." 

And bence this fateful misunderstanding occurred in the Koran 
where the verb ~ rl (lam yatmithunna) is used transitively. By that 
in Arabic, especially with regard to the imaginary ./ıilrls, one was thus 
only able to understand "to deflower," whereas in Syro-Aramaic it 
means "to render impure, to de.file." What moreover reinforced the Ara
bic commentators in their notion that the grapes of Paradise were 
women is precisely the feminine personal suffix L;A 1 -hunna, which ac
cording to the rules of Arabic grammar can refer only to rational living 
beings, i.e. exclusively to women, whereas the Koran in accordance with 

336 This fact has previously been noticed by R. Dozy, Die lsraeliten zu Mekka [The 

lsraelites in Mekka], Leipzig-Haarlem 1864, p. 182, note 7: "As to <.!.ı...U. 'ôi..JAI 

(imra 'a tamil) it must be noticed that <.!.ı...U. (tamil) is not an Arabic word that 
were derived from a root~ (tamija), it is NCI:Q (famli l(mll), the usual term 

for impure in Levitic sense; the last letter isa feminine ending." 
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the rules of Syro-Aramaic does not always make this distinction in the 
case of the feminine. 337 

Finally, one should not fail to mention in favor of the Arabic com
mentators that Tabari (loc.cit.) also explains ~ (tamir) in the 
meaning of "to touch," as Blachere likewise translates it. With reference 
to the white grapes of Paradise, this understanding would be correct. 
However, with regard to the intended l;ıiJrls this expressian is only a 
euphemism. 

Thus the previously cited verse is to be understood according to the 
Syro-Aramaic reading as proposed at the outset. 

The related Verse 58, as correctly translated by Paret (449), ["They 
are (so radiantly beautiful), as if they were hyacinths and corals. 1 Sie 
sind (so strahlend schön), wie wenn sie aus Hyazinth und Koralien 
wiiren."], accordingly refers not to the l;ıOrls, but to the grapes and the 
otherfruits ofParadise. 

Sura 55:70, 72, 74 

1"'\.p..ll ~ ül.)_,_a... .)_p. 1 d·...- ül ~ üt:ıi 
·b 'j _.l.i, ......;\ • .. ':.L. _l u . .J rı-:- ....,-- U6-""'"'":! r 

(Beli II 552): 70. "In them are (damsels) good and beautiful, 72. 
Wide-eyed, restrained in the tents, 74. Whom detlowered before 
them has neither man nor jinn." 

(Paret 449): 70: "Darin befinden sich gı,@ und schöne weibliche 
Wesen. 72: Huris, in den Zelten abgesperrt (so daB sie den 
Biieken von Fremden entzogen sind). 74: (Weibliche Wesen) die 
vor ihnen weder Mensch noch Dschinn (ğiinn) entjungfert hat." 

337 Thus, for example, in Sura 12:43 it is said of the seven fat cows devoured by 
seven !ean ones: <....i~ &"" ~4 (ya'kulu-hunna- as they were women), in
stead of classical Arabic - !ike a singular: t.JS4 (ya 'kulu-M). In !ike manner, it 
is said of the seven withered ears of com ü...ı.ı4 (yllbislf.) (as a sound feminine 
plural for reasonable beings [JiWl 1 li-1-lıqıl ], i.e., women) and not ~4 
(yllbis!J. -!ike a feminine singular [JiWI .):!Al/ Ji-gayr al- lıqil] for not re~on
able beings). So, too, in numerous other passages of the Koran. 
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(Blachere 570 f.): 70 "Dans ces jardins seront des [vierges] bon
nes, belles, 72 des Houris, cloitrees dans des pavillons, 74 que ni 
homme, ni Dernon n'aura touchees, avant eux." 

First of all, to comment on the individual words: 
Verse 70: The words "good" and "beautiful" do not refer to "(dam

sels)" (Bell) or "female creatures" (Paret), who are not even mentioned 
in the K oran. Paret' s un derstanding of this has be en false1y concluded 
from the feminine ending of the preceding adjective (which according to 
Arabic grammar is restricted to rationalliving creatures). 
(a) The Arabic adjective üi.JPı. (to be read !Jayyirlltrather than bay

raf) stands for Syro-Aramaic ı<~ (ga/ıylltd), for which the 
Thes. (I 636 f.) gives the meaning electus (choice). The Arabic 
meanings that the Manna (87b) gives for this are revealing: (3) 

y\~ .J.,.;..I.! • * (good, excellent, pure), (4) y...l.! . ~ . t=fi 
(noble, precious, first-rate), (5) ~\ .Jtp.. (that which is choice). 
This last meaning is meant here with regard to the "choice (hea
venly fruits)." Also interesting, however, is the fırst defınition lis
tedunder (3) y\~ (pure), which makes c1ear the rea1 meaning of 
the supposed ''purified wives" (Suras 2:25; 3:15; 4:57), where 
what is really meant, however, are "choice fruits of every sort." 
Meaning (4) t=fi (precious), which the Koran uses asa synonym 
in this context (e.g. Suras 8:4; 26:7; 31:10), further confirms this 
meaning. 
The Syro-Aramaic expression helps us moreover to deduce an
other word characterized as obscure in the Koran. In Verse 25 of 
the Mary Sura, namely, it says: "Shake the trunk of the palm so 
that they ~ '-:J:a.J will fall down to you." Paret (249) translates 
the two words read as nıtaban ğanlvan as "fresh dates." In his 
Commentary (329) he remarks (19, 25): "The expression ğanl
(yan) actually means '(freshly) picked,' which does not fit here." 
In reality, however, Syro-Aramaic ~'t (ratlıll) 1 ~'t (rafl
lıd) means everything ''fresh and green" (see Thes. II 3893 f.; 
Manna 737a: y..a..ı .~\ • ~.J). Therefore it is accordingly 
not "dates" that are meant, but "fresh" (jruits). In the adjective 
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that follows ~ the upper dot has been falsely set. Serting it 
lower results in the reading ~ (ğabrya according to the rhyme, 
but really ğabilyd). Namely, as a transliteration of the Syro-Ara
maic ~ (g/ıayyd) it means "choice." And thus these two ad
jectives do not mean "fresh dates," but "fresh, choice" (jruits). 

(b) The second Arabic adjective ı:;b (}Jislln) is to be understood as a 
synonym of the first. As the lexical equivalent of the Syro-Ara
maic ~ (til/ıd), namely, it results in exactly the same meaning, 
which Mannil (277b) cites under ~ (flllıd) with the following 
Arabic expressions: ~ . yi.\.! • r#fi . J.,.;..l..! • ~ • ~ • JP. . 
Here too the Syro-Ararnaic expression confirms the Arabic equi
valents appearing in the Koran d_;:?.. (bayyiril~, ı:;b (}Jislln), 

and r#fi (karlm) in the meaning of "excellent, choice." That this 
adjective refers to the indicated fruits is clear from the Koranic 
context. 

Thus, in the above-mentioned Verse 70 "good and beautiful female 
creatures" are out of the question. The verse should instead be under
stood in this way: 

"Therein (are found) choice, excellent (jruits)." 

The problem of Verse 72 is relatively easy to solve when you know that 
the Arabic word .6..4 (bayma) means not only "tent," but also "bower." 
However, questionable figments of the imagination arise when Paret 
transtates the verse in this way: "Houris cloistered in tents (so as to be 
withdrawn from the sight of strangers)." Inaccordance with the expres
sions explained above and recurring in this verse, this verse should in
stead be understood Syro-Aramaically as follows: 

"White (grapes) hanging in wine bowers." 

Interesting in this respect is the paraUel with Ephraem the Syrian con
sidering that in what was quoted above he likewise speaks of grapevines 
of paradise that present hanging grapes to the righteous one. 

As a repetition of Verse 56, Verse 7 4 has actually been clarified. In 
context the Verses 70, 72, and 74 from Sura 55 are thus to be understood 
Syro-Aramaically as follows: 
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70. "Therein (are found) choice,first-rate ifruits), 

72. White (grapes) hanging in (wine) bowers, 

74. which neither man nor genius has ever besmirched" 

Sura 56:22-23 

wfo.JI jl )lll ~\S 0P .JP J 

(Beli II 555): 22. "And (maidens) with dark, wide eyes, like 
pearls treasured - ... " 

(Paret 450): 22. "Und groBaugige Huris (haben sie zu ihrer Ver
fiigung), 23: (in ihrer Schönheit) wohlverwahrten Perlen zu ver

gleichen." 

(Blachere 572): 22 "[La seront] des Houris aux grands yeux, 
22/23 semblables a la perle cachee, ... " 

This double verse has actually already been clarified and only needs to 
be repeated: 

22: "White (grapes), jewels, 23: Like pearls that are (stili) en

closed (in the shell)." 

Sura 56:34-37 

~~~~~~\..ıl 1 ~.;i.)A ı.J._)J 
41yl 4y:. 1 1)~1 ~ 

(Beli II 555): 33. "And carpets raised. 34. Verily We have pro
duced them [The houris of Verse 22] specially, 35. And made 

them virgins, 36. Loving and of egual age, ... " 

(Paret 450): 34: "und dick gepolsterten [Note: W: erhöhten] Bet

ten. 35: (Und Huris stehen zu ihren Diensten.) Wir haben sie re

gelrecht geschaffen [Note: W: entstehen lassen] 36: und sie zu 
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Jungfrauen gemacht, 37: heillliebend ( 'iıruban) und gleichaltrig, 

(Blachere 573): 33/34 "[couches sur] des tapis eleves [au-dessus 
du sol], 34/35 [Des Houris] que nous avons formees, en perfec
tion, 35/36 et que nous avons gardees vierges, 36/37 coquettes, 

d'egalejeunesse, ... " 

In this verse is the culmination, as though in an apotheosis, of the 
mythological notion of the so-called houris. It is not easy to straighten 
out this crooked train of thought, but w e in ten d to mak e the attempt and 
examine the individual words. 

On Verse 34: Here the only word that needs to be explained is ı.]..) 

(fiırus), which as an Arabic plural can if fact mean either "mattresses, 
beds" or "carpets." In this meaning it corresponds to the Syro-Aramaic 
r<mu (prasi), from which it is derived. But beyond that, this Syro-Ara
maic word has, among others, the following meaning given by Manna 
(611b): (4) .4.lJo.... • 4 (tent, bower). In this respect it can be understood 
as a synonym of the Arabic ~~ (!Jiylim) (ten ts, wine bowers) occurring 
in Sura 56:72 above. The following participte ~~.JA (marliia) (raised) 
also refers to this, which results in the meaning: "raised [or high-climb

ing] wine bowers" (and not "thickly upholstered beds" or "carpets rais

ed above the floor "). 
On Verse 35: Here the Arabic verb ~~ (ansaa) is lexically equiva

lent to the Syro-Aramaic ~ar<' (aw1) (or to the synonym .uaır<' a!walı), 
the Arabic equivalent of which Manna (313b) gives as follows: . ü,ül 
~..;:..1 (to cause to grow), (2) .J.l.41 .~1 (to provide, to create). From this 
it becomes clear that here the Koran means ~~ (ansaa) inthesense of 
ü,ül (anbata) (to cause to grow). In this way this verse also adds itself 
seamlessly to the one preceding it: 

34. "raised (high-climbing) wine bowers; 35. these we have had 
grow tali." 

On Verse 36: Supposedly God has made the /:ıllrls into "virgins." Yet 
both in Arabic and in Syro-Aramaic the meaning of the expression fo. 
( bı"ki) is not primarily "virgin," but first of all "first work" as well as 
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"jirst born." However, in particular in Syro-Aramaic it has the m eaning 
we need here, which Manna (64a), under r<U=:ı (bakkllriJ), defines in 
Arabic as follows: (2) ~\..:.. ~1 JJI . "ô.Jfi~ (jirst works, in particuZar 

first fruits). This means that the precondition of all of the previously 
listed qualities (pure, crystal-clear, choice, first-rate) is this: as first 

~ the heavenly fruits include in themselves the above-mentioned 
advantages. Thus Verse 36 is: 

"We have made them intofirst {ruits." 

On Verse 37: That God supposedly had made the l:fDrls ''passionately 
loving" and "o(equal age" is naturally one of the high points of this my
thological conception. 

It is no accident that the Koranic spelling ~_;c., which is considered 
unexplained to this day, has been misread as Unıban. As an unexplained 
term, it could be explained at one's discretion. But then ifthe }JOrlswere 

"young and pretty," they still lacked one property: in addition to this 
they had also to be "passionately loving," since nothing would be more 
boring in Paradi se than a cool beauty. 

Y et it is a question precisely of this property in the case of the mis
read word ~_;c. ( Unıban), which would be correctly read in Syro-Ara
maic as ı<. u ( 'iırraye) (c old, ice-cold), and should accordingly be read 
in Arabic as \;_;c. (probably araya or araye). That the heavenly fruits are 
"choice" as well as "chilled" is substantiated by the Koran in Verses 42-
44, where it is said on the contrary of those who are on the left (that is, 
of the damned) that they will be in the heat of fire, where they will re
ceive nothing r=.fi 'J J .ı .J~ 'J (la bllrid wa-Ja karlm) cool nor choice. 

The next word ~Iyi (which is to be read aıraban) has already been 
discussed above. Accordingly, Verse 37 no longer refers to }Jürls that 
would be ''passionately loving and of equal age," but of heavenly fruits 
that are "chilled and juicy." 

To sum up, according to the Syro-Aramaic reading, the Verses 34-37 
of S ura 56 should now be un derstood as follows: 
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34. "(They will have) high-climbing (wine) bowers, 35. these we 
have had grow tali, 36. and made into first ftuits, 37. chilled and 
.iJ!js;y_." 

Sura 78:33 

This verse offers us a kind of second se/ec tion on the subject l;ıflrl in the 
Koran. Verses 31-34 may be cited in this connection: 

Wc.l ~·ı.l:ıı. 1 1 '\.i... • .. :~.ll . i . J (,jol .) ~ ıJ 

\j\A.l t....tsJ 1 ~Iyi ~lfiJ 
(Bell II 630): 3 ı. "Verily, for the pious is a place of felicity, 32. 
Orchards and vineyards, 33. And full-breasted (ones) of equal 
~. 34. And a cup overflowing, ... " 

(Paret 497): 3ı: "Die Gottesfiirchtigen (dagegen) haben (groBes) 
Glück (mataz) zu erwarten, 32: Garten und Weinstöcke, 33: 
gleich-altrige (Huris) mit schwellenden Brüsten 34: und einen 
Becher (mit Wein, his an den Rand) gefiillt (dih/Iq)." 

(Blachere 633): 3 ı "En verite, aux Hommes pieux reviendra [au 
contraire] un lieu convoite, 32 des vergerset des vignes, 33 des 
[Belles] aux seins formes, d'une egale jeunesse, 34 et des coupes 
debordantes; ... " 

Verses 32 and 34 show that the pious will have gardens and wine bow
ers as well as brimming wine cups. In this context one has to wonder 
how the houris (who are not named) suddenly appear with swelling bo
som (Paret) or as "full-breasted" (Beli). Here the misinterpreted expres
sian ~lfi (kawa1b) is genuinely Arabic. In Tabari (XXX ıs) it is ex
plained by mutual agreement as "buxom women." The Lislln (I 719a) 
explains the verb ~as follows: o'J.... : o_»i;.J "li)'l ~(kaccaba means, 

in speaking of a vessel or whatever: to fill it). In Arabic one seems to 
have transferred this m eaning to women' s breasts. The meanwhile gene
rally accepted notion of the l;ıOrls appears to have so fıred the imagina-
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tion of the commentators that this property has now also been ascribed 
to the ''young, pretty" and ''passionately loving" virgins of Paradise. 

Yet this interpretation, which is unworthy of the Koran, is driven ad 

absurdum by the Koranic context itself. To the extent that the 41.Jll 
(atraban or atraban) following '-:JCifi (kawalb) was explained as "ilik 
~" (fruits), it can already no longer be a question of ''full-breasted 
(ones) of equal age." Only ''fruits" can be meant by this expression, if 
need be, such fruits considered as ''full vessels." This understanding is 
suggested namely by other Koran passages, for example, in Sura 43:71, 
where there is talk of golden platters and goblets, and in S ura 76:15, of 
silver vessels and chalices. To be sure, the connection with goblet, chal
ice or cup is also present in this context, but nothing is said about bowls. 
Thus it is here more reasonab1e to assume that the two consecutive ad
jectives refer to grapes (or other fruits). 

Therefore the expression '-:JCifi (ka-walb), misinterpreted as "swel

ling breasts," should a1so now be understood in Arabic in the context of 
the verses 78:31-34 cited above as follows: 

31. "The pious (will) (in days to come) (have) a place of felici
ty:338 32. Gardens and grapes, 33. and (indeed) lush, succulent 

(fruits), 34. anda brimming-(ull 339 (wine) cup." 

338 Arabic jl.i.ı (mailJZ) at first suggests a loan translation from a nominal form of 
the Syro-Aramaic root ... r (nşağ) (Thes. II 2437: [l] to shine, to beam; [2] to 
jlourish, to become famous; [3] to win, to triumph). For the nominal form 
r<c\ıCU»r"' (maşşl;ıanald), Manni1(46lb) gives in the case ofthe causative stems 
.u_sr< (aşşağ) and ... r (naşşağ) the following Arabic equivaleqts, among others: 
(3) .la....ıi .~ (mağğadıı, as ada) (to glorify, to delight); (4) fo . ~ (naşara, 
pıffara) (to bestow victory on, to help to triumph). The Koran renders the latter 
meaning with the synonymous noun jl.i.ı (mafl!z), but what it means by that in 
this context is the former (happiness, splendor). As a nomen loci it thus seems 
justified to render jl.i.ı (mafllz) following the Syro-Aramaic semantics as a 
"place ofbliss or ofsplendor." Although Beli captures the proper meaning with 
his translation (place of felicity), as opposed to the original Arabic meaning of 
j\j (Ciza) (to be victorious), he does not give his reasons for doing so. Analo
gously, the other derivations of j\j (taza) (j~ 1 fawz 1 WJY\j lta"izOn) occur-
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This concludes the philological analysis of the complex of themes sur
rounding the l;ıürls or heavenly virgins in the Koran. May the efforts 
taken in this regard to arrive at a linguistically sound understanding be 
of assistance in lessening the discrepancy between the Koran as it is to 
be un derstood historically and the previous und erstanding of the text. 

These philological conclusions constitute a terminus post quem (= a 
quo) as to the so-called old Arabic poetry and the Hadith-literature, in so 
far as the theme of the l;ıürls or heavenly virgins they refer to is the 
product of the later Koran commentators of the ninth and tenth cen
tury.34o 

The subject that now follows, the boys of Paradise, is not as serious 
as that of the l;ıürls, although it too contradicts to a certain extent the 
conception ofParadise in the Scripture. 

ring in the Koran are to be understood in each case by taking into account the 
Syro-Araınaic semantics. 

339 Mann/I (139a) a1one lists the expression \..§\.A.l (dihaq), which is still considered 
uncertain, under the root .am:w (dhaq) (nomina1 form r<:om:w 1 dhaqtf) with the 
Arabic meaning L;y\1 . t...ıJI .)\...(mala B, atralı, ahraqa) (to fi/1, to fi/1 to over

j/owing, to pour). 

340 This is one historical criterion that would confırm that Taha Hussein was right 
in suspecting partly the authenticity of the old Arabic Poetry (cf. Tilhıti:Iusayn, 
~_;a-ll y.l~l ~)u c.)o 1 min tiirllJ al- adab al- arabi [From the History of the 
Arabic Literaıure], vol. 1-3, 2nd ed., Beirut, 1975-1978, vol. I, ~4-11 ~~ 
~ 'JI ~~ J 1 al- aşr al-ğahi/I wa-1- '"aşr al-isi/Imi [The pre-Islamic and the 

Islamic PeriodJ, chapter III (p. 79-124): ~t;JI ~~ ı} ~~ 1 a!-sakk D s

sir al-ğllhi/I [Doubts about the pre-Islamic Poetry], chapter IV (p. 127-181): 
~~ ~ y4.--1 1 asbab na(ıl a!-sir [The Causes of the Forgery of Poetica/ 

Works], chapter V (p. 185-247): WY".JC-Y. ~I__,....!.J J~ __,....!./sir man/;111 
wa-su8ra'maz'iıml1n [Forged Poetical Works and Pretended Poets]. A linguis
tic-historical analysis of this Poetry would fumish further criterions. 
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16. THE BOYS OF P ARADISE 

Now that the dream is gone of the /;ıürls or virgins of Paradise, some 
may seek consolation in the conception of the remaining boys of Para
dise, because there is allegedly al so talk of such in the Koran. For this 
we need to look individually at the three verses in which they are 
naıned, that is, S ura 76: ı 9, 56: ı 7 and 52:24. 

Sura 76:19 

I.J~ l_,l_,l ~ ~~.J 1~1 .:.u~ u.llJ ~ u_,ı,.:!J 

(Beli II 624): ı9. "Round aınongst them go boys of perpetual 
youth, whom when one sees, he thinks them pearls unstrung." 

(Paret 493): 19: "Ewig junge Knaben (wildllnun mu!JalladOna) 
machen unter ihnen die Runde. W enn du sie siehst, meinst du, si e 
seien ausgestreute [Note: Oder: ungefaBte (? manjür)] Perlen (so 
vollkommen an Gestalt sind sie)." 

(B taehere 629): I 9 "Panni eux circuleront des ephebes immortels 
tels qu'a les voir tu les croirais pertes detachees." 

Two expressions are crucial for the proper understanding of this verse: 
(a) the noun L.J..ÜJ (wildlln); and (b) the participial adjective l.JJ~ (mu
IJalladiln) (both in plural). 

Only Paret draws attention to the dubious meaning ofthese parenthe
sized expressions. In so doing he has rightly put in question the exis
tence of "boys of perpetual youth" in Paradise, whereby the Koran, 
moreover, would deviate in a further point from the conception of Para
dise in the Scripture. That this, though, is in fact not the case, the fol
lowing philological analysis will attempt to prove. 

First of all it was established from a purely formal point of view that 
the participial form l.JJ~ (mu/Jalladiin) only occurs twice in the Koran 
and, indeed, precisely in connection with these "eternal boys," whereas 
the forms l.JJ..Üli.. (IJalidan) and LJ:!..Üli.. (IJalidln) occur 25 and 45 times, 
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respectively, in the same meaning of "eternally living." This is no acci
dent. If the Koran conspicuously makes this distinction, there must be a 
reason for it. 

The next suspicious element is the circumstance that in this verse as 
well as in Verse 52:24 the Koran compares these boys to ''pearls." This 
causes one to sit up and take notice since the Koran, after all, at other 
times compares "white grapes" to ''pearls," as the analysis of the }Jilrls 

has shown. 
We would thus have two important clues to help us solve the riddle. 

But here, if one considers the meaning of the central expression upon 
which everything depends, the task is not that easy. In other words, how 
can one make "boys" into "grapes"? Specifıcally, the word t.ı.l!J (wil

dlln) has not been misread; it is genuinely Arabic and as such rules out 
other interpretations. 

Yet here, too, the Syro-Aramaic proves helpful. Under the etymolo
gically corresponding rôl.. (yaldd) ( child; that which has been born) 

the Thes. {1 1594) in fact lists for the expression ı<~, ı<:Ô... (ya/da 

ı:/a-gpettd) the following references from the New Testament: Mt. 26:29, 
Mk. 14:25, and Lk. 22:18. These three passages refer to the Last Supper 
at which Christ took leave of his disciples. In this context it is said that 
after Christ had blessed the bread and distributed it among his disciples, 
he raised the chalice, gave thanks and passed it to his disciples, saying 
( according to the Psi.fta from Mt. 26:28): "This is my blood (that) of the 
new testament, which is shed for many for the forgiveness of sins. But I 
say unto you (now follows the Syro-Aramaic citation from Mt. 26:29): 

ıe..ıa....l ıe..ı~ :ı<~, ı<:Ô... ı<Jm ~ ı<zm ~ ı<~ı< rÖ:ı 

,..,.ı<:ı m~~ ı<~:ıu ~ .ma...~ı< cıı:o:ı 

(d-la este men hasli men hllna ya/da ıia-gpetta aamma 1-yawına ıi-/ıeh 

estlu{hl} 8ınkön }Ja1Ja /ı-malkiiJeh d-a!:ı{Ij). 

"I will not drink henceforth from this "child" of the vine, since I 
will drink it new with you in my Father's kingdom." 

The Christian symbolism of the wine of Paradise can probably be traced 
to these well-known words from the Last Supper. Also based on this are 
the Christian notions of Ephraem the Syrian concerning the grapevines 
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ofParadise. Finally, traceable to this are the falsely understood .{ıllrlsand 
the correctly understood white grapes of the Koran. 

With the expression ı<~" ı<:U.. (yaldi1 1 da-gpettd) (literally) 
"child" (= product) of the grapevine, it is then the ".fruit" or the ''juice" 
of the grapevine that is meant. Manni1 (31 O f.) first gives this m eaning 
under ı<:U... (yaldd) in Arabic as follows: (3): ö~ • ı:\:ıj . .ll_, (child. 
product, fruit), and under ı<~'l ı<:U..: ô~ . ~.fill ül! ("daughter 
of the vine," wine). The Arabic rendering as the feminine ül! (bini) 
(daughter) (for masculine ı<:U.. 1 yaldi1 [child, product] is probably best 
viewed as an assimilation to ô~ (bamra) (< Syro-Aramaic masculine 
ı<t:::r.w 1 .{ıamrd)341 (wine), which is taken to be feminine in Arabic. 

With the meaning "fruit" (or ''juice") the Syro-Aramaic now lends 

the Koranic expression u.lJ _, ( wildi1n) a meaning that is, in contrast to the 
prior understanding ("boys"), adequate to the metaphor "pearls." At the 
same time proof would be furnished for the paraHel to "white grapes," 
w hi ch are compared to ''pearls." 

If this is so, then how is the active verb, ~ u~ (yaf[Jf'l alay
him) "there go around (among them)," to be explained? 

Here it must first be pointed out that in three other passages in the 
Koran this verb is used in the passive voice; these are the Sura verses 
37:45, 43:71, and 76:15. There what is said is ~ u~ (yufi1f'l alay
him) "it is passed around to them." Hence here the active verb is not 
absolutely to be understood as personified either. However, in the hymn 
cited above (234), Ephraem the Syrian tells us who it is who passes 
around the fruits and beverages of Paradise. There in fact it is said of the 
grapevines of Paradise that each of them holds out a drooping cluster to 
the righteous one. The Koran also transfers this notion to the beverages 

34 I This is another example of a Syro-Aramaic masculine emphatic r< 1 -a t:nding 
which is taken to be feminine in Arabic. Whence, too, the in itself erroneous 
explanation that there are in Arabic two forrns for "wine," one masculine ~ 
(bamı') (as a pausal form) and one feminine ö ~ (bamra). This has had as a 
result that the masculine ~ (barm') can also be feminine (cf. H. Wehr, Arabi
sches Wörterbuch [Arabic Dictionary]). In his Aramiiische Fremdwörter [Ara
maic Foreign Words] 160 f., S. Fraenkel has not drawn attention to these two 
variants. 
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ofParadise. For in the bliss ofParadise one is freed from earthly efforts. 
Here one need not trouble oneself about food and drink: the fruits and 
beverages themselves offer to the righteous. 

This is why the active verb u~ (yatrıf") is accordingly applied to 
the fruits and beverages of Paradise. This therefore does not imply that 
the task should be assigned to "boys of eternal youth." The expression 
"boy," moreover, has been falsely derived from the secondary meaning 
of the Koranic w..ll.J (wildan). Primarily the root means ..ll.J (walada) "to 
give birth to, to produce." In Arabic, the now familiar secondary mean
ing "boy, lad" has developed from the noun ..ll.J (walad), a meaning, 
though, that the Syro-Aramaic r<>:U... (yaldd) does not have. 

For the Korani c express i on w..ll.J ( wildan) this is already reason 
enough not to adopt the Arabic secondary meaning "boy," or even less 
"young man," for that matter. 

The meaning of the participial adjective W.J~ (mu!Jalladan), which 
Paret renders as "eternally" (young), could be applied without any prob
lem to the fruits of Paradise to the extent that one can assume that these 
would be just as etemal as Paradise itself. However, we have established 
that this passive participle (of the second stern), which occurs only twice 
in the Koran, does not without reason stand out in opposition to the ac
tive participte (of the fırst stern), which occurs 70 times. Underthis spe
cial form one should therefore expect to fınd a special meaning. 

The following are some of the marks of quality attributed to the 
fruits of Paradise in the Koran: They are first fruits, to the extent that 
they are choice, pure, white; like jewels they are, among other things, 
compared to pearls; they are furthermore lush andjuicy. 

However, an equally essential characteristic has been previously 
overlooked in the Koran. That these fruits and beverages are iced can be 
at least indirectly inferred from the two-fold occurrence of the Arabic 
adjective Jj.~ (biirid) (cold, cool) (Sura 56:44, 78:24). There, though, it 
is said of the Damned in Hell that they will receive nothing cool, but 
only hot things (to eat or to drink). With regard to Paradise itself, how
ever, the expression J_;~ (blirid) is never used. 

The reason for this is that the corresponding expressions are Syro
Aramaic. One of them has already been identifıed ( cf. 256 above) with 
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\:ıy:. = r<.u 'a.rraye "co/d, iced" (fruits or beverages) (in Sura 56:36 
misread as l..,ıy:. "uruban). A second synonym can be found in the mis
read spelling currently under discussion, iJJ.lh.... That is to say, here the 
upper dot of the ---=... 1 !J has been falsely placed. N amely, with the lo w er 
point -;o. 1 ğ it yields the likewise Arabic but meaningful reading iJJ~ 
(muğalladtın)/42 "iced" (Jruits). 

Now, inasmuch as the "icedfruits" that "pass" themselves "arouncf' 
to the righteous are compared with pearls, it can be inferred that what is 
meant by these fruits are white grapes. As opposed to the "enclosed 
pearls" (stili in the shell) (Sura 37:49; 52:24; 56:23), it is likely that 
what is meant by the participial adjective employed here I.J~ (manf[J

ran) is instead pearls that are "scattered" (or "unmounted") (Paret), 
loose, rather than connected to each other in a chain, and bence "dis
persed" pearls.343 

The hitherto misread and as "boys of eternal youth" misunderstood 
iJJ.lh... ı:ı.ll J ( wildan mu!Jalladün) is therefore in the context of S ura 
76:19 to be understood as follows according to the Syro-Aramaic read
ing: 

"le ed~ (grapes) pass around among them; to see them, you 
would think they were (loose) dispersed pearls." 

The verses that now follow should also be understood accordingly. 

342 The Thes. (I 724) cites under r<~(g/Iı:/11) glacies precisely these two expres
sions as synonyms: ~a ı<.u ('aıyll wa-ğll!ld) (cold, icy co/d), ;a:ıa....:o 

ı<.~a ı<.u (b-yam 'arrayil wa-ğ/1{/ayd) (on a co/d and icy day = on a 
freezing co/d day). 

343 With reference to the Syrian lexicographers, the Thes. (I 2486) cites under aph. 
't~r< (attar), besides the borrowed Arabic word .fo (natar") (to cause fruits to 
fal/ individua/ly by shaking a tree), the meaning ~ (qa{ar) (to pick). In cur
rent Arabic usage in the Near East the nominal form is .fo (natrlnatr) "fal/en 
fruit, windfall." Applying the meaning of ''pic/C' to \.J~ l_,l_,l (lu'Ju'an 
manjiird), say, in the sense of (freshly) harvested pearls, would appear, how
ever, to be a bit too daring, s ince there is no eviden ce of such a use. 
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Sura 56: 17-19 

<.J:ıa..ı 0"' u-ı\S. J ~.J41 J yl.fi4 1 ÜJ.lh..ı .;.ll J ~ u _,b;ı 
.;_,i.>ı:ı ~J 4.lı:. Ü.JC~ ~ 

(Beli II 554): 17. "While round them circle boys of peıpetual 
youth, 18. With goblets and jugs, anda cup of flowing (wine), 
19. From which they suffer neither headache nor intoxication." 

(Paret 450): 17: "wahrend ewig junge Knaben (wildanun mu/]ai
Ja-dDna) unter ihnen die Runde machen 18: mit Humpen (akwab) 
und Kannen (voll Wein?) und einem Becher (voll) von Quell
wasser (zum Beimischen?), 19: (mit einem Getriink) von dem sie 
weder Kopfweh bekommen noch betrunken werden." 

(Blachere 572): 17 "Parmi eux circuleront des ephebes immor
tels, 18 avec des crateres, des aiguieres et des coupes d'un lim
pide breuvage 19 dont il s ne seront ni entetes ni enivres." 

It is not the "boys of etemal youth" that circle "with tankards, jugs, and 
cups," but rather: 

17. "Ice-co/d ~}juices circle among them 18. in344 goblets, 
pitchers and a cup from a spring 19. from which they neither get 
headaches nor tire.345 

344 In Arabic the preposition --1 1 bi means both with and in because the Koran 
does not always distinguish between --1 1 bi and ı} 1 ii and the homonymous 
Syro-Aramaic preposition ...:~ 1 b can have both meanings. 

345 Here the Syro-Aramaic ,.!l'tc\ıı<' (eJrappl) is meant (Thes. II 3961): remisse egit, 

segnis fuit (to tire, to become list/ess). The Koranic lettering has been misread. 

Instead of L.ı..,i Y:ı '1 (llJ ~ltın) it should read L.ı..,i Y; (yugaftın) This Syro
Aramaic root has nothing to dowith the Arabic u j.l (nazafil) (to bleed). 
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Sura 52:24 

(Bell 536): 24. "Around them circle attendants oftheirs, as if they 
w ere pearls treasured." 

(Paret 439): 24: "Und Burschen, die sie bedienen (gilmllnun la

hum), (so vollkommen an Gestalt) als ob sie wohlverwahrte Per
len wiiren, machen unter ihnen die Runde." 

(Blachere 558): 24 "Pour les servir, panni eux circuleront des 
ephebes a leur service qui sembleront perles cachees." 

With the plural ı.:ıt..Jc. (gilmll11)346 the Koran is here obviously using a 
synonym of w-llJ (wildlln). The renewed comparison with pearls makes 
this especially clear and rules out the meaning, assumed here, of"lads." 

Our three translators have at any rate had trouble with the syntactic 
classification of rtl (la-hum), which they have apparently understood as 
dative inthesense of"belonging to them." That' s not the case here. The 
prefıx _ı 1 la should instead be understood simply as an intensifying 
Arabic particle. The personal pronoun rA (hum) accordingly functions as 
a copula of the subsequent relative clause. For the verse cited above, 
then, the following understanding is produced: 

"Among them circle (ruits that are (so) as if they were pearls 
(stili) enclosed (in the shell)." 

With this philological analysis an explanation has also been provided for 
the ''perpetually young boys," in which it was previously thought one 
could see the "youths of Paradise." Accordingly, one can no longer with 
JosefHorovitz accuse the Koran of having "images ofbanquets in Para
dise Iooking more like imitations of the descriptions of poets than like 
the depictions of lived scenes based on one's own experience" (loc. cit 
65). 

346 Cf. C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 528a: ~ ('1aymd) (Arabic ~) 
(ğu/Ilm) 1. Puer ( child). 
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Through the philologically based misinterpretation, until now, of 
both the f.ıüris or virgins of Paradise and the youths of Paradise, one can 
gauge the extent to which the Koranic exegesis has become estranged 
vis-a-vis the original Christian symbolism of the wine ofParadise. 
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17. THE ANAL YSIS OF INDIVIDUAL S URAS 

While the preceding examples have shown that individual misread or mis
interpreted expressions have affected the understanding not only of a 
given word, but also of entire sentences and their interconnected contents, 
this applies to an even greater extent for entire Suras that have previously 
been so misread that, as a result, they have been given a fundamentally 
different sense. This may be illustrated on two succinct examples. 

Sura 108 

~ _,..s..J 1 1 "al-KııwW' 

The following interpretation of the Arabic Koran exegesis of this short 
S ura as presented in this article from the Encyclopaedia of Islam (vol. 2, 
Leiden, Leipzig, 1927) may serve as an introduction. 

"KAWTHAR, a wordusedin SOra 108:1 after which this Sora is 
called Sflrat al-Kawthar. Kawthar is a faw81 form from katlıara, of 
which other examples occur in Arabic ( e.g. nawfal; further exam
ples in Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik, I 
344). The word, which also occurs in the old poetry (e.g. the ex
amples in lbn Hi-sham, ed. Wüstenfeld, p. 261, and Nöldeke
Schwally, Geschichte des Qorllns, I 92), means "abundance" anda 
whole series of Muslim authorities therefore explain al-Kawthar in 
Sora 108:1 as al-Khair al-katlılr (see Ibn Hisham, op. cit..; al
Tabari, Tafslı; XXX 180 f.). But this quite correct explanation has 
not been able to prevail in the Tafslr. It has been thrust into the 
background by traditions according to which the Prophet himself 
explained Kawthar to be a river in Paradise (see already Ibn 
Hisham, p. 261 below, and notably al-Tabarr, Tafslı; XXX 179), or 
Mul,ı.ammad says that it was a pool intended for him personally and 
shown to him on his ascension to Paradise (see al-Tabarr, Tafslı; 

XXX 180), which latter view al-Tabari considers the most authen-
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tic. Even the earliest Süras (77:41; 88:12 ete.) know ofrivers that 

flow through Paradise, but it is not till the Medina period that they 

are more minutely described, notably in, Süra 47:15: "there are riv

ers of water which does not smell foul: rivers of milk the taste 

whereof does not change; and rivers of wine, a pleasure for those 

that drink, and rivers of clarified honey." These rivers correspond 

to the rivers of oil, milk, wine and honey, which had already been 

placed in Paradise by Jewish and Christian eschatology; the only 

difference is that Mul}.ammad replaced oil by water; in Arabia pure 

water was not to be taken for granted and besides it was necessary 

to mix with the wine of Paradise (see Horovitz, Das koranische 

Paradies, p. 9). When, after the Prophet's death, eschatological ex

planations of the "abundance" of Süra 108:1 began to be made, al

Kawthar was identified as one of the rivers of Paradise and when 

we find in one of the versions quoted in al-Tabari's TatSüthat "its 

water is whiter than snow and sweeter than honey" or "and its wa

ter is wine," ete. we have obviously an echo of Süra 47:15. But 

they did not stop at simply transferring these Koranic descriptions 

to the Kawthar but the imagination of later writers gave the river of 

Paradise a bed of pearls and rubies and golden banks and all sorts 

of similar embellishments. According to a later view (see Al;ıwa1 

a1-Qiyi1ma, ed. Wolff, p. 107) all the rivers of Paradise flow into 

the I:fawçl a1-Kawtb_ar which is also called N alır Mul;ammed , be

cause, as we have seen above, it is the Prophet's own." (J. 

Horovitz) 

Before going into the philological analysis of this S ura, which has been 

made into a legend in the Islamic tradition, it would be good first of all 

to give the Korani c text and its understanding on the basis of the Arabic 

exegesis with the traditional reading. 

• ~~ .1>. .ili..iW. ·ı 1 ·ı dı .1 J..a9 1 • .<ll ı.:ili.ıkı:.l uı ~ .:r u yı...ı J . .Y y _,.... • 

(innB a taynaka 1-kawtar 1 fa-şalli li-rabbika wa-nl;ıar 1 
inna sBni'aka huwa 1-abtar) 
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These three verses are rendered according to the Arabic understanding 
as follows: 

(Bell II 681i47 1. "Verily, We have given thee the abundance;348 

2. So pray to thy Lord, and sacrifice. 3. Verily, it is he who hateth 

thee who is the docked one."349 

(Paret 519): 1: "Wir haben dir die Fülle gegeben. 2: Bete daruro 
(fa-şallı) zu deinem Herrn und opfere! 3: (Ja) dein Hasser ist es, 

der gestutzt [Note: D.h. ohne Anhang (? abtar). Oder: schwanz

los, d.h. ohne Nachkommen (?)] ist [Note: Oder (als Verwün

schung): W er dich haBt, so ll gestutzt ( oder: schwanzlos) sein!]." 

(Blachere 668): 1 "En verite, Nous t'avons donne 1' Abondan
ce.350 2 Prie done en l'honneur de ton Seigneur et sacrifie ! 3 En 

verite, celui qui te hait se trouve etre le Desherite!" 

The explanation of this short Sura has caused Koran scholars in the East 
and the West a great deal of trouble. Even a summary of the nearly 

eleven pages of attempted interpretations in Tabari (XXX 320-330) 
would be taking things too far. In any case, this would only serve as an 

example of how falsely the Koran text has been in part interpreted by 

the Arab exegetes. Nevertheless Paret devotes just under two pages to it 

347 (Introductory remarks): "SURAH CVIII: This looks like a fragment, but it is 
difficult to fınd a suitable context for it. The rhyme might indicate a position in 
LXXIV- after v. 39 (?).That, however, necessitates a fairly early date, and the 
reference to sacrifice is difficult to explain, unless we are prepared to assume 
that Muhammad continued to take part in heathen rites in Mecca. Otherwise it 
seems necessary to assume that the Suralı is Medinan. It is, in any case, an en
couragement to the prophet under insult." 

348 (Note 1): "Al-kauthar, from the root meaning 'many,' is interpreted as meaning 
much wealth, or by others as referring to the number of his followers; others 
again take the word as the proper name of ariver or pool in Paradise." 

349 (Note 2): "Mutilated," "having the tail cut off," probably in the sense ofhaving 
no son. The word has presumably been applied to Muhammad by an enemy." 

350 (Note 1): "al-Kawtar 'l'Abondance.' Ce theme, d'un emploi rare, est une epi
thete substantivee. Ce sens est ressenti par tous les commt., mais la tradition (cf. 
Buh) pretend que ce terme designe un des tleuves du Paradis." 
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in his Kommentar [Commentary] (525-527). As an introduction (525) he 

remarks on the subject: "Harris Birkeland has published an extensive 

interpretation of this short, but difficult S ura (The Lord Guideth: Stud

ies on Primitive Islam, Oslo 1956, pp. 56-99)." 

The following explanation of the individual words will show that all 

of the previous efforts were love's labor's lost. 

1. The expression selected as the title of the Sura yfill (al-kawtal) is 
the transliteration of the Syro-Aramaic r<-t~cu 1 kuttara, which is the 

nominal form of the second stern "ıc\u 1 kattar (to persevere). This verbal 

root (* kJar) is found in both languages, the Arabic root .fo 1 kaıura (to 
be much, many) referring to quantity, while the Syro-Aramaic counter

part "ıc\u 1 klar (to remain, to last) merely refers to quantity of time, i. e. 

duration. In the Koran this Syro-Aramaic meaning occurs only occa

sionally, e.g. in Sura 20:33, 34: Ip ~.fi.l.i.J f Ip ~ ~ 1 kay 

nusabbil;ıaka kaJlr/1 1 wa-naılkuraka kaJir/1 "that we may constantly glo

rifY Thee and make constantly remembrance ofThee".351 The medial .J/ 

waw in y fi (kawjar) is mater lectionis for short u, as is normal accord

ing to Syro-Aramaic spelling. The word should therefore be interpreted 

as kuttiir as in Classical Syriac r<-t~cu 1 kutt/Jrll or Westem Syriac 

kfiJllr/1 352 (constancy, persistence, steadfastness). The fricative J (pro-

35 1 Although Beli here translates the adverb 1_;#. ( kaPrdJ according to modem 
Arabic usage as "oflen," the Syro-Aramaic semantics and the cantext suggest 
the meaning "constantly." Anather example of the Syro-Aramaic meaning can 
be found in Sura 56:32,33, wherein the believers are promised ~ ~ ~ .J 

ö..J#. 'i ~_,bi.. 'i.J (wa-fokiha kaJ[ra, Iii maqtfJa wa-lii mamnü 'a) "Andfruit 

profose, Not cut of! and not forbidden" (Beli). The Arabic verb ~ 1 mana a (to 

forbid) is, however, only one possible equivalent ofthe Syro-Aramaic verb ~ 
1 klii (see Mannii 337b), the more comman meaning being "to cease, to come to 

an end" (Mannii: 5 . ....:i!_i.l tawaqqafa, 6. ~1 /intahii). Moreover, ~lqata'a 
here does not mean (as in modem Arabic) "to cut of!," but according to the 
wider Syro-Aramaic semantics "to cease, to come to an end, to be used up." A 
preferable translation of the whole verse would therefore be: "and constant(ly 

available) fruit, never ending nor running out." The latter meaning is further
more attested in Sura 38:54: ..l\jj 0-- .U L... Uij) 1.». ul (inna hildllla-rizqunii 

mii lahu min nafod) "this is our provision, of it is no fa i/ing" (Beli). 
352 Cf. Thes. I 1859 f., r<-taıa.:ı. (kuttiirii 1 kfıJilrd) (1) mora, expectatio, crnıpıy!J.6ç, 
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nounced as th in English "thing'') of the canonical Koranic reading 
(kawtai') reflects the Westem Syriac pronunciation after the gemination 
of consonants was generally dropped. Since such a mater lectionis is 
uncommon in the Koran, the Arabic philologists interpreted this mater 

lectionis as the non-syllabic part of the diphthong aw, thus reading the 
form as kawtar(= faw"al). The corresponding Arabic form of the Syro
Aramaic "kuttiirii" would be fo ( takJlıJ.353 

This uncommon form kawtar ought to have aroused the scepticism 
of the commentators. It is also no accident that the word has never made 
its way into Arabic in the meaning of "abundance." This is also, as it is 

duratio,frxitas. Further, in Manna360b, ı<otaıa::. (kuttarli), ,aı.,. (kattar) (2): ı"'ı.:ı 

~ . W/j • ~ı . 1 diima, istamarra, .tabata, baqiya (to last, to continue, to 
persist, to remain). 

353 The .J 1 waw in the irregular form kawtar could also be justifıed as an element 
serving to dissolve the following gemination. However, for such a reading there 
is no evidence. A paraUel case of Syro-Aramaic nominal forms of the second 
stern can be found in Sura 78:28: 4ıjS U:;,ı4 ıY.jS.J_(wa-kadflaba bi-'iiyatinii 

kiddabl) (Beli: And they counted Our signsfalse utter/y), and 78:35: w~ 'l 
'l.J ı _,w.! 4ıjS ~Iii yasma 'üna fihii lağwan wa-/ii kiflğJibli) (Beli: In which 

they w il/ hear ne it her babb/e nor accusation of falsehood). The form kiğğaba is 
an erroneous reading and reflects Syro-Aramaic r<::o:ra::ı. 1 kudda/Ja, in this case, 
however, without mater /ectionis for the short vowel u. The equivalent truly 
Arabic nominal form of the second stern yjS 1 kaflflaba is ~ 1 tJJkfiib, as in 
Sura 85:19: 1.:-l:!jSj ~ ı.Jfo W:ıjlı Jı (bati 1-lafiina kafarüfi 1!JlgJJJı) (Beli: Ney, 
those who have disbelieved are engaged in countingfalse). A similar same case 
is attested of the Syro-Aramaic second stern verb c\w..ı 1 nal;.(ıeJ, of which the 
correct nominal form would be ı<aı..a.ı lnul;ı.!ıaJIJ. In Sura 19:24 the form occurs 
twice, in the fırst case as the false Arabic reading ı,;,.; ,jAI min tahtiha(Bell: 

from beneath her), which should be read as Syro-Aramaic "min nul;ı.!ıatihll," i.e. 
"right after her accouchement," and in the second case as the erroneous Arabic 
reading ~ ltılQtald (Beli: beneath vou) for Syro-Aramaic "nul;ı.!ıatald- your 
accouchement." See above, p. 127 ff., for the discussion of the passage from 
Sura 19:24. A remnant of this Syro-Aramaic form in today's Arabic is found in 
the specifıc (and abnormal) word y~ 1 kuttiib (Koran school or elementary 
school - plural: ~\:;$. 1 katiitfb ), that morphologically could be taken for the 
plural of the Arabic singular ı..,.ı:i\S. 1 kiitib (writer, author). But actually, it is the 
Syro-Aramaic infinitive of the second stern ~ 1 katıaba (to make write = to 

teach the art of writing), corresponding to the Arabic infinitive ~ 1 taktib. 
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often the case, why it is regarded as the name of a river in Paradise and, 
among other things, is stili used today asa woman's name (with the ac
tually Syro-Aramaic meaning of"Constantia"). 

2. The same meaning is expressed by the borrowing from Syro
Aramaic J.- 1 şalli (pray). On the other hand, the word that has been 
understood inArabicas "slaughter," ~IJ/ wa-n(ıar, has been misread. 
What is meant here in connection with "to pray" is the Syro-Aramaic 
root ~ 1 ngar (to wait, to ho/d out, to persist). 354 The only meaning 
from this root that has entered into the Arabic borrowed form _r.ı.j 1 na
ğara is the meaning "to plane." In the Koran, however, it is the fırst 
m eaning that is meant. Therefore, Arabic _r.ı.jl J 1 wa-nğar (and persisi -
in prayer) should be read here. The Koran employs in this connection 
among other things the synonymous root Y.'- 1 şah~ ( < 'b...m 1 say
bal). Parallels are offered here by Sura 19:65: <l.:i.l\...ıa.l ~IJ ~~li (so 
worship him and wait in his worship) and Sura 20:132: .ill.\1 yıiJ 

~ ~IJ ö~ (command your family to pray and persist 
therein ). Furthermore, with the lexically equivalent Arabic verb ı)c. l"'b 
1 dlima a/11 (in modem Arabic ı)c. 1"' Jb 1 dllwanıa ald) (to persisi in 
something, to do something constantly), it is said in Sura 70:23 of those 
who pray: w_,...jb ~ ı)c. rA ı.:ı:ı~l (who say their prayers con
stantly). 

3. As a further adapted transcription of Syro-Aramaic U\..,r<ım 1 (sll
na/[)355 (your hater = enemy, adversary) in Arabic, the Koranic ıihl~ 
(sllniDka) has been understood correctly as "your hater." In the Chris
tian Syriac terminology, Satan is referred to, among other things, as a 
"misanthrope" - hence an "adversary" - in contrast to God, who is re

ferred to as ~"' (ral;m!Jn!J > Arabic ~ .J 1 ral;mlln) "one who loves 
mankind" (philanthropist). 

4. Finally, the root .fo. (batar") (to break o.ff, to amputate), based on 
the Arabic elative .fo.'il (al-abtar), is a metathesis of the Syro-Aramaic 

354 Cf. Thes. II 2284 ff.: ~ lngar(l) longus foit, productus, extensus est (to con
tinue, to go on and on); (2) patiens, longanimis foit (to be patient, to have pa
tience), J6..j ·Y.-'-4 .~1. 

355 Cf. Thes. II 2668 ff; actually Arabic !aniyaka. 
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"t.:oc\ı (t!ıar), for which Manna (829a) gives us the following Arabic 
meanings: (2) ~\ . y..ıS.il (to be broken, defeated, destroyed), (3) . :J 
~ ~\ (to make a das h for freedom, to be put to flight). 

Excursus 
On the Etymology of the Arabic Root~~ 1 ara 

The result of the philological analysis of the individual expressions is 
that, except for the form, scarcely one word in this Sura is of Arabic 
origin. In the end, the only verb considered to be genuinely Arabic, 
~~ 1 ata (to give), will prove to be, etymologically (by the shifting of 
the hamza to ayn and the resultanı emphasizing of the c\ı 1 t), a secondary 
dialectal formation of Syro-Aramaic ,c\ı... ~ 1 aytl (to summon, to bring). 
This is already clear from the Koranic use of these two roots. In other 
words, while the Arabic root ~ 1 ata occurs a total of 13 times in the 
Koran, the instances of the root borrowed from the Syro-Aramaic ı<~ı< 
le.ta > Arabic ~\ latti(to come), with all its derivatives, are countless. The 
Arabic form ~~/ata (to give) corresponds to the Syro-Aramaic Af'el 
,c\ı... ~ 1 aytl (to summon, to bring). The equivalent Arabic form would be 
~~ 1 ata> * ~~ > 'a 'ta, a form which would violate the phonotactical rule 
in Arabic, which does not allow two consecutive hamza, especially when 
the second one is vowelless.356 To circumvent this rule, the second hamza 
was replaced by the acoustically most similar phoneme 'ayn. As the 
place of articulation of the 'ayn is pharyngeal, the following consonant 
was consequently pharyngealized, i.e. it became emphatic f. These pho
netic replacements thus resulted in the secondary Arabic verb ~~!ata 
(to give), the radicals of which, however, have no counterparts in any 
other Semitic language. C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, gives the 

356 The Lisiin (XII 24b f.) quotes as sole exception the plural of rl..J ( 'imiim) =Wl 
( 'a 'imma) (where the second hamza, however, is not vowelless) and explains 
nevertheless that this fonn with two hamza, according to the philologists of Ku
fa, is an exception and not a nonn ("-:ık c.J"'li:ı 'J ~l...!i), s ince the most Koran 
readers read W ( 'ayimma). Hence he concludes that "two successive radical 
hamza never occurred" in Arabic: 

! .:i..:i..ıl\ )1.......1 . \:i . L .• <.::Jll - 4..l:.il -'\1 C:.: ll • <.::ıL .1 , .•. lö . u j.4Aı '*":!" _,.. r-- ı.r -("' ....... 
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etymological correlatives of the Syro-Aramaic verbal root rOr- 1 fa 
(520a) (1. delevit, evertit 1 to efface, to cancel, to exterminate) as fol
lows: Hebrew ;ı~~ ( atd) velavit (to veil), Arabic ~ (gatll) texit (to 
cover), Accadean e{fi obscurum esse (to be obscure). These etymologi
cal correlations make clear that the Arabic verb ~t 1 a lll, in the sense 
of "to give", is not genuine Arabic, but a secondary derİvation from the 
Syro-Aramaic verbal root r<~r< ( eJll) > Arabic ıSJl (ata)> IV1h stern * ıSJtl 
('a'tii) >~~Ca 'id). 

The last sceptics may be convinced by the following evidence quoted 
inA. Jeffery, Materials for the History of the Text ofthe Qur'iin, 146 
(codex ofUbai b. Ka'b), Sura 20:36, where the canonical reading~) 
( 'ützta) (in the context- literally: "you are given" your request= your 
request is granted) is transmitted in this old codex as ~t ( u"(Ita). 
Hence: ~) ('ützta < *'u'tzta) = ~~ ( lı"tlta).357 

357 This is not the unique secondary Arabic formatian from a Syro-Aramaic verbal 
root. The Koran offers us two further secondary derivations from the Syro
Aramaic verbal root ı<~ı< lc/8: 1. From the und intensive stern .~ı< 1 atıf (to 

bring) (by secondary sonorization of the t >d)> Arabic tS7li 1 addii (in the Ko
ran in the meaning "to bring, to give back" in the fallawing passages: Suras 
2:283; 3:75 [2x]; 4:58; in the vernacular Egyptian Arabic ~ı 1 addini means 
means = ı.;l=ı la'{iııl [give me]); 2. from the most used Syro-Aramaic Af'e/ 

stern ,aı..r< 1 aytf in the sense of "to bring", the Koran forms by monophthon
gization of the diphthong ay > ii the IV'h Arabic stern ~~ 1 'iitii ( formally equal 
to the III'd stern), as it is attested in numerous passages with the same meaning. 
A further secondary derİvation is to be found in the today's spoken Arabic of 
Irak, where for example the imperative form ~ı /<]nflnl (give me) shows its 
derİvation from the Syro-Aramaic intensive stern .~ı< 1 atıf (imperative ,.ı...~r< 1 
attf-n[ij) after the dissolution of the gemination of the medial radical by inser
tion of a preceding ___j In, as it can be observed in a number of Arabic verbs 
borrowed from the Eastern (Mesopotamian) vernacular Aramaic, as it is 
relatively frequent e.g. in Mandaic (cf. Th. Nöldeke, MG,§ 68). 
This phenomenon can help to clarify the etymology of the Hebrew (and Old 
Aramaic) verbal root 111J 1 n-t-n (to give) as a secondary formatian from Eastern 
Aramaic with a secondary fırst and third radical from the second intensive stern 
Km~ 1 attii > ant ii + the en elitic object suffix of the first person singular -n (ı) or 
plural -n = *'JI1JK or *111JK 1 antiin(ı) 1 antiin, thereby accent-shifting on the Iast 
syllable and consequently dropping of the unaccented initial radical 111J(K) 1 
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From the preceding discussion the following reading and understand

ing has now resulted for S ura 108 according to the Syro-Aramaic reading: 

• ~\ .& ı.ili.il...ı . 1 1 ., &) J...,..! 1 • Cl\ &l:.c.l Ul ~ ..T" • u ~J . y~ • 
(inna a/aynlika 1-kawtar or al-kuttar/fa-şalli 1i-rabbik wa-ngar/ 

in si1nlk8 huwa 1-abta.r) 

1. "W e have given you the (virtue of) constancy; 
2. so pray to your Lord and eersevere (in prayer); 

3. your adversary (the devil) is (then) the loser." 

Christian Epistolary Literature in the Koran 

This brief Sura is based on the Christian Syriac liturgy. From it arises a 

clear reminiscence of the well-known passage, also used in the compline 
of the Roman Catholic canonical hours of prayer, from the First Epistle 

General of Peter, Chapter 5, Verses 8-9 ( according to the Psi.ttd): 
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(a)ntan > ım 1 natan > ntan (hence no spirantization of the originally gemi
nated rı 1 t after the vocalized secondary J 1 n). 
The end- l 1 1 in the parall el Syriac variant l~ 1 n-t-l is the en elitic preposition 
l 11 marking the dative (or indirect object), by analogy with the verb 
l .:om.. 1 ya(h)fı l- (to give "to" someone). This formatian has been nearly rec
ognized by Stade (according to Th. Nöldeke, MG 52, note 6: in Lit. Centralbl. 
1873 Nr. 45, p. 1418), who, however, seesin this end-/ (as well as Nöldeke) an 
assimilation ofthe end-n of the previous form, that Nöldeke regards asa former 
original one. But in reality, both varian ts are paralle i secondary formations de
pending on the use of the original verb: a) atta as roling the accusative (or direct 
object), b) atıl as roling the dative by means of the preposition l 1/. 
While C. Drockelmann does not quote this irregular form in his Lexicon Syria

cum, Manna and the Thesaurus adduce it in alphabetical order under ..1 In. 
Manna (470b) explains the fictitious verbal root* l~ 1 ntal as (ulA... 1 mumat) 
(died out); the Thes. (Il 2480) explains it as verbum defectivum and compares it 
to Hebrew ım 1 natan and Eastern AramaiclrıJ 1 ntan beside l;ım 1 ntal (without 
further etymological explanation). In his Syrische Grammalik [Syriac Gram

mar], p. 128, Th. Nöldeke refers only to ı m 1 n-t-n as root of the Syro-Aramaic 
infinitive lb 1 mettal, without further explanation. 



8 "W ake up (Brothers) and be vigilant, because your adversary 

the devi!, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking whom he may 
devour: 9 Whom resist steadfast in the faith." 

From this first evidence of Christian epistolary literature in the Koran it 
now becomes clear that it has previously been a mistake to connect the 

text of S ura 108 with any of the en emi es of the Prophet Mul;ıammad, not 
to mention with the expressions the Koran has been accused of us ing in 
this regard, expressions which are unworthy of it. This text is without a 

doubt pre-Koranic. As such it is a part of that matrix out ofwhich the 

Koran w as originally constituted as a Christian liturgical book ( Q::Jıya
nd), and which as a who le has been designated in W estem Koran studies 

as the "first Meccan period."358 The address in the second person in this 

as in other Suras is moreover not necessarily directed at the Prophet 
himself. Rather, as is customary in liturgical books, each believer is ad
dressed in the second person. 

As in the Roman Catholic compline, one can easily imagine these 
three verses as an introduction to an earlier Syro-Aramaic hour of 

prayer. Bell's suspicion that it is a fragment from Sura 74 cannot be 
ruled out, since this Sura as well as Sura 73 with their call to bedtime 
prayer, i.e. to the vigils, read in part like a monastic rule. 359 Whence 
there too the hitherto unrecognized Syro-Aramaisms, the explanation of 
which is being reserved for a future work. 

Sura 96 

A second prime example of a largely misunderstood text is S ura 96. In 
the Islamic tradition this is held to be the beginning of the prophetic 
revelation. Serving as the title is a keyword selected from the text, _,wı 

358 Cf. Nöldeke-Schwally, GdQ I 74-117. 
359 Cf. Tor Andrae, Der Ursprung des Islams und das Christentum (Christianity 

and the Origin of Islam] (Uppsala, 1926) 139: "The eschatalogical piety of the 

Koran is thus very closely related to the religious viewpoint predominant in the 

Syrian churches before and at the time of Muhammed. This Syrian piety is ac

tua/ly a monastic religion ... . " 
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(al- "alaq), which until now has been falsely translated by "Clotted 
Bloocf' (Beli), "Der Embryo" (Paret), and "L 'Adherence" (Blachere ). 
For purposes of comparison the following rendering of Paret's transla
tion (513 f.) ought to be sufficient. 

Sura 96:1-19 

~ 1 1 "al- 'Alaq" 

ı: "Recite in the name of your Lord who has created, 2: has cre
ated man out of an embryo! 3: Recite! Your Lord is noble like 
nobody in the world [Note: literally, the noblest (one) (al

a.kramu)], 4: (He) who [Note: (Or) Your Lord, noble like nobody 
in the world, is the one who] taught the use of the ca1amus-pen 
[Or who taught by means of the calamus-pen], 5: taught man 
what (beforehand) he did not know. 

6: No! Man is truly rebellious (yatgil), 7: (for) that he considers 
himselfhis own master (an ra"alıu stagnll). 8: (Yet) to your Lord 
all things retum (some day) [literally: To your Lord is the retum]. 

9: What do you think, indeed, of him who ı 0: forbids a s1ave [Or: 
a servant (of God)] when he is saying his prayers (şallll)? ll: 
What do you think if he (i.e., the one?) is right1y guided ı2: or 
commands one to be God-fearing? 13: What do you think if he 
(i.e., the other?) declares (the truth of the divine message) to be a 
lie and tums away (from it)? (That the latter is in the wrong 
should be clear.) 14: (For) Does he not know that God sees (what 
he does?) 15: No! Ifhe does not stop (doing what he is doing) we 
will surely seize (him on Judgment Day) by the forelock, 16:a IY: 
.lı!g, sinful forelock. ı7: May he then call his clique (nlldi)! 18: 
We shall (for our part) call the henchmen (of Hell) (? az
zabllniya). 19: No! Prostrate yourself (rather in worship) and~ 
proach (your Lord in humility)!" 

The discussion of the underlined expressions will fırst of all be carried 
out verse by verse. 
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Verse 1: Borrowed from the Syro-Aramaic .<'to (qrd), the Arabic verb 
1..) ( qara 8, although originally probably qara like bana and ramd), has 
for the most part taken over the meaning "to reacf' from Syro-Aramaic. 
Elsewhere, the K oran fumishes eviden ce of the m eaning "to teach" once 
in Sura 87:6, ~ )lJ ı.ili..fo...ı (sanuqriiıka, which should actually be 
read sanuqrlka), which is renderedas follows by Paret (507): "We will 
cause you to recite (revelatory texts). You will now forget nothing 
(thereof)." Under ,to~ (aqrl) Mannl1 (698b) gives the meaning "to 

teach" in Arabic with r-lc. ( "a1laın8 ). Accordingly, what is meant by this 
verse is: "W e will teach you (ina way) that you will not forget."360 

The correct interpretation of the expressian ~.J ~lı 1..)1 (iqra'[actu
ally iqd] bi-smi rabbika) is of crucial importance for the histarical ap
praisal of this S ura, which Islami c tradition has declared to be the be
ginning of the prophetic revelation. In this regard, Nöldeke refers (op. 

c it. 81) to Hartwig Hirschfeld, who, in pointing to the frequent occur
rence in the Bible of the Hebrew expressian il'lil' OVi:ı N1P (qd lı

sem Yahwe), had translated the Koranic expressian correctly with "pro
claim the name of thy Lord!" The explanation given by the Arabic 
grammarian Abü cUbaida - that 1..) ( qara a) means as much as ..f.~ 
(dakara) "to ca11 (upon)" here- proves to be equa11y correct, despite the 
fact that it is rejected by Nöldeke with the comment: "But 1..) never has 
this meaning." For that, he refers to M. J. de Goeje in the glossary to 
Tabari where ~ 1..) is said to mean "he read in something." Thus, 

360 The phrase that is cited in Nöldeke-Schwally, GdQ I 33, ~~ ~ c,sk l_;i 
and~~ \.j)li l_;i (to greet someone) can certainly be traced back to the Syro
Aranıaic expressian ı<':::ı!ıh r<to (qra slamd), as given in the Thes. (Il 3713) and 
explained with salutavit. The. same is in Mannil 698: h ı<':::ı!ıh r<to (qra 
!lamii 'al): c,sk ~ 1 _) . ~ . The Lisiln (XV 174a ff.) lists under the root 
\_) (qard) (with the variants J_) 1 q-r-w and ı.S.J 1 q-r-y) a whole series of no 
tonger common expressions in modem Arabic that can only be explained on the 
basis of the ir Syro-Aranıaic origin. One of them is, for exanıple, ~~ ı.S _) 

(qarli (1-(iayf), which the Lislin (179b) conjecturally explains with "to honor a 

guest," but which in Syro-Aranıaic means "to cal/= to invite" a guest. Also in
teresting are the further forms such as ~l..fo.J ~ ı,S.,;iJ .u\ as well as .u\ 
u~ ~_;1 lt-ıJJ i:;_;l, whose form already betrays thei~ Syro-Aramai~ 
origin. 
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Nöldeke took as his model for the explanation of this early Koranic ex
pression its later misunderstood use in Arabic, instead of tracing it back 
to its Syro-Aramaic (or Hebrew) origin. The fact is that the equivalent 
Syro-Aramaic expression taken from Biblical usage ~"bl ~ ı<ta 
(qra Jı-sem milıyd) (with and without ..::ı 1 b) has in general become a 
technical term for "to pray, to ho/d divine service."361 But as for how the 
preposition ..::ı 1 b- is to be explained, it is simply to be understood here 
as follows: Call: "In the name of the Lord!" One does this particularly at 
the beginning of a prayer or a divine service, and indeed it was this that 
was also replaced later on in the recitation of the Koran by the paraHel 
formula ~ )1 ~ )1 .ılı\ ~ @-sm1 I-lah' ral;ıman1 ral;ılm) (In the name 

of God, the compassionate, the merciful). 

Nöldeke has also not noticed that this expression, though not with 
the borrowed verb 1.) ( < r<'ta 1 qrd), but with the lexically equivalent 
Arabic verb ~.l (da~ (to call, to invoke), is documented in connection 
with the preposition ---: 1 bi- in this meaning in a verse362 attributed to 
Waraqa ibn Naw/81 (J!~ ~ ~.JJ) (cousin of fjadlğa, the first wife of 
the Prophet),363 which runs as follows: 

361 Cf. Thes. II 3713: ... ~ r<ta (qra /J-sem) proclamavit nomen ejus; vocavit, 

invocavit Deum. Furthenpore in Manna 698: rG. b ~ r<tıı ( qra b-Jem ma

ıyli) <..,.~ )l ~ . .l;ıo.uı • ~ • y )l ~4 o"_i. (to invoke God's name, to pray, to 

worship, to worship God). G. Lüling, Über den Ur-Qur'iin [About the Original 

Qur'iin], p. 30; A Challenge to Islamfor Reformation, p. 32, was right in con
fırming this understanding by Gustav Weil and Hartwig Hirschfeld. 

362 AğlinT III 16, cited from: Öawıı.d 'Ali, al-Mufaşşal D tarT/) al-'A-rab qabl al

Islilm (Exhaustive History of the Arabs Before Islam), vol. 6, Beirut, 31980, p. 

651. 
363 In the article WARAQA b. Nawfal b. Asad ai-Qura§I in the Shorter Encyclo

paedia ofislam (Leiden, 1934, 631) it is reported that Waraqa "encouraged and 
possibly influenced the Prophet in the first years of his mission" (in Mecca). As 

a Christian "he was abstemious, knew Hebrew, studied the Bible, and had writ
ten down" (i.e. translated) "the Gospels" (probably one Gospel) allegedly in the 

Hebrew alphabet. lt was he "who found Mui::ıarnmad as a child when he strayed 
from his nurse." He is also the one who "warmly approved" of the first mar
riage of the Prophet to Waraqa's cousin UadTğa. The (Islamic) tradition admits 
that Waraqa was nonetheless never converted (to Islam). 
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l.;ıc.l..ı ,.slw4 ~fo{ .ı! US.J~ ~ JS. ~ ~ I~J J_,§l 

"I say whenever I pray in a church364: 'Be you praised, full oft I 
ca ll [ with] your name '!" 

There can accordingly be no doubt that the introductory formula r"""4 1 _;il 
~.J (iqra • bi-sm' rabbika ) has the equivalent Syro-Aramaic sense and is 
to be understood as a call to prayer. Indeed, the subsequent context of 
the entire Sura argues for this as well. To understand from this a call to 
read in a book is simply without any objective foundation. The previous 
interpretation rests solely on the later Arabic exegesis's misunderstand
ing of the use of this Syriacism. 

The logical conclusion is that the view held by the Arabic tradition, 
according to which the angel Gabriel had with this formula called upon 
the Prophet to read, even though the Prophet could not read, is a later 
pious legend growing out of this very same misunderstanding. The S ura 
is, as a whole, a thematically presented call to worship, as the other mis
understood expressions will show. 

Verse 2: About the expression ı.:;lc. ( alaq) Blachere (657) remarks cor
rectly that it seems originally to have been a noun derived from the verb 
alaqa, "to stick, to c/ing." To that extent, he is doubting the interpreta
tion "clots of blood'' of the Arab exegetes, which Paret, in turn, inter
prets as "embryo." With the corresponding translation, "adherence" 
(adhesion), however, he is nonetheless not able to explain the actual 
meaning of this metaphorical express i on. This is because here, too, the 
tertium comparationis can only be determined by way of the Syro
Aramaic. Add to this that the Thes. (II 2902) cites for us under ~aL. 
( 3/nqd) (for which it gives the loan word in Arabic ~ 1 alaqa "leech") 
the following commentary from the Syrian lexicographers, who, besides 

364 Arabic ~ (bla) has already been recognized by S. Fraenkel, Aram. Fremd
wörter [Aramaic Foreign Words] 274, as a borrowing from Syro-Aramaic 
r<'~ (b!''td) (egg, dome = church); the plural ~ (biyac) occurs in the Koran 
in Sura 22:40. The expressian is stili common today among Arabic-speaking 
Christians in the Mesopotamian region. 
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the leech named after this property, also explain the following with this 
nomen agentis "clinger": 

~c\ıbl ~a r<':ı..~ ~:u r6t..la ~ ar<' 
(aw fln8 w-1ays8 d-d8/ıqln b-TdH w- asqln 1-mettslğfJ) 

The expression "clinger" designates either a "leech" "or the clay or 
dough that sticks to one' s hand and is difficult to wash off."365 

With that, the expression Jlc. ( a1aq) would be explained, since the 
property "sticky" is indeedused by the Koran in connection with "clay," 
in one instance, in Sura 37:11: yj'J ~().o~ ul "we have created 
you out of sticky366 clay." Adapted to the rhyme, the Koran is here using 
the synonymous Syro-Aramaic expression faıniliar to it. With Jlc. ().o 

(min a1aq) what is meant in Arabic is yj'l = Jl\.c ~ 0-o (out of 
something sticky = sticky clay). 

Verse 3: For the Arabic elative (absolute superlative) referring to God, 
rfi'll (a1-akram), the meaning also common in modem Arabic, "honor
able, admirable," is actually adequate, especially since it is here pre
cisely a question ofthe worship ofGod in the church service. 

Verse 4: Because God has taught man rlil4 (bi-1-qa1am) "with the 
calamus reed-pen," surely the most plausible explanation is the 
knowledge revealed through the scripture. 

365 As a Syro-Aramaic substratum a1-Munğid li 1-1uga wa-1-a'lllm, Beirut 1987, 
526b, has recorded the expression ~~ (al-alaq) in the meaning '#.lll ~~ 
J,ı14 Jl.y (at-trn al-/afiT ya 'Jaq bi-1-yad) (the c/ay that sticks to one 's hami). This 
meaning is missing in the Lislln. 

366 Even though the meaning of the Arabic y j'J (lazib) "sticky, clinginlf' is actu
ally dear, Paret (368) transtates "of pliant [literally, consistent] day," ["aus 
geschmeidigem (W: konsistentem) Lehm"], Blachere (475) "of solidified clay," 
["d'argile solidifiee"]; and Beli (Il, 443), approximately, "of day cohering." 
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Verse 6: There begins at this point in the Sura, with ~ (kalld)/67 which 
has been misread in Arabic and misunderstood abruptly in the context as 
"No!", a series of three adverbs, all of which mean the Syro-Aramaic 
~ (kul/d) and which are, depending on the context, to be understood 
positively inthesense of"everything," but negatively in the meaning of 
"not at all." In this verse the ~ (Syro-Aramaic kulla in the sense of 
Arabic ~ kul/Iyan) belongs with the preceding ~ rl L. (ma lam 
ya 'lam), because in the Koran the sentence does not necessarily end with 
the rhyme. Bence this~ is to be drawn into Verse 5, so that this verse 
will then be: "he taught man what he did not know at all."368 

Secondly, Paret translates the verb ~ (tagd) with "aufsiissig sein 
[to be rebellious]" (Blachere: "L'homme ... est rebelle"; Beli: "man 
acts presumptuously"). Except for the secondary t 1 g there is, in itself, 
nothing Arabic about this verbal root. 

Excursus 

On the Etymology of the Verbal Root~ (taga) 

This verb is unusual in any Arabic dialect. Its use in modern Arabic is 
due exclusively to this misread Koranic word. The etymological Arabic 
equivalent is in fact the verbal root t 1.....;.. 1 (laa (generated by sonoriza
tion of the Syro-Aramaic emphatic ~ 1 t > ~ 1 d with simultaneous 
sound-shifting). The Arabic t 1 'ayn in t 1.....;.. 1 (laa makes clear that the 
diacritical point in ~ 1 taga has not any justifıcation and that the 
original spelling ~ 1 ta 'il renders truly the Syro-Aramaic verbal root 
~lt'il. 

The etymology is covered by the original meaning of both verbal 
roots ( cf. C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 282a, ~ 1 (a 1. erravit 
[to go astray]) = Arabic t 1.....;.. 1 (laa (to get lost). According to the classi
cal correspondence table of the Semitic sounds in C. Brockelmann's 

367 Paret begins the sentence with "Neinf'; Blachere sees in it a warning: "Prenez 

garde!". Like Paret, Beli understands "Nay." 

368 The same sense .has _the Syro-Aramaic adverbial expressian ~ 1 la-gmar 
(Manna l 12b: ~ • ..1:.§ .1~1 1 abadan, qat!, hatta; C. Brockelmann, Lexicon 

Syriacum 12lb: absolute, omnino [absolutely, completely, everlnever]). 
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Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Grammar] (p.lS), the Arabic ~Içi can 
only correspond with a Syriac ~ 1 ayn. A classical example is Syriac 
ı<..=ı.:tr< lar'a = Arabic ~)/arç/ (earth). This is the classical rule. But 
that in the multiplicity of the Arabic (or common Aramaic) dialects a 
Syro-Aramaic emphatic t can become occasionally an Arabic çi by so
norization, this phenomenon has hitherto not been considered in the Se
mitic philology. A first example wc had with Syro-Aramaic ...!!1~ (East
em Aramaic trap) > Arabic y __;...:.. ( Çaraba [to strike, to hit]), from which 
there are three variants that illustrate the transition from Syro-Aramaic 
~lt into the Arabic ~ 1 çi: a) u_). (tarafa< Western Syro-Aramaic 
...!!1~ 1 trap= traf) (to hit, to touch the eye with something) (Lisan IX 

213b, llf.); b) y_). (tariba < Eastern Syro-Aramaic ...!!1~ 1 trap- with 
sonorization of the p > b) (to be touched emotionally = to be moved, to 
be delighted); c) fınally with sonorization of the emphatic .h 1 t > ~ 1 çi 

= y__;...;.. (ç!araba) (to strike). 

The Koran offers a further example of a sonorized Syro-Aramaic 
emphatic ~ lt with the secondary Arabic verbal root J..;.. (çlarra) (to 

harm, damage) < Syro-Aramaic ı<~ (tra) (to strike, to push -7 further 
variants in C. Brockelmann), that C. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 
287a, compares with the actually from Syro-Aramaic truly borrowed 
Arabic Verb i_). (!araa), the tertiae hamza of which is nothing but a 
fictitious pronunciation imagined by the Arab philologists. Not only the 
apparent restTiction of this verb to the first stern and its semantics field 
to one general meaning (to break in, overtake, befall) shows that it is 
borrowed, but also the fact that the Arab lexicographers did not observe 
that its VIII1h stern ~l (ittarra 1 utturra) (to be forced, compelled), ac
cording to its original meaning, does not fall under the root J..;.. ( ç/arra) 

(to damage), butunder i_). (taraa = tard), according to the meaning of 
Syro-Aramaic ı<~ (tril) (to push away, to repel) and its reflexive stern 
.~~r< (ettrl). That the secondary Arabic form J..;.. (ç/arra) is derived 
from the Syro-Aramaic ı<~ (trd), shows C. Brockelmann (op. cit.) by 
the same specifıc meaning quoted under 6.: offendit (to harm). 

The second element that shows the perplexity of the Arab Koran 
readers is the variable reading of the alternative writing of the nominal 
form of the verbal root J..;.. ( çlana), depending on its spelling with or 
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without the Syro-Aramaic emphatic ending ii of the status emphaticus. 

Apart from the reading çla.rr(harm, damage) as antonyın of~ (naf ') 

(use, benefit), the Koranic spelling ~ (without the emphatic end-ii) is 
read çlun(u/ila) (derived from the und Syro-Aramaic intensive stern.~ 1 
/81Tl, verbal noun ı<. "ı~ 1 turrayd) (19 times in the Koran in the sense 
of distress, adversity). When, on the other hand, the same word is writ
ten with the Syro-Aramaic emphatic end-ii 1 ~ (properly: çlurra- with 
dropping ofthe unaccentedy of the Syro-Aramaic word before the end
ii-as in ı.:;l _) < Syro-Aramaic r<:ı... to 1 q~ryiinii 1 q~ryiin > Arabic quriin 

1 qur'iin) or with the Arabic article 1~1 (etymologically: açl-çlurra < 
ı<. "ı~ 1 {urrayd) (both spellings 9 times), this spelling is read with an 
added hamzaafter the end-ii as ç.l~l (açl-çlarrau), as though this spel
ling were etymologically different. 

On the Origin of the Arabic End-Hamza 

In his "GrundrifJ der vergleichenden Grammalik der semitischen Spra

chen [ Compendium of the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Lan

guages]" (I 593, C.a.), C. Brockelmann supposes a verbal class tertiae 

hamza, according to the classical Arabic grammar, when he says: "Als 
3. Radikal war ~ schon im altarab. Dialekt des l:liğıtz nach i und u zu i 
und u geworden ... [As 3rdradical, the~(= hamza) had become already in 
the old Arabic dialect of I:Iiğıız f and u after i and u ... ]". 

But in fact, what C. Brockelmann says about the Hebrew (op. cil. 
594 b.), Syriac and Assyrian (594 c.) as to the "dropping' of the III ' 
(tertiae hamza), is likewise to apply on the so-called (post-Koranic) Old 

Arabic. For the Koranic orthography has no graphical sign for a final 
hamza. Spellings as lfijil (atawakkaw [/!ean]- same spelling in both 
codices of Samarqand and British Library Or. 2165 - traditional read
ing: atawakka 'u) (S ura 20: 18) let suspect a hypercorrect Iate ernendation 
according to the classical Arabic grammar. As to the supposed III ' (ter

tiae hamza), the end-a/ifin the Koranic spelling has been erroneously 
regarded as a hamza-bearer. From Syro-Aramaic borrowed verbs, as e.g. 
1_) (to read) and ly, (to create), are not to be read qara'a and bara'a, 

but- according to the Syro-Aramaic pronunciation: qarii and barii. Ex-
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cept some onarnatopoetic verbs in Arabic, as bb; ta'ta'a (to stammer), 

lb\.b 1 ta {aa (to bow one 's head) and the glottal stop in spoken Arabic in 
~ Ila', la 'a = ta (no), perhaps also in the case of a softened t 1 'Cıyn as in 
1-ll 1 bada 'a < t ol! 1 bada a < methatesis of Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 '}Jag (to 
create),369 it can be said that with regard to the Koranic orthography the 
Koran does not know a III' (tertiae hamza). 

Much graver is however the addition of the by no means justifıed 
hamza after an end-a/if, as far as such an alifin Syro-Aramaic can desig
nate at least three different categories: 
a) The ending of a status emphaticus masculine (be it a noun or an 

adjective), as e.g. ""~ (traditional reading: sitalın- Suras 10:57; 
16:69; 17:82; 41:44) < Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 sepyll or spllyll 

(clearness, purity); the same Syro-Aramaic form ı<.:ım 1 hegyll or 
hgllyll = Arabic I..S:.A 1 hudan or .6.,ıi:.A 1 hidiiya (leading, guidance) 

shows how arbitrary the traditional different reading of the alter
native spelling ofthese both wordsin Sura 41:44 (""~J I..S:.A) as 
"hudan wa-sifo 'an" is, since both words, according to the same 
Syro-Aramaic origin, are to read likewise as "hudii wa-sifo" (af
ter dropping of the unaccented Syro-Aramaic y before the empha
tic end-ii). 
The superfluous end-hamza can also distort a genuine Arabic ad
verb, as in Sura 12:16, where it is said of Joseph's brothers: J"+J 
uk ""~ rA41 (Beli I 219: They came to their father in the eve
ning, weeping), whereas the adverb "in the evening" occurring 
four times in the Koran (Suras 19:11,62; 30:18; 40:46) as ~ 
( asryan) and not""~ ( !Sil"an), should had call the attention of the 
Arab readers to the fact, that the latter original spelling, without the 

369 This sense is attested in the Kuran in Sura 2:117 and 6:101: ü_,.....JI e;=~ 

ı..ft:o.J'ii.J 1 badl' as-samiiwiit wa-1-arçl = Syro-Aramaic ~'ı<a ~ ~ 1 
'abeı! smayya w-ar'a(Creator of the heaven and the earth). The secondary Ara
bic verb l.l,ı 1 bada a, with the secondary common m eaning "to begin ", has in the 
Koran partially the original meaning of "to create", as it arises e.g. from S ura 
7:29: W.J..l _,.:i r-SI.l,ı w; 1 kamii badiikum or bada 'akum ta 'odün (As He created 
you, you wi/1 turn again) (BellI 139 translates: "As He began you, ye will come 
again"). 
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end-hamza, was to read ,:;~ ~ (gissan yabkün) "(allaciously 
weeping". 

b) All cases of the Arabic feminine elative with an end-alif reflect 
truly the ending of the Syro-Aramaic status absolutus feminine 
with an end-ii and are consequently to read without the superflu
ous end-hamza, as, e.g., 1~ (yellow) in Sura 2:69, that is to read 
adequately şaüa (as in spoken Arabic) and not~~~ (traditional 
reading: şatta"u). The early Arab grammarians were obviously 
aware of this morphology, in so far as they declared such an end
ing as uy....::.ll ı).a t~ 1 mamnü' min aş-şarf (banned as to the 
infleetion = indeclinable). Later grammarians may have interpret
ed this rule as partially declinable (rendered in the Westem Ara
bic grammars by the term diptotic) and added to this purpose the 
fıctitious end-hamza. This concems as well the following plural 
endings. 

c) The plural ending, corresponding to the Arabic plurals of the 
types: ~~/ fiıalli'and ~~ı 1 ailla: are to value same wise. All 
these unjustifıed additions are an invention of the Arab philolo
gists subsequent to the creation of the classical Arabic grammar 
in the second half of the eighth century and later. As far as such 
forms occur in the Arabic poetry, this linguistic-historical crite
rion would provide a terminus post quem (= a quo) as to the ori
gin of the corresponding poetical works. Further morphological 
formations of the classical Arabic grammar, borrowed from Syro
Aramaic, will be demonstrated with some examples from the 
early Arabic poetry in a forthcoming study. 

Continuation ofSura 96:6 

Since it became now clear that~ (fagli= ta 'dı (with all other Koranic 
derivations) isa borrowing from the Syro-Aramaic ~ (t'd), its mean
ing can consequently be found among the equivalent semantics field 
appropriate to this context. It follows from the context that the meaning 
to be retained is the one cited in Mannll (289b f.) under (6) ~ (nasiy") 
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(to forget). Accordingly, this verse does not say "man is rebellious," but 
"man (Orgets." 

Verse 6: First of all, the result ofthe above misunderstood ~(Ja
yatgd) was that the particle following it, wl, was misread as an (that) 
instead of 1n (when). The personal suffıx for the verb olf-.J (ra"-hu -
properly: rll-hu) has been correctly understood reflexively from the con
text. This usage happens by chance, of course, not to be Arabic, but 
Syro-Aramaic?70 

Secondly, however, in the case of the next verb ~~ (istagnd), it is 
not "considers himself his own master" that is correct, but rather the 
alternative that Beli proposes (II 667) in note 4: "he has become rich." 

The verses 6-7 are accordingly: 

"In truth, man (Orgets when he sees that he has become rich." 

Verse 7: In the first place, it should now be clear that this understanding 
yields a conjunction 01 (anna) (that) introducing a dependent clause. The 
hitherto misunderstood context, however, has caused the syntactical 
unity of this sentence construction to be so tom apart that one made this 
dependent ciause into an independent main ciause introduced by the 
intensifying particle 0} (inna). 

Secondly, from this misund erstanding the need arose to interpret the 
Arabic verbal noun ~)1 (ar-nığ'a - rather ar-rağ'a) in no other way 
than the general sense of"return to your Lord." If one considers the new 
understanding, however, then this "return," referring to the "man who 

has become rich," is to be understood as the "return" or "repatriation" 
of this circumstance unto God, which man "forgets" to the extent that 
he, in accordance with a familiar human experience, no longer thinks 

370 Cf. Th. Nöldckc, Syrische Grammatik [Syriac Grammar] § 223: "The personal 
pronouns must also express the reflexive wherever this function is not already 
performed by the verbal form .... That is, very often one uses r6t.!u (napslf) 

"saul," and less frequently I'Ô'.IW ( qnlJmlf) "person" with the personal suffixes 
for the exact expressian of the reflexive relationship .... " In Arabic the only 
way to express the reflexive is by means of the equivalent expressions ~ 
(nafs) and Jb. (.fıa/). Accordingly, ol~ .J J (in ra'a-hu - properly: ra-hu) in 
Arabic should have properly been ..ı......i.l ..sl.J J (in ra'ii nafşahu). 
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about praying. Verses 6-8 are thus directly concemed with the subject of 
this Sura and should be understood as follows: 

6. "In truth, man forgets, 7. when he sees that he has become rich. 
8. that (this) is to bereturned unto your Lord." 

Whereas until now it was a question of a man become wanton who fails 
to pray out of personal conviction, in the sequence which now follows 
the Koran addresses the extemal influence of an unbeliever who wants 
to stop a devout man (a servant ofGod) from praying. In the process, the 
verses 9-14 consist syntactically of two previously completely over
looked conditional clauses, the fırst formulated as a question and the 
secondasa counter-question. From Paret's translation, the previous con
fused understanding is evident. Nevertheless, first of all, as an introduc
tion to the syntactic structure, the individual elements will be analyzed. 

Verse 9: From the perspective of the Arabic understanding, the particle 'ı 
a prefıxed to the verb ~) (!1-raayf' -properly: a-rayt 8 ) in Verses 9 
and ll cannot be understood otherwise than as an interrogative particle. 
This understanding excludes a subsequent conditional clause, but ex
poses at the same time the disharmony of the syntactic period. 

Excursus 
(a) On the Meaning of the Particle l 1 a 

This problem cannot be overcome without the help of Syro-Aramaic. 
For only the Syro-Aramaic can give us information about the genesis of 
the Arabic interrogative particle 'ı 1 a, which until now has been consid
ered classical. In his study on the subject Bergstrasser371 naturally starts 
from the classical assumption and contents himself with a descriptive 

371 Gotthe1f Bergstriisser, Verneinungs- und Fragepartikeln und Verwandtes im 
Kur 'an. Ein Beitrag zur his tarisehen Grammalik des Arabischen [Negative and 
Jnterrogative Partic/es in the Koran: A Study of the Histarical Grammar of 
Arabic] (Leipzig, 1914) 89-100. Canceming ~1) (3-91) he says 1aconically: 
"Subordinate clauses are occasionally inserted after a, but then the a is usually 
repeated. The text causes more difficu1ties here than e1sewhere .... " 
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reproduction ofthe opinions ofthe Arabic graınmarians. Nobody seems 
to have realized till now, however, that, on the basis of the Koranic us
age, the Arabic interrogative particle i 1 a has only grown secondarily 
out of the Syro-Araınaic particle ar< (aw) through the omission of the a 
w. Evidence for this is provided by the Koranic usage itself. For exaın
ple, it can be detennined that the original particle _,1 1 aw occurs as an 
interrogative particle in conjunction with the negative particle 'i ('i _,1 
8W8-18) three times and with rl Crl.JI 8W8-lam) 33 times, whereas, with 
78 occurrences, the usage with the monophthongized particle i 1 a, for 
instance, r!i (a-laın), clearly predominates. 

The Lisi1n (XIV 55b) cites al-Farril; who explains the .J 1 w of the 
Koranic interrogative particle r-1) (a~-laın) as an "isolated waw" to 
which the interrogative particle 1 1 a was added ( ül:...l Ö.l _;i.. _,ı_, ~J 
r~'i\ Uli 4-:ılc-). Hence the awareness that this interrogative particle 
is not of Arabic origin is laclcing among all of the Arabic philologists. 
The other uses of the particle _,1 1 aw in the Koran also coincide to a 
large extent with that of the homonymous Syro-Araınaic ar<' 1 aw.312 

Thus, for example, the Koranic use of the monophthongized particle 
i 1 a has found its place in Arabic as a conjunction introducing an apo
dosis expressing uncertainty or doubt, especially after corresponding ne
gative verbs, as in i ..s.J-li 'i (la adrl a) or 1 rlc-i 'i (la a]aınu a) (I do not 

know whether ... ) (cf., e.g., Sura 72:10,25). Asa rule this is felt to be an 
indirect interrogative partide. From one's feeling for the language, 
however, one can already no langer recognize this function as soon as, 
instead of the Arabically naturalized secondary particle i 1 a, the original 

372 Cf. Thes. I 47, particula (l) distinctiva; (48) (2) interrogativa, num, an, ne. The 
Ilebrew particle i1 (ha) that Brockcimann assodates with the Arabic interroga
tive particle l ( a) in Arahische Grammalik [Arabic Grammar] § 86, note (a), 

would suggest a sound shift from ha to 8. But the paraUel use of _,1 ( aw) and 1 
( a) as an interrogative particle in the Koran would seem to verity the creation 

of the latter through the monophthongization of the Syro-Ararnaic particle ar<' 
(aw). This, however, does not rule out the possibility that the forrner was also 
fırst created through a sound shift of the demonstrative particle am (ha w) to 
ar<' ( aw). 
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Syro-Aramaic particle ar<' 1 aw occurs. An example of this is provided 

by Sura 3:128: 

ü_,...ll;. ~1.! ~~ .J\ ~ yjJ.; .J\ ~ y~l u-o .!ll~ 
Paret (55) renders this verse as follows: 

"- it is not for you (to decide) the matter - or to tum again to 
them (mercifully) or (else) to punish them. They are (indeed) 
wrongdoers." 

The Lislln (XIV 55a) explains the particle ) 1 aw here in the sense of 

"until he takes pity on them" or "unless God takes pity on them" ( ,e_ 
~ yjJ.; ül ~.J ~ yjJ.;). However, according to the Syro-Aramaic 
understanding of the conjunction ar<' 1 aw the verse says: 

"It should be a matter of indifference to you whether (God) takes 

pity on themor dooms them to death (by fire): they are (in any 

case) wrongdoers." 

(b) On the Usage of the Particle t 1 a intheSense of uj lin (if) 

The list that the Thes. (I 48) supplies, by way of the East Syrian lexico

graphers, on the usage of the Syro-Aramaic conjunction ar<' (aw) is in
teresting in this regard. Under the eight occasionally occurring functions 

Bar Bahlol gives the meaning ..ı5 (~n) (if). This in tum coincides with 
the explanation provided by Kislı"r (953- I 002), cited in the Lislln (XIV 

SSa), that) (aw) may also occur conditionally ( ü~.J: ~~.J _;l...S..II Jti 
l.b~). 

The Solution of Verses 9 to 14 

On the basis of this excursus, the following new interpretation emerges 

for these verses: 

9-10. The fırst ~) is to be understood inthesense of ~~..J J (in 
raayta) (jf you see). Accordingly, the double verse runs: 
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"![you see one who (wants) to stop a worshipper (ofGod) (from 
praying) when he is praying .... " 

11-12. The second ~.) is to be understood as a question in the sense 
of"to think'': "do you (then) think that .... " Accordingly, the falsely read 
J (in) must be read as J (an). Asa result, this double verse reads as an 
apodos is: 

"do you (then) think that he is on the right path or is thinking 

pious thoughts?" 

13-14. ParaHel to Verse 9, the repeated ~.;1 is in turn to be read J 
~1.) (in mayt") (jfyou think), followed once more by (J (an) (that) 

instead of J (in) (if), and understood as a counter-question with a 
protasis and apodosis: 

:Jf (on the other hand) you think that he is denying (God) and 
turning away (from Him), then does he not know that God sees 
everything?" 

15. What is meant by the second )\S is again Syro-Aramaic r<h (kul/d) 
(in the sense of~ ~ 1 ku/la say) (everything); as an object it belongs 
to the preceding verb. 

The particle ı.:;J (falsely la-m, actually to be read !-en) consists of the 
intensifying Arabic particle _.l 1 la- and the Syro-Aramaic conjunction 
~r< (en).313 This form occurs 61 times in the Koran. Older Koranic 
manuscripts should provide evidence of the full spelling ~'i (= 1-en). 
The little peak considered as a --:! 1 y carrier was, contrary to the 
Koranic (i.e., Syro-Aramaic) pronunciation, subsequently occupied by a 
hamza. In the canonical version of the Koran, this orthography (0.!,\.!i 1 
af-en< ~ ..!ır< 1 ap en) is documented twice (Suras 3:144 and 21: 
34). 

The Arabic verb l...i...ı.il (la-nasfa aD) certainly does not mean "to 

seize." In the Lis/Jn (VIII 157b f.) the meaning is given correctly as r1J 

373 The Thes. (I 249) gives the spelling ~~(en), in addition to ..!5 (en), as Chal
dean; the fırst spelling also appears at times in Christian Palestinian (250): ~ . 
For this: "Est ubi scripturo est~ ... " 
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(la{a.m 8 ) and y~ (ç/arab 8 ) (to strike). On the other hand, the explana

tion that follows, !J4.J ~i.J Y4 :~~ ~.J ("to seize" by the 
''foreloc/C'), is based on the false understanding of ''forelock." What is 

meant by "to strike," however, is "to punish" in a fıgurative sense (in 
modern Arabic usage, as well). It is likely that here as an exception the 

fınal 1 /-a stands, in place of the fınal 0 1-n, to mark the energicus, 
which requires the pronunciation as with nunation. A parallel to this is 
provided by Sura 12:32 (l.:ı_H.J/ wa-J-yakünan).374 

It is astounding that, of our Koran translators, not one has objected to 

the expression ''foreloc/C' (Paret "Schopf," Blachere "toupet''). Yet, what 

is meant here by the spelling ~\.:ı ( except for the secondarily inserted 1 
1 d) is Syro-Aramaic ı<.r (naşşayd). For this, the Thes. (II 2435) first 

gives the meaning: contentiosus, rixosus (contentious, quarrelsome) 
(said ofa woman, as in Prov. 21:9,19; 25:24). From the Syrian lexico

graphers it then cites, in addition to further Syro-Aramaic synonyms, the 

following Arabic renderings: F~ . ~.JI:A.r. (opponent, adversary). 
But more amazİng than this is the discovery that, over and over 

again, eventheLisan (XV 327) explains the root \.........j (naşd), documen
ted in earlier Arabic, as a denominative of ~\.:ı (naşiya), presumably 

misunderstood in Arabic as ''forelock, shock of hair," even though the 

]JadiJ of 'A!sa that it cites actually makes the Syro-Aramaic meaning 

clear. Namely, therein 'A!sa is recorded as saying: ı:.l....ıı.ı (.).o ö.Al.J ıfo ~ 
~j ..;:P ~l.:ı:i ~~ (none of the wives of the Prophet quarreled with 
me except for Zaynab ). Although the Lisan then explains this as: ı; i 
~)..j:J.J ~ jl.:ı:i (i. e. "she quarreled with me, s he opposed me"), it 
traces this explanation back to the circumstance that in doing so the two 

women, so to speak, "gol into each other's hair" ( -Al.J JS ~4 0i JA.J 
_?.YI ~~ 0,!Cjlrı.Jl ı.J..o), or more exactly, "seized each other by the 
scrufl ofthe n ec k." It can be seen from this how little the la ter Arabic 
philologists have understood the earlier Syriacisms and Aramaisms. 

374 Cf. W. Diem, Untersuchungen zur frühen Geschichte der arabischen Orthogra

phie [Studies in the Early History of Arabic Orthography], llL: Endungen und 
Endschreibungen [Endings and Their Spellings], in Orientalia, vol. 50, 1981, § 
193, 378. But actually, this orthography goes back to an Eastem Syro-Aramean 
(Babylonian) tradition. 
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The following understanding therefore results for Verse 15: 

"If he does not stop, we will (severely) punish the adversary." 

In the same way as for ~u (niiŞiya, but actually naşşayd), the apparent 

feminine ending for ~jS (kafiiba, actually kaddabd) and ~\.:i.. (fıati8, 

actually fıaftiJyd) is nothing other than the phonetic rendering of the 

Syro-Aramaic emphatic ending. Therefore, Verse 16, modeledon Verse 
15, is to be understood as follows: 

"The denying, sinful adversaıy." 

17. The expression 4.:!.lU (nadiyahu), which occurs here, must be rede

fined. The "clique," as Paret translates the expression in the modem 

Arabic sense of "club, association," (Bell: "councif'; Blachere: "clan"), 
is out of the question. Inasmuch as the facultative medial 1 1 alif in "'-:!.ltJ. 

according to the Eastem Syro-Aramean orthographical tradition, can 

occasionally designate a short a, the spelling yields the Syro-Aramaic 

aı..:u (nafiych or naddaych). Asa nomen agentis this form leads us to 

the intensive stern ,:u (naddf), whose primary meaning the Thes. (II 

2291) gives as "commovit, concussit, terrefecit" (to agitate, to shake, to 
scare off). Applied to the idols that are probably meant here, this would 

result in the meaning "of the one who arousesfear" (i.e. whom onefears 
as a god). The Thes., however, then refers to a further form: "Partic. 

r<'!l..l.!:?.l (m-naddt) vide infra." The expressian that is found further down 

(2292) ı<ck.!l..l.!:?.la ı<c\ı~ (s!drta wa-m-nad-daytd) ([something or 

someone] disgusting and repulsive) brings us closer to the sense we are 

seeking. The Arabic meanings that are cited by Manna ( 431 b) under 

:u ı< (anefi) are informative: (2). ~ . ~~(to hate, to detest), (3) .J~.J 

~(to reject, to disown), (6) jli .~(to make dirty, to besmirch), (7) 

t.Jil .-..,..ıc.) (to scare away, to frighten). All these meanings lead namely 

to the "unclean spirit" or "idols" designated with synonymous expres

sions in Syro-Aramaic (cf., e.g., Thes. I 1490, under ~ fanpa "im
purus, immundus"; dıcO.Oapr:oç de daemonibus, Matt. 10: I, ... ; further 

under ı<c\ı~ 1 fanpOJii : pollutio, res quae polluit = idolum, Exod. 

8:26, Deut. 7:26, Jer. 32:34; de idolatriis, Deut. 20:18 ... ; in connection 

with this, the following expressian [1491], documented in the Koran 
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with .ll..ı..il [andad],375 r<~a:ı...:u [ndTdtı.ta] [impurity] also becomes a des
ignation for r<'b~ [pJa,kre] [idols], ete.). 

Thus, with the tertium comparationis discovered via Syro-Aramaic, 

Verse 17 is to be understood as follows: 

"May he then call upon his idols [literally: impure ones]!" 

18. The expression ~4)1 (until now pronounced az-zabllniya)376 is still 
considered a puzzle. The misreading of the preceding verbal form in the 

fırst person plural t ..l..i....ıı (sa-nadu) is of course responsible for one's 

seeing in this incomprehensible expression in Arabic the "henchmen" 

(of hell) that God will allegedly call in. However, if we transeribe the 
original spelling (without the secondary 1 1 li) into Syro-Aramaic, the 
result is the reading ı<...ı.:::., (zal:!nayd). As the adjective from r<ı..::., (zal:!

nd) (time), this simply gives us, according to the Thes. (I 1079) under 
ı<...ı.:::., ( zal:!nayd), the meaning: temporalis, temporarius. h au d aeternus 

(temporal, transitory, not eternaD. This designation is a perfect match 
for the (transitory) "idols" of the (God-) denying adversary. It is to this 

extent only logical that the verbal form t ~ is to be read in the third 
person (sa-yadu). This results in the following understanding for Verse 
18: " ... he will (only) cal! upon a377 transitory (gad)!" 

375 The translation of the Koranic plural .l\..ı..il (and/Id) by (gods) "of his own kind," 

as our Koran translators render it, trusting in the Arabic commentators (e.g. 

Paret at S ura 2:22), is therefore false. 

376 In Jeffery, Foreign Vocabulary 148: "The guardians of Hel!." 
377 This would be justified as an appellative by the word determined by the Arabic 

article Jl 1 al. The Koran, however, does not always orient itself according to 

the Arabic norm, and so it often happens that the Koran also leaves out an ar

ticle required by Arabic, as in Sura 95:5, ~ Ji...l ~.J ~,where what is 
seen in Arabic as an indeterminate (and therefore as a false) genitive of the 

status constructus is considered as determinate (and as correct) in Syro-Ara

maic. Variations in both directions are to be observed in the Koran, so that cri

teria of Arabic as well as of Syro-Aramaic grammar must be taken into account 

depending on the context. Cf. for example the variants in the old codices edited 

by Arthur Jeffery, Materials for the History of the Text of the Qur 'iin, Leiden 

1937, p. 178 (Codex of Ubai b. Ka'b), Sura 95:5, where ~ (siifili:n) is 

transmitted with the article Jl 1 al : ().!liL.JI (as-sajilfn), "as Ibn Mas'üd." The 
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19. Although the third and last )IS can be read in Arabic as kalla (no) in 
connection with, and as intensifying, the negative imperative that fol
lows it, in Syro-Aramaic (kulld) it has the meaning of "(not) at all." 

In addition to the actual Syro-Aramaic meaning of "to bow" (as an 
extemal sign of respect), one should also assume for the Arabic bor
rowed verb ~ (sağad8 ) (< ~ 1 sğed) the metaphorical meaning of 
"to worship God' (Thes. II 2522, "metaph. adaravit Deum"). 

The Arabic borrowed verb y.fol (iqtarab"') has in this context a quite 
particular content that the general Arabic meaning "approach" (without 
object or reference) is not able to provide. As a translation of Syro
Aramaic~ıo~ı< (eJqarralJ) the Thes. (II 3724) gives us (in particular as 
a rejlexive or intransitive verb) the specifıc meaning that fıts here, as 
follows: "spec. celebrata est liturgia (to celebrate the liturgy); it. 
Eucharistiam accepit (to receive the Eucharist). The latter meaning is 
logically to be assumed provided that one as a believer takes part in the 
celebration of the Eucharist. The term points in any case without a 
doubt to the participation in the "sacrifıce of the mass," in the "celebra

tion of the Eucharist" or in the "communion liturgy." 

Those that this unambiguous explanation shocks are invited to refer 
to the Arabic dissertation mentionedin the Foreword (ix, note 4) (part I, 
chapter 4, "Religious Customs and Rites Among Christian Arabs Before 

Islam," 89). 
In sum, the result of this philological discussion is the following 

reading and understanding for Sura 96 according to the Syro-Aramaic 
reading: 

JWI 
(al- alaq) The C lay (Literally: the "sticking") 

Jh <..S.lll ~.) ~~ \_)\ 
(iqra b-isn:l rabbi~ 1-ladl !Jalaq) 

1. Ca ll the name of your lord who has created, 

~ ı.)A~'1\ ~ 
(!Jalaqa I-insana min alaq) 
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naşiya al-kağiba al-biiti'a). So Abü I:laşin." 



2. (who) has created man from sticky (clay); 

rflil ~.JJ 1.)1 
(iqra wa-rabbaka 1-akram) 
3. cal/ (indeedi78 your most admirable Lord, 

rli14 rlc. ~ ~1 
(al-laıii allama bi-1-qalam) 
4. who has taught by the reed pen (i.e., the scripture), 

~ ri-:ı rl \.... ~YI rk-
( alfam• I-insana ma lam ya 'lam kul/d) 
5. has taught man what he did not know at all. 
-u . ·yı ·ı ~u......ı u 

(in or en: al-inslJiilla-ya(d) 
6. Verily, man forgets, 
~~ol.) W) 
(in or en ra-h u stagnd) 
7. when he sees that he has be co me rich, 
~)1 ~.) ~1 ı:) 
(ann• ila rabbik" r-rağ"d) 
8. that (this) is to bereturned to your Lord. 

~~~~~) 
( a-rayt• 1-laıii yanhd) 
9. !fyou see one who (wants) to stop379 

~ \jl l.l,ıe-

( abd111 kla şaiidJ 
10. a worshipper (ofGod) (from praying) when he is praying, 

~~~ ~ e;ıs. wl ~.;ı 
( a-rayıa an kana "a!a 1-hudd) 
ll. do you think (perhaps) that he is on the right path, 

_:-:IL 1 1 
~~'of ..)A J 

( aw amar" bi-t-taqwd) 

378 Namely, in Arabic the conjunction .Jiwa also has an explicative function, inclu
ding that of a more detailed explanation. 

379 Syro-Aramaic ..do. (k/d) is the supposed lexical equivalent for Arabic ~ 
(nahd). For this, Mann8(337b) cites in Arabic, besides ~ .~ (naha, naCl) (to 
forbid), also ıJ~ . ~ (şadd~ 'aq") (to hinder, to hold back). 
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12. or is even380 thinking pious thoughts?381 

~.fJJY~ıJ ~) 
(a-rayf' an kafklaba wa-tawalli) 

13. lfyou (on the contrary) think that he is denying (God) and 

turning away (from Him), 

)lS c.S.); .ılı' d~ rl-:ı rl' 
(a-lam ya 'lam bi-anna lliJ.h 8 yarli kul/i) 

14. (then) does he not know that God sees everything? 

~W4 W....ı.i.l ~ rl LJ:!l 
(1-en lam yanta.hi la-nasfa an bi-n-nllşiya or naşşliyli) 

15. If he does not stop (doing that), (one day) we shall punish the 

adversary (severely), 

.ı..:J=.l:i.. "4~ ~u 
(nlişiya kli{/iba blitiya or naşŞliyli kaddli!ıli l;ıattliyli) 

16. the denying. wicked adversary! 

"-:!JUt~ 
(fa-1-yad'iı nlidiya-hu or nadya-hu) 

17. May he call (then) on his (whoever) idol

"'-:!-i4)\ t~ 
( sa-yad'iı z-zabllniya or zabllniye) 

18. (in doing so) he will call on transitory (gods)! 
.ı..ı..l..:l 'ıl )lS 

(kulla la tutiiıu) 

380 Among the eight different aspects (raa_s'l!ı lparşöpej of the Syro-Aramaic con

jwıction ar< (aJ0 that Bar Bahlulnames, the Thes. (1 48) cites the "intensifyint' 
meaning designated with t..ck. (yattli). This conjunction is also used with such a 
meaning in the Koran, in Sura 37:147, where it is said ofJonas :Ul.. ı)l .ul...)J 
w~J.ı J. Ull "and we dispatched him to one hundred thousand or (even) more." 

The Arabic philologists have noticed this nuance (see Lisan XIV 54b ). 

381 The single meaning of the Arabic borrowed verb _,..1 (amar') "to commamf' does 

not do justice to the present context. lt is not a question of "commanding," but 

rather of the "beliefs" or "convictions" upon which the action is based. To that ex

tent the meaning given by Mamıll (26a) in Arabic under ( 4) for the Syro-Aramaic 

'bo ı< (cmaı') .sb.) (iıta~ (to think, to consider, to ponder) is appropriate. 
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y .fol .J ~' .J 

( wa-sğud wa-qtarib) 
I 9. You ought not to heed him at all, 

perform (instead) (your) divine service382 

and tak: e part in the Iiturgy of Eucharist. 

According to this understanding, Sura 96 proves to be a unified compo
sition having as its overall content a call to take part in the divine ser
vice. As such it has the character of a ~au ( < 7tpooiı.ııov 1 prooemi

um) introducing the Christian Syriac liturgy, which was replaced in the 
later Islamic tradition by the W\! (Diti.tıa) (< Syro-Aramaic ~ 1 pta

.tıll) (introductory prayer). That this liturgy is Communion is indicated 
by the fmal Syro-Aramaic term. An important task in the history of re
ligion would be to find out which pre-Islamic Christian Syrian (or pos
sibly Judaeo-Christian) community this was. 

Now, if the Arabic tradition considers this to be the oldest Sura, one 
must concede that it is right to the extent that this Sura is, in any case, 
part of that nucleus of the Koran, the Christian Syrian origins of w hi ch 
cannot be ignored. Whether this is also the first that was revealed to the 
Prophet is probably based on a later legend grown out of the misinterpre
tation of the opening verse. Arguing in favor of its being very probably 
pre-Koranic, i.e., much more pre-Islamic, is its language, hitherto per
ceived as mysterious and puzzling. For it is precisely this language with 
its unadulterated expressions that reveals to us its venerable origins. 

One such expression is the Arabic y .fol (iqtarab 8 ) borrowed from 
the Syro-Aramaic verb .=ıto~ ı< ( eJqi11Tal!). As a technical term of the 
Christian Syrian liturgy it gives us a valuable, hitherto unexpected in
sight into the origins, not only of the oldest parts of the Koran in terms 
of the history of religion. For only this expression opens our eyes to a 
paraUel occurring in what is held to be the last Sura revealed, Sura 5 
(The Table), a paraUel whose actual importance in terms of the history 
of religion has in a similar way been ignored until now. Between this 
term and the "table" that Jesus, the son of Mary, requests ofGod in Sura 

382 Literally: Bow (instead) (to honor God). Asa terminus technicus, ~ (sağada) 

here means "to ho/d divine service." 
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5:114, l.i...;.i..I.J Lil.J'J '* \.il tJfo "that it may become ours as liturgy,313 

for the first and the 1ast of us," and which, in Verse 115, God senda 
down from heaven, threatening any who would deny it (..;iS:! ~ fa-man 

vakfur) with the severest of all punislunents ( ~~ 'J 411:. ~~ ı;IJ 
~1 c.JA 1~1) (him I shall punish in such a way as I shall punish no 
man), there exists a connection insofar as both clearly allude to the lit
urgy of Communion, whose importance was misjudged in later Islam 
and has since been totally forgotten. This central item in the Christian 
components of the K oran is, in any cas e, of eminent importance in terms 

ofthe history ofreligion. 
If any should doubt, however, the importance of the Christian Syriac 

liturgical term y fo\ (iqtıırab8) ( < ..::ı'Uıc\ıı< 1 etqarra!ı) (to take part in the 
liturgy of Communion, to receive the Eucharist), they may refer to the 
Arabic dissertation mentionedin the Foreword (p. iii, note 4) where the 
author (89), in the fourth chapter of the fırst part of her work, "Religious 
Customs and Rites of Christian Arabs Bejare Islam," refers to the Ara
bic compilation ~~\ll (al-Aganl) (vol. II 107) of Aba 1-Farağ al-Isfa
hiinl(d. 356 H./967 A.D.), who reports of .l;!j ıY. ı.;~ (Adi ibn Zayd) 

(d. circa 590 A.D.) and tJ~I ~ ~ (Hind bint aıı-Numan) (d. after 
602 A.D.) how they went on Maundy Thursday into the church of al-Qi
ra (located southwest of the Euphrates in modern-day Iraq) " 4-H" 
(li-vataq_arrabd) "to take part in the celebration of the Eucharisf' (or to 
receive the Eucharist). 

In the corresponding passage in the ~~\ll y~ (Ki tab al-agan/)384 

(Book of Songs) Aba 1-Farağ a1-Işfahanr (d. 967) cites the traditional 

383 The true meaning of the tenn .ye. ( Td), which occurs as a hapax legomenon in 
the Koran, has until now been overlooked. Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum 
(5 15b), explains the derivation of Arabic .ye. ( 1d) in the meaning "feast" as the 
phonetic rendering of the comman Aramaic pronunciation of r<:r~ (edi 
> Tıid). Asa faithful rendering of the Syro-Aramaic ı<~ (yaıid), however, the 
Koranic term ha<; accordingly, in addition to the original meaning of ''practice, 
custom," the meaning of "liturgy," which is clear here from the Koranic can
text. Cf. alsa the Thes. II 2827: Valet etiarn r<1......>. (yaılll) ritus, caeremonia 
(rite, ceremony). 

384 Vol. II, 151 edition (Cairo, 1928) 129. 
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account of the pre-Islamic Christian Arab poet 'Ad! ibn Zayd living in 
al-l;llra according to which he had gone on Maundy Thursday into the 
church of al-l;llra ı .. /_H (li-yataqarrab) "to take part in the celebration 
of the Eucharisf' (or to receive the Eucharist) On this occasion, he wan
ted to see Hinci, the daughter of the last of the Labmids' kings of al-l;lira, 
0~1 1 an-Nu man III (580-602), who had gone to the aforeınentioned 
church y"ji::J ( tata-qarrab) "to take part in the celebration of the Eucha
rist."385 

Thus, this liturgical term is already historically documented in the 61h 

century even from the Arab side asa Syro-Aramaic ecclesiastical term 
of the Christian Arabs of Syria and Mesopotamia. 

385 This tenn is stili used among the Arabic speaking Christians of the Near and 
Middle East. 
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18. RESUME 

The importance of the Koran in terms of the history of religion and cul
tural history is a generally acknowledged fact. Although its role as a 

mediator between a more than thousand-year Aramean civilization and 
the Arabic culture it ushered in has been recognized, the Aramaic lan
guage' s share in the process has not been sufficiently appreciated.386 

That is why opinions have differed ev er s ince on the interpretation of its 
contents and of its mysterious language. This is fırst of all due to the 
interwoven composition of the Koran text, but secondly to the linguistic 
approach of the Arabic Koran exegesis, which from the beginning can 

386 The findings made in the meantime as to the Relics of Syro-Aramaic fetters in 

Early Koran Codices in l:/İğllzl and Kofi Style, mentioned above and partially 

shown in this study, provide a ftırther concrete evidence for the existence of a 
proto-Koran written in Garshuni 1 Karshuni (i.e. Arabic with Syriac letters) cor
roborating the intimate connection between the Koran and the Syro-Aramaic 

culture. This may confirm the assumption expressed byYehuda D. Nevo and 
Judith Koren in their co lleeti ve work: Crossroads to Islam. The Origin of the 

Arab Religion and the Arab State, Amherst, New York (Prometheus Books), 

2003, p. 328, especially note 2: 
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"W e cannot teli if the resulting Arabic texts were actual translations of the 

original Syriac ones; more probably they were formulations in Arabic of Ju
daeo-Christian ideas known from Syriac texts." 
That with al-inğil (the Gospel), mentioned in the Koran, the Syriac Diatessaron 

(the so-called Gospels Harmony, a chronological dispositian of the four Gos
pels arranged by the Syrian Tatianos, presumably in the second half of the sec

ond century) is meant, Jan M.F. van Reeth says in his essay "Le Coran et ses 

seribes [The Koran and its Seribes ]" in: Acta Orientalia Belgica (published by 
the Belgian Society of Oriental Studies, ed. by C. Cannuyer, A, Schoors, R. Le
brun), vol. XIX, Les seribes et lu transmission du suvoir [The Seribes and the 

Transmission of Knowledge], ed. by C. Cannuyer, Bruxelles, 2006, (p. 67-81), 
p. 73, 2 ı ff.: 

"Ce constat s'ajoute a la theorie de Luxenberg tout en la renforçant: le livre 
sacn~ que lisait la communaute de Mul:ıammad, etait un livre en syriaque [This 

conclusion is to be added to the theory of Luxenberg, reinforcing it: the holy 

book that was read by the community, ofwhich MuJ.ıamnıadwas a member, was 

a Syriac book]." 



be characterized as unsuccessful. lt was this that was finally decisive in 
steering the interpretation of the Koran in a directian that was not in
tended by the Koran at all. 

I. The Language of the K oran 

The Arabic philologists themselves realized that the language that the 
Koran calls Arabic for the first time differs essentially from the later 
Classical Arabic language, the 'Arablya. Contrary to the earlier assump
tion of a dialect of Arabic spoken in Mecca, the present study has shown 
that, insofar as the Arabic tradition has identified the language of the 
Koran with that of the QurayS, the inhabitants of Mecca, this language 
must instead have been an Aramaic-Arabic hybrid language. lt is not 
just the findings of this study that have led to this insight. Namely, in the 
framework of this study an examination of a series of ./.ıadith (sayings of 
the Prophet) has identified Aramaisms that had either been misinter
preted or were inexplicable from the point ofview of Arabic. 

This would lead one to assume that Mecca was originally an 
Aramean settlement. Canfirmation of this would come from the name 
Mecca (Macca) itself, which one has not been able to explain etymol
ogically on the basis of Arabic. But if we take the Syro-Aramaic root 
~ (mak, actually makk) (lower, to be low) asa basis, we get the ad
jective ı6!::r.ı (mllkkll) (masc.), r<~ (mllkkJll) (fem.), with the mean
ing of "(the) lower (one)." Topographically, this adjective would desig
nate a place located in a low-lying area or in a valley, which indeed is 
also thecasefor Mecca. As opposed to this ıC:o:ıt (rtJm.lf) (masc.), ı<bt 
(rllm/d) (fem.) "(the) high (one)" (the upper one) designates a place lo
cated on a rise, a hill or a mountain.387 

However, because the Thes. (Il 2099 ff.) usually gives the figurative 
sense for this root, this should al so be taken into consideration. For in
stance, among other things the Thesaurus (21 00) cites the expressian 
r<~ r<~a:ı ( dakkyliJli mllkkaJll) with the explanation: agri minaris 

387 Thus, for example, the city located near the Syrian border in modem-day Jor
dan, ll..)l (ar-Ram!d) = Syro-Aramaic ı<b't (rSmJlf). 
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pretii (low-quality farmland). This meaning would fınd confırmation in 
Sura 14:37; there namely Abraham says: 

r__p..JI ~ .ljı:. t..;j ı;j .JF. .. (~ ı.;:_;j ıYı~~ ~~ ~_; 

"Lord, I have settled (some) of my offspring in a barren valley 

near your holy house." 

Thus both Syro-Aramaic meanings would fıt Mecca and would at the · 
same time suggest that it was an early Aramean settlement.388 The 

388 As for~ (allegedly: Bakka) in Sura 3: 96, although until now this has been 
taken to be a second name for Mecca, in reality it is here a question of a mis
read verbal form. The verse from Sura 3:96 runs: 
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ı:>.ı.J...ll ..sJA.J ts.J4--~ .,.ill c.>"lill ~.J ~ J.JI 0ı 
This has been understood by our Koran translators as follows: 
(Beli I 54): 90. ''The first house founded for the people was that at Bakka [/.e. 

Mecca], a blessed (house) anda guidance to the worlds." 
(Paret 52): ,Das erste (Gottes)haus, das den Menschen aufgestellt worden ist, 
ist dasjenige in Bakka [Note: D.h. Mecca], (aufgestellt) zum Segen und zur 
Rechtleitung fiir die Menschen inaller Welt (al- '8/amon)." 
(Blachere, 88): 90/96 En verite, le premier temple qui ait ete fonde, pour !es 
Hommes, est certes celui situe a Bakka [Note 90: Autre forme de Makka = la 
Mekke], [temple] beni et Direction pour le monde (alamin). 
Thus, our Koran trans!ators are following, without hesitation, the interpretation 
given in TabarJ(IV 9 f.), according to which this word, inexplicable from the 
point ofview of Arabic, has therefore to be (applying the tried and true method) 
a second name for Mecca. As justification, Tabari etymologically derives this 
word from the (no tonger commonly used) Arabic verbal root ~(hakka) (to 
press, to push) and applies this to the district of the Kaôa around which the pil
grims ''pressed" in circling it. The name Bakka would thus designate the shrine, 
whereas Makka would designate the surraunding houses, i.e., the city itself, and 
not, as others believed, the other way around. 
In the case of the misread spclling ~ (supposcdly bi-Bakka ="in Bakka"), it 
is in fact a question of the Syro-Aramaic verbal root"'\& (ta/i) in the pa"elform, 

~& (ta.Y.Yek), whose meaning Mannil (832b) renders in Arabic under (4) as 
..ı-l:.. (J;ıaddadıı) (to surround), ~ (saJYağa) (to enclose), ..bb.l (al;ıllta) (to sur

round w ith a wall). The Thes. (Il 4406f.) refers, among other things, to Deuter
onomy 12:8, where it is said that in building a house its roof should be sur
rounded by a balustrade ~& (ty/Jkd). The only word preserved from this root 
in Arabic is the substantive 4..S:J (tikka) (dialectally .:i.S..ı 1 dikka 1 d:Jkke) (a cloth 



Aramean origin of Medina has already been identifıed by S. Fraenk.el 
(Aramiiische Fremdwörter [Aramaic Foreign Words] 280). 

Now, if according to Sura 42:7 the Koran has expressly given the 
Prophet the task of proclaiming the Korani c message to the metropolis 

(ı.S..fol ri) (namely Mecca) and its surraunding area (4-l_,.:ı.. ı)A.J), one 
can assume that the Meccans also correctly understood this message. To 
this extent the Koran did not intend its language for those Arabs who 
laid out another Arabic language around a century and a half afterwards. 
This essential circumstance explains historically why the later Arabs no 
longer understood this Koran Arabic. 

What widened the gap even more, however, is the lack of reference 
to the Scripture in the Ara b i c exegesis of the K oran. Historical reasons 
must have led the later Islamic tradition to renounce the Scripture, the 
heeding of which by the believers is assumed as a matter of course by 

the Koran in the words from Sura 3:119: .US ~4 ü.JlA.fJ (tuminona 
bi-l-kitAbi kullihi) "you believe, indeed, in the entire Scripture." At the 
same time consideration of the Scripture would have been more capable 

beit, waistband), about which Ibn Durayd (Lislln X 406b) says: ~J ~ı ~ 
~~~ı~ ~ 1_,.;\S J.J )lp..ı (/ consider it aforeign word even though it 

was used earlier). 

It is therefore no surprise if the later Arabic readers of the K oran were unable to 
suspect a Syro-Aramaic root behind the spelling ~ . From this arose the need 
to see in it (as so often) an undocumented epithet for Mecca. In the process (as
suming this were also true ), instead of the here misread preposition ~ 1 bi- , the 
Arabic .} 1 ii (in) would have been more expected. Transliterated into Syro
Aramaic, however, this spelling yields the reading cı=.~ (taykeh) = Arabic: 
~ (tayyakahu) = ~ (sayyağahu), .U..b.l (al)a(ahu) (he fenced it off, bui/ta 

wall araund it), in which case the figurative sense .ı..ü.. (mana 'ahu) (he pro

tected it, made it therefore into a protected district) (Mlmnil, /oc. cit., under 2) is 
also possible. This results in the following reading for Sura 3: 96: 

~ r..S.lA.J \S).~ .. ~ <.#:ili c.J"lill ~ ~ J.Jı wl 
"The first shrine that was erected for the people is the one that He has fenced of[ 

(enclosed) asa holy (literally: blessed) (district) and (as) right guidance for the 
people." 
This reading is confırmed by the subsequent verse 97, in which it is said that the 
place of residence (rl.i.. = ~ 1 m-qlimd) of Abraham was located in this 
(district): \.l.l ıj\S 4.li...ı W"'.J "and whoever entersit enjoys protection." 
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of contributing substantially to the understanding and clarification of the 
language of the Koran than the systematic reference to the so-called Old 

Arabic poetry, which has in many cases driven the exegesis further off 
the track than before such reference. 

Other inferences could also be drawn conceming the origin of the 
language of the Koran, but it would be premature to do so on the basis 
of these individual findings since theses based on such grounds could 
prove to be fallacious. Only a comprehensive philological explanation of 
the text of the Koran would provide an objective foundation for further 
conclusions. 

Il. The Oral Iradition 

The unsuspected extent of the misreading that has com e to light in con
nection with numerous Koran passages raises the question of the authen
ticity of the previously alleged oral Arabic tradition. In view of this, the 
thesis advocated so far in this regard can no longer be upheld. On the 
contrary, this necessitates the assumption from the beginning of a text 
transmitted in writing. The early Koran manuscripts still extant today in 
defective Arabic script make it clear even to a non-specialist that with
out a reliable oral tradition such a text would not have been easy to de
cipher even for a leamed Arab. lt is therefore understandable that the 
later Arab exegetes and philologists who had endeavored for generations 
to achieve a reasonably coherent reading of the Koran text were not up 
to the task inasmuch as they took as their starting point an understanding 
of language based on a written Arabic that was first standardized around 
the second half of the gth century. This makes the numerous misreadings 
and misinterpretations of the Koran text comprehensible. 

This determination, however, will have more impact on Koran stud
ies than on Islamic studies. The task of Islami c studies will continue to 
be the concem with Islam as it has developed historically. For Koran 
studies, however, the task set is another. For it can now already be stated 
that the Koran exegesis in East and West has started out from histori
cally false assumptions. This is evidenced not least by the Westem Ko
ran translations whose authors, though they always endeavored anew to 
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shed some light on the obscurities of the language of the K oran, could 

not conjure more out of it than the Arabic language as such was able to 

gıve. 

III. Arabic Philology 

This refers, above all, to the Persian Sibawayh (d. circa 796) as the 
fonnder of the grammar of the Arabic written language still valid today 

for standard modem Arabic. The Arabic philologists call their written 

language al- ~abiya. In W estem Arabistics it is designated as Classical 

Arabic. Essentially, this claim is traced back to the literary language's 

preservation of three case endings from the hypothesized proto-Semitic, 

but also to the other sounds lost in colloquial Arabic, apart from particu

lar syntactic structures. 
In the course of their work, the Arab philologists based their reflec

tions on the one hand on the Koran, as the fırst written monument, and 

on the other hand on the so-called Old Arabic poetry. Insofar as the }at

ter, however, was not fıxed in writing, one relied on the accepted oral 

tradition of the Arabian nomads, who, in particular, it was presumed, 

had preserved the so-called hamza, the stop in a medial or fınal position, 

from prehistoric times. But because a reliable oral Arabic tradition was 

likewise assumed for the Koran as well, the defective script of which -

except for the original matres lectionis ü and l- had no vowel signs at 

all, once it was fıxed according to the model of the so-called Old Arabic 

poetry, the course for the future was set. For the correct understanding 

of the Koran text, this circumstance was of crucial and, at the same time, 

of fateful historical signifıcance. 
For whereas one knew until now that the hamza and partly the alif 

had been inserted later on into the text of the Koran as a mater leetion is 

for long ll and the other vowel signs, one was nevertheless convinced 

that this had occurred on the basis of a reliable oral tradition. Beginning 

from the assumption of the downright phenomenal memory of the Arabs, 

who supposedly had orally preserved an impressive quantity of poetical 

works, one assumed as a matter of course that this was also the case for 
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the Koran, not only because it was the first, but even more so because it 
was the holy Scripture of the Arabs. 

However, to this day nobody has dared to take seriously into consid
eration the occasionally expressed suspicion389 that the Korarı text was 
misread and distorted not only by the introduction of the vowel signs, 
but especially by the subsequently inserted diacritical points that fırst 
established the original cansonant script. 

IV. The Historical Error 

The fındings of this fırst study, however, force one to conclude that the 
previous thesis of a reliable oral transmission of the text of the Korarı 
sternmed from a mere legend. 

According to the examples presented here, if the Arab philologists 
and commentators have even misread genuinely Arabic expressions, the 
only possible conclusion regarding the oral transmission of the Korarı is 
obvious. If such a tradition existed at all, it must be assumed that it was 
interrupted fairly early on. In any case, the least conclusion that one can 
draw from this is that it has considerable gaps. 

V. The New Reading of the Koran 

If the above philologically underpinned analysis has demonstrated that 
on the basis ofboth philological and objective criteria the Koran text has 

389 Karl Vollers, for instance, in the conclusions of his work Volkssprache und 
Schriftsprache im alten Arabien [ Vernacular Language and Written Language 
in Ancient Arabia] (184), voiced the opinion that "the way in which the Koranic 
language, which is based on imitation, is praised by posterity as genuine 
Mblya should be labeled by the historian as counterfeiting." To correct a Ko

ran text that has been misread in numerous passages, a critica) edition of the 
oldest Koran manuscripts, as advocated, for example, by R. Blachere (lntroduc
tion au Coran 196) and from which he expects insights into the origins of the 

Arabic language, is certainly desirable. Yet, read properly, the basic form of the 
canonical Cairo edition ofthe Koran is already suffıcient in itselfto enable one 
to make far-reaching conclusions regarding this. 
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been misread and misinterpreted to a degree hitherto considered uni
maginable, then the inevitable consequence is the need for a fundamen
tally new reading of the Koran. The findings of the present study have 
created the prerequisites for such a reading. 

From this results an essential finding of this study, according to 
which the hitherto scarcely perceived importance of Syro-Aramaic Jexi
cography has turned out to be crucial not only in providing evidence ol' 
actual Aramaisms (or Syriacisms) but also and especially in the deler
mination of even the Arabic vocabulary of the Koran. To this extent it 
may not be too audacious to hope that with the method on which this 
work has been based the way has now been deared for the creation of u 

new glossary of the Koran. 
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ci d 323 lj\.i.a mafliza 281 

~ 1sa 41,43 .. 
(.j 

~ cin 1 'uyun 250, 252 _>.ı§ qabara 189 

255 i_) o 
qara a 64, 70, 302, 309 
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ayhab 182 ()_) Qur'an ~ 70, 73, 121 

t 310 

_JJ\i:. gadara 157 ~\·\ .. u.J! qur 'ıı.n al-fağr 120 

_JJ~ nugıı.dir 151,154, 156 ~.) ~4 1 _)\ iqra' bi-sm1 

~ gaşaba 186, 187 rabbika 303, 320 
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1.4 qiyama 53, 98 115 
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118, 244, 322 ~ . matalan 44, 57 

yi~ kaddab 49 . ~ m ab ara 223, 225 
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~.J wal).ıı 125 

_yı..ji_J wa-nJ.:ıar 293, 296 ~) awl;ıa 125 

ü_,!Y:! yunzifiın 289 ~.J wa<;laca 133, 189 

~ 
. a 311 ~_,!.J waqüd 174 nasıy 

4...ü nasyan 138, 214, 217 ..LJJ w al ada 133,286 

~ 
•U 151 .ll.J walad 133, 286 nusayyır 

~\ V l 

279 l.J.llJ wildan 284, 287, 290 ansa a 
lo• nasara 195 _;.uu 

l..j . ;. .. 
nansuzu 195 w ~ 

e::..?.~ Yağüğ 88 
~ naşa 317 

yassara 123 ~ p na:{: ara 163, 191, 246 
~.J.J:! Yawriya 90 

~\ inta:{:ara 246 
s. also: ~.)~\ at-Tawrat 

~ nanquşuha· 271 
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Koran codex ofSamarqand (CD 0024) 

Koran codex of Samarqand (CD 0098) 
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Koran codex of Samarqand (CD 0585) 

SAMARKANDSKII KUFICHESKII KORAN - Coran coufique de Samareand ecrit 

d'apres la tradition de la propre main du troisieme Calife Osman (644-656) qui se 

trouve dans la Bibliotheque Imperiale Publique de St. Petersbourg. Edition faite 

avec l'atltorisation de l'Institut Archeologique de St. Petersbourg (jacsimile) par S. 

Pissaref St. Petersbourg. 1905 
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Robert Marzari 

Arabic in Chains 
Structural Problems and Artificial Barriers. 

ISBN 978-3-89930-119-9 

"What distinguishes Marzari's work is his ability to explain complicated matters in 

clear and even entertaining language. Linguists often cut a poor fıgure here, 

given their propensity to gallop non-stop through the brushwood of grammar. 

Not so Marzari. He illustrates the potentials and limits of a language that over 300 

million Muslim s in the Middle East call their mather tongue, aside from the many 

others elsewhere in Africa as well as in Asia, who recite Arabic as the language of 

the Qur'an." Wolfgang G. Schwanitz 1 Der Tagesspiegel, Berlin 

Abit YasarKocak 

Handbook of Arabic Dictionaries 
ISBN 978-3-8993o-o21-5 

This book isa brief guide to Arabic dictionaries. lt aims on assisting learners of 

Arabic to cope with the diffıculties that encounter with the various dictionary 

movements over centuries: Madrasah ai-Taklibat, a school established by ai-Khalil; 

Madrasah ai-Kafiyyah, a school born out ofthe expansion of the poetry under the 

daminance of the "sacr (rhymed prose); and AI-Madrasah ai-Abdjadiyyah. 

Amr Hamzawy (ed.) 

Civil Society in the Middle East 
ISBN 978-3-89930-027-7 

The internal Arab, Iranian and lsraeli debates on civil society in the 1980s and 

l990s have only partly found their way into Western studies on the issue. An 

analysis ofthe discursive structures of the local debates, which represents the 

major objective of the current edited volume, may help shifting the nexus ofthe 

academic discussion to Middle Eastern perceptions and actors. Amr Hamzawy 

analyses the Ara b sociological and political d iscussion on civil society, depending 

on the intellectualliterature ofthe la st ten years. Asghar Schirazi distinguishes in 

his contribution between three central intellectual currents in Iran: lslamist, leftist, 

and liberal, each ofwhich can be further subdivided. The article of Angelika Timm 

explores the histarical development of the lsraeli civil society and addresses some 

important spheres of civil activities. 

www.schiler.de 



Annegret Nippa 1 Peter Herbstreuth (ed.) 

Along the Gulf 
From Basra to Muscat- Photographs by Herman n Burchardt. 

ISBN: 978-389930-070-31 bilingual German-English 

The book explores the Arabian Gulf around 1900 through the eyes of Herman n 

Burchardt, a man without a political mission and no economical interests, merely 

intended "to take up a picture". Hermann Burchardt istthe answer to various 

turn-of-the-century exoticisms, sobering people's fantasies about the Orient. He 

sa w the truth of photography in a sequential alignment of various perspectives as 

opposed to the single image. His mirrorings aimed to create a tension as regards 

interpretation, appearing as curious as reality itself. 

Ali Hassan Jama 
Who cares about Somalia? 

Hassan's Ordeal - Reflections on a Nation's Future 

ISBN 978-3-89930..()75-8 

This book is about a Somali ci vii w ar and the fa ll of the Si ad Barre regime. lt is 

about how people living there at the time did really suffer from it asa result. 

Although it principally relates to a family, the book tells an applicable story of 

flight, provisional s helter and fınally exile. lt is also about the political history of 

Somalia and about Somali ethnicity in general; and the book discusses the future 

ofthe Nation and how international and regional powers are involved in playing 

their sametimes influential rolesin its intricate and complicated political path. For 

Somalis, international observers, historians and scholars al ike one hopes these 

few lin es shall offer some ideas to ponder and some more food for thought. 

www.schiler.de 



Christoph Luxenberg, a scholar of ancient Semitic languages in 

Cermany, argues that the Koran has been misread and mistrans

lated for centuries. His work, based on the earliest cop ies of the 

Koran, maintains that parts of Islam' s holy book are derived from 

pre-existing Christian Aramaic texts that were misinterpreted by 

later Islami c scholars who prepared the editions of the Koran 

commonly read today .... Luxenberg's radical theory is that many 

of the text' s difficulties can be clarified when it is seen as closely 

related to Aramaic, the language group of most Middle Eastern 

jews and Christiansat the time. THE NEw YoRK TIMES 

Scholars of the first ran k will now be forced to question the 

assumption that, from a philological perspective, the lslamic 

tradition is mostly reliable, as though it were immune to the 

human error that pervades the transmission of every written 

artifact. HuGOYE -jouRNAL OF SYRIAC STUDIES 

In the West, questioning the literal veracity of the Bible was 

a crucia l step in breaking the church's grip on power- and in 

developing a modern, secular society. That experience, as much 

as the questioning itself, is no doubt what concerns conservative 

Muslims as they struggle over the meaning and influence of Islam 

in the 21 st century. But if Luxenberg's work is any indication, the 

questioning is just getting underway. NEWSWEEK INTERNATIONAL 

This natural Iy leads to the most fascinating book ever written 

on the language of the Koran, and if proved to be c0rrect in its 

main thesis, probably the most im portant book ever written on 

the Koran. THE GuARDIAN 

Verlag Hans Schiler 

978-3-89930-088-8 
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